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COMING ATTRACTIONS

ity inversion halfway through, to test how sensitive you are to absolute-phase effects; and to

The price of having CDs mastered and pressed

tantalize your ears, one piece of music will

has dropped to the point where it is pretty

appear three times—the first time it will have

much cheaper to release aCD than an LP. And

been encoded with astate-of-the-art 128x-

as you can see from reading Larry Archibald's

oversampling A/D converter, the second time

"Final Word" column this month (p.290), physically making aCD doesn't present nearly as

with an industry-standard Sony PCM1630, and
the third time Robert Harley will edit between

many pitfalls as making an LP. Which was one

the two. Think you can tell the difference? Tell

of the

us where the edit points are.

reasons

we

decided

to

launch

Stereophi/e's very own test CD.

And those intrigued by Dick Olsher's use of

Iknow, 1know, aren't there enough test CDs
around already?

recordings of his wife's voice in his listening
tests will be happy to find that one of the CD

Yes. But not one where all the recorded

tracks is of Lesley singing acappella, recorded

music will have been produced in purist fash-

on the Nakamichi DAT machine using Tim de

ion by Stereophilés writers. And not one where

Paravicini's tube mikes and tube preamplifier.

all the music tracks will have been subjected
to just one analog/digital conversion, all the

CD will include asmall selection of test tones,

As well as music tracks, the Stereophile Test

editing and processing having been done

chosen on the basis of practical utility. One-

totally in the digital domain with the data stored
on acomputer hard disc. And not one where

to 20Hz will enable audiophiles to get an audi-

the channel identification and phasing tracks
feature the Audio Anarchist and Ralph the

ble fix on their loudspeakers' bass extension;
pink noise will spotlight coloration and tonal-

Christmas Dog. You'll be able to hear J. Gor-

balance problems; while spot-frequency tones
will be of help in aligning tape recorders.

don Holt's very first tape recording, made in

third-octave warble tones from 200Hz down

1948! Another track will enable you to hear the

And if this is still not sufficient to tempt you,

subjective difference between 18 popular pro-

the price (not including shipping and handling)
will be just $6.95!
—John Atkinson

fessional microphones; one will feature apolar-
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AS WE SEE IT
John Atkinson
gets out his
ear-defenders
and attends
an autosound
sound-off

SOUNDING OFF!
II

oom! Hoom-hoom! HOOM!" It
was a sunny morning in Tempe,
Arizona. (So what else is new?)

tour umes those of the entire audio separates
market. "Ground-pounding audio excite-

"l-1000\t ," The death cry of tortured air

ment!" shouts the ad on my hotel-room radio.
"Phew!" exhale those who spot the "2025

molecules subjected to Thomas Dolby's "Air-

WATTS" notice sitting by one of the Rockford-

head" track at levels hitherto found only at the
ground-zero point of an A-bomb explosion
could be heard even before we pulled into the

Fosgate vehicles. "World Record I55dB,"
proudly proclaims arosette pinned to one vehicle. "Practice Safe Sound," sensibly states the
motto on Rockford-Fosgate T-shirts. "Shuffle-

parking lot at Arizona State.
When we got out of the car, my impression
that God had created only one bass frequency
was confirmed.
"H000000000Mmil" The sound of

shuffle, mooch-mooch," is the sound made by
patient Phoenicians waiting to take their turns
to have their intestines rearranged by lowfrequency sound-pressure levels in the 120s.

ONE HUNDRED HERTZ writ large in the un-

When Hatler/Acoustat's Jeff Peters had asked

sullied Arizona air. "Rbrrbrrbrrbrrbrrbrrrrr!"

me if Iwould like to attend the International
Auto Sound Finals last November (the first IQ

The sound of massive harmonic distortion produced by massive and massively lo-tech woofers. "Sett!" The noise awindshield makes
when it gives up trying to protect the environment from the din within. "Scic,,,echchchch.
Ssssssszzzitt!": sanity-threatening midrange

be held under the aegis of the new IASCA,
organization), "Why not?" Ishrugged. South
West was offering return airfares to Phoenix for
$38 round-trip; it would give me achance to

and highs.

see the Hailer and Acoustat production lines
in their new Rockford- Fosgate setting; Ialso

"Beep beep," parps the car horn of adriver
frustrated by what appears to be an Arizonan

wanted to listen to the Spectra 11 loudspeaker
auditioned by Sam Tellig in this month's 'Anar-

tradition, where a car is pulled diagonally

chist" column in Acoustat's own listening room;

across two parking-lot spaces. "Puff puff puff
puff' goes Car Audio magazine's skywriting

and besides, Ihad always wanted to see how

plane as it circles the scene. "Chink chink

many 18" woofers it took to fill a Beetle.
Okay, that's an unfair shot. As Jeff patiently

chink" go the cash registers of the car-audio
industry as they add up annual US sales around

IInternational Auto Sound Challenge Association
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Phoenicians practicing safe sound?
explained on the way to the sound-off, while
these contests used to be mainly about =z-

And Ithought my vision was blurred when I
saw the Kicker van, until Irealized it was actu-

ing out on spis, the judging has now swung

ally the sheet metal on roof and sides being

more toward sound quality. Of atotal of (I
think) 615 points, up to 200 are awarded for a

pumped by the spis inside. But as you can see
from the photo, that didn't stop the fans from

system's sonics (40 each for staging, stereo

getting as close as they could. (Note that they
are at least wearing the "Safe Sound" T-shirts.)

image, frequency separation and clarity, sound
linearity, and the absence of system and engine

Cut to the parking lot of Albuquerque's Tin-

noise), and only amaximum of 140 for loudness capability (one point for each decibel up

gley Coliseum just over aweek later, where Jeff

to 140dB— "11000000Mn.
Certainly Idid hear sound quality approach-

ble are making an overnight stop on their '89

ing that from areasonable domestic system in
some cars, two that had been outfitted by
Infinity and Hafler, for example. The latter featured aclean-sounding bandpass woofer, where

Beck and Stevie Ray Vaughan's Double Troutour. My wife and Iare getting out of the car
when—what's that sound?
"Boom." We walk closer. "Hoom! Hoomh000m! HOOOOM!" We step into the auditorium. "HOOOM. BLEETER BUTTER BLATTER

drive-units in the trunk fire into aseparate

BLETTER BLOTTER BLUTTER BLOOTER!"

enclosure and the air in ports coupling the

The drummer had more tom-toms than amusical instrument store. "HOOM HOOM HOOM!

trunk enclosure to the passenger space actually acts as alow-distortion driver. Although
it wasn't possible to listen closely to the contestant cars lined up for judging, Igathered that
their sound quality was surprisingly good. Yet
nearly all the demonstrator vehicles from caraudio manufacturers featured barf-making,
chest-hurting, single-note lows—"Hoom
H000m HOOOOM" —at levels Ithought insane. Itook earplugs with me but didn't need
them—as my chest was uncomfortably compressed starting an average of 10' from atypical
vehicle, Ididn't feel any need to venture inside.
6

RBRRI3RRBRRBRRBRRBREIRRR! KERBLOOD
KERBLOOM!!" It was agood thing that we still
had the unused earplugs from the sound-off;
Inoticed that many other of us refugees from
the '60s also had earplugs. The Jeff Beck Band
—the amazingly well-preserved Beck with
Zappa alumnus Terry Bozzio on drums and
Tony Hymas, responsible for some great songs
when he played with bassist Jack Bruce, on
keyboards—was just starting to cook, and, in
all honesty, went on to play agreat set. Beck
truly is the master at what, in my days on the
Stereophile, January 1990

Nice license plate!
road, we used to call "weedley-wop" guitar.

obscuring of pitch." —that the sound of Mr.

But, again, the levels! And the incessant onenote quality of the lows! It's truly ironic that

Beck's often lyrical, always gutsy Fender Stratocaster emerged from asea of overloud low-

this conjunction of two events featured live and

frequency mud.

reproduced sounds that so closely approached
one another—in their similar lack of low-fre-

ing like my parents in the '60s here—does the

quency quality.
You could fairly point out that the two sit-

saying I'm against loud music. There's some-

Why, however—and I'm afraid I'm soundmusic have to be played quite so loud? I'm not

uations are not equivalent, that even with

thing physical you get from rock music played

sophisticated equalization, unlimited watts,

live that will never issue from adomestic sys-

and overdamped woofers with monstrous
magnets, the interior of acar or van will always

tem and that you never get from live classical

tend to go off at its preferred frequency like a
giant Helmhotz resonator, and that's just what

the Beck/Vaughan event was an excellent ama-

you hear, particularly from outside. That in a
typical stadium, the reverberation time will be

for mind, heart, and especially the soul, but
never the chest cavity.) But again, why so loud?

so long in the bass that unless the music is

I'd rather listen without earplugs and get afull

music (The last concert we had been to before
teur production of the Fauré Requiem: music

played at afunereal tempo, the low-frequency

measure of loud but clean highs than have to

sound you hear is actually the history of the last
10 seconds of the music —"HOOWHOOM."
(There's good reason why so much church and

sacrifice what little quality there is in live sound

cathedral music is slow-paced.) No wonder Jeff

sound levels with Stereophile's Captain Many-

Beck decided to do without abass player for
astadium-based tour. And "Sound Engineer

hands, Robert Harley. Bob told me an interest-

from Hell" would be an unfair and inappropriate epithet to hurl at the obviously conscientious concert technicians. Even so, however,

in order to defend my hearing.
The day after the concert Idiscussed live

ing fact: that at an average 93dB level, the kind
of volume at which Ido all my serious auditioning, it is safe to listen for four hours. But
that with every 3dB increase in level, that time

the level of Bozzio's bass drum was so high, and

halves; je, at 96dB, you can only safely listen

the PA system's woofers so underdamped—I

for two hours, and at an average 102dB, which

wish Icould have taken all the magazine's

is very loud in adomestic room, 30 minutes is

readers to the show in order to say something

the safe exposure limit. At an average 114dB,
which Iwould think typical both of the average

along the lines of "You see? A bass alignment
with aQ of 5 or more leads to acomplete
Stereophile, January 1990

concert sound rather nearer the PA towers than
7
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NP 27
The music begins and awindow
opens. The boundaries of time and
place fade as aunique musical
experience is recreated in your
home.
Our quest for this ideal has
produced the new Mark Levinson
No. 27 Dual Monaural Power
Amplifier. We believe it is destined
to bring more music lovers closer
to their ideal than ever before.
To learn why, you are invited to
share the experience at your
nearest Mark Levinson dealer.

Mark Levinson eproducts are designed. manufactured, arid distributed worldwide by
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

we were sitting 2and of the woofer level in the

being overanxious, particularly as the most

vans at the sound-off, the maximum exposure

extreme sound levels are in the bass, where the

time without potential hearing loss is just under

human ear is very insensitive?
I'll leave you with some quotes that caught

two minutes!
So is an entire generation of Americans subjecting itself to future hearing loss? Or am Ijust

my fancy as Iwas putting the finishing touches
on this month's issue. According to areport in
alate-November Audio Week, only 42% of CD-

2The only contemporary study of typical sound levels at live
concerts that I'm aware of is by Dolby Labs' Louis D. Fielder)
"Dynamic-Range Requirement for Subjectively Noise-Free
Reproduction of Music" (with E. M. Benjamin),Journa/ of the
Audio Engineering Society, JulytAuguNt 1982; also summarized in "Human Auditory Capabilities and Their Consequences in Digital-Audio Converter lksign," AES 7th International Conference. Toronto. May 1989. Paper 4A. To quote
Fielder. ". . reproduction of music at natural sound levels
requires very high peak sound levels of up to 120dB spl;• particularly regarding drum sets. which "are capable of producing
over 40 acoustic watts." (A typical hi- fi system with a 100electrical-watts amplifier will put ()ut maybe 0.1 Watts or lem
of acoustic power due to the very limited efficiency of the typical box loudspeaker.) With acrest factor of 12dB, this comes
very close to an average level of 114dB, though with the very
high levels of distortion featured by both in-car and PA-system
sound. to »tune such ahigh croa facur is, of muse optimistic.

player owners rated them as "enjoyable," even
though the 12/2/89 issue of Billboard tells us
that US LP sales dropped from $2.5 billion in
1978 to an estimated $272 million in 1989. In
the same issue, it was reported that 50% of the
100 top-selling albums were recorded digitally.
"Digital is much more accurate," said the producer of Tracy Chapman's Crossroads album.
"There's so much more dynamic range. .."
Now there's aman who's been to too many live
rock concerts. Or does he just have amondo
in-car system?

remarkable/

Dl

Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
l i simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable
1411.1,prn
.
1" ,

AM. A.M..

°

music ...above all.
In the US

AudioStream Corporation, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY

14302

In Canada Paradigm Electronics Inc., 4141 Weston Rd #5, Weston, ON M9L 2S9

ara Labs presents the most phenomenal breakthrough in
audio cable history. Announcing the Temporal Continuum ,a
speaker cable which produces results that appear to be magic.
With a simple adjustment to the patented Temporal
Controller, you can instantly vary the loudspeaker's BackElectromotive Force, allowing the damping ratio between

e:S
'L 1
ss

TEMPORAL

CONTINT 11 TM
A revolutionary transformation.

amplifier and speaker to be precisely optimized without
affecting the musical signal. With the Temporal Continuum
you don't have to be awizard to extract the sonic potential
now lurking unexploited within your system.

Now You Hear It. Now You Don't.
Control your own musical pleasure. Sit back and enjoy
only cable which seems to disappear into thin air.
experiment. Vary the sound from technically accurate
musically entertaining, and be assured, no matter what
components you may own now or in the future, the
Temporal Continuum will allow you to interface
them in perfect harmony. With its spellbinding

the
Or
to
k.

capabilities,the Temporal Continuum may,/".
truly be the last speaker cable you will
ever need to buy. Call 1-800-762-TARA
for the dealer nearest you and
inquire about our unique home
audition plan. The experience
will be magical!

Tara Labs, Inc. 2567 Siskiyou Blvd. Ashland, OR 97520 503-488-6465

"

It Just
Appears To
Be Magic!

LETTERS
We regret that resources not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication.

Earthquake tips
Editor:
Here are some earthquake tips for stereo

Not up to our former
standards?
Editor:

enthusiasts.
Spikes are out. They caused my Infinity RS8

This letter is to confirm that Iwould like to cancel my subscription. The primary reason for

Kappas to tip over and fall. The only damage
was asmashed grille cloth on one speaker. (The

this cancellation is your recent changes in
writers. Losing Anthony H. Coniesman and the

grilles may cause aslight deterioration of the

temporary loss of Mr. Holt have lessened the

sound but they do protect the protruding soft

value of the magazine to me. In addition, Ifeel

domes.) Probably the best thing to would be

that your new group of writers are not up to

to bolt the speakers to the floor but, alas, 1rent.

your former standards.

Steven Becker

Rollers are OK. My equipment cabinets just

Ann Arbor, MI

rolled into the center of the room. The Per Mad-

¡am as equally happy not to be publishing Mr

sen Design record cabinets, also on wheels,
rolled there.

Cordesman (who, tojudge from his published

The best arrangement is wall shelving: my

reviews, appears hardly ever to have heard a
product he didn't like') as 1am that the writings

AR turntable inched over to the edge of its Target shelf, but was hardly perturbed.

ethe venerableJGH (in whose ears we trust)are
starting k)appear in Stereophile once more —JA

Bruce Goldberg
San Francisco, CA

Appalled!

Ecology tips

Editor:

Editor:

I'm appalled at the fact that Stereophile allowed

In Vol.12 No.10, in afootnote on p.172, John
Atkinson expressed his dismay at the almost

Sam Tellig to use his column in the September

exclusive use of fluorinated hydrocarbons, cg,
Freon, in contact cleaners; "Blue Shower," for

approximately one-third of his five pages was
used for that purpose. What in the world is a

example. He asked if anyone knew of an eco-

Travel Advertisement unrelated to the world of

logically safe alternative.

audio doing in aStereophile audio column?

issue as an advertisement for his Russian Trip;

I'd like to inform John oía magical fluid that

In my opinion this reflects, at best, terribly

can do afabulous job at control and switch

poor judgment, and at worse an astonishing
lack of professionalism and integrity on the

cleaning; he probably has it at home himself.
Ihave seen this substance "repair" flaky microswitches, defective circuit breakers, and four-

part of both the magazine and Mr. Tellig.

section volume controls. In afew places Ihave

If Mr. Tellig felt compelled to advertise to the
audio community for his Russian trip, why

worked, it has been nicknamed "magic juice."
The name of this miracle worker is WD-40,

didn't he simply put an ad in the advertisement
section of the magazine, where it belongs? And

and not only does it cure contact problems, but
it delays their return far longer than any contact cleaner; on afriend's preamp with afoursection volume control, instead of spraying it
at least four times ayear (and having it still
crackle abit), my friend sprays it once every
two years or so with WD-40, and it stays dead
quiet! Try it, John, you'll like it.
Alan Raucbwerger
DoRaech Audio Services, South Hackensack. NJ

12

why did the magazine allow the ad to run in the
column? And finally, does the magazine receive
apercentage of the sales Mr. Tellig derives from
the ad?

Karl M. Reimer
Santa Monica, CA
Regarding judgment, as 1said in last month's
"Letters" column, when Sam Tellig asked if he
Ilb he fair to Mr. Cordesman, Igather that he doesn't want
to waste his or his reader, time In writing about pnxluets that
offer disappointing sound quality.

Stereophile, January 1990

could write about his Russian Tour in his
-Anarchist" column,

Iagreed on the grounds

supposedly had some errors in the coefficient
values (presumably all the best engineers

that it fundamentally represented asharing

worked on the state-of-the-art TDA1541). For

of something hefelt important with the maga-

the last couple of years, your $6 investment in

zine's readers. In this respect, it is no differ-

a7220 has bought the P/B version with the cor-

ent from, say, an autosport magazine
organizing atrip for its readers to attend the

Fidelity or anyone else was possible. This is as

Monaco Grand Prix. Regarding our integrity,

one might expect, since digital chips like the

rected coefficients, so no "selection" by British

Stereophile is not receiving any portion of the

7220 are always guaranteed 100% functional

money paid by those who are taking advan-

and are only ever selected for speed.

tage of Sam's offer Mr 7kIlig is not aprofes-

As long as you have your CD player open and

sional tour organizer and is not earning

you're on the phone to Kanan or Hamil-

money from this trip. If anyone shares Mr

ton/Avnet getting your Signetics databook, you

Reimer 's concerns, then please, do not go on

can buy aTDA154IA for $12 and a TDA1541A-

the trip.

SI for $18, if they won't give you samples for

—JA

The Philips CD chip set

free, and compare them yourself.
Philip Greenspun

Editor:

lsosonics Corp., Cambridge. MA

Robert Harley's D/A-converter review in your
October '89 issue was interesting. However, the

CD mods

circuit he gives for adding adigital output to

Editor:

aPhilips-chip-set CD player has afew prob-

I've got this Magnavox 473 CD player that I
bought largely on your recommendation. Now

lems, despite its source (pp.7-308 of the Signetics Linear Data Manual, Von, available free
from any Signetics distributor and well worth
having for anyone interested in the Philips chip

ayear later, Iwant better. So I've investigated
modifications for it.

set). Without the coupling transformer found

Know what? There awhole bunch of 'em out
there. Why don't you review three or four of

in, say, aMagnavox CD player, the modified
unit would fail to meet FCC regulations.

make some pretty decent copy, in the same way

Although the fundamental frequency of the
digital output is low (2.8Mbits/s), harmonics

the mods and write it up? It would probably
as tweaking your AR.
OK?

from the square edges have significant energy

Steve Nickoloff
Seattle, WA

into the FM radio band (100MHz). So interference with anearby TV or radio is possible. A

Jung & Childress CD mods

transformer attenuates these harmonics. Keep-

Editor:

ing the unit connected via acoaxial cable to

Let me preface my comments by assuring you

another box's digital input also helps—thus

that Ihave no relationship with the company

units like the Sony PCM-601 have aswitch to

involved, other than being asatisfied customer.

turn off unused digital outputs.

Also, lest you think that lam from the "my K-

The other problem with Philips's circuit is

Mart system sounds just as good as your Mark

the one mentioned by Mr. Harley: that one con-

Levinson" school, let me assure you that my

ductor of the digital output is tied to the CD

system is well up to Stereophile's standards.

player's digital ground. If the destination box

Both JA and Larry Archibald have stated that

has acombined analog/digital ground, you've

Stereophile is covering the entire high-end

just tied your D/A converter's ground to the CD
transport's digital ground. However, with aD/A

scene, and have omitted no important products
from coverage. Yet you continue to ignore

converter incorporating an isolated digital

products from agentleman whose designs and

ground, this should not be aproblem.

ideas have been "appropriated" by many others,

The article contains an error about the Sig-

and who has consistently been at the leading

netics SAA7220 P/B (Philips chips in the Ui are

edge of high-end circuit design. I'm referring

sold under the Signetics name). There is only

to Walt Jung, whose collaborations with his

one version of this chip available worldwide,

partner Hampton Childress have produced a

and no premium version was ever available.

series of CD players that are not only highly

The earlier version of this straightforward chip

musical, but terrific bargains as well.
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Ihave compared Jung-Childress CD players

rent-to-voltage and filter sections of CD players,

with many far more expensive players and

and his willingness to share the fruits of his

decoders, including the ones that occupy a

labor with the audio community is to be

place in Classes Aand Bof Stereophile's "Rec-

applauded. Iknow Ispeak for many, many

ommended Components," both alone and

audio engineers and audiophiles when Isay

with friends "in whose ears Itrust." The J-C

that Iam indebted to Mr. Jung for his knowl-

players have embarrassed some of these highpriced and highly touted units, and are always

edge and guidance, which have enabled me to
obtain sound quality far in excess of what I

competitive, even with the current SOTA

could achieve on my own with the typical

players and processors.

electrical-theory education (le, all resistors

Add to this the fact that one of Stereophde's

sound the same, etc.) and some old back issues

reviewers, Gary Galo, uses aJung-Childress
player as his reference, and one begins to won-

of Audio.

der why no reviews on these decks. Lest you've
forgotten, Walt Jung is the guy who literally

related to Walt Jung!) is that since the publication of his two POOGE-4 CD-modification
articles in TAA and Audio, many "companies"

wrote the book on IC op-amps and their usage,
and was one of the first to tell us that better pas-

The reason Ibring all this up (no, Iam not

sive parts make for better sound in our elec-

have sprung out of the woodwork with their
own, supposedly proprietary CD-player mod

tronics and speakers. ‘Valt Jung's work is often
referred to in Stereolibile. If you refuse to con-

packages for around $150-200. Out of curiosity, Icall or write all of these firms when Isee

sider an excellent product from well-respected
designers like Jung and Childress, then pardon
Ihave been aStereopbile subscriber since the

anew one, and the descriptions Iget from
these people are all nearly identical; their "oneof-a-kind" package consists of achange in the
op-amps to their "top secret" model, in all

early 1970s, and have always enjoyed it. But I
must say that Iam very disappointed in your
ignoring these products.
David Allison

likelihood aSignetics NE5535 or an Analog
Devices AD-712, to judge from the specs I've
received from these shops; a"complete over-

me, Mr. Atkinson, but something smells funny.

Mokena, IL

haul of the power supply to reduce the output
impedance," which actually consists of afive-

Jung & the POOGE mods

minute task of jumpering six resistors with wire

Editor:
Gary Galos glowing review of the Adcom GTP-

and replacing one with a3¢ IN4002 diode; and

400 tuner-preamp in the September issue con-

a"top secret" type which most likely is either

tained the first mention I've seen in your pages

the Panasonic HF, Z, or SU type detailed in the
Audio article, or alower-value film type loaded

of Walt Jung and his POOGE topologies concerning power-supply design, IC op-amp
optimization, and capacitor-resistor upgrading.
Mr. Jung has written of his research into these
areas in Tbe Audio Amateur and Audio magazines for some time now, and his POOGE-4
articles in TAA provided the springboard for

the replacement of the output caps with, again,

by ahigher-value resistor as per the TAA article
What! am trying to get at is that these companies, with some individual exceptions, are
merely taking the POOGE techniques and marketing them as their own. Ieven asked all of
these modifiers if their packages were similar

countless DlYers to improve the sound of their

to those of Walt Jung, and Ireceived these

inexpensive Magnavox CD players with op-

responses:

amp, capacitor, and resistor upgrades.

"Walt who?"
"You must be joking. My mods arefar more

Ihave carried out most of Mr. Jung's recommendations on my own CDB-582 as well as on

effective than those lowest-common-denomina-

the master dubbing player in our music library,

tor (chuckle) 'upgrades'!"

and Ican unequivocally say that his improvements are clearly audible and well worth the

"Not really, because be stole my mods!"
"Why should Itell you?! So you can go out

time and minimal expense. Mr. Jung has spent

and do it yourself? Just send me your player and
200 bucks, and Ipromise you'll like the sound.

years researching in great detail the sonic
ponents like capacitors, as well as which types

You don't need to know what goes into it ..."
There is nothing wrong with hiring aprofes-

perform best in the terribly demanding cur-

sional to do the actual work on amodification,

characteristics of op-amps and passive com-

14
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as these Magnavox players are very difficult to

finally capped off with awitty audio-related

work on for the inexperienced. There is avery

ending like this one. Stereophile readers are
nothing if not consistent!
Corey Greenberg

big problem with someone passing off someone else's work as his own, especially when the
original author was generous enough to share

KBTS -FM, Austin, TX

his findings with his fellow audiophiles. If these
shops advertise themselves as "POOGE assemblers," or maybe as "Providing the installation

failure to review one of bis modified players

of the upgrades as seen in Walt Jung's POOGE

is an oversight that Ihope to address in the

articles," that's one thing. What's going on is
wrong.

nearfuture. Imust point out, though, that in
my experience, the modifications of Philips

If someone wants the sonic benefits of the

chassisfrom The Mod Squad, Precision Audick

POOGE articles without having to do the
actual work, they should contact Walt Jung
himself at Jung-Childress Audio & Electronics,
P.O. Box 36141, Towson, MD 21286-6141. In
addition, many circuit advances that Mr. Jung
has developed since the publication of the articles are available as well, in contrast to the other
companies who still offer only the basic mods
in the original articles. If audio engineers like
Walt Jung are going to continue to offer the
audio community their research and findings

Ihave always respected Mr Jung's work; our

CAL, Sonographg and Kinergetia are rather
more than the application of POOGE techniques. As for Mr Allison's assertion that "JA
and Larry Archibald have stated that Stereophile.
[has] omitted no important products
from coverage," Ican'tfind this in our back
issues. lb be honest, Iwould beflabbergasted
if Mr Allison could prove that Ihad said it.

Olsher & the Lazarus
Editor:

in inexpensive articles for readers to use, those

Ihave been asubscriber of this magazine for

same readers must support the original sources
of that enlightenment.

several years now, my subscription having

Iwould like to add, as aqualifier, that not all

Stereopbile evolve and grow, with afew stum-

such modifiers are merely stealing the POOGE

bles along the way perhaps, but mostly for the

concepts. There are several independent thinkers

bettet ‘b1.12 No.8, August 1989, has finally moved
me to write you with acomplaint, however.

who have done their own research, and their

started with Vol.5 or 6. Ihave enjoyed watching

contributions are no less important than Walt

On p.124 of the August '89 issue, in his review

Jung's. Engineers like Mike Garces of Soloist

of the Lazarus H- IA power amplifier, Mr. Olsher

Audio in San Antonio (and the designer of the

spends three paragraphs telling us about his

Barclay Bordeaux player Stereophile raved

experiences with 6DJ8 vacuum tubes and how
he believes, due to his experiences with the old

about in the August issue) offer their own take
on upgrading CD players, and my remarks
about misrepresentation do not apply to these
companies. If your readers want to investigate
this for themselves, then they should demand
to know the specifics of the mod packages
offered by these "top secret"-type firms. If a
company won't tell you what goes into their
package, you can be sure it is an inflated-price
POOGE ripoff.
On the other hand, if your readers don't

Theta preamplifier, that 6DJ8 tubes are the
cause for the imaging problem he found using
the Lazarus amplifier. In fact, he states:
"The Theta failed to flesh out instrumental
outlines and soundstage dimensions to the
same extent featured by other tubed preamps
using conventional audio tubes (eg, 12AX7). In
these respects, the 6DJ8 lacked the magical
tube touch, sounding closer to solid-state
equipment in performance."

mind paying more for less, then by all means

Let us then consider some of the equipment

bypass this letter and go on to the next one,

using 6DJ8 vacuum tubes and known for its

which probably starts off by bashing The Absolute Sound, then aquick paragraph detailing

sonic excellence, including imaging: Audio

the writer's latest acquisition (most probably
an SP11) as the last word in transparency, some
harsh words for an audio shop that wouldn't

Illusions Modulus 2A through 2D, Beveridge
RM-1 /1A, Convergent Audio Technology SL-1,

give him adiscount, praise for one that would,
then along, trendy diatribe against digital,
Stereophile, January 1990

Research SP9, SPIO, SP11, SP14, SP15, Audible

Melos MA-222B, etc. Does Mr. Olsher mean to
say that these fine products using the 6DJ8
can't image either? Frankly, Ithink he is just
15

illustrating his own ignorance about vacuum-

they are well matched to each othet which makes

tube characteristics and design.

abetter differential amplifier. They are still dis-

If you evaluate the tubes from adesign stand-

crete transistors, despite being contained in one

point, the 12AX7 really doesn't have that much

package and sharing the same substrate.
On the subject of Mr. Olsher again, he some-

going for it. Yes, it has high gain with an amplification factor (it) of 100 vs the 6DJ8's 33. On the
down side the transconductance of the 12AX7
is about 1600µmhos (at the operating point of

times begins his reviews with technical discussions which aren't even relevant to the equipment he reviews. In his now (in)famous speaker

250V on the plate, 1.2mA of plate current, and

cable review (Vol.11 No.7, July 1988), he spends

the grid biased to -2V relative to the cathode),
which is very low. Low transconductance

essentially two full pages discussing ther-

generally correlates to higher noise and, in fact,

ancient Greeks. Since only one of the five Class

the 12AX7 is afairly noisy tube. The 6DJ8 has
a transconductance of 12,250itmhos (at an

Acables claimed any relationship with this concept, it really was not relevant to the subject at

operating point of 90V on the plate, 15mA of

hand and has the appearance of free advertising

mophonics and the Golden Section of the

plate current, and the grid biased to -1.3V rela-

for George Cardas's cable. Icertainly have no

tive to the cathode). The relatively high trans-

bone to pick with Mr. Cardas and his cable; it

conductance of the 6DJ8 means it is arela-

is an excellent cable. Nor do Ihave any com-

tively quiet tube, much quieter in fact than the

plaint with the information presented (I too

12AX7. In addition, because of its high amplification factor, the 12AX7 suffers from Miller
capacitance effects much more than the 6DJ8.

and the Golden Section). My point is that this

It is severely bandwidth-limited and almost has
to be used in circuits with loop-feedback to
achieve adequate bandwidth (even for audio),
while the 6DJ8 has an excellent bandwidth

have had afascination with Fibonacci numbers
is extraneous information, better suited for a
manufacturer's literature than for areview of
other cables. More informative would have
been to point out some of the first-order effects
of inductance, capacitance, and resistance and

even without loop feedback.
This is not the first review in which Mr.

how they can interact with the highly complex

Olsher has chosen to demonstrate his lack of

impedances of amplifiers. Too much verbiage

impedances of loudspeakers and the output

technical knowledge. When reviewing the

is spent focusing on the second-order effects

Wingate amplifier in Vo1.11 No.2 (February
1988), he disputes the manufacturer's claim that

like skin effect and thermophonics; in many
situations, the load presented by the speaker

the amplifier could be dual mono because of

cable/loudspeaker combination can cause an

its single circuit board. It is, in fact, quite pos-

amplifier to have frequency and phase prob-

sible and desirable (for lower cost) to have both

lems, and in some cases can even cause oscillation. It is more important to emphasize to the

channels on one circuit board configured in
dual mono. Even if they share the same circuit

readers that no one cable is best for all circum-

ground, they are still dual mono as long as the

stances because of the inherent complexity of

grounding is properly handled. Don't forget

the amplifier/cable/speaker interface.

that all the grounds tie back to the same ground

In fact, Mr. Olsher did use different loud-

on the power cord anyway. That doesn't neces-

speakers and amplifiers and found some differences in results. It is unfortunate he did not

sarily affect the rest of the circuitry.
Of course Mr. Olsher is not the only reviewer
who commits technical faux pas in print.

include an amplifier using tubes for its output
stage. The results might have surprised him

Thomasi Norton, in his review of the Aragon

even more when adding the relatively high out-

4004 (Vol.10 No.9, December 1987), disputes

put impedance of atransformer-coupled out-

the designer's claim of all-discrete circuitry

put stage or the output stage of an OTL amplifier to this complex interfacing problem.

because he saw some IC packages on the circuit board. In fact, semiconductor manufac-

So here is my plea to you, since as the editor

turers do offer discrete transistors enclosed in

it is ultimately your responsibility, to please
make sure that the technical information pre-

one package. This is an advantage for adesigner,
not a disadvantage. In applications using
differential amplifiers, for example, having all
the transistors on the same substrate means that
16

sented in reviews be both correct and relevant
to the review. You risk disseminating misinformation (of which there is all too much in audio
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already) or boring your readers with irrelevant

board, with some negative comments con-

and sometimes pointless information otherwise.

cerning my reviews. I'm encouraged by the

David K. Carpe

fact that, despite all of the "technical faux pas"

Annandale, NJ

Mr Carpe alludes to, be still takes the time to
read my writing.

Before banding the pulpit over to Dick, I
would like to take exception with tube maven

First at issue is my Lazarus H- IA power amp
review. Rather than addressing any specific

Mr Garpe's use of the phrase "now-(infamous"

sonic impressions, Mr Carpe latches onto a

as applied to Dick's cable survey Like many

side issue—namely the 6DJ8 vs the I2AX7

readers, Mr Carpe bas confused Dick's report-

be tbefirst one to admit that most generaliza-

ing of the design hypothesis behind George
Cardas 's cables as being his own feelings on

tions, including mine, aren't worth adamn.
Clearly my comments about the 6DJ8, coming

the subject. Iexpect my writers qat all possible

as they dofrom anarrow base of observation,

to examine the concepts that underlie any

must be taken as speculative.

component that they review, and Cardas 's

But is Mr Carpe's position any more tenable

"Golden-Section" stranding and its possible

than mine? Let's analyze his argument a bit

thermophonic effect on sound quality is no

more closely. The implication is that because

exception (particularly as there appears to be

the 6DJ8 is atechnically superior tube, it must

no general correlation between first-orderfac-

sound superior to the I2AX7 I'm fully aware

tors and sound quality, unless extreme). And

that the 6DJ8 is alow-noise instrumentation-

ifyou reread Dick's conclusions, his findings

grade tube and that it was popularized in the

that Cardas Audio, TARA Labs, AudioQuest

''Os in time to satisfy the "no-feedback- is-

Clear and Kimber 4AG speaker cables offer

better" crowd. Taking suc/san argument to its

all-round excellent sound quality have since

logical extreme, one would ;maw to conclude
that aFET because it is technically superior

been reinforced by many other audiophiles
and reviewers. In fact, Dick's main finding,

to the 6DJ8. must also sound better 'tend to

to which so many readers—as well as Enid

believe that rather than focus on any one given

Lumley in an, if not quite impassioned, then

tube, the answer lies in how a tube is used in

at least breathless piece of writing in TAS 56,

aspecific design. The design has to be evalu-

p.42 —took exception was that MIT MH-750

ated as a whole. Conrad-Johnson, for exam-

speaker cable was not quite worthy of the

ple, has done very well over the years with the

"industry-standard" appellation with which

12AX7, and has produced some of the best -

it bad been generally hailed. Based on mown

imaging preamps I've beard.

auditioning, however I
find thisfindingeminently reasonable.

What about the list of preamps Mr Carpe
offers in evidence? I'm onlyfamiliar with the

Regarding Tom Norton's mistaken identification of the matched transistor packages

Audio Research SP9, SP/O, and SPI!. Ilike the
SP/O, and actuaky owned one some time ago.

used by the Aragon 4004: when a reviewer

However the SP9 does not meet my definition

finds 8- or 14-pin DIL ICs with the identify-

of aspacious preamp, being closer to solid-

ing part number scratched or painted out, I

state flatness in terms of imaging. So what

think it reasonable to assume that the compo-

does this prove? We could all come up with

nent is not one the aie rage audiophile would
wish to find in a component with high-end

examples and counter-examples to extoll the

aspirations. Irecall examining a "high-end"

was trying to make about the Lazarus was

virtues of one tube over another The point I

preamp about five years ago that used 8-pin

that, despite the presence of atube in the input

DIL-packaged op-amps with the part number

stage, it still imaged like typical solid-state.

erased. Inever didfind out what they were,
but electrically they behavedjust like the infamous 741 op-amp!

And as amatter offact, to my ears the Theta
is abetter preamp than the Lazarus is an amp.

—JA

The second issue has to do with the Wingate

This is the same Mr Carpe, Ibelieve, who bas

2000A amp. Is it dual mono? 11 comes close,
but doesn't meet my strict definition in such

recently gone public on an audiophile bulletin

matters. That is, Iinsist on total physical separation of the two channels, and sharing a

2The Audiophile Network, Tel: (818) 988 -0452.
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board ain't it. 11 is well known that when cir17

Only Sony could add this principle
to aportable CD player.
Introducing the first CD player with
Digital Signal Processing.
The next movement of the digital audio
revolution is upon us. It's called Digital Signal
Processing (DSP). Simply put, DSP is the biggest
breakthrough since the digital Compact Disc itself.
So who else but Sony, the inventor of the Compact
Disc, could bring it to you first. In the new 0-555
Discman portable CD player.
DSP is such an important step forward because
it allows you to digitally enhance CD sound reproduction by utilizing several
different functions, without
adding undesirable noise,
distortion or phase shift.
Just contemplate the possibilities. Add digital bass boost
below 80 Hz, for optimizing

headphone bass response. Adjust digital dynamic
range compression, for listening to CD's in the high
ambient noise environment of the car. There's also
digital surround and digital graphic equalization
at five frequency positions.
The D-555 is also accompanied by an 8X oversampling filter with noise shaping, plus dual D/A
converters, for the finest music reproduction available from aportable CD player today. And for the
finale, the D-555 even features an optical output
port, for direct interface with other digital components of the future.
The Sony D-555 Discman.
It's the only digital CD player
that lets you fine tune your
music. digitally.

©1989 Sony Corporotron of Amer« All nghts reserved Sony. DIscrnon ond The leader ln Oval Audro ore trodernarks of Sony

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO

cult-board traces are physically close to each

to that goal, having acharacteristic sound that

other, mutual inductance and capacitance

is warmer than my 9s, but which, Ibelieve, is

effects can lead to intercbannel signal leakage.

easier to live with long-term than that of the
competition.

Thus, Iadvocate apurist approach. To my
mind, dual-mono construction equals total
channel separation.
—DO

After the new wore off and Ibecame accustomed to listening to athree-dimensional soundstage that the KLHs could never hope to produce,

Olsher & the Sequel
Editor:

Ibegan to notice aglare to the sound (which in
general was thin). 'Riming up the volume on my

Dick Olsher's "Follow Up" repon on the MartinLogan Sequel II loudspeaker (Vol.12 No.10) was

Bryston .5B/Adcom GFA-555 combination only
succeeded in collapsing the soundstage and mak-

very interesting, and Icertainly agree with his

ing the highs unlistenable.

conclusion. These very musical speakers are

Thanks to the generosity of several audio
dealers, Iwas able to experiment with afforda-

deserving of aClass Brecommendation. Unfortunately, the reader is left guessing about the
magnitude of the frequency-response varia-

ble amps and preamps from B&K, Counterpoint,

tions Mr. Olsher addresses—no values are

Aragon, ARC, and The Mod Squad. While there
were some promising combinations, nothing

provided for the vertical axes of the several
frequency-response plots. [The vertical scale

ARC SP8/D9OBsp combination. The highs were

on each plot was 50dB; iç 2dB/division —Ed.]
Iapplaud Stereopbile's judicial use of measurements in augmenting areview. Why not

made the music come alive until Itried aused
sweet, the sound fuller, and the stage more lifelike. The bass wasn't as tight as it had been, but

incorporate low-frequency distortion figures

that was atrade Iwas willing to make.
Why this combination works, Idon't know.

in the reviews of potential Class Aand Class B
full-range speakers? This would seem appro-

one piece of equipment making up for the short-

Maybe it's the tubes, maybe it's the excesses of

priate, as inclusion in either category requires
quality low-frequency extension. Mr. Olsher's

comings of another. Whatever the reason, it beats

(Vol.12 No.1) and Mr. Greenhill's (Vol.12 No.10)

Sequel II last August: if you buy this speaker, be

comments on distortion colorations in sub-

prepared to invest in electronics that can drive

woofers certainly apply equally to full-range
loudspeakers. Speaker manufacturers seldom

them properly

out JA's closing comment in his review of the

MartinJ. Daley
West Hartford, CT

provide this information to the consumer.
FredJ. Tedford
Spring, TX

We got it all wrong?
Editor:
You guys got it all wrong. First, I'm enticed into

Audio Research & the Sequel
Editor:
1haven't taken Mr. Sanders's challenge ("Manufacturers' Comments," September 1989, p.190)

subscribing to Stereophile because it is America's
oldest journal specializing in subjective reviews
of high-fidelity sound-reproducing equipment.
Then, what Iget is: tonal balance, HF and LF

to go down to my local Martin-Logan dealer
and audition apair of Sequel Ils, but as an owner

extensions, skin effect, the statistical validity of

of apair of Sequel Is, my experience with the
speakers is worth sharing.

is best, spatial ambience reproduction, and

Ibought the Sequels after comparing them
with competing designs close to their price
range: Apogee Duetta Hs, Thiel 3.5s, and Magnepan Ilia's. When Ibegan to audition speakers,

ABX comparisons, debates over how many bits
graphs and measurements that Igoddamn don't
understand (and Iauthored the predecessor and
model of the FTC power rule).
I'm sitting here on acold but beautiful New
England autumn evening listening to Him and the

Iwas looking for speakers that would give me

BB's. Ifind myself overwhelmed with the bitter-

the same characteristic sound that Ihad en-

sweet longing for the feelings Ihad when Ifirst

joyed for 15 years from the KLH-9s (two pairs,

listened to this particular disc; feelings not unlike

of course), but Iknew that my budget would
force me to make compromises. Hopefully,

the heady, turbulent, and speedy feelings Ihad
when Ifirst met Jan (my wife), Mary Ellen

these compromises would not detract from my

(before), or Patti (after, whoops). Feelings of

musical enjoyment. The Sequels come closest

excitement, passion, satisfaction, contentment,
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and well-being so compelling that Idamn well

drive Model Ts. But let's not forget that the basic

near wore out the CD playing it over and over

function of asound system is to allow us to lis-

(interspersed with other favorites) when it first

ten to music, just as the basic function of the car

came home Feelings rekindled by playing it after

is transportation. But just as today we surround

along hiatus, only to find that the feelings are

the automobile with an arcane aura of ego gratification, plus loads of money so do audiophiles

there, only slightly less so in reality than in memory Sort of like going dancing with your wife of
years on the rare occasions that you can when
you have young kids. You kind of remember the
magic of the first year.
The great George Kaye of NYAL fame wrote
the most compelling and unforgettable words
I've ever read when it comes to high fidelity.

with their systems. But the system should be the
means to an end ...
it's the music that counts!
Perhaps part of the problem with listening to
recorded music is its newness as aphysical sensation and an art form. Ahundred years ago there
was only live music. Then came Edison and
sound reproduction. Our experience with and

Something to the extent that "There's nothing

means of expressing its impact on alistener via

more important than good music in your home"
Ilike my Live\Wire Reds because they help me to

asound system are new to us as compared to
painting, for example. Visual reproduction, of

embrace the music Iappreciate my Denon 1520

course, is thousands of years old, with awell-

because it brings me closer to the music. Ilove

established vocabulary of expression.

my B8cW CM2s because they help me to lote the

Sound reproduction is anew toy, and, still fas-

music. Not because of bass extensions, crystal

cinated with its nuts and bolts, we all too often

junctions, sharp roll-offs, or tonal balances.
Write for the technofrealcs, if you will, but do
it in Popular Mechanics. Let those of us who

forget their basic purpose Unless, of course, like
many Stereophile readers, the sound itself and its
means of reproduction are sufficient ends in

want (crave) subjectite ret ,
iews hear about your

themselves.

Melvin Elliott
Sharon, CT

love of the music through aparticular component, your disgust, your indifference, your reserve. Let us hear whether acomponent gives

Audiophiles & music

you awarm night at home, or anight of uneas-

Editor:

iness. Whether acomponent lets you closer to

As areader of Stereophile who relished both

an old friend or lover, or introduces you to anew
one, or simply gives you the frustration of see-

equipment and music reviews, Ifeel compelled

ing one pass on the other side of acrowded city

to respond to Paul Gowan's letter in October
(p.23). Mr. Gowan, like many people Iknow,

street. Anything but tonal balances, please.
"The Sound Thinker"

thinks of audiophiles strictly as audio-equipment
hobbyists. This is an understandable point of

Madison, CT

view considering the emphasis audiophiles place
on audio equipment. I'd like to expand this point

Music & audiophiles
Editor:
At last on this gray chilly rainy day, I'm getting
afew things off my chest thanks to Paul Gowan's

of view
First of all, Iknow from personal experience
that audiophiles aren't just people who can afford
to spend small fortunes on their equipment. The

letter in the October '89 issue: "Do audiophiles

true audiophile always reads about and demos

enjoy music?" As anew subscriber to Stereophile,
Ihave had the same doubts since my first issue

equipment before changing his or her system,

(April '89). Paul Gowan is right: the bottom line

derive this thirst for equipment information from

for any sound system is the emotional experience

the understanding that different components,

we get from the music.
My experience with "high fidelity" goes back
to the cactus-needle days of the late '30s! But

regardless of the equipment's cost. Audiophiles

when mixed and matched, produce different
sonic signatures. If the equipment side of the
equation sometimes seems to dominate the audi-

even in those primitive days, the reaction on hear-

ophile's experience of the music, it is because we

ing a78rpm record was an emotional experience
brought on by the music. Never mind the hiss,

get excited about finding that synergistic combination or upgrading that weak-link component.

scratches, or distortion: let the music speak.

But what people don't understand about

I'm not saying we should go back to the good

audiophiles is that, underneath the clamor over

old days any more than Ibelieve we should all

equipment, the audiophile is actually trying to
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reduce the equipment's impact on the music.

string quartets, string-and-another-instrument

The goal is always to maximize the music side

quintets, woodwind octets, folk singers, opera
singers, choruses, medieval troubadours, pipe
organs, jews harp bands, pianos, military bands,
contra(bassoon) bands, harmonicas, Alexanders'

of the equation. Thus, audio-equipment reviewers use terms like transparent, spacious,
and dynamic to describe the equipment's ability to reproduce the live music event. And yet
audiophiles know Mr. Gowan makes agood
point.
When it comes right down to it, audiophiles
do concentrate on how the system sounds,
sometimes, as Mr. Gowan suggests, to the detriment of the music. Why this is the case, Ican
only guess. Maybe audiophiles have aneed to

ragtime bands, ocarina ensembles, barbershop
quartets, calypso bands, and zithers.
So what's so special to me about asymphony
orchestra? (And mind you, this does not necessarily mean one that plays classical music. John
Williams's filrnscores for the most popular films
ever were all symphonic.) It's just that afull

balance the emotional and analytical sides of

symphony orchestra produces by far the widest
variety of unamplified acoustical sounds, and is

their personalities. Or maybe audiophiles are

thus the most formidable musical challenge for

too busy to attend live concerts and demo

an audio system that there is.
While I'm on my high dudgeon, Ishould

audio equipment. Or perhaps audiophiles are
would-be engineers who enjoy learning about
equipment (those engineers who are also audiophiles are probably audio engineers).
As one who attended the San Francisco Hi -Fi
Show, for whom Adcom and VTL amplifiers

remind the staunch defenders of rock that contemporary approbation has never been ameasure of the intrinsic worth of any artistic
endeavor, and never will be. They can rant all
they want about elitism and snobbery, but the

offer different measures of the musical event,

fact is that the vast majority of rock music is

and for whom musical reproduction is impor-

unmitigated garbage, just as was the vast

tant, Ican say that Istill get excited about music.

majority of music from the '70s, '60s, '50s, '40s,
'30s, and so on, all the way back to before Hil-

Indeed, when Iplay aVan Morrison disc or the
Academy's Mozart Clarinet Concerto, it is with
the sonic signature of my personal experience.
Still feeling the good (and not so good)
vibrations. ..

Ralph Gordon
San Francisco, CA

JGH & the classics

degard of Bingen. As Mr. Willett said (Vol.12
No.10, p.15), anyone is entitled to like what
he/she wants to. But don't try to tell me that,
just because 70% of atrend-driven, marginally
literate public believes Grace/and is the greatest
musical work since the B- minor Mass, they
aren't necessarily any less wrong than the same

Editor:

majority that can't use the word "its" as apos-

For Chrissake, people, if you're going to attack

sessive without sticking an apostrophe in it.
Classical-music "snobs" look down on rock

my views about audio and symphonic music,
you could at least recognize what they are.
Idon't know who it was who first accused
me in Stereopbile of having said classical music
is the only criterion for judging reproduced
sound, but it ain't true. Inever said or claimed
that. What Isaid was that the sound of unam-

because 95% of the latter demands absolutely
nothing of its listeners, and seems to be aimed
at the least intelligent members of the public—
what "elitists" call the lowest common denominator or, less charitably, the common herd.
(That's cattle, Man!) You can enjoy alot of clas-

plified acoustical instruments is the first criterion for judging reproduced sound, and that

sical music for its toe- tappin' tunes, but to

if an audio system can't make them sound like

amount of mental activity. Historically, those

what they're supposed to, then no amount of
HF or LF extension or resolution or inner detail

who use their minds have always scorned those
who don't.

appreciate what makes it tick requires acertain

or focus or air or spaciousness or depth or

The reason so-called classical music is still

specificity or bass alignment or phase coher-

played is because it still strikes aresponsive

ence will make that reproduction a highSo, what else besides asymphony orchestra

chord in 1989 homo sapiens. It appeals to the
intellect as well as to the spectrum of emotions,
as do the few "pops" from earlier decades that

performs using unamplified acoustical instruments? Jazz and Swing bands prior to 1960,

we still consider worth hearing. Do you really
expect your kids to get dew-eyed or, God for-

fidelity one. That's what Isaid, dammit!

Stereophile, January 1990
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bid, reverential 20 years from now when they

the experience of listening to acomposition

hear Van Halen, Kiss, or The Sex Pistols? Oh, sure!

to the experience of seeing apainting. Ibelieve

J. Gordon Holt

that though both are different in character, both
remain the same in essence.

Boulder, CO
Maybe not for those groups, but for the Beatles? Ob, yes!
—IU.
And does anyone else apart from me find
it ironic that one of the few areas ofpopular
music recording where it is still possible tofind
naturally recorded acoustic drums and cymbals is in beaty metal?
— JA

The object of hi-fi
Editor:

The object of the painter is not to copy reality, not even to those who belong to the various schools of realism. The painter arranges
images within the canvas in order to create a
piece that is aesthetically pleasing to the viewer.
The result, as we all know, can be very far from
the reality of those images. (Not even in photography, one of the arts that has the potential
to be the most "objective," does the artist
attempt to depict reality as is.)
The object of the viewer of apainting is not

The objective of high fidelity, as Mr. J. Gordon

to see the reality behind the painting but to

Holt states, is not to bring the orchestra into the
living room (Von° No.9, p.163). However, its

experience the painting as is. The viewer does

object is not, as he states later, to transport the
listener into the concert hall.

closely it resembles reality. If he or she did,
Picasso's Guernica would be worthless. In fact,

This second conception stems from Plato's

the viewer of this masterpiece is invited to

assumption that there are ideas, forms, or
universals that become the benchmark against

become an active participant in creating, along
with Picasso, the painting itself.
In the same fashion, the object of the record-

which all particular copies of those universal
ideals must be judged. When one comes to
realize that what one formerly took for originals were merely copies or imperfect realizations of the standard, one is said to have
achieved knowledge.
In audio terminology, the Platonic objective
would be to replicate as accurately as possible
the sound emanating from an instrument or set
of instruments in aconcert hall. The univer-

not evaluate the merit of apainting by how

ing engineer is not to copy the reality of the
concert hall. He or she arranges sounds within
arecording medium in order to create arecording that is aesthetically pleasing to the listener.
There is no such thing as areality that he or she
wants us to listen to. There is no standard, no
form, no ideal. They do not and cannot operate
within aPlatonic world. Witness the different
character of this finished product among

sal or ideal is the original sound; the recording

recording labels and even recording engineers.

is acopy of that sound; reproduction through

Why would their "sounds" be so different if

one's system is acopy of acopy of the sound.
The better the equipment utilized in recording and reproduction, the closer the listener

there were acommon ideal? In addition, the
results, no matter the label or the engineer, are,

will be to the truth.

in my experience, totally different from alive
concert.

Plato's epistemology has generated endless
arguments and has evolved into different the-

The object of the audiophile, then, cannot
be to hear the reality behind those sounds, but

ories of knowledge. This is not the place to discuss these developments; however, this is the

thermore, it is in the invitation that the record-

place to discuss why such aPlatonic assumption must not be the underlying theory of our
love of audio.

to experience the recorded sound as is. Furing extends to us that the greatest enjoyment
in high fidelity lies. We are asked to be active
participants in creating the recording experi-

Is the essential relationship in the artist - ence itself. What electronics, what power amp,
artwork-artlover triad the same in music as in
other arts? Iam assuming in my argument that

what speaker system to utilize, and what volume, what positioning, even what lighting con-

it is, and though such an assumption may prove

ditions to employ, becomes an art in itself.

to be unacceptable to some readers, Iwill not
explore its merits here. Ionly ask readers to

The object of high fidelity is not to copy
something else. High fidelity is the mechanism

compare—if they happen to enjoy at least
another form of art (painting, for example)—

participant, witness, and facilitator of an aes-
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through which the attentive listener is the active
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thetic experience that gives him or her aglimpse

An impasse?

of whatever the composer, interpreter, and

Editor:

engineer were attempting to communicate, and

Vk seem to have reached some kind of impasse.

that sometimes—and only sometimes—unites
him or her with the sublime.

We seem to be hung up on whether electronic instruments, or acoustic instruments, or

The audiophile's relation to the work of art
as recorded in the LP and the CD is similar to
that of performer to composer. Performers are
not trying to copy an ideal printed in ascore.
They are bringing awork of art to life; in the

any kind of instruments can be used as the program material for evaluating hi-fi components.
Mark Block, in Vol.12 No.9, argues persuasively
that "live, unamplified music is aproblematic

process, they and the audience are elated and

reference because it's so variable, and any
recording is aproblematic reference because

transfigured. High-fidelity equipment becomes
the orchestra, and just as there is no such thing

we can't truly know what the original electronic signal sounds like."

as the closest interpretation of Beethoven's 9th

And we seem to be hung up on whether
recordings should try to bring the orchestra

because there is no absolute interpretation of
that symphony and no absolute instruments
and hall in which to perform it, there is no such
thing as the absolute sound toward which highfidelity equipment must strive. Each pair of
speakers, each power amp, speaker wire, preamp, interconnect, etc., has its own character,
nuance, and predisposition to different types
of music, much in the same way that halls and
orchestras (and recording equipment and techniques) have their own sonorities. Comparison
to an absolute sound that does not exist for the
composer, the interpreter, and the audience is
futile, frivolous, and absurd.
The aesthetic experience of listening to

into our listening rooms or try to transport the
listener into the concert hall or sound as if we
are listening through ahole in the wall to an
orchestra playing in the next room.
Before we can resolve these impasses, we
must accept the fact that the purpose of recordings is not to recreate reality.
The purpose of ahigh-fidelity recording is
to give the illusion of reality.
The recordist attempts to achieve this illusion by manipulating distortion.
The purpose of high-fidelity equipment is
to pass this recording through with the highest
possible degree of accuracy.

reproduced sound is atotally subjective one.

If we accept this premise, we can rethink

Audiophiles are composers, interpreters, artists.
Is this not why we have asubjective audiophile

what it is we want our recordings to sound like
and our equipment to do. If we do not accept

press? Are Stereophile and others of its kind in

it, we will continue to evaluate apples on the

existence because the reviewer's ears can do

basis of how much they taste like oranges.

a better job than the one achieved by test

We need to take another look at Vol.12 No.6,

equipment? No! If that has become the object,

in which are published (p.7) some quotes from
Richard Heyser, including "The effect that

then the subjective press has lost sight of its
mission.
We have asubjective audiophile press because
the act of listening to high fidelity is an aesthetic
experience different from the reality of listening to alive orchestra concert. To believe that
high- fidelity equipment should bring the orchestra inside the living room or bring us to the
orchestra hall is totally irrelevant, foolish, and
capricious. These beliefs devalue the magnificent, beautiful, unique, and self-enclosed aesthetic experience of listening to your favorite
recording.
Feelings for whom? 0you the transformation
offalings into uhat?—: into audible landscape
—R. M. Rilke
Edgardo Tenreiro
Naples, FL
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modem sound reproduction strives to achieve
is the creation of an acceptable illusion in the
mind of the listener."
Should recordings sound like an orchestra
playing in the next room? Yes, if that's the way
the recordist wants it. Iremember back when
hi-fi was new that there were alimited number
of record labels—Columbia, RCA, Capitol,
Mercury, HMV, and afew others—and each
had its characteristic sound. One sounded like
you were listening from Row H in the Orchestra section of the hall, one like you were 15'
above the conductor's head, one like the first
row of the balcony, etc, and the British recordings tried to sound like you were listening
through ahole in the wall to an orchestra playing in the next room. (Isn't the editor of Stereo25
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pbile British? Could that have influenced his

shadow of doubt on any judgment against such

attitude?) In those days it was easier to accept

speakers? My point is that, even granting that

differing viewpoints, so we simply bought the

we don't have 100% knowledge about the
accuracy of agiven component, it does not fol-

records from the companies with whose
philosophies we agreed and were glad there
were companies to serve the needs of our less

low that we have 0%. Iam arguing from the
other extreme.

enlightened brethren. Now, however, there is
only one grail and you better have apiece of
it if you don't want to be cast down, so this live-

bumps," claims Mr. Block in conclusion. This
is correct in an absolute sense. Nevertheless,

and-let-live philosophy is out of phase.
So let me repeat:

"All we can ever be sure of is our goose

anyone who endorses

my

hypothetical

speakers has poor audio judgment. We do not

•The purpose of arecording is not to create
reality.

have perfect certainty that the sun will rise

•The purpose of arecording is to give the illusion of reality.

it won't is afool. There is still probability to guide
one in one's judgments, and some probabilistic

•The illusion of reality is achieved by deliberate
use of distortion.

ity, even if they are always alittle short. Ibelieve

Once we accept that, we can rethink the standards by which we judge recordings and get
back on the track.

tomorrow morning, but anyone who acts as if

judgments come very close to 100% reliabilIam elaborating on what LA alluded to in "The

Paul A. Alter

Final Word" column of the same issue regarding his epistemology. Experience improves

Hyattsville, MD

one's probabilistic judgments, and Idon't see

Absolute issues
Editor:
Mark Block's letter in Vol.12 No.9 was very
informative and clarified several issues in my
mind. While Iwould claim that his treatise is
entirely correct, Inevertheless hold that it is
not complete Thinking back to my college philosophy lessons in turn, Iask you aquestion

why innate skill would hurt. The realization
that judgments of accuracy are probabilistic in
nature is to Mr. Block's credit. It goes to the
credit ofJGH (in whose ears we trust) that Stereopbile reviews are perhaps the best references concerning perceived component accuracy available to the audiophile.
If Ihave heard 1000 violins in real life and a
recording of aviolin which has sounded realis-

considered in Plato's Theaetetus: "Wherein lies

tic to me on ten systems suddenly sounds

the knowledge of the wise?" If we take Mr.

unrealistic when Iinsert adifferent component
in several of these systems, then that compo-

Block's letter as the last word on judging the
accuracy of hi- fi components, then no one
could claim that an all-Class Bsystem is more
accurate than any old portable radio. Mr. Block's

nent is very probably inaccurate. It is amistake

treatise concerns absolute knowledge. Iam

to ignore the evidence, and it is amistake to
believe that it is necessarily inaccurate. It is a
fool who would buy it.

considering informed judgment.
Admirably clear is it now that we cannot

what sounded like pronounced electronic dis-

have perfect certainty that agiven component
is perfectly accurate and that we usually do not
have sufficient information to judge that acomplete system of reproduction is perfectly accurate. All serious reviewers should be aware of

Speaking of realizations, Ialso was struck by
tortion that Ionce heard at afully acoustical
opera performance Had some engineer recorded
this peculiar acoustic effect, he would not
merit praise. It sounded terrible. Does this

it does not follow from anything that Mr. Block

mean Iwant him to make inaccurate recordings? Ithink there is another option. Iwould
hope he had the sense to place his microphone

demonstrated that an experienced reviewer

at some other location or move to adifferent

cannot identify reasonably accurate reproduction most of the time. Have you ever had dif-

hall. This is selectivity. While Iwould not claim

the pitfalls described by Mr. Block. However,

ficulty identifying whether a reproduced
sound was that of aviolin vs that of an organ?
Ishould hope not.' What if Ipresented you
with apair of speakers upon which this judg
ment was ambiguous? Has Mr. Block cast a

Stereophile, January 1990

that the skill of agood recording engineer does
not involve aform of creativity, it is not the
same kind of affirmative creativity that we seek
from the musicians, unless the musical produc3But it is not uncommon to hear aloudspeaker that confuses
the tonal qualities of trumpet, oboe, and clarinet.
—JA
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the same way they were mastered.
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THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO'"

tion is conceived as such as in the case of some
synthesized music. Acoustic music is founded
upon a long historical development of the
sound of acoustic instruments and performance halls. At times we may wish to try some-

The recording process itself introduces some
electrical artifacts. OK. Does that mean that
three artifacts are just as bad as 20? This is also
aquestion of degree, no? Again acoustic instruments come out on top.

thing new and different, but frequently this is
not the idea. The idea in classical music is
usually to let listeners hear what professional

In addition to the absolute reference referred
to above which pertains especially to acomplete reproduction cycle, there is another abso-

musicians and composers have been working
to accomplish. The same can be said of much
music made with electronic instruments as

lute standard which pertains to the components. This standard satisfies Mr. Block's
condition that familiarity with the original

regards the role of the recording engineer.

source be unnecessary. From the microphone

He/she may or may not be adesired active part
of the production.

to the speakers, how can acomponent increase
the information conveyed? I think ther-

The fact that live acoustics can sound bad is

modynamics will not allow this. Yes, certain

no reason to abandon accuracy as an important

distortions can increase the perceived informa-

attribute of audio systems which are to consis-

tion, especially by exaggerating HF or transient
response, but these are often identifiable for
what they are. Also, it is in principle control-

tently please and as adesirable goal of the usual
recording process. Idon't think anyone is actually claiming the contrary, but it is important
to state this. LA interpreted Mr. Block to have
claimed that there is no absolute reference for
accurate reproduction. In fact, Mr. Block has

lable if anything has been synthesized. But this
does not ultimately matter. If two stereos are
compared playing back the same recording,
the one that conveys more information is

interpreted his own arguments to this effect.

immediately suspect of being the more accu-

But his arguments show that we can't be certain of the accuracy of any component within

rate, though judgment may be needed to determine if the tonal balance and dynamics are natural. And familiarity with acoustic instruments

asystem, and do not pertain to the system as
awhole. If DO listens to his wife sing and then
hears an identical reproduction of her voice,

is one's best chance of determining this, second only to voice, but for the same reasons.

then that system has been verified next to an
absolute reference (within the capabilities of

Information in music consists of what instruments are playing in acomplex passage, Um-

the listener's hearing). We can't be certain even

bra' complexity, what is the hall or studio like,

in this case about any one component, but the

what recording techniques were used, and last
but not least, where the musicians are posi-

system as awhole is vindicated. As for the
individual components, each additional inac-

tioned on the stage. But all of this is just an

curacy introduced by acomponent decreases
the probability that the system as awhole will

indirect way of finding out what Ireally want

be able to compensate for it. One inaccuracy
is easier to correct by luck than are 12.
The variability of the sound of acoustic
instruments plays amajor role in Mr. Block's

to know: Will acomponent give me goose
bumps like live music does?
So, in the end, my essay gets back to the
same familiar stuff that Stereophde reviewers

conclusions. Is this not aquestion of degree?
Ihave heard far more variation in the sound of
the electric guitar than that of the acoustic gui-

have been pursuing all along. After studying
philosophy for four years, Ihave acquired alot
of respect for human judgment. All science,
mathematics, and logic can't even get off the

tar The same for every electric instrument, and

ground without it, and have no validity that is

even more so for synthesized sound, of course.

not in part rooted in human judgment.

Given some degree of variation, this is no reason to assume 100% variability and surrender.

Scott de Courtivron
Dayton, OH

Again, have you ever been unable to distinguish
aviolin from an organ? Judgments of accuracy

Relative issues

may be made from both acoustical and electrical sources, with acoustical sources generally

So Mark Block ("Letters," Vol.12 No.9) has brought

offering ahigher probability of correctness due
to their reduced variability.
Stereophile, January 1990

Editor:
to hi-fi the 20th Century's most powerful metaphor: everything is absolutely relative, firmly
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indeterminate. Measurements and auditioning

review of British integrated amps (Vol.12 No.9,

are quite uncertain guides. Howeve4 you needn't

September 1989). Stereophile does agreat ser-

fret. Though accuracy is illusory, there is hum-

vice to asilent majority of its readership when

ming, foot tapping, and goose bumping; a

it reviews equipment in this league. Ihad per-

happy ending to atale of doubt and adoubt-

sonally traveled the route from Japanese
receivers to inexpensive separates and wound

ful tale.
In hi-fi (and elsewhere), what works is defined

up eventually considering the exact four British

neither by anarchic uncertainty nor by the more

amps that Mr. Harley reviewed. Iauditioned

traditional fiction of absolute guides. The fact

two of the other three amps in my home and

that sound reproduction has become consis-

the third, with Spicas, at adealer. All were very

tently more convincing shows that the methods
used, at least by progressive designers, are suffi-

impressive in their own ways, and the whole
lot of them can musically embarrass any other

cient. These, of course, must include proper

integrated, receiver, or even separates in the

measurements (which needn't define all that

under-S1000 range. My choice, however, was

we hear to be useful) and knowledgeable audi-

the Naim NAIT II.

tioning; which, as Larry Archibald has aptly

His comments about forgetting the review
and enjoying the music are the exact phenomena

said, is "based on the accretion of knowledge
of thousands of individual audio events, both
live and reproduced ..." Approximate, imperfect efforts may be everything we have, but

that helped me arrive at my choice. The NAIT
makes music, nothing more, nothing less, and
does so with agreat deal of class. If it has any

they have gotten us this far.

fault, it's that it is relentlessly true to the source

John Atkinson's thorough "The Chicken and
the Egg" (Vol.12 No.3), Ithink, would have

being used. It was through the NAIT that Ireally
discovered why many serious music lovers still
prefer vinyl over CD. This little gem is fully

been afine last word on the subject of valid
auditioning references (acoustical and electrical).
Because the characteristic distortions of equipment are applied to all sounds, any sound can
be used to help in defining the behavior of that

intended to be used with LP12s and the like.
As for its power "restrictions," Iuse mine in
a 10' by 12' living room with Spica TC-50s.

equipment. Included, too, are non-musical
sounds such as vinyl record noise, for exam-

These are not the most efficient speakers in the
world, yet the NAIT handles them with no
effort at all.
Michael Kimsey

ple, which tell something about the stored

Rancho Cordova, CA

energy response of loudspeakers. It is precisely
because we lack indisputable references that
auditioning variety, properly interpreted, can
lead only to more valid judgment, not less.

Why no
"Recommended Recordings"?
Editor:

Additionally, the testfor variety itself, involv-

I've always been curious as to why Stereopbile

ing no external reference, is, Ithink, one of the

doesn't have arecommended recordings list

more useful. Put simply, acomponent which

conducted in the same way as your semiannual

displays more varied timbres, more spatial vari-

"Recommended Components" list?

ety, more dynamic shadings, etc., by definition,

Tom Wong

must have lower overall distortion, less avoice

Alhambra, CA

of its own, and hence less masking effect.
Carefully considered, then, the basis for sophis-

We've thought about doing this for quite a

ticated component judgment seems to be surprisingly extensive. And "reality" in sound

while, although a "Recommended Recordings" would not be done in the same way as

reproduction is not, as Mr. Block seems to suggest, chimerical. It is merely more complex

most exclusively based on reviews that bave

than anyone had guessed. But then "reality"
always is.

Lewis Coopersmith
Philadelphia, PA

The silent majority

"Recommended Components," which is albeen published in the magazine. Ienvision
commissioning, every few years, a "Ten Best
Recordings" list from all record and equipment reviewers, with avery brief description
of why the writer so admires each recording

Editor:

in terms of composition, performancg and/or

Iwanted to comment on Ft( )lcrt Harley's recent

recording quality. Should be fun.
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Pragmatism,
Purity.
Speaker Cable
and Interconnects
2675 Industrial Drive
Ogden, Utah 84401
801-621-5530 Tel.
801-627-6 80 Fax

KIM3ER KABLE

Going for gold?

speakers with the V-2B subwoofer. We both
have the same opinion: that, in the given price

Editor:
Kevin Conklin's "Going for Gold" in October

range, we have purchased the finest equipment

almost managed to be helpful, but he forgot to
make the important comparison in each of

we have both heard. Neither one of our CD

these classic pop/rock albums. They are:
Aja: Ultradisc CD to MFSL LP. The MCA CD and
original LP are unbelievably worse than the

of the other components for that matter. We

MFSL LP; I'd like to know how the Ultradisc

sound without having to spend more than dou-

compares.

ble the amount of money.

Madman: Ultradisc CD to MCA CD.

players has given us amoment's trouble, or any
both feel that, for the money we have invested
in our CD players, we couldn't improve on the

As to the supposed issue of the GCD-575's

Meddle: Well done. Why is this the only one?
7èafor the Tillerman: Ultradisc CD to A&M CD

lack of shock resistance, Ihave only the follow-

or MFSL LP.
Days of Future Passed: Ultradisc CD to Poly-

ophile LP disc last if you had the habit of rap-

gram CD or MFSL LP.

one, don't beat on any of my components; I

Imust confess the Ultradiscs are too pricey

ing comment. How long would your audiping on the side of your $2000 turntable? I, for
would rather sit back and enjoy listening.

for me, but I'd sure like to know if they're any

Michael Bell

better than all the less expensive alternatives.
Rob Bertrando

Westminster, CA

Reno, NV

Unfair to Adcom
Editor:
Iam neither an Adcom fan nor an owner...
However, there was certainly no need or desira-

Smooth and detailed Adcom
Editor:
After reading the letter and reply concerning
the Adcom GCD-575, Idecided to take time
out from my studies and write about my experience with this CD player.

bility to publish D. L. Chase's letter (in Vol.12

Last December, Iwas in the market for anew

No.10), once you bad Adcom's response in

player to replace my existing one. The old unit

band That was unnecessary and irresponsi-

was purchased in 1985 and was technically and

ble on your part.
Manufacturers are often cheated for the per-

sonically outdated. After comparing aSony 507
ESD, aDenon DCD-1520, and aMagnavox 650,

sonal gain of the cheaters ...
or suckered into

Iordered the Adcom. The others sounded
competent, but the Adcom was smooth and
very detailed. After slipping in the first CD, I

replacing things that the owner messed up
while mucking around.
Worst was your printing Chase's letter without any indication of adisclaimer except an

was convinced. The 575 let me hear things that
Inever knew were on my discs. So much for

eight-word reference to aletter 210 pages fur-

the cognitive dissonance, Ididn't care what

ther on!
Not fair play/

anyone else thought. This player was the best
I. C. Whittemore, Jr.
Boynton Beach, FL

at anywhere near its price. Then came the
reviews by ST and PM that confirmed my findings. As PM says, "In the under-S1000 class the

Adcom is the finest

Adcom ...
is the player to buy."

Editor:
After reading the letter from Dennis Chase and

Ihave clocked alot of hours (excuse the
pun) on this player in the year I've had it and

the rebuttal from Mr. Chanin of Adcom in Oc-

haven't had any problems at all. Ifound the
sensitivity to vibrations noted by ST to be

tober, Ifelt Ihad to put in my two cents' worth.
After extensive auditions of components in

nonexistent on my wooden floors under all but

the same price range, Ibought acomplete
Adcom system: GFA-555 amplifier, GTP-500

extreme circumstances. Sure, the front panel

preamp, and GCD-575 CD player. All this is
hooked into apair of Thiel CS3.5 speakers.

is amess with its tiny buttons, but they are no
problem after living with the player. The only
improvement Icould ask for is atime button

went out and purchased the same electronics

on the remote.
Now for the GFA-555. I'm glad to see it back

and hooked them into apair of M&K S- 1B

in "Recommended Components:' Ipreviously

After hearing my equipment, my best friend
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had an NAD 2200 and was unhappy with this

ber 1989 issue onward. Iunderstand that

amp's low-end softness and high-end bright-

M&Y's Michael Aronov intends to reenter the
bi-fi business as an amplifier manufacturer;
as far as Iam concerned, Stereophile will not

ness. After listening to the B&K 140, Haler
XL280, NAD 2600, and Sumo Polaris, Ifound
the Adcom the most enjoyable (musical?) and
accurate. The bottom end Iwas missing with
my NAD was now there, along with asmoother

accept further advertising from Mr Aronov
until we are happy that M&Y does not owe any
of its readers money If any reader is still owed

high end. This amp is the best amp for the

money or goods by M&I; Mr Aronov, who still

money. Put the star back on, since this amp
should have never been taken off the "Recom-

bas inventory to clear has asked us to let them
know that his current phone number is (213)

mended Components" list.
As Ialluded to earlier, Iam in college and on

935- 1176.
Our general advice to all those who do not

alimited budget. Ithank Adcom for produc-

receive goods they have paidfor is: 1)contact

ing affordable high-end equipment that lets me
enjoy the music. Iwould still buy Adcom if I

the Better Business Bureau and/or the Bureau
of Consumer Affairs in the town where the
compauv does business: 2)inform the Attorney

weren't limited financially. The returned calls
Ireceived when inquiring about the CD player

General of the state where the company does

proved their dedication to customer satisfac-

business; and 3) if the goods hate been ordered

tion. Also, you may like your Levinson black

by mail, inform the Postal Inspector of the

or C-J gold, but Ifind Adcom white more

appropriate state.

seductive.

—JA

Deric Cheuvront
Morgantown, WV

An asset to Houston

Briefly, regarding the accusations of irrespon-

Editor:
Iwould like to credit Rick Roberts, owner of

sibility in this affair, readers and manufacturers forget, or are not aware of the fact that
everything that happens with this magazine

Houston's audio tweak shop The Esoteric Ear,
and audio manufacturer Simply Physics. Mr.
Roberts is agreat asset to Houston, the manu-

happens 'on the record.' We experienced some

facturers he represents, and to the high-end audio

sample problems with the Adcom GCD-575;
so did Mr Chase Adcom was given the oppor-

market. It's adamn shame when you walk into

tunity to respond; they did. lam happy that

amid/high-fl or audio tweak shop and you run

public; in the pages of this magazine. —JA

into these arrogant, rude, self-centered snobs
who think their ears are gold and their opinions are platinum! The average person want-

M&Y mail-order problems

gets ataste of this snobbish attitude, takes it per-

Editor:

sonally, and walks right back to the mass-

1don't know how much you can help me. Ihad

market world that he wanted to surpass.

the best way to examine all such matters is in

ing to step out of the mass-market audio world

ordered some accessories from aregular adver-

Ispeak out for avery large number of peo-

tiser of yours. It was back-ordered even though
Iwas charged for it. Iam no longer able to get

ple who fall into this unfortunate situation. I
personally experienced alot of aggravation
from my desire to go beyond the mid/high-end

aresponse to my calls or letters. Iam trying to
get arefund. The company's name is M&Y Co.
The address is 8344 Melrose. ..They still have
an ad in your October'89 issue! Do you have
any other name and address for this company?
(The Beverly Blvd. address was adead end also.)

market and trying to cope with these snobbish,
pushy bastards. Since then I've had alot of people complain to me about these high-end audio
stores that treated them like some lower life-

Jeff Rosen

form. The stores, salesmen, and mostly the
manufacturers miss out on avery large num-

Los Angeles, CA

ber of sales, not to mention the innocent con-

Our information is that M&Y's cartridge busi-

sumer missing out on alot of good equipment.
Thanks to Rick Roberts, Iget avery knowl-

ness had dropped to the point where it was no
longer possible to remain in business—a sad

edgeable salesman with an easygoing, friendly

note on the state of analog replay—and they

attitude that is in dire need in the high-end
audio market.
David R. Williams

canceled their advertising from the Novem-

League City, TX
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IP,y
Repeats Itself.
Ever since it changed the destiny of the
audio cassette in 1973, the Nakamichi
1000 has come to occupy aspecial place
in the minds and hearts of recording
enthusiasts the world over.
If, therefore, you're inclined to expect
achievements of historical proportions in
the new Nakamichi 1000 Digital Audio
Recording System, you won't be alone,
and you won't be disappointed.
The Nakamichi 1000 Digital Audio
Recorder features the unique FAST.
(Fast Access Stationary Tape Guide
Transport) mechanism. Unlike VCRderived DAT mechanisms, it provides
smooth, rapid, and quiet transport
operation. And its exclusive, patented
stationary tape guides assure more stable
tape alignment for dramatically reduced
digital error rates.
The four-head drum has separate
record and play heads, so you can monitor
off the tape while you record. And a
unique half-load position fast-winds the

11111111011111F

less wear and tear on tape and heads.
Included with each Nakamichi 1000
recorder is the 1000r infrared wireless
remote controller, which gives you full
access to the deck's expansive array of
advanced operating features.

In conventional VCR-derived DAT mechanisms
tape alignment guides move with the loading
arms. Nakamichi's F.A.S.T. mechanism has
exclusive stationary tape guides for faster
alignment and superior long-term accuracy.

NOI<OMICh11000 Digital Audio Recorder

ne NaKaMICrIl 1UUUp uigiiai HUaio
Processor incorporates 8-times
oversampling digital filters and fully
calibrated 20-bit digital-to-analog
converters to establish anew reference
standard for sonic accuracy.
Each D/A converter IC has a
corresponding ROM chip programmed at
the factory with individual bit error
compensation data. Together with anewly
developed glitch cancellation circuit, this
sophisticated calibration system brings
the DIA converter to the theoretical limits
of 20-bit performance.
The analog-to-digital converter
employs an ingenious charge comparison
principle that assures accurate encoding
without conventional sample-and-hold
circuits. And an extraordinary autocalibration system precisely trims the
quantization increments for all bits every
time the 1000p is turned on.
Best of all the system accommodates
new technologies through easily
replaceable plug-in modules. It thus
delivers the very best performance
available today...whenever "today"
happens to be.
Prove it to yourself by auditioning the
Nakamichi 1000 Digital Recording

Jybldril. It p101111bUS to UU dli Ul IUJUdI

opportunity to witness history in the
making. Again.

The system's modular plug-in circuitry accommodates change and, thus, defies obsolescencE

Nakamichi
Nakamichi America Corporation
19701 South Vermont Avenue
Torrance, CA 90502 (800) 421-2313
(800) 223-1521 (California)
Nakamichi Canada (800) 663-6358

KlOkoMiChil000p Digital Audio Processor

=

ill= MU MIR

NOICOMIChl 1000( Remote Controller

INDUSTRY

US: John Atkinson

In these days of fast-fading vinyl in your local

record store, Ifeel it incumbent to inform
Stereopbile's readers of mail-order operations
from which it is still possible to obtain analog
goodies. The latest we have heard of, Acoustic Sounds, run by Chad Kassem, concentrates
on "audiophile" LPs, though it does offer CDs
from companies like Chandos and Hyperion.
They also have stocks of Japanese "superanalog" albums, pressed on 180 grams of vinyl,
which include the Marriner/ASM Four
Seasons—long one of my favorites—and the
Gary Karr Adagio dA'lbinoni album that Apogee's Jason Bloom has featured in his demos at
shows. They also stock Reference Recordings'
A Video Standard LaserVision disc, so highly
recommended by JGH last November. Send for
acatalog to: Acoustic Sounds, P.O. Box 2043,
Salina, KS 67402-2043. Tel: (913) 825-8609.

Japan: Peter W. Mitchell
Last October Technics flew adozen North
American hi-fi writers, including myself, to
Japan for abusy week of seminars about MASH
1-bit digital decoding, visits to the Japan Audio
Fair, and tours of highly automated Technics
and Panasonic factories. Products ranging from
boom-box stereos to 100W amplifiers are completely assembled, adjusted, tested, and packed
for shipping by robot machines that were
designed and built by another division of the
Stereophile, January 1990

Matsushita electronics empire. Virtually every

players the bit wars are just amarketing con-

stage of manufacturing, from inserting capa-

test, away to gain acompetitive advantage by

citors in raw circuit boards to shrink-wrapping
the finished product, has been reduced to a
series of steps that are performed with amazing

making specifications look better. In some factories the use of 18-bit or back-to-back DACs

speed and precision by hundreds of onearmed machines under computer control.

costly individual MSB fine-tuning that is
requited to obtain truly linear low-level decod-

(Even the delivery of parts to assembly

ing. The result, 18 months after this "CD cancer" became widely known, is that midprice

machines is done by robot trucks following
electrically conductive silver tracks painted on
the factory floor.) Some tasks, such as mechan-

has become another excuse for avoiding the

CD players continue to vary greatly in linearity
from sample to sample, and a20-bit 4-DAC

ical and electronic alignment of CD players, are

model of one brand may perform less well than

still performed by human assembly-line technicians (mostly women); they work in shifts

another maker's 16-bit 2-DAC player. In this
environment, the "bit" rating is little more than

while the machines continue around the clock
without abreak.

fraud.
"1-bit" processing is afundamentally differ-

This month my subject is the "1-bit" digi-

ent approach from decoding the digital

tal decoder, which suddenly is appearing everywhere. In recent years, competition among

signal—a method that promises both finer performance in the very best CD players and more

makers of CD players has taken the form of "bit

consistent performance in low-cost models.

wars," the use of ever-higher numbers of bits

But at first it is sure to add confusion. If 18 bits
is allegedly better than 16, how can a 1-bit

to decode the CD. Linear I6-bit decoders led
to pseudo-18-bit decoding, then to real 18-bit
decoders, and now several companies claim to

decoder be considered hi-fi at all?

be providing 20-bit decoding. If you don't read

nics SLP- 555 and SLP-222, have been on the

brochures carefully you may also come away
with confused impressions about 24-, 32-, and

market since last spring, but the inclusion of
the new decoder was kept asecret because the

even 45-bit processing (in digital filters).

company wasn't ready to deal with this ques-

The assumption, of course, is that more must
be better. Re-sampling digital filters follow the

rectly described them as having normal de-

same rule: if 2x re-sampling is good, 4x is bet-

coders in back-to-back pairs. This deception

ter, and many of this year's best players use 8x.
Decoder chips can be multiplied as well: early

was intended not only to avoid causing confusion among consumers but also to prevent

CD players used asingle decoder, switched

arebellion among retail salespeople, who like

between channels. Now most players use two

to have asimple, persuasive description of each

decoders, one per channel, while the newest
high-performance models often use four D/A

product they're trying to sell. In a"more bits

chips, aback-to-back pair in each channel.
It is possible to find engineering logic behind

be ahard sell. Technics chose to postpone pub-

each of these design choices. The best reason

"Rvo players with 1-bit decoding, the Tech-

tion. The brochures for those players incor-

is better" environment, 1-bit decoding would
licity about 1-bit decoding until the new year,
and inviting hi-fi writers to afactory seminar

for using 18- or 20-bit decoding, or back-toback pairs of DACs, is that it can reduce the

was part of the plan.

effect of decoder nonlinearity, providing more

of the problem because it engenders confusion
without explaining anything. Philips's pre-

accurate decoding of the 16-bit data on the CD.

The name, "1 -bit" D/A conversion, is part

Furthermore, the interpolations involved in

ferred name, "Bit-stream" decoding, is less

"oversampling" digital filters have the effect of

confusing but still doesn't tell you very much.

turning the original 16-bit data samples into 18-

Fundamentally, the operation of abit-stream

bit or longer digital words; using an 18- or 20-

decoder is not difficult to understand.

bit decoder reduces the distortion and noise

To appreciate why it's abetter idea, let's
begin at the beginning. Digital signal processing is inherently precise because it involves

that would be caused by rounding off the
longer words or decoding only the topmost
16 bits.
Such improvements actually are realized in
some high-priced players. But in midprice
Stereophile, January 1990

only simple on-off switching. Switches are
either on or off; the accuracy of the result is not
affected by the precision of the electrical parts
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"For once, an add-on subwoofer actually
delivers true subwoofer bass with high
quality and high quantity at the same
time."
Larry Greenhill
Sterrophile, 10/89
Velodyne is one of the hottest names in
today's audio/video industry. Why?
Because whether you're upgrading a
current system or building anew one,
there is no other single component that
can boost asystem's overall performance like aVelodyne subwoofer.

All Velodyne subwoofers are complete
systems. Just plug one in to experience
the full audio spectrum: Cleaner mids
and highs with low frequency response
that you never thought possible. It's a
dynamic overhaul for your system.

"...The integration was seamless and
changed the overall character of the
system in asynergistic, beneficial
direction."
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, 10/89

"Other subwoofers had not moved much
air and certainly hadn't coupled with the
room. .
..
Not so with the Velodyne-1 was
there!"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, 10/89

What makes the difference? Velodyne's
patented High Gain Servo (HGS)
technology, which represents amajor
breakthrough in loudspeaker design.

Experience All The Music:
Experience Velodyne.

"I determined that ahigh performance
accelerometer based feedback system
would be the only way to truly correct the
problems that plague low frequency
reproduction. Such asystem had never
been successfully built before. But through
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asystems approach of redesigning the
driver and electronics from the ground
up, Ihave developed asystem that delivers high output levels with unprecedented low levels of distortion."
David Hall, President/Founder
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.

Velodyne
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1746 Junction Ave., San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-0688 800/VELODYNE
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involved, nor by the temperature, or other fac-

but in mass-production they are less costly to

tors. If you have asufficiently large number of
electronic switches, operated rapidly, any

use because they are all identical; there's no
need to measure each one, grade them for
accuracy, or match response in pairs.

desired result can be obtained. This is how
computers work. And if you have too few
switches for exact computation, the errors are
predictable; known errors can be compensated
(canceled) or can be averaged out by switching much more rapidly. (The latter is the basis
of "dithering" to remove quantizing distortion
in low-level signals.)
Analog processing is inherently approximate

The same reasoning underlies the development of bit-stream decoders. The problem
with aconventional digital/analog converter
(DAC) is that its operation involves mainly analog processes and is therefore approximate. A
16-bit DAC contains aprecision current source
and an array of 16 switches. Each switch is connected to aresistor, and the resistors are sup-

and variable, because the result depends on the

posed to be scaled in exact 2:1 ratios so that

physical properties of the parts used. For example, every digital device (recorder, CD player,
et al) requires an output filter to reconstruct a

each switch, when opened, will contribute
exactly twice as much current to the output as
the switch below it. The switches are con-

smooth waveform and remove the ultrasonic

trolled by the 16-bit codes from the CD; thus

byproducts of the digital switching process. In
the early days of digital audio, those filters were

by opening and closing in various combinations, atotal of 65,536 different output values

complex analog circuits containing adozen or

can be generated.

more capacitors, inductors, and resistors. An
analog filter is basically afrequency-dependent

But the topmost switch (the most-significant
bit, or MSB) contributes 32,768 times as much

voltage divider: the signal is attenuated at each

current as the least-significant bit (LSB). If the

frequency according to the ratio of impedances
in the circuit. Since impedances of electronic

MSB current is in error by as little as one part
in 32,768, the effect of the LSB is swamped. In

parts are specified only approximately and
often vary with temperature, the response of

most CD players it is; few 16-bit DACs operate
to better than 15-bit accuracy. The practical

an analog filter can be predicted only approx-

result is that most CD players are non-linear at

imately. Even with selected high-precision

very low signal levels, reproducing small signals
at the wrong levels and with added distortion.

parts it is impractical to achieve exact response,
and afew years ago every digital product had

Keep in mind that this problem arises not from

aslightly different response—a built-in, non-

the digital code itself but from small errors in

adjustable tone control. Analog filters also

an analog quantity—the current produced by

exhibited apotentially audible group delay

the DAC for the several most-significant bits.

(phase shift) at high frequencies.
Then designers adopted digital filtering. A

For comparison, imagine that you were
assigned to fill abucket with aknown amount

digital filter operates by combining signals after

of water, using measuring cups varying in size

many brief time-delays (typically afew millionths of asecond); in this process, unwanted

from one ounce to 64 ounces. Even if you use
care in filling the largest cup, it might contain

signals simply cancel out. The response is con-

63.7 or 64.5 ounces instead of 64; you can't be
sure that it contains exactly 64 times as much

trolled by the mathematical design of the filter, and by the delay times (which are precisely
regulated by acrystal oscillator). Consequently
manufacturers can mass-produce digital filters

water as the smallest cup. But there is away to
obtain an exact result: use only the one-ounce
cup, and transfer its contents to the bucket 64

at very low cost, all with exactly the same

times. The capacity of the cup may not be'

response, accurate to afew thousandths of adB.
As abonus, since the internal delays are the

exactly one ounce, but as long as you fill it the

same for every frequenc-y, digital filters are phaselinear.
Virtually all new CD players use digital filters,

same way each time, the total amount transferred will be proportional to the number of
refills—an exactly linear relationship. This is
the idea behind 1-bit decoding. In place of a

not because they contain more accurate parts,
but because accurate response is inherent in

method whose result depended on slightly
uncertain analog quantities (the currents in the

their design (regardless of parts quality). Initially digital filters are more costly to design,

scheme—a purely digital process.
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DAC), we have adopted a simple counting
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LISTEN UPA
BLUE STREAK
AudioQuest speaker cables will make you think you're
hearing all your music for the first time.

•

•

•

AudioQuest F-14

•

AudioQuest F-14 uses four solid
conductors in apractical and inexpensive configuration. Strand interaction
is eliminated, skin-effect and

resistance are kept
to reasonable levels, the
performance is glorious and
the price is practically free.

AudioQuest Cobalt uses Hyperlitz•
conductors. This patent pending
design virtually eliminates magnetic and
electrical interaction between strands
while allowing for alarge cross sectional
area (AWG) with no skin-effect induced distortion. Best of all, every strand has identical
geometry and electrical characteristics so that
no discontinuity is introduced to the music signal.
These two blue cables and all the AudioQuest designs
sound much more dynamic, dimensional and focused than
the competition's. The midrange and highs are sweeter,
more extended and less "confused"
sounding, while the bass is tighter and
better defined. All the AudioQuest cables
(speaker, interconnect and video) use very cost
d it e
effective designs which give you an absolutely
•••
incredible improvement at aminimal cost
1
The proof is in the listening — please listen
for yourself. When you do you'll replace your current
cables with AudioQuest cables and rediscover
your entire music collection,
AudioQuest Cobalt
Call today for the AudioQuest dealer nearest you.

aucJioquest

Tel: 714 .498 .2770

Fax: 714 -098 .5112

PO. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92672 USA

Of course with asmall cup you'll have to

mance on the production line. Thus the bit-

work fast, but in modern digital electronics
that's not an obstacle. In the Philips bitstream

stream decoder brings closer the day when CD

decoder, the output stage generates around ten
million pulses per second, the exact rate being
determined by the digital code. (This is called
"pulse density modulation," or PDM.) Asimple
analog filter averages out the pulses to form the
final analog output signal.
In all of the Japanese 1-bit decoders announced to date, the output stage is apulsewidth modulation (PWM) circuit of some type.
In aPWM system the output signal is an on/off
waveform in which the analog voltage is represented by the duration of the pulses, je, the
percentage of time the waveform remains in
the "on" state. This is analogous to filling the
bucket, not with acup, but with ahose whose
high-precision valve allows the water to flow
in precisely timed bursts. When we want a
larger amount of water, we use wider pulses
(longer bursts).

players, too, can be assembled by robots with
no need for individual adjustment or testing.
Conventional current-summing DACs also
require acurrent/voltage conversion stage,
which can be asource of slewing-induced distortion, plus adeg,litching circuit to suppress
the "glitch" (the high-current spike) that occurs
when several bits change in imperfect synchrony. A bitstream decoder needs neither.
Stereophile readers have already seen an
example of how good 1-bit decoding can be,
in Larry Greenhill's review of Sansui's AUX911DG integrated amplifier (November 1989,
pp.144-150). The amplifier's integral D/A converter, called "LDCS" by Sansui, is actually a
third-generation Technics MASH chip. LG
loved its sound, while Robert Harley measured
its linearity as "exceptionally accurate, among
the best Ihave measured ...
nearly aperfect
straight line."

The Technics MASH (multistage) decoder

You might reasonably suppose that, while

uses pulses of 11 different durations to form the

introducing asignificant technological advance,

output signal. The timing circuit that controls
the pulses operates at afrequency of 33.9MHz,

manufacturers would present aunited front in
communicating the benefits of the new

or 768 times higher than the 44.1kHz sampling

approach to consumers. No such luck. Aforth-

rate of the digital codes in the CD. The trans-

right presentation of the advantages of 1-bit

formation of the CD's original PCM signal into

decoding would require admitting how variable the performance of previous and current

the final PWM waveform is determined mathematically and is accomplished entirely in the

players has been. Besides, manufacturers like

digital domain. In principle this can be done

to promote the alleged uniqueness of their

to any desired degree of accuracy, preserving

designs: they are launching 1-bit technology
with adizzying array of jargon aimed at making

all of the information in the original 16-bit code.
Summing up: to obtain exact frequency and

each version seem unique.

phase response, manufacturers abandoned ana-

Philips, the first to go public with the new

log filters whose performance depended on
inexact circuit impedances, and adopted digital

system, calls its version aBitstream decoder

filters whose response is controlled by mathematical operations and precisely timed delays.

(PDM) output circuit. Technics, which claims

Now, to obtain consistently exact decoding of
low-level signals, they intend to abandon conventional DACs whose accuracy is affected by
uncertain analog quantities (currents flowing

process and uses apulse density modulation
to have been working on 1-bit decoding since
1986 but is only going public with it now, calls
its plot_cab MASH and uses apulse-width modulation (PWM) output circuit. Harman/Kardon
is using the Technics MASH decoder in two

through resistors of slightly inexact value), and
replace them with bitstream decoders whose

new CD players but confused many observers

accuracy, again, is determined by mathematics

paring its performance to the Philips circuit.

and timing (the number and duration of pulses).
The essential point is that the performance

MASH chip in its Vintage series CD player and

by calling it a"bitstream" decoder and comSansui, as noted earlier, uses the Technics

of abitstream decoder, like that of adigital filter,
depends on its design and is not expected to

integrated amplifier, but calls it "LDCS." Sony

vary from sample to sample. Unlike PCM

several CD players marketed overseas (but not

decoders, there is no need to quality-grade the

yet in the US), calling it a"High Density Linear
Converter."

chips for accuracy, nor to fine-tune the perforStereophile, January 1990

appears to be using the Philips PDM circuit in
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TIMELESS INNOVATION

We invented it. Now we've updated it
The AR original 3-point suspension Turntable
The true stereo enthusiasts' choice.
The ES- tTurntable is part of AR% elegant and highly acclaimed European
line of Audio Component? —Compact Disc player, Cassette Recorder,
Receiver, Tuner, Amplifiers, and Turntables —available exclusively from
franchised audio specialist dealers.
•SME309 mailable from Sunk° dealers.

'Pr TELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
330 TURNPIKE STREET CANTON MASSACHUSETTS 02021 USA TEL 617 8212300
ALEXANDRA STREET HYDE CHESHIRE 5X14 DY ENGLAND

All of the new 1-bit decoders contain a
"noise-shaping" digital filter that suppresses
hiss, enhancing the S/N ratio, hence the resolution. Technics' trade name for its decoder is
aquasi-acronym for this filter: MultistAge noise
SHaping (MASH). The MASH chip that has been
available since last spring is athird-generation
design with aclaimed S/N ratio of 108dB. Sony
recently announced anew decoder using Sony
Extended Noise Shaping (SENS) to achieve a
claimed S/N ratio of 118dB. Not to be outdone,
JVC announced achip that uses PEM (pulseedge modulation, asort of one-sided PWM)
and VANS (Victor Advanced Noise Shaping) to
achieve 120dB. At its seminar for North American hi-fi writers, Technics capped this game of
corporate one-upmanship by announcing that
its third-generation chip will be used only in

all 1-bit decoders are alike in their performance
or sound. There have been many rumors that
the original Philips Bitstream decoder was not
designed to leapfrog ahead of the best conventional DAC performance, but is just away of
obtaining consistent linearity in low-cost
players. Further rumors suggest that Philips is
working on a high-performance Bitstream
decoder for introduction next year. But the picture became confused at the British Penta hi-fi
show in September, where an A/B comparison
carried out by reviewer Paul Miller apparently
persuaded many listeners that the present
Philips Bitstream decoder sounds better than
the best 18- and 20-bit conventional DACs. A
friend of mine who heard the Penta demonstration examined the demonstration setup after-

midprice players; the company's best players

ward; evidently the CD players were not
accurately matched in level, and the compar-

will contain anew fourth-generation MASH
chip rated at 123dB.

ison may have been invalid. Martin Colloms,
writing in HFN/RR, added that in his own

Note that these specifications apply only to
noise generated in the playback process; since

listening tests the present Philips circuit is a
good mid-level performer but not equal to the

virtually no CD has been recorded with aS/N
ratio better than 90dB, these claims won't be

best linear DACs.

realized with real recordings. (The measurement is made using aspecial test CD recorded

tial of 1-bit decoding was confirmed in apaper
written by British mathematician Michael Ger-

with an all-zeroes code, with no dithering.)

zon for the New York convention of the Audio
Engineering Society. In Gerzon's absence it was

Two weeks after my visit to Japan, the poten-

But to demonstrate the superb linearity of
the fourth-generation MASH decoder, Technics

introduced and summarized by Stanley Lip-

conducted aplay-off comparing its newest
player with current Denon and Sony models

shitz, who called it avery important paper.' It
is amathematical analysis of the noise-shaping

using 18- and 20-bit DACs. It was no contest;

that is acentral part of MASH and other 1-bit
decoders, showing that with appropriate selec-

in the dithered glide tone from -60 to -120dB
on the CBS test disc, the Sony produced audible distortion and the Denon generated obvious noise modulation due to nonlinearities in
the DACs. (To be fair, these may have been
worse-than-average samples off the production line.) The playback of this track by the
Technics was the best I've ever heard, with no
audible imperfection.
What appeals most to my Yankee soul is that

tion of the noise-shaping filter function, the
effective dynamic range of CD playback can
be increased by about IldB, or nearly two bits'
worth.
The actual limitation now lies at the recording end of the signal chain, with the nonlinearities and quantizing distortion in the A/D converters used in professional digital recorders.
Gerzon's paper shows, and the Technics demon-

this performance came from adecoder that is
actually less costly to produce than aconven-

stration confirms, that if the recorded signal is
correctly dithered to eliminate quantizing dis-

tional DAC. MASH chips, or the equivalent from
other manufacturers, can be used in CD players

tortion, it is possible to record—and accurately
resolve in playback—signals much smaller

at virtually every price level. (A low-power ver-

than the least-significant bit. (In theory this is
also true with aconventional DAC, but only if

sion for portables hasn't been developed yet,
but will be.) Within acouple of years, 1-bit
decoders could be in every new CD player;
then the cancer of nonlinear decoding will
have been banished.
PS: Idon't want to leave the impression that

Stereophile, January 1990

1"Optimal Noise Shaping and Dither of Digital Signals,"
Michael Gerson and Peter G. Craven, AES Preprint 2822.
Preprints are available from the Audio Engineering Society,
60 East 42nd Street, New York. NY 10165, and cost $5 each
to nonmembers. including postage and handling
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it is precisely adjusted for good linearity, which

UK: Ken Kessler

real DACs usually aren't.) So while the CD is

"Ibrbulent times: As Iwrite, the pundits are still
trying to figure out what the late October resig-

only a16-bit storage medium, it is capable of
18-bit effective resolution and dynamic range.

nation of Nigel Lawson, the Chancellor of the

At the AES convention a designer of high-

Exchequer, will do to the economy. One of his

performance oversampling AID converters told
me that Sony will soon introduce asuccessor

last acts in office was to boost the interest rate
in an attempt to cut consumer spending hence
inflation. Mortgages were already hitting 15%,
so the nation was feeling the pinch even before

to its PCM- 1630 CD mastering recorder,
employing those AID converters. Then the
recent improvements in player design will
really pay off.

he made his confidence-destroying exit.
What this means to the hi-fi community isn't
hard to determine. 1989 was not agood year
for the home market, although the manufacturers who export on alarge scale were able to

Japan: John Atkinson
In asurprising announcement at the beginning
of November, the Sansui Electronics Corporation of New Jersey revealed that 51% of the Jap-

benefit from the weak pound. Almost everyone else suffered badly. With consumers more
worried about meeting unexpectedly larger
mortgage payments, luxuries like hi-fi were
among the first purchases to be axed. This hit
the retailers, who in turn ordered less from the

anese parent company's stock were to be
acquired by Polly Peck International, the UK-

suppliers. And with aweak pound, companies

based conglomerate. , Isay "surprising" be-

who import goods—especially independent

cause the general perception of Japanese com-

high-end distributors—had to revise their forecasts and price lists.

panies is that they buy, but are not bought. But
the weakening of the dollar against foreign cur-

(Amusingly, it never works the other way.

rencies, due to both the Federal budget deficit and the surplus of imports over exports in

I've never heard of sweeping price cuts when
importers enjoy adrop in the value of the cur-

the US, means that selling inexpensive Japanese

rency in their suppliers' turf. The argument, I

hardware here becomes only marginally profitable, if at all. It also goes some of the way to

suppose, is that they're making up for the times
when their own currency was weak.)

explaining why the Japanese car and elec-

Lawson's timing couldn't have been worse,

tronics industries are attempting to move their

hitting precisely when people start planning,
or actually doing, their Christmas purchasing.

product ranges upmarket in the US. (Witness
Toyota's introduction of the Lexus BMW-killer,
for example.) Sansui, which is arelatively small
consumer electronics company by Japanese
standards and has nearly all its eggs in the audio
basket, had apparently been hit hard by these

fi in particular has always been aseasonal
market, and everyone depends on the September/January period to cover the balance of the
fiscal term. Abad autumn/winter and you can
write off the entire year. And Christmas pur-

circumstances. The $111m investment by PPI,

chases are only asmall part of the season; peo-

due to be approved at an extraordinary general

ple tend to make their "non-gift" hi-fi pur-

meeting of Sansui shareholders in December,
would enable Sansui both to establish an R&D
center in Tokyo and to expand the company's
activities in VCR and facsimile machine manufacture. If the deal goes ahead, manufacture
of Sansui components, including CD players,
will be "integrated as far as possible with Polly
Peck's existing facilities in Taiwan, lbrkey, and
Malaysia."

chases in the autumn or winter because the
weather means that they're spending more
time indoors than out.
You ought to know that with paid vacation
time averaging between four and six weeks per
year, amajor chunk of the lemming-like British
public spends the bulk of its discretionary income on an annual two-three-week foray to
the sun in some Spanish toilet, sorry, resort
such as Benidorm or Majorca. They save all

2Polly Peck. who also recently acquired the Oct Monte fresh
fruit business for $875m, is led hy lbrkish-Cypriot entrepreneur Asil Nadir and is one of the fastest-growing, publicly
quoted companies in the UK. In the first six months of 1989.
it made profits of £64.-tm ($103m) on sale, of 1.512.3m ($82(5m).
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year to get a) asun tan, b) dysentery, c) the clap,
and/or d) drunk. What fries me most about
these people is that they're the same whining
slugs who antagonize retailers (or friends with
45

HANGE YOU
88i
sModel 801 — the recording industry's Reference Standard Monitor — was
the inspiration for innovation. Dramatic
developments in technology and enclosure
design have lit the fuse. B&W"s Matrix 801
Series 2personifies the state-of-the-art ten
years on. This magnificent successor sets
the new standard for professional and
home user alike. With no commercial
compromise. Rich In Matrix technology,
801 Series 2registers accurately even
beyond audibility. Phenomenal sound.
Clean and utterly uncoloured. Outstanding
imagery with tight unbooming bass.
An instrument destined to occupy aspecial
place in world esteem.
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costly systems) because they "can't afford"
whatever that retailer is selling. Irecall many
times in my retail days pointing out to these
louts that three pints of beer anight down at
the pub for three months costs the same as a
pair of LS3/5As. If their priorities suggest that
ahangover is more important than good sound,

the £200/pair--$320/pair—price point.) It will
have to compete with a number of wellestablished if conventional models for alimited
number of sales. The Celestion, ribbon tweeter
and all, could come on like gangbusters,
though, because it delivers performance never

then they have no reason to complain about

before experienced for under four figures in
the UK. Although the 3000 is simple to install

the price of hi-fi. But that's beside the point.
The real tragedy is that, in the wake of last

and easy to drive, it's so revealing and precise
that it makes mincemeat out of anumber of

September's Hi -Fi Show at Heathrow, everyone in the industry was experiencing afrisson
of optimism. Then the interest rates went up,
followed by Lawson's resignation. One exhib-

likely amplifier candidates. Indeed, Iwasted
aweek before Idiscovered just how wonderful
it works with vintage tube products, but Ialso
learned that the wee Musical Fidelity B1 could

itor told me that his order books were over-

drive it to 90% or so of its potential. Provided

flowing by the end of the show's trade days,
and that the phone didn't stop ringing for

that the dealers take the time to find out which
amplifiers on their shelves do justice to this

another week. Then the phone started ringing
for another reason: canceled orders.

design, we could be looking at the birth of a
classic seller to join the ranks of the AR 2Ax,

So is 1990 going to be all gloom and despondency? Probably not, because there are all sorts

the Spendor BC-1, and the original Advent.
I'm hoping that by this time next year we'll

of products appearing which are so hot that

have confirmation that good products will do

they'll weather the bad patch by grabbing
whatever sales are forthcoming. I've already

well despite marketing conditions. What Ialso
hope we'll find is that the hard times ahead will

referred to the Celestion 3 and 3000 loudspeakers, Musical Fidelity's BI integrated amplifier, Linn's Basik turntable, and the Quad CD

weed out the third-raters who can be found in
this industry. Where my own optimism remains
unshakeable is in the resilience of the tiniest

player. Ican't see how this cluster of products
can fail whatever the financial climate Each one

small or so exclusive that they, too, defy fashion

is either such abrilliant product, or so "longawaited," that the consumers will gobble them
up—regardless of mortgage payments or whatever the press may say. The only worries any
of those manufacturers might have will be
keeping up with demand.
The Celestion 3000 and the Quad CD player
will do more to test this theory than the Celestion 3, the Basik, or the BI. The latter sell for
what amounts to pocket money in hi-fi terms,

manufacturers, those who address niches so
and economics. Most of these companies are
content with being tiny, staffed by the few and
under no great pressure to show predictable
growth curves to their bank managers.
Other companies doing well and not making abig noise about it are those addressing the
OEM sectors. Partington is manufacturing
stands for all and sundry; RATA is supplying
Kimber Kable and Sidereal capacitors; Michell
Engineering is delivering loads of plugs and

while the 3000 and the Quad player are far

sockets to quality-conscious manufacturers,

from being impulse purchases. But the signs

and on and on. What the downturn will stifle,

are good, with the industry buzzing about
both. As Iwrite (late October), Idon't know

though, is the growth of the mid-sized companies who might have expected 1990 to be the

what the Quad's current status is, but I've heard

year that pushed them into the big time.

that advance orders are nothing short of phenomenal. And as I've only listened to the player
under show conditions, Ican't comment on its
performance. The Celestion 3000 is another
story, because I've just spent three weeks with
aproduction pair.
At £699/pair in the UK plus f159 for the dedicated (and desirable) stands, the 3000 is situ-

You've got to understand that the underlying
belief in the British hi-fi community is that the
country can still house world-class manufacturers in economic terms. The British have
proven again and again that they can deliver
some of the finest hardware in the world. What
British manufacturers want or need is to re-

ated in the sluggish and overcrowded middle

cover some of the clout they had before the
Japanese and two or three continental compa-

sector. (All the real action in the UK is below

nies divided up the world's consumer elec-
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The Direct Path to
High Performance
Introducing the LSI Stereo Line Stage Amplifier

III 1111111111 1
To begin with, forget any comparison
to ordinary passive line-stage controls.
The active [Si goes far beyond them—in
musicality. in technical innovation, in
quality of manufacture. Its pedigree. in
other words, is pure Audio Research.
But far from being an expensive, limitedaudience assault on an esoteric ideal. the
[Si costs $300 less than our popularly
priced SP9 Mark II preamplifier. And, it
includes Audio Research's famous hybrid
tube/solid-state circuit technology. unstinting
parts and manufacture, and service backed
by 20 solid years of leadership in audio.

The [Si offers owners the exceptional
convenience of seven inputs, including the
new Direct Gain Path. which bypasses

all major controls except Gain—
and provides adegree of resolution that
challenges the best preamps in the world.
The [Si features Audio Research's
own oxygen-free Litz wire in critical
circuit paths, as well as audiophile-grade
connectors selected for their sonic purity.
And for audiophiles who own signal
processors or who bi-wire. the [Si offers
two main outputs.
If you've forsaken vinyl records, if you
collect only tapes or digital source
material, audition an [Si at your
nearest Audio Research dealer today.
It may seem too good to be true.
but we promise: the I.S1 will make a
believer out of you.
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tronics market. Companies like B&W, Mission,

demand—there weren't many CD-mastering

KEF, the Ilmnoy-Goodmans group, and one or

and -pressing plants, period; for acompany

two others, while unlikely ever to dwarf Matsushita, will keep growing through 1990 be-

wanting asmall run, even getting aplant to
agree to press your CD was well-nigh impos-

cause their involvement in foreign territories
cushions them from the home market malaise.

sible; time delays were endemic; the factorygate price per CD was almost seven times what
it is now; that price rose astronomically for

Speaking realistically, the top British manufacturers could emulate the Americans if not
the Japanese. Why the UK doesn't yet have
companies the size of Bose or Harman, for ex-

every minute the total playing time went over
70 minutes; and things weren't made any easier
by having to communicate with aJapanese

ample, is partly the self-inflicted image which
most (even Linn) are trying to dispel. If acom-

company exclusively via Telex. (Can you

pany is saddled with lunatic-fringe appeal, it

have Fax machines?) But Denon proved amenable to accepting our relatively small order back

will forever be doomed to operating in the hobbyist/enthusiast sector, and I'm not talking
about companies whose appeal or growth is
restricted because of luxury pricing. Some, like
KEF and B&W, never succumbed to dependence on the support of lunatic reviewers,
while Mission transcended their magazinebased reputation simply by behaving profes-

believe that there was atime when we didn't

in '85; Tony Faulkner, Martin Colloms, and I
chose the music examples; Tony Faulkner prepared the U-Matic master tape; Ioversaw the
CD's production and, with Ivor Humphreys,
wrote the sleevenotes; and the original HFN/
RR Test CD (numbered HFN003, as it was the

sionally. Icould, but won't, name adozen British manufacturers of serious potential who

third product generated in-house for the magazine's "Accessories Club") proved to be abestseller. However, even Iwould admit that it was

actually revel in being antagonistic, infantile,
bizarre, and/or eccentric, permanent members

not perfect; in particular, it lacked any nonclassical program, particularly of close-miked

of aclub which should have disbanded ten
years ago.

voice, and the test signals, varying between 14
and 30 seconds in length, were alittle on the

But maybe "smallness" is as much apart of
the appeal of British products as any of the
other real or imaginary virtues. It could just be
that the products themselves would have to

short side to be used for serious testing.
But now there is another —HFN 015!
The HFN/RR Test CDII,produced by Martin
Colloms and HFN/RR's current Editorial Assistant Trevor Butler, follows the same general for-

change beyond recognition, thus sacrificing
their "Britishness" and thereby losing the iden-

mula evolved for the first CD—channel and

tity that makes, say, aMission amp adifferent

phasing tracks, music examples, test tones—

prospect from one by Sony. It could be that the
companies with the most potential for growth
have already discovered a point not to go

but both differs in detail and offers atotal of 99
tracks compared with the original's 64.

beyond, because that "smallness" or "Britishness" gives the products cachet. Grow too
large, and the company then has another set of
worries, like having to compete directly with
the Sonys of the world. Small may be beautiful; let's just hope that it's also profitable.

The music examples now most definitely
include rock, represented by the dynamic instrumental "Blues for Klook," performed by French
keyboards player Eddy Louiss—a recording that
Iraved about in my report from the 1988 SCES. 3
This is one for owners of minimonitors to wimp
out over with!* There is also afascinating example
of modem rock recording techniques, with Guy
Gampell at Yamaha's London R&D Center
demonstrating how atypical piece of contemporary "blechh"-rock is assembled from synthe-

UK: John Atkinson
It is now some five years ago that Iwas preparing aTest CD to be marketed by Hi -Fi News &
Record Review magazine. Things were alot
different in those far-off days: CD mastering
and pressing plants couldn't cope with
Stereophile, January 1990

sized and processed, sampled real sounds. Perhaps I'm just an old fuddy-duddy, but in my
opinion, this track neatly illustrates everything

3Vol. 11No.8. p.63.
-i How about that! A Nellelltti ending with thns• pirpositions—
and Iwasn't rvrn trying.
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The Mirage M-ls have garnered their fair share
of raves from the industry. They've invoked such
comments as "...I'm completely bonkers over this
product!: and '...the best conventional loudspeaker of the decade.'
Upon first listen, most people are astonished
by their sonic transparency. The speakers virtually
seem to disappear. In our view, that's the mark of a
good loudspeaker.
We've extended that philosophy to the Mirage
60-Series loudspeakers as well. Each reflects an
overall concern for naturalness, genuine musicality
and transparency.
Like the M-ls, they're designed for optimum
dispersion. The perceived sound stage is dramati-

cally extended without compromising LcIller
imaging. The specially-designed woofers reproduce
low frequencies with undaunted accuracy.
The mark that Mirage has made on the audiophile world is substantial. From the flagship M-ls to
the wide range offered by the Mirage 60-Series, you
simply can't do better.
Just give them alisten. You'll hear what we mean.
For afree booldet of M-1 reviews from seven leading
audio publications, write us or see your Mirage dealer.

mirage
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that is wrong with modem recording when the

pect the mapping of the soundstage is intended

Guy Gampells of this world are at the keyboard

to be from left-center to right-center rather than

of aYamaha DX7 rather than the Eddy Louisses.
Igive it an A for interest and educational content,

left-front to right-front as implied by the booklet
text, as two additional indexed tracks indicating

an Ffor musical involvement, but as it does have

left-channel-only and right-channel-only do

asub-octave doubling of the bass line covering
the range from 17Hz to 45Hz, it should prove

sound different from the extremes on the stereo
walkround.

very effective for revealing true low-bass extension.

A number of tracks from the Denon anechoic
orchestral record reviewed in Stereophile by J.

Tracks featuring real, acoustic instruments have
mainly been selected from the Nimbus catalog—
Nimbus mastered the disc—though there are also

Gordon Holt last September (p.163) are also
included, these demonstrating the effect of
adding different reverberant environments as well •

two recordings from Tony Faulkner, comparing

as the effect of different stereo milting arrange-

his 1982 recording of Handel's Entry of the
Queen of Sheba, made with Schoeps mikes and

ments. The pulling to the sides suffered by the
soundstage when aspaced pair of omnis is used,

amodified Sony 14-bit PCM-100, which ap-

when compared with the more accurate staging

peared on HFN003, with amore recent (1989)

achieved by an ORTF technique, is clearly audi-

recording of the same work, made with Neu-

ble The booklet text, however, repeats the error
pointed out by JGH: spaced omnis can hardly be

mann M50C tube mikes. The Nimbus tracks,
which include Beethoven's Coriolan Overture
and Hoist's "Neptune" from The Planets, were
all recorded with Nimbus's custom Ambisonic
microphone array and have been appropriately

termed a"single-point" technique (Single-point
omnis result in, for want of abetter word, mono!)
These tracks also illustrate the improvement in
soundstaging realism that Denon's delay compen-

encoded for Ambisonic replay. In stereo, Ambisonic recordings often exhibit a"pulling" to one
side, due to the intentional phase shift introduced
for surround-encoding. The tracks featured here,

sation achieves with spaced-omni and particularly multimiked techniques—though the last-

however, feature very little soundstage ambiguity,
apart from the extract from Britten's Variations
on a Theme by Frank Bridge, where there does

termelodies dovetail together.

appear to be alittle image wandering. These

ing impression Iam left with is how neat Mozart's
woodwind scoring is in the way that the counThere is one significant omission, in my opinion: the original HFN/RR CD did have one track

Nimbus recordings have an excellent balance

featuring relatively distantly milted female voice;
HFN 015 totally lacks naturally recorded male or

between the direct sounds of the instruments and

female singing voice.

the surrounding reverberant field. And "Neptune"
has what are probably the quietest live sounds
to be found on CD, the fading female voices at

but add several useful tests to examine CD-player

the end still audible under the ambient noise on
the recording. With an exaggerated replay level,

The test tracks are based on those on HFN003
performance, including de-emphasis check tones,
a500Hz fade-to-noise with dither from -60dB,
astepped-ramp monotonicity test, and dithered

the quality of this very low-level information will
give an obvious indicator of your CD player's
low-level linearity.

licHz tones at -80.77dB, -90.31dB, and -100dB.
These last five appear to be identical to those on

The Ambisonics emphasis is continued by the
fact that as well as atraditional channel identifi-

attributed. But given my feelings that the test
tones on the original disc were too short, with

cation, CD mastering engineer Alan Wiltshire pro-

one or two exceptions those on HFN 015 are
even shorter! lOs is typical, even of the dithered

vides an "Ambisonic walkround," starting at
center-front and walking around in acircle, identifying right-front, right-center, right-back, center-back, etc., for those with Ambisonics de-

the ubiquitous CBS test CD, but no source is

low-level tracks (though the pink and white noise
run alittle longer). lhe, the booklet text suggests
that the user set the player to "repeat," but from

coders. (This is actually the opposite direction

my experience with HFN003, this is apain for

of that described in the bookkt, but no matter.)

everyday use. Given the 73:51 playing time,

There is also astereo "walkround": the full-left

which is pretty close to the Philips Red Book
nominal maximum of just over 74 minutes (see

sound is phasey compared with full-right, I
thought, and actually sounds more like the leftcenter signal on the Ambisonic walkround. IsusStereophile, January 1990

last month's "Industry Update"), Isuppose that
to have made some of the more useful test-tone

51

tracks longer would have had to involve leaving
something out.
But Iam pleased to note that warnings about
playing the high-level, high-frequency tones at
high playback levels are much more prominent
than before. HFN003 blew alot of tweeters in its
day—including some of mine!
Oh, Ialmost forgot. You're sure to ask whether
there's a successor to Mike Skeet's infamous
"Garage Door" track that Iincluded on HFN003.
Don't worry Loudspeaker manufactwers will get
their comeuppance with HFN 015's "Fenny Poppers" track, again from the PCM-Fl recording
engine of Mike Skeet. Fenny poppers are largemug-sized, cast-iron cannonades charged with
gunpowder, stuffed tight with newspaper, and
set off with ared-hot poker. Recorded with apair
of Caliec omnis—it sounds like abinaural recording, though if it is, this is not mentioned in the

Fig. 1Fenny Popper #3, Kinergetics
KCD-40/Mark Levinson No. 26.
plotted at preamp left-channel
output. 0.1s time window (10ms/
horizontal div, 100mV/vertical div).

booklet—the blasts sound curiously quiet. As the
storage 'scope traces show, however, these "pops"
are going to mightily stress the owner's playback
system. Fig.1 shows the third "popper" plotted
over a100ms time window, while fig.2 zooms in
on the first 20ms of the blast: now that's what I
call abass transient! Fig.3 shows atypical spectrum of one of the poppers (actually the first)
plotted between 10Hz and 500Hz with 10Hz
resolution. (The spectral lines are displaced sideways to show the first at 10Hz reaching the OdB
reference level.) In effect, one of these blasts is
equivalent to hitting the speaker at full level with
everything in the bass department from below
10Hz upward. Owners of bass-reflex speakers,
where the cone is effectively unloaded below res-

Fig. 2Fenny Popper #3, left channel, 20ms
time window (2ms/horizontal/diy).
11
1

onance, should definitely stand well back to avoid
being hit by shrapnel!
Putting my one or two quibbles aside, the
HFN/RR Test CD II lives up to its predecessor as
an excellent collection of test material. It is available in the US from Music & Sound, 450B Pike
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Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006. Tel: (215)
953-9222. Price is $30 including postage and
handling.
6
IBM:

NH:

US: Bob Katz

Fig. 3Fenny Popper #1, left channel, power
spectrum 10-500Hz (offset slightly for
clarity).

Following my article in December on the LEDR
diagnostic imaging recording (see Vol.12 No 12,

some

p82), Doug Jones, the inventor of LEDR, has dis-

correlation between aplayer's LEDR reproduc-

tests, he discovered that there was adistinct

covered that anumber of CD players do not

tion capability and its interchannel high-fre-

reproduce the LEDR imaging signal well. After

quency phase characteristics.
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Those players whose interchannel phase difference at high frequencies is less than 5° reproduce
the LEDR image quite well. Since there is agood

recently from improvements to the arm and a
cosmetic updating.

correlation between the ability to reproduce the
LEDR signals correctly and the ability to reproduce awell-defined stereo image,' CD players
that have excessive (greater than 5°) phase differ-

always sold impressive numbers of turntables.
Nevertheless, management in the '70s and '80s

The product base was sound and Thorens has

likely due to asingle DAC time-shared between

was not always as professional and dedicated as
one could have hoped, and in '84 the company
did the German equivalent of seeking protection
from its creditors under the rules of Chapter 11.

channels, or poorly synchronized clock signals)
should be avoided.

rens had let themselves be passed by the aesthetic

ence between channels at high frequencies (most

The following players, costing in the

Enter new management, and the TD 320. Tho-

130-

sensibilities of the buying public (a roundabout

$475 price range, were all reported as scoring

way of saying that at acertain point in time, say
'82 to '84, their products were downright ugly

badly on the LEDR test: Philips D6800 portable,
Technics SL-Pul, Technics SL-P116, Toshiba XR250K, lbchnics SH-CDB7, and Sony CDP-550.
All had from 20° to 45° interchannel phase differ-

in the eyes of many potential customers), and,
jarred from its complacency, Thorens introduced

ence at 10kHz, while a Magnavox CDB472,
which uses aseparate DAC for each channel, was

beautiful it sold on looks alone. The TD 320

reported as doing well on the LEDR test.

the exact opposite: aturntable which was so
saved the company and was highly successful
worldwide It was also very popular with dealers,
not only because they didn't have to work hard
to convince acustomer of the TI) 320's appeal,
but also because Thorens had switched from
conventional coil springs to leaf springs for the
floating subchassis. The TD 320 (and its derivatives, the TD 318 and TD 316) came with the leaf

West Germany:
Markus Sauer

springs factory-adjusted, and they almost never
went out of adjustment—a boon for dealer and

For years, the loudest sound to be heard from

customer alike.
Mainly on the strength of the TI) 320 series,

Thorens was asoft snoring. But now—fanfare,
please—there is that rarest of animals, acom-

and the continuing success of the TI) 160 series,
Thorens today is acompany with ca 160 em-

pletely new affordable turntable: the TD 2001.
And the great news is that it is excellent.

ployees in Germany, ca $12 million in sales, and

A little background first. Thorens is an old
company, with roots going back to aSwiss manufacturer of mechanical clockworks. From this

exports to 34 countries. Production was over
70,000 turntables in '88, slightly over half having gone into export. About 30% of total output were TD 280s, the budget solid-plinth

starting point, there was alogical progression to

model of the range, ca 40% was the TI) 320

mechanical phonographs and later electrical turn-

series, and every month there is one 20' con-

tables. In the 50s, Thorens was probably the
most prestigious make of motor units in Europe,

tainer full of Thorens Prestiges. The Prestige

their TD 124 still being held in the highest regard

aflagship because it does not share any constructional features with the lower-priced

in anachrophilic quarters. The Thorens range
evolved along with the state of the mechanical
engineer's art; after the TD 125, there was the TD
126 in its various incarnations, which held strong
throughout the '70s. The TD 160, asimple clean,
and quite good-sounding design introduced in
the mid '70s, was the company's mainstay and
remains competitive in its current, highly evolved
form as the TD 160S MkM having benefited
5LEDR is track 51 on the Prosonus CD, which readers can purchase from EASI, 1525 Greenleaf, Evanston, IL 60202-1156
for $50 via US mail or $62 via Federal Express.
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is Thorens's, er, prestige model (it's not really

models beyond the use of afloating subchassis), and sells almost exclusively in Japan. It's
ahuge beast, and the standard of construction
and finish is commensurate with the price—
$8000. I'll spare you the details of Thorens's
corporate structure (a manufacturing and a
trading company, and aSwiss holding for the
aforementioned historic reasons). Suffice it to
say that it is an intelligent one and that the company is now better equipped for handling
difficulties than it was in the past. Thorens's
53

Write or call for a brochure and the name of your nearest dealer.
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VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth Street
Hanford, California 93230
(209) 582-0324
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factory is located on the slopes of the Black
Forest.'

problem for the moment was making enough
of the existing models (every manufacturer

All in all, it sounds like paradise, right? Unfortunately, no. Thorens had two problems, one
market-related, the other product-related. Mar-

avoid which Thorens is glad to fill), to ensure
the company's future over the next 5-10 years

leaving the low-price turntable arena creates

ketplace first. In case you haven't noticed, 1983

there had to be anew turntable to compete

saw the introduction of something called CD.
CD is eventually supposed to kill off analog, but
the first thing it did was to turn the general

with the Axis—and I, for one, wouldn't be surprised at all if they introduce anew turntable
to compete in Sondek territory.

emphasis of discussion in hi-fi magazines and

Conveniently, Sarfeld is on friendly terms

among audio enthusiasts away from amplifiers

with Ingo Hansen, whose Phonosophie com-

and loudspeakers and toward source components, amove which suited acertain Scottish
manufacturer of very nice turntables just fine.

pany acts as the German importer for Nairn. As

Linn grew rapidly and now, with the Sondek,

menting with Thorens turntables for quite a

dominates the world market for very-good-

while, modifying aTD 160 until it was considerably better than the Axis. Hansen bought
agood number of TD 160s, so it was probably

but-not-ludicrously-priced turntables. Until
recently, Thorens didn't really mind; its
strengths were in the low- to mid-price market, and many dealers sold Linn and Thorens
alongside each other, the product ranges com-

you will know, Linn and Naim parted ways a
few years back, and Hansen had been experi-

only natural that he and Sarfeld started talking
about future projects. To cut along story short,
Thorens and Phonosophie pooled ideas and

plementing each other without taking each

resources and collaborated on acompletely

other's sales. And since you sell alot more inex-

new design, which became the TD 2001. Sarfeld

pensive turntables than expensive ones,

freely admits Phonosophie's input; he sees the

Thorens's management was quite content.
Then Linn introduced the Axis, which is priced

relationship akin to that between acar manufacturer and atuning shop, say Mercedes-Benz

within shooting distance of the TD 320 and TD

and AMG. Phonosophie gets normal 'tables and

160S Mk.V, and in some markets hurt Thorens's
sales. And just now Linn is introducing the

has been given free rein for tinkering with

Basik, acheapified version of the Axis which
competes right in Thorens territory. The problem for Thorens is that Linn is coming down

them;' asmall, flexible outfit is better suited
to experimenting, and the results will be monitored and incorporated into regular production
where suitable.

from the prestige end of the market; the com-

In many ways, the TD 2001 stands as the

pany's image is therefore very good and many

beginning of anew chapter in Thorens' history.

people will buy an Axis or aBasik just so they

It is aclean-sheet design, not avariant of anything Thorens has built before. Still, it incor-

can own aLinn. To win back those buyers,
Thorens has to compete in the upper range of
the market.
The product-related problem Thorens had
was that some enthusiasts (and some journalists) kept saying that the old TD 160
sounded better than the TD 320, something
with which I'm inclined to agree.
Since mid-'88 the company has been run by

porates features found in previous 'tables. To
begin with, it is, naturally, asuspended subchassis design. Thorens has long experience
with both coil and leaf springs, and they are
absolutely convinced of the superiority of the
latter. Coil springs will change their dimensions
and characteristics with variations in temperature, humidity, and load, horizontally as well

Dr. Franz Hermann Vogt and Wilfried Sarfeld,

as vertically. Setup is complicated, and the

the former handling all financial matters, the
latter taking care of marketing and distribution.

environmental conditions. For ease and stabil-

sound will vary according to the prevailing

Ibelieve both hold ashare in the company.

ity of setup, leaf springs were chosen for the

They clearly saw that while Thorens's main

TD 2001, and Ican tell you here that setup is

6Contrary to the impression you may have got from reading
too many tourist-Office brochures, the Black Forest nukes not
only bizarre clocks, but is also one of the traditional regions
for manufacturers of precision engineering products: Dud and
Revox are only 2few miles away, and recent years have seen
growth in medical instruments. machine tools, and suchlike.
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"The Phonosophie variant of the T1) 2001. the Phonosophie
3, has evolved into anew. self-contained design that differs
significantly from the TI) 2001 and is much more expensive;
if and when it is distributed in the S42/12S,
tell sou more about
it.
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abreeze—if you cannot get this turntable run-

something SOTA has done with the lead shot

ning perfectly inside 15 minutes, please abstain

in their tonearm base, and Michell in England

from operating an electric can opener without

with tonearm bases of differing thickness and
weight. Seen in this light, it should now be-

wearing heavy armor.
At this point, I'd like to take you on alittle
detour through subchassis theory If you want

come clear why JA is so much happier with the

to read the information engraved into an LP,

bass performance of an Ekos on his Sondek,
than an SME V's: the Linn's springs are best

you want to keep the platter/arm/cartridge

suited to the weight of Linn's own arms, and the

combo absolutely still in space, apart from the

SME Vis almost twice as heavy as an Ekos (720
to 361.16 grams 8), so the Sondek's subchassis

platter's rotation, so that the only movement
will be the stylus being wiggled around by the
groove. Unfortunately, the movements of the

will be decidedly ill at ease with the SME.
At the price point Thorens wanted to tackle

stylus will be extremely small in amplitude so

with the TD 2001, providing for weight adjust-

that vibration—from the motor, the loud-

ment was out of the question, so all TD 2001s
will be fitted with Thorens's latest, and much

speakers, someone walking around in the
room, or just the traffic outside your house—
will seriously disturb the process. The suspension acts as amechanical filter that prevents all

improved, arm, the TP 90 Mk.2. This arm still
sports aremovable headshell, probably aconcession to Thorens's more traditional cus-

except the very lowest frequencies from reach-

tomers, but while Thorens acknowledges the

ing the record-stylus interface In agood setup,
these low frequencies will lie below the
mechanical resonance of the arm/cartridge, so
they will not be turned into asignal. In theory,

fact that it isn't ideally rigid, they feel that the
provision of azimuth adjustment more or less

asuspension perfectly isolates the record from

than SME's headshell for the new Series 3arms,

its environment (ah, the beauty of theory. ..
).

in my opinion. In addition, the ground con-

Suspension resonance is generally located
between 2and 8Hz, the TD 2001 being tuned

tacts are alittle longer than the signal contacts,
so there can be no nasty bangs when mounting or dismounting the headshell. An added

to 5Hz. The arm/cartridge resonance generally
occurs between 8and 14Hz and should ideally
be about an octave above the subchassis res-

compensates. At least the removable headshell
is well-executed mechanically, certainly better

bonus is the ability to compare cartridges conveniently. Where the arm tube passes through

onance.

the Swiss precision arm bearings, it is rein-

Since asubchassis requires three or four
springs, these must be tuned exactly the same,

forced internally with an inset brass tube, for
greater stiffness and better energy transfer away
from the cartridge Both the counterweight and

or they will not all operate at the same frequency, thus impairing the effectiveness of isolation. Springs should therefore carry equal

the bias adjustment can be screwed down, so
the level of resonance should be low.

loads and be located at the same distance from
the notional point of gravity of the subassem-

Back to the motor unit proper: if there is one
most important element of aturntable, it must

bly when arecord sits on the platter, 8or the filter function will be jeopardized. The problem

be the main bearing. The TD 2001's main bearing is truly excellent, better than anything I
have seen on abudget turntable before, and in

is that there is asignificant variable in all this:
the mass of the tonearm. It influences both the
location of the point of gravity and the load to
which the springs have to be tuned.
There are two ways to overcome this problem: you can employ springs of differing stiff-

the same class as the bearings of such accepted
high-end designs as the Sondek, the SOTA, or
the Oracle. The hardness of the materials
employed (Widia steel is used for the bearing
plate, an extremely hard steel alloy that is com-

ness, so that by changing springs you can

parable with sapphire) and the quality of the

ensure stable setup, the approach taken by Ora-

surface finish of the bearing sleeve and spin-

cle. Or you can eliminate tonearm mass as a
variable by providing weight adjustment,

dle are absolutely world-class. Where other

8Which is precisely where the TI) 320 falls short: he spring:
are at unequal distances from the point of ¡wavily and therefore
have to be tuned differently: I'm not the only one who thinks
the TI) 320's bass ahit tune- and lifeless.

9My apologies to avery friendly Scot in Linn's service department who had to weigh an Ekos to be able to provide me with
this interesting hit of information: he's probably still wondering
why mlyonc would inquiry about the stationary mass oían arm.
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turntable makers tend to use amolycote oil to
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try and smooth over the bearing's surface

2001 strikes me as significantly superior to all

imperfections, the TD 2001 runs with avery
thin film of light, pure oil. Rumble and groove
noise are extremely low, speed stability is very

the turntables in Stereophile's Class D Ihave
heard. In the US it should prove very popular,

good, and the quiet background allows an
enormous amount of detail to be extracted
from the groove.
The spindle supports aMazak inner platter
and an aluminum outer platter. The outer platter will raise afew eyebrows because it still has
Thorens's traditional holes in it. The platters
are cast and then machined to fine tolerances,
and it is in machining that the holes are needed
to clamp the platter down with good concentricity. Thorens says there had to be atradeoff:
while ideally the holes should have gone, they
have found anew surface-hardening process

because its bass performance is one of its
greatest strengths.
The US introduction of the TD 2001 will
coincide with arevitalization of Thorens's distribution (see below). US price should be
between $800 and 51000 (including arm),
depending on how much of asafety margin
will have to be left for dollar fluctuations. In the
first full year of production, Thorens intends
to make 6000 units, and Istrongly suspect that
demand will outstrip supply. The TD 2001
should inject some welcome life into the midprice turntable market.

for the platter (despite my questions, informa-

US: John Atkinson

tion was particularly unforthcoming on this
point), and the sound quality benefited more

"Analog is Timeless, was the basis of amarketing program due to be launched at the 1990
WOES this month by turntable manufacturer

from the presence of the surface treatment than

"

from the absence of the holes. The proof will

Thorens, which has just appointed anew US

be in the listening.

distributor, BLR Electronics. BLR's principals
include Mike Berns of Mike Berns Industries,
well-known in the industry for his Tiffany

The 24-pole synchronous motor was developed in cooperation with local supplier Berger
specifically for this unit. It is ahighly sophisti-

phono connectors. BLR can be contacted at 84-

cated, constant- EMF, low-vibration design.

03 Cuthbert Road, Kew Gardens, NY 11415. Tel:
(718) 441 -2696.

Pulley size has been calculated so that the
motor always runs at optimum torque. The
electronic power supply provides for 33 and
45rpm speeds. The plinth is made of 16-ply
wood, with reinforced corners, and sports a
very elegantly crafted real-wood veneer. In-

1.) LIRAN>.

deed, the whole turntable looks very good. 10

20 Pat ADC F10111

All in all, Thorens appears to have done their
homework well, and the only question left is
how the marketplace will react to the TD 2001.
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The answer to that question obviously
depends on the sound quality. Ithink my
enthusiasm has been shining through in this
preview: Iwas able to compare the TD 2001
with a Linn Axis at a dealer's, and to play
around with it in my own system. The Thorens
acquitted itself admirably, Ithought. The Axis
has always struck me as agood mid-fl product
in that it covers its traces well—nothing is obvi-

US: Robert Harley
The prospect of attending an Audio Engineering Society Convention never fails to generate
a"kid-in-a-candy-store" excitement for me.
Ihave been attending AES conventions for 11

ously wrong or missing, but on the other hand

years now, and look forward to each one with

the sound is not very engaging or exciting

renewed enthusiasm. Iam no longer enamored

either. While the TD 2001 does display acertain hardness which seems to be arm-related

of huge, 64-input consoles and racks of signalprocessing devices; the technical sessions and

(I do hope Thorens will eventually develop a

papers now hold the most interest for me.

better arm), even in its current form the TD

The 87th AES Convention, held at the New
York City Hilton October 18-21, proved to be

10 Due to clumsy camera operation on my part, I'm unable
to provide aphotograph this time around.
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perhaps the best Ihave attended, the quality
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For Those Who Love CD, And
Especially For Those Who Hate It
Only computing power an order of magnitude beyond any CD
player can recapture all the information digital has to offer.
With the power of 80 IBM PC's and ultrasophisticated programming. Theta delivers asignal perfect in phase and time.
On/y digital done right sounds right.

What The Experts Say:
...I found for the first time that the CD
could equal or surpass the analogue record
in revealing the details of the sound stage."
—Anthony H. Cordesman
Audio Magazine
September 1989

"...transcends everything else that digital
technology has yet offered."
—Peter Moncrieff
International Audio Review #55

ti

"...a sense of clarity Ihad never before
heard from anything other than master
tapes."
"...the best sound ever from CD..."

"...Theta DS Pro simply recovers more
information, more music, from the digital
medium than any other playback system."

'1.'ITETA.

"...the DS Pre sets an entirely new standard
of performance."

—Lewis Lipnick
Stereophile Vol. 12 No. 3
March 1989
"It is simply astounding in all sonic
aspects, especially in transparently revealing whole layers of musical information we
had not suspected of existing on CDs."
—Peter Moncrieff
International Audio Review #53-54

•

•

Digital Done Right
Theta Digital eration
uilding R, Agoura Hills, CA 91,k597-9195 FAX (818) 597-1079

of this convention reflecting the current dyna-

Studer/Revox of Switzerland recently pur-

mic nature of professional audio. The program

chased the small California firm that makes
Dyaxis, aMacintosh-based digital audio editing
system.

was filled with fascinating workshops and
papers. Although many of the paper presentations are arcane, it is interesting to see the kinds
of research being pursued. Of particular
interest to me are the advances being made in
analog/digital and digital/analog conversion
technology Finally, serious work is being done
in these areas that were once considered sonically insignificant. Much of the criticism of digital audio can be laid at the doorstep of out-

The most interesting part of the convention
Ifound to be a 3y2-day workshop called
"Optimizing the Listening Environment, A
Tribute to Charles Bilello," chaired by Dr. Peter
D'Antonio of RPG Diffusors. (Mr. Bilello, an
zssnriate and close friend of Dr. D'Antonio was
tragically killed by ahit-and-run driver earlier

dated A/D-conversion technology, used to

in 1989.) The sessions addressed avariety of
issues related to the acoustic environment in

make the vast majority of CDs.
Ultra Analog of Fremont, California dis-

which we listen (and judge) music The material
presented was so informative and educational,

played their line of A/D and D/A converters.

Ispent over half my convention time at this

The ADC 20048 is a20-bit, 128x-oversampling

workshop. Although Ihave always believed in

AID converter originally designed by Robert

the importance of acoustic treatments, Icame

Adams when he was with dbx. Ultra Analog
bought the exclusive marketing and distribu-

away with arenewed enthusiasm for learning

tion rights, and is now in full production of the

The guest speakers at the workshop read like
aWho 's Who in the acoustical engineering and

more about this vital subject.

unit, which has gained some notoriety due to
its use on the excellent Chesky recordings. The

recording world. Presentations were given on

proliferation of these advanced converters will
translate to better-sounding CDs as mastering

"Optimizing Existing Listening Rooms;' "Desng
Home Listening Rooms," "The Subjective

studios make the switch from 6-year-old PCM

Effects of Room Reflections," "Objective Mea-

1630 converter technology to the performance

sures of the Listening Environment," and "The

offered by today's outboard units.

Acoustic Reality of Location Recording Con-

Also from Ultra Analog is their DAC D20400,
a20-bit, 8x-oversampling DAC. The 2" by 3"

trol Rooms," to name just afew of the 42 topics
addressed. Peter D'Antonio did an excellent job

module combines discrete components and

of assembling the speakers and conducting the
workshop. During and between presentations,

integrated circuits in an encapsulated package.
These cost-no-object units are about 20 times
the price of the converters one usually finds in
CD players and outboard processors. Ialso had
the opportunity at the Convention to see and

music was played through aWadia Digital 2000
digital processor, Mark Levinson's Cello ampli-

hear the new Stax processor, which uses the

fication (the man, not the company), and Duntech Sovereign loudspeakers. (The room had
been treated with RPG Diffusors.) It was

D20400 converters along with 6DJ8 output

refreshing to see an emphasis placed on the

tubes. The juxtaposition of such highly
advanced digital circuitry and the 6DJ8s in the

importance of music. So many of the papers
and technical sessions seemed detached from

same chassis provided an interesting perspec-

the musical experience. In addition, contrary
to many other technical presentations, "Opti-

tive on audio's evolution. Look for areview of
the Stax soon.
Another change sweeping the audio industry is the move toward computer-based digital audio editing systems for CD mastering. Sev-

mizing the Listening Environment" did not
reject the importance of listening to judge the
quality of reproduced music. Although the

leaders Sonic Solutions and Digidesign. These

guest speakers had impeccable scientific
credentials, the dichotomy between subjective
and objective assessment of sound quality was
narrowed. This workshop was easily the high-

systems record digital audio on ahard disk
(requiring about 10 Megabytes per minute for

worth the trip to New York.

eral newcomers to the field displayed their
wares, trying to compete with established

stereo), and permit nondestructive editing and
sophisticated signal processing right on your
desktop. Not wanting to miss out on the action,
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light of the convention, and, even by itself, was
Speaking of acoustic measurements, Igot a
demonstration of anew acoustic analysis system that mates with an IBM PC or compatible.
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Real power has
always been in the
hands ofthe few.

A

dcom stereo
components have
earned areputation among
audiophiles, engineers and
musicians for extraordinary performance
at affordable prices. Now Adcom
introduces its newest amplifier, the no
compromise GFA-565, for those in pursuit
of absolute power and sonic perfection,
but who prefer not paying aking's ransom.
The Evolution of Adcom's GFA-565
Adcom's new mono GFA-565 evolves
from the design of the critically acclaimed
GFA-555, greatly extending its capabilities.
Representing brute strength, it delivers
300 watts at 8ohms, 450 watts at 4ohms
and an awesome 850 watts at 2ohms"
Most significantly, it will accurately drive
even esoteric loudspeakers which present
loads as low as 1ohm.
Why Use Two Mono Amplifiers?
The ability to deliver very high power
into complex loads is aprerequisite for
superior sound reproduction. Power

supplies capable of delivering the energy
necessary for high power, high-current
amplifiers are massive. But there are
practical limits to the size and weight of
stereo amplifiers designed for home use,
as well as heat dissipation and reliability
constraints. Consequently, the use of two
Adcom GFA-565 mono amplifiers offers
optimum sound definition, detail and
dynamics, satisfying even the most
demanding perfectionist.
More Sound, Less Money
Like the GFA-555, the new Adcom
GFA-565 sounds superior to amplifiers
costing two and three times as much. It is
so powerful and pure that it may be the
last amplifier you ever buy, even if you
upgrade your loudspeakers several times
over the years. And that makes the GFA-565
an extraordinary bargain considering its
exceptional performance.

ADCOM
JeteIs you con hear

*Continuous power output, 20 Hz-20 kHz <0.02% THD, measured in accordance with PIC specifications.
11 Elkins Road. East Brunswick. NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130 Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R

Called MLSSA (pronounced "Melissa") after its
principle of operation which uses what are

called ITE (In-The-Ear) recording, that en-

called "Maximum Length Sequences" to stimu-

codes on tape the effects of the pinna (the outer
ear's structure). In addition to encoding all the

late the loudspeaker, the system can perform
ahost of loudspeaker and room measurements,

directional and spatial cues created by the pinnae, the technique allows alistener to hear how

and provides graphic printout. The loudspeaker
measurements include impulse response,

another person (in whose ears the micro-

anechoic frequency response, phase and
group-delay, waterfall plots to reveal delayed
resonances, step response, and distortion.
Acoustic measurements include room response,
Schroeder plots (reverberation decay of asound-

phones were placed) hears sound. From their
initial studies, there is agreat disparity between
people's hearing. Their paper on the subject' .2
was fascinating.
In ademonstration room upstairs, Mr. Davis

time curves. JA and Iwere so impressed that

had a playback system consisting of two
speakers in front of alistening chair, and two
on either side. A level control allowed the lis-

Stereopbile bought one for testing loudspeakers
and measuring our listening rooms. Watch for

tener to adjust the side speakers, which were
fed the same stereo signal as the front, for max-

articles throughout the coming year on listening-

imum effect. The result was astounding. Ihave
heard athree-dimensional soundstage pre-

field), energy-time-frequency plots, and energy-

room measurements and treatments after we
get some experience with MLSSA.
Many interesting papers were presented,
including one called "The Effects of Sampling
Clock Jitter on Nyquist Sampling Analog- toDigital Converters and on Oversampling Delta
Sigma ADCs."" The basic thesis is that
sampling-clock jitter is inevitable, and that this
jitter creates sidebands around the analog signal
being sampled. The author, Steven Harris of
Crystal Semiconductor, deliberately introduced
clock jitter in various A/D converters and measured the results. Unfortunately, the audible
effects of jitter were not discussed. However,
it is encouraging that this type of research is
being done.
Ialso attended aworkshop called "Fiber
Optics: The New Medium for Audio." As acom-

sented in front of me before, but Ihave never
felt that Iwas inside the soundstage. A drum
recording sounded as though Iwere sitting in
the middle of the drum kit, surrounded on all
sides. The Davises concluded from their
research that "ITE recording is the best way to
preserve with full fidelity any important musical material." Ilook forward to hearing the first
commercial release of arecording made with
this innovative method.
Attendees of 1989's Stereopbile Hi -Fi Show
in San Francisco may have seen The Audio
Museum, acollection of historic audio equipment. Curator Jack Mullin and Shelly Herman
brought the collection to the AES convention,
providing quite acontrast with the modern
audio wonders on display. The Mullin Exhibit

pany at the forefront of optical transmission of

is probably the best and most comprehensive

digital audio, 'dia Digital had ahigh visibility
at this session. Presentations were given by

historic audio collection in the world, encompassing Edison cylinders, the first electrical

Wadia's Donald Moses and Charles Hustig. The
discussions dealt with professional applications

playback systems, early disc-cutting equip-

of fiber-optic transmission and interfacing.
This is arapidly growing field, as evidenced by

tion, and an astounding array of vintage microphones. The jewel in the crown, however, is
Mr. Mullin's Magnetophon, the first tape recorder brought to America. Mr. Mullin discov-

the recent trend of mastering studios to convert their signal paths to fiber optics.
Iheard an incredible demonstration of a
recording made with microphones placed in
the ear of alistener. Don and Carolyn Davis,
esteemed authors and founders of Synergetic

ment, primitive attempts at stereo reproduc-

ered the machine while in the Army, looking
for German technology just after WWII. After
convention hours, Iasked Mr. Mullin for 15
minutes to tell me the story of his Magneto-

Audio Concepts, have developed amethod,

phon, which broadcast the first tape-recorded

II

hours on his feet talking to conventioneers, Mr.

radio show on October 1, 1946. Despite nine
—

The Effects of Sampling Clock,litter on Nyquist Sampling

Analog-to-INgital Comenen and on Oversampling Delta Sigma
ADCs," Steven Harris, AES Pit-print 2844. Preprints arc available
from the Audio Engineering Society, 60 East -*2nd Street. New
York, NY 10165, and cost $S each to nonmembers. including
postage and handling.
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12 "In-the-Ear Recording and Pinna Acoustic Response Playback," Don and Carolyn Davis, AES Preprint
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MUSIC.
ENGINEERING.
Camber loudspeakers are
engineered to sound like
music. The simple
appearance of these
loudspeakers belies this
advanced engineering.
Looking inside a Camber
enclosure you'll find a woofer
built around a cast aluminum
frame that is significantly
more rigid than sheet metal.
The voice-coil, wound to
exact tolerances, can handle
an astonishing 300 watts of
electrical power. The
crossover is designed with
the fanatical care usually
reserved for the best
amplifiers.
On the outside our
advanced materials research
is evident in the form of pure
metal dome tweeters, and
carbon-doped polypropylene
woofers with natural rubber
surrounds. We design and
build these drivers ourselves,
ensuring the highest quality.
We put years of
engineering effort into each
component of every Camber
loudspeaker. What you get is
pure music.

Plateau Camber, 4946 Bourg, Montreal, Quebec. H4T 1J2
Tel: (514) 738-3225 • Fax: (514) 738-5797

Mullin spent nearly two hours telling me the
fascinating story of finding and bringing back
the machine, and how the Magnetophon led
to the birth of Ampex Corporation. Igot the
whole thing on tape for an upcoming article.
Unfortunately, The Mullin Collection has no
permanent home. After being displayed, it is
packed up and scattered around various storage
areas (including under Jack's bed) until the next
exhibition. A permanent museum is desper-

Bowers of Precision Monolithics. 14 To listen to ,
this affable Britisher explain step by step both
the design process for this chip and how the
problems in getting recalcitrant silicon to handle audio without introducing all manner of
distortions was adelight. Similarly, to hear D.C.
Wadsworth of Canadian company Phototronics
talk about the development of an audio
integrated circuit that appears to offer all the

organization has been formed, called SAVET

advantages of op-amps—programmable gain,
ease of use—without such penalties as the
need for high levels of loop feedback, or even

(Save Entertainment Technology), to raise

any loop feedback,15 made the listener feel that

ately needed for this priceless collection. An

funds to build amuseum that will preserve

he or she was in on the ground floor of this

these precious artifacts of our audio heritage.

concept. Mr. Wadsworth's IC, the Phototronics
PA630, uses acircuit configuration called a,
"current conveyor," which is based on com-

For more information, contact Shelly Herman
at (213) 849-4136. By the way, an excellent
videotape on the Mullin Exhibit, including an
interview with Jack Mullin, is available for
$29.95 from the Audio Engineering Society.

plementary crosscoupled current mirrors. A
signal fed into alow-impedance input causes
an identical signal current to flow in an output

The next North American AES Convention

stage, but as it is sourced from amuch higher

will be held in Los Angeles in November 1990.

impedance, voltage amplification results:
Ohm's Law in action! Intrinsic bandwidth is

US: John Atkinson

high (6MHz), inherent distortion is low (typi-

Like Robert Harley above, I, too, eagerly antic-

cally 0.02% when buffered with aJFET), and

ipate attending the biannual conventions of the

it was stated that this kind of circuit is inherently better at achieving accurate performance

Audio Engineering Society. My reasons are perhaps alittle more personal: although as aconfirmed techno-nerd Ifind the hardware interesting in its own right, it is the presentations
of papers that draw me. Moth-like, Icannot
resist the chance to bathe in genuine intellectual brilliance. There is nothing to compare
with the experience of hearing firsthand the
results of research that could well have amajor
influence on what audiophiles will be listening to in the next decade. Peter Mitchell, for
example, mentions earlier in this month's "Update" Michael Gerzon's paper on noiseshaping, which I'm sure will become aclassic.
Of course, not every paper delivers in this
regard—one on stereophony from Gary
Eickmeieru seemed little more than arehash
of Amar Bose's ideas on blurring the stereo

when used as the current/voltage convertor
following aconventional current-output DAC
in aCD player. The new chip is expected to cost
less than $5 in quantity, and is made using a
process that enables true complementary bipolar transistors to be created on the silicon wafer.
Transducers are always well-represented in
AES papers. Particularly interesting was one
from Velodyne's David Hall describing the evolution of that company's servo-controlled subwoofers» As with the two previous papers
mentioned, the interest here lay in hearing how
the presenter had solved problems, both expected and unexpected, in the design of the
product.
Ihave come to expect stimulating papers
from Floyd Toole and his team at Canada's

stage by stimulating delayed room reflections—
but even when the subject is ostensibly dull,

National Research Council, and the New York
AES Convention was no exception. Having

there's always the chance that the presenter will
be atrue enthusiast.
Such was the case with apaper, examining

mance in recent years, their attention is turning

the design of adedicated JFET break-beforemake switch for audio use, given by Derek

13 "An Image Model Theory for Stereophonic Sound," Gary
C. Eickmeier, AES Preprint 2869.
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exhaustively examined loudspeaker perfor-

la "A Monolithic Dual Switch for Professional Audio Applications," Derek F. BOwer!.. AES Preprint 2818.
15 "A Professional Audio Integrated Circuit." D.C. Wadsworth,
AES Preprint 2831.
16 "Design Considerations for an Accelerometer-Based
Dynamic Loudspeaker Motional Feedback System," David S.
Hall, AES Preprint 2863.
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HEARI \G AID
Your ears are acute enough to
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering.
But does your system deliver'?
It won't if you overlook one of its
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter-Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

your system has to offer.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send $2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

ESOTERIC
AUDIO USA
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680

to the transducer at the other end of the record-

the sound of ahi-fi component—familiar stuff,

ing/playback chain. Apaper from Sean Olive

eh? The twist was that Robert assembled the
track by changing to adifferent microphone
every two sentences: the difference in how

and Doctor Toole" examined the measured frequency responses of anumber of professional
microphones. Listening tests had still to be
organized and performed at the time of writing the paper, but the measurements presented

each presents Gordon's distinctive voice must
be heard to be believed!

indicated that even mikes highly regarded by

The 87th AES Convention was notable in
that the first results of the European Archi-

the recording community could hardly be said
to be "neutral."

medes Project were presented in three papers.",
Archimedes is one of 213 pure research projects

Each microphone's response was measured
in an anechoic chamber for middle and high
frequencies, and outdoors for low frequencies,
with aB&K 4133 measuring microphone used
as areference. Grouped into types, dedicated
omnidirectional mikes as awhole featured a
slight on-axis peak in the treble due to alow-Q
resonance, but overall were probably the least
colored. Their lack of proximity effect also
meant that their bass responses were naturally
extended compared with the other-pattern
mikes, all of which featured some degree of LF
rolloff in the far field. Variable-directivity
capacitor mikes set to "Omni" were neither as
smooth nor as extended in the high treble, and

sponsored by the European Community,
gathered together in 1985 under the umbrella
title "EUREKA." As the name suggests, the idea
is that by sponsoring pure research, the level
of excitement in the scientific community will
be stimulated, the result being totally unexpected findings to benefit European industry
as awhole. (Cynics could say that SDI has a
similar effect in the US except that all the
benefits will only accrue to military products.)
Archimedes, which has abudget of $5 million,
involves KEF Electronics in England, Bang &
Olufsen in Denmark, and Denmark's Technical
University in Lyngby, and is intended to quan-

also featured mild resonant behaviour in the

tify how the acoustics of real listening rooms
affect perceived loudspeaker performance. The

lower treble. The moving-coil and ribbon

philosophical basis of the project is that the

fixed-pattern cardioids examined were notably

interaction between aloudspeaker and each
of the room boundaries can be modeled by

unflat in response—the authors referred to
them as "artistic" microphones—while the
variable-directivity mikes set to "Cardioid"
were flatter overall than when set to "Omni,"
though still not particularly neutral. Set to
"Figure-Eight," these mikes also demonstrated
different response signatures, though agood
point was that the responses were wellmaintained off-axis. This is important when
such mikes are used as a coincident pair
crossed at 90°, as nearly all soundsources will
be off-axis to both mikes.
About the only quibble Ihad with this excel-

replacing the boundary with areflected image
of the loudspeaker. Thus aloudspeaker in a
corner acts as though there were actually four
loudspeakers there, the other three being the
virtual images of the real speaker (as seen from
behind, of course, if you think of the boundaries as mirrors). Archimedes involves use of
the Technical University of Denmark's anechoic
chamber, which, at 26' by 29' by 33', is one of
the largest in the world. A test subject, listening
for timbral modifications of the direct sound
of aloudspeaker, sits in front of it, then aroom

lent paper was that the identities of all the

is synthesized in the anechoic chamber by

mikes were kept secret. This would seem an
opportune moment, therefore, to announce

placing up to 32 real loudspeakers around the
listener and test speaker at the positions where
one or more of the reflected images would be.

the next Stereopbile recording project: atest
CD, to be available in February. For one of the
tracks, Robert Harley and Igathered nearly 20
professional microphones of all types. We
recordedJ. Gordon Holt reading an essay he
wrote in 1963 regarding what basis of comparison an audio critic needs to be able to judge

17 "The Evaluation of Microphones—Part I: Measurements,"
Sean E. Olive and Floyd E. Took, AES Preprint 2837
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(The exact position of each is determined by
alaser ranging device.) Each of the "image"
18 "The Influence of Room Acoustics on Reproduced Sound,
Part 1—Selection and mining of Subjects for Listening Tests,"
Soren Bech. AES Preprint 2837. The Influence of Room
Acoustics on Reproduced Sound, Part 2: Design of Wideband
Coincident -Source Loudspeakers." L.R. Fincham, Ajoncs.
and R. H. Small, AES Preprint 28 7". The Influence of Room
Acoustics on Reproduced Sound, Pan 3: Making Recordings
for Simulation Tests in the Archimedes Project," Villy Hansen
and Gen Munch, AES Preprint 2836.
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loudspeakers has its level and response ad-

to make value judgments. For untrained listeners

justed appropriately, the latter being very

with good hearing, having to perform two 40-

important: if you consider the reflection of a
speaker in the sidewall between it and the lis-

minute listening tests in one day is sufficient
to scramble the consistency of their value judg-

tener, that reflected image will have the tonal
response characteristic of the speaker being
listened to significantly off-axis. Because of the

ments, while even for trained listeners, two
such tests per day is the maximum if the results
are not to be compromised. As far as Iam aware,

finite size of the Lyngby anechoic chamber, it's
not possible to place all the image speakers at
the correct distances: all the speakers are there-

thing that those involved in subjective reviewing have known all along, and that those in-

fore placed on the surface of a3m (10') sphere
around the listener, and time delay is added to
the speakers' drive signals to synthesize distance

volved in "objective" tests have always dismissed; that listening fatigue develops very
quickly.

this paper offers the first quantifying of some-

The three papers presented related to the first

The second paper, presented by Laurie Fin-

3Y2 years of the project, which concerned set-

cham of KEF, was concerned with the design

ting up the experimental conditions. These

of awideband, time-coherent, single-point
speaker to be used to synthesize the virtual

involved: 1) the selection and training of listening subjects; 2) designing and manufacturing
the loudspeakers; and 3) recording the test pro-

speaker images. This is small and spherical,

gram. The paper on listener training, from the

anomalies as possible in the anechoic cham-

Technical University of Denmark's Soren Bech,
should be essential reading for anyone involved

ber, and so that it would have asymmetrical

in setting up formal listening tests. The first
finding was in line with Floyd Toole's research:
listeners with below-standard hearing are not

both so that it would produce as few acoustic

and predictable dispersion pattern. The enclosure is 11" (280mm) in diameter and is actually
acommercially available, orange-colored float
used by Danish fishermen! This is fitted with

as consistent in their judgments. The higher a
listener's deviation from the median hearing-

a4.5" (110mm) bass/midrange drive-unit, into
the center of which, replacing the dustcap, is

threshold level, the greater the spread there will

placed asmall dome tweeter which uses an
intense Neodymium/Iron/Boron magnet to

be in his or her value judgments. In particular,
threshold deviations below IkHz between 5
and 15dB will have astrong negative effect on

achieve the desired sensitivity—shades of

the results. Second, as might be expected, for

KEF's "Uni -Q" technology. As opposed to conventional practice, where aloudspeaker sucks

those who have good hearing as defined above,

current from aconstant-voltage amplifier, the

having previously taken part in listening tests

Archimedes loudspeakers are driven from a

improves their consistency in making judg-

constant-current amplifier. This eliminates the
effects of the necessarily long speaker cables

ments in subsequent tests. It is in the nature of
being ahuman being, of course, that experience improves performance. Third, as also

from the sound, and rids the speaker of the
effects of thermal compression due to the

might be predicted by common sense, human
beings differ in the range of their ratings. In

level drive The speaker is biamped with custom-

other words, Listener Amight consistently give
two speakers scores of 2and 8and out of 10,
while Listener B might score them 4and 6,

voice-coil heating up under sustained highdesigned B&O amplifiers, and active equalization is included to give, according to an FFTderived measurement shown during the pre-

respectively, and this should be allowed for
when calculating the experimental results.

astonishingly flat— ±0.25dB from 200Hz to

Ageneral conclusion drawn by Mr. Bech was
that all the listeners in atest should be trained

that all the time delay, response shaping, and

sentation but not included in the preprint, an
13kHz—response. Ultimately, it is intended

to the same level of skill, with the useful result

drive-unit EQ for the 32 image speakers will

that "seven untrained listeners can be replaced

be performed in the digital domain, using 32

by one trained listener" without compromising
the statistical validity of the results. Aconclu-

Motorola 56001 DSP chips driving 18-bit DACs.

sion that Ifound particularly interesting was

sen of B&O, described how tonally neutral dig-

that the number of tests listeners are asked to

ital recordings were made to serve as the test

carry out also had astrong effect on their ability

program for the experiments. This includes
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The final Archimedes paper, from Villy Han-
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Kinergetics KCD-40

You Can Hear The Beauty Of The Music Free From Hysteresis Distortion.
In all audio equipment, each transistor,
wire and connector adds its own minute
bit of distortion. The sum total of
this is hysteresis distortion. It dulls
the clarity and obscures the
realism of the music.
Only Kinergetics' patented hysteresis canceling
circuitry gives you the true quality of the
music free from this distortion. We
have invented acreative merger
of art and technology in

Our reputation...
"Kinergetics' KCD-20
the first CO player to
crack the Class ISound barrier"
J Peter Montchelf
"International Audio Recree.": Hotline #43-45
CES Winter '87
"Their KCD-20A puts other CD players in the
shade musically .. it is a clear first-choice
recommendation among CD players."
Neil Levenson
'Fanfare': Vol .10. No.4
CES — Summer '87
"Pure musicality is the only way Ican adequately
describe what Iheard, no sensation of
electronics or speakers, with believable sound
staging and tonal accuracy... Ithink it would
be safe to say that this represented the most
'music for dollar' at the show."
Lewis Lipnick
"Stereophole" Vol 70, No.5 Aug. 1987
CES — Winter *se
"The Death of Mid -Fi: The Big Chill in Vegas"
Michael Fremer
"The Absolute Sound" Vol. t3, Issue 52. page 250

music reproduction.

CES — Summer '88
We weren't there

Our reputation is built on our obsession—
to reproduce music with perfect realism.

CES — Winter '89
". .1 am pleased to note that the sound in the
Kinergetics room was stunningly true to the sound
of the original Steinway. Nice one. Ken and Tony!"
John Atkinson
"Stereophile" Vol f2, No.3, Mar 1989

Kinergetics Research — -constantly reaching for the final plateau — perfection:'
KCD-20 Compact Disc Player •KCD-40 Compact Disc Player • (SA-75 Class APower Arnold*, • (SA-202 Mono Power Amplifier •KBT-1 FM Tuner •KPC.1 Passive
Control Center •BSC Compusound Systems SW-200 Sub-Woofer Amplifier •SW-100 Sub-Woofer •SW-1005 Sub-Woofer •Music Mate SpeakeriSub-Woofer Stands

S
Iila RESEARRCHC
KIN
6029 Reseda Boulevard • Tarzana, California 91356 • Phone (818) 345-5339 • Fax (818) 609-8576

male and female spoken voice, impulsive instru-

along with an uncompromising commitment

ments like the guitar and percussion, and sus-

to accepting only the best, resulted in line and

tained-tone instruments like cello and brass,

microphone transformers and amplifiers that
far surpassed any previous designs. Deane

all recorded in mono anechoically as well as in
achurch.
Finally, considering the recent controversy
on the sound of cables, it was notable that the
very first paper presented at the Convention
was from two engineers working for Japan's
Nippon Mining Company/ 9Their subject? Possible reasons why cable made from very-highpurity copper, termed "6-nines copper"

didn't accept the conventional wisdom that a
transformer's sonic degradation was inherent.
His innovative designs removed the transformer's audible grundge that people had
previously taken for granted. In addition, the
Jensen 990 discrete operational amplifier set
new standards for low noise, low distortion,

because it is more than 99.9999% pure, could

and transparency, and is widely used in recording electronics in place of monolithic op-amps.

sound better than conventional cable. Unfortunately Iwas still sitting on aairplane when

Because sonic purity mattered more than
anything else to Deane, he published the

it was presented, but Iwish Icould have seen
the faces of the more conservative engineers

compensation, so that they would be more

schematics to many of his designs, without

when the authors stated that, for example, "The

widely used. Deane was also apioneer in the

followings (sic], however, are generally recog-

computer-aided design (CAD) of transformers,

nized: 1) Mid to low range sound is rich. 2) The

filters, and amplifiers. The COMTRAN circuit-

overall sound is soft and natural. 3) Any fine
sound signal is conveyed." The paper is fas-

analysis program he developed is widely used

cinating reading, offering as it does both physical measurements and discussion of possible

technical articles and tutorial lectures on highfrequency phase response and its audible

in audio circuit design. His many published

correlations between the copper's crystal struc-

effects, including his latest paper on spectral

ture and sound quality, though Idoubt whether

contamination, presented at the 1988 Los

it will eventually appear in the Journal of the

Angeles AES Convention, have enabled other

Audio Engineering Society. Those wishing to

audio engineers to improve their products.

hear the effect of 6-nines copper, however,

My own memory of Deane Jensen comes

should audition the latest AudioQuest Lapis
interconnect, which to my mind does sound
exactly as described above.

from attending Audio Engineering Society
meetings in Los Angeles. He was avocal and
vociferous critic of the ill-conceived and illfated CBS CopyCode system. Deane organized
AES members in opposition to this scheme that
would notch out anarrow frequency band in
the midrange to identify copyrighted music.
Deane was also kind enough to endorse my

US: Robert Harley

AES membership application.
Deane Ellsworth Jensen was born in Annapolis,
MD on October 15, 1942. He attended the Uni-

Most audiophiles have probably never heard
the name Deane Jensen, but all have undoubt-

versity of Pennsylvania, where he was involved

edly heard the results of his work on their
favorite recordings. When Deane Jensen died
suddenly on October 21, 1989 at age 47, the

radio station. He founded Jensen 'ffansformers,

audio community lost one of its most valuable
contributors.
Deane was the founder of Jensen Transformers, acompany dedicated to improving

in audio engineering at the student-operated
Inc. in 1972 and led the company through its
successful growth to its present position of
prominence in the industry.
Deane is survived by his parents and sister.
He has been interred next to his twin brother
in Ewing Cemetery, Trenton, NJ.

the sound quality of recording electronics,

In lieu of flowers, the family requests that any

especially transformers. His research efforts,

contributions be sent to the Richard C. Heyser
Memorial Scholarship Fund, c/o the Audio

19 "Production & Application of 6-Nines Copper to Audio:'
Eimei Ono and Msanori Kato, AES Preprint 2865.
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Engineering Society, 60 East 42nd Street, New
York, NY 10165.
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Symbol of quality

Made in England

"After the Monitors, Isimply cannot go back to listening to aspeaker that is less transparent.
The Monitors make everything sound so interesting, so involving. They are so good that one
stormy evening, Ithought to myself why go out to aconcert? Ithink
stay home with my
Monitors." Sam Tellig, Stereophile, May 1988 (Model R952MD).
Hand finished using only the finest real woods available — Walnut, Oak, Black Ash, Teak, Rosewood, Mahogarr
For information on the complete line of award winning loudspeakers contact:

E V RO

TIONAL, INC.

IN U.S.A.
P.O. Box 1355
Buffalo. New York 14205
Telephone (416) 831-4741
Fax -(416) 831-6933

IN CANADA
1755 Plummer St.. Unit 20
Pickering. Ontario L1W 351
Telephone: (416)831-4741
Fax: (416)831-6933

THE AUDIO ANARCHIST
Sam Tellig
Vandersteen 2Ci
peakers are difficult," says my friend
rs.
Indeed.

Since the ESB speakers are no longer
imported—"Your loss," says Lars—I shall turn
my attention to others instead, starting with the
Vandersteen 2Ci.
At 51195/pair (sans stands), this speaker is
unquestionably agood buy. The bass, in particular, is deep, tight, taut—controlled. What's
more, bass notes are richly differentiated—you
don't get just aone-note boom or thud. In
short, everything you've heard about the Vandersteens' bass performance is true.
What's more, the soundstaging is excellent—
deep, wide, well-extended beyond the edges
of the left and right speakers.
Ican hear why Vandersteen 2Ci's have such
appeal.
Of course, you can't have everything at $1195.
(Stands add another $125.) What the Vandersteen lacks is the ultimate in detail, delicacy, and
transparency through the midrange. To me, the
2Ci sounds slightly thick, somewhat veiled; it
tends to obscure the differences among interconnects, speaker cables, and associated components, and, for this reason, it is probably not
the ideal reviewer's tool.
The 2Ci doesn't irritate with atipped-up top
end or obvious cabinet colorations. The free-

Vandersteen 2Ci loudspeaker

dom from cabinet coloration in the bass is particularly apparent and worthy of special praise.
There is really nothing seriously wrong with

too heavy-sounding, the tonal balance weighted
too far toward the bass, alittle slow, awee bit

the Vandersteen, and at its price, that's saying

thick. Ifelt that truly topflight equipment, like

alot.
For most of my listening, Iused my new Krell

the Krell, was wasted on the 2Ci's.

KSP-7B/KSA-80 combination.' Ibiwired the

Isay, there is only so much you can expect

'steens with Kimber 'Cable 4TC and placed the
2Ci's on lead-filled Super Vanderstands.

from apair of speakers in this price range. The

My only frustration was that the 2Ci's didn't
make the most of the Krell gear's exceptional

slight lack of definition, detail, and delicacy
they're not the speakers for me, they are speakers

transparency Ifelt that too much detail was

Irecommend with great enthusiasm.

But these are very forgiving faults, and, like

2Ci's are aVandersteal, and while with their

being lost—not in the bass, but through the
midrange and treble. The 2Ci's were not as
light, not as airy as Iwould have liked—a bit

ISerious Anarchist watchers may well have guessed that the
Krell KSA -80 is last month's "mystery** amplifier.
—JA
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Acoustat Spectra 11
Iwish Icould be equally enthusiastic about the
Acoustat Spectra 11—an electrostatic/dynamic
hybrid selling for $999/pair. At first glance, the
Acoustat Spectra 11 looks like agood deal. They
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(One VCA1 Bi -Amplifier, an ASW1 Subwoofer, and Remote Volume Control)
The VCA1 is a60 watt three channel room amplifier with the third channel dedicated to bass
frequencies. The VCA1 features active bass boost circuitry, three selectable roll off frequencies
(50, 75, 100 Hz), and an unique amplifier protection system. The VCA1 can power one or two
Sonance ASW1 bass modules, one or two pairs of satellite speakers and is governed by a local
wall-mount volume control.

the perfect solution to the aesthetically
integrated subwoofer for our
acoustically critical dients."
-Barry LCayton, Audio Command Systems
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custom installation with the stability and sound
quality that you would expect from Sonance."
-Jim Peterson, Architectural Audio
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couldn't get them to open up, dynamically. And
this when driven by aKrell KSP-7B and KSA-80!
This is not atechnical write-up, so Ihave no
idea whether or not there's some phasing problem between the bass cabinet and the electrostatic panel—something which Isuspect to
be the case with the Sequel II. But the lack of
dynamics, coupled with the surprising lack of
transparency from the electrostatic panels,
resulted in what Iconsider alackluster overall sound.
Mind you, the Spectra Ils are not terrible—
not by any stretch. Aside from the bass, they're
free of colorations. And they're listenable —
no midrange or treble =sties. At 1999/pair,
there's just so much you should expect from
apair of speakers. Sonically, you shouldn't
expect to get Martin-Logan Sequel clones, and
you don't. What you do get, I'm afraid, despite
the size of these speakers and the sophisticated
technology, is just average sound for the money.
I'm shipping these speakers to Santa Fe. Perhaps they'll fare better in adifferent listening
environment—be less boomy, for instance or
more dynamic. 2

Epos ES -14
Old-home week.
Acoustat Spectra 11 loudspeaker

Igot in another pair of Eposes —updated
from the originals. Sound is quite close to the

could almost be called knock-offs of the

Thiel CS1.2 — both are equipped with metaldome tweeters. The Thiels, being made in the

Martin-Logan Sequels—they're about the same
size. As with the Sequels, there are moving-coil

US, are perhaps abetter buy. And they don't

bass cabinets below, electrostatic panels on top.

need stands. The Eposes are 11200/pair, plus

The Spectra 11 cannot be bi- wired and does

1200 for stands. Iwish they cost 1995/pair, in

not come with spikes. Tiptoes are recom-

which case Icould recommend them with
greater enthusiasm. As it is, I'd have to give the

mended, and Iused them. Ilet the speakers run
in for about 24 hours before doing any serious
listening.

nod to the Thiels. They look better, too.

First, the good points. The Spectra 11 is nonfatiguing, non-irritating, and forgiving. The
sound is smooth through the midrange, if not

2Idid some brief but serious listening to the Spectra 1Is before
this iNSUC went to press. and have the folkwing comments to
make. The range coveted by the woofer (35-200Hz) measure'si
and sounds between 5dB and 5df) too high in my room, which
is about the same size as Sam's. This disparity will he less pronounced in larger rooms, and ¡s most likely due to the fact that
the woofer radiation is effectively omnidirectional while the
ek-cinxitatic panel has 2 bipolar, figure-eight dispersion pattern.
The in-room sound of the Spectra IIs is certainly rolled-off
in the highs, but this is due more, in my opinion, to the very
limited dispersion of the electrostatic panel in its top two
l'he on-axis response measures and sounds both flat
and smooth to about 14kliz, though there is still alack of topoctave air But—and it's ahig "hut—this preferred axis is very
high, at 48" being abort,the head tala listener sitting in anormal chair, who undoubtedly tell/ hear a"mellow" balance.
These speakers should either be listened to from at least 15'
away (preferably in alive, underdamped room) if the sound
is not to be too rolled-off, or TiptiN., should be used to tile the
speaker to aim the center of the panel at a closer-seated
listener's ears Thomasy Norton is currently working on afull
review of the Spectra 11; Iawait his comments with interest.

particularly detailed, but the speakers sound
as if cropped at the top. And while they sound
spacious—what you'd expect with electrostatic panels—I found their imaging not particularly precise. Icouldn't always pinpoint
instruments.
The bass didn't integrate well with the midrange and treble In my room, Ifound it not just
murky but muddy—like the old Carnegie Hall
if you sat in the first few rows. Worse, Ifound
these speakers to have the same dynamic limitations as the Martin-Logan Sequel II—I
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XIZT 22

Loudspeaker System delivers
The McIntosh XRT 22 is the purest
expression of the loudspeakers
scientist's endeavors. It is the one
right combination of component
parts that has eluded the diligent

Extra Realism
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Extra Spaciousness
Extra Smoothness

searcher for the loudspeaker bridge
to the dominion of reproduced
musical reality. The high-frequency
radiator column is an illustration of
the right combination. The 23 tweeter
elements can reproduce 300 watts
sine wave input power at 20 kHz, with
the lowest measured intermodulation
distortion. Because each tweeter
mechanism handles asmall quantity
of the total power, extremely low
quantities of distortion are
developed. The total column radiates
the energy in a half cylindrical time
co-ordinated sound field. The low
distortion, transparency of sound.
coherence of sound images.
definition of musical instruments,
and musical balance is simply a
revelation that you must experience.

-Iandcrafted with pride in the United States
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For information on the McIntosh XRT 22 SP
and other McIntosh products write
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC
P.O. Box 96 EAST SIDE STATIO

at the start. If you want deep, rich, full bass at
this price point, you have to go to the Vandersteen 2Ci's.
But if you like detail, delicacy, pinpoint imaging, smoothness, and unfatiguing treble, then
the 51275/pair Angeluses may be heaven-sent
for you.
"They look like bow ties," said afriend of
mine.
"Nuns," said another.
"They look weird," observed my wife. "But
then so are you."
Yes, they do look rather unorthodox. The
cabinets flare out at odd angles—quite unconventional. But Ilike their looks.
Keep telling yourself that it's the sound that
counts. The bass, of which there is not much,

1

Epos ES-14 loudspeaker

Ididn't have the Thiels on hand for direct
comparison, so this is dicey. Ithink the Eposes

image alittle better—more pinpoint. They disappear alittle more than the Thiels—I could

is nonetheless tight and surprisingly extended—
at least when driven by the Krell. The top end
is slightly rolled off, taking away some crispness from transients. But the midrange is
glorious—smooth, sweet, neutral.
Interestingly, the Angeluses share the same
venerable Audax tweeter as the Vandersteen
2Ci's—a tweeter which may be showing signs
of becoming dated. On both the Vandersteens
and the Spicas, the treble is just not as crisply
articulated as Ihave come to expect from most

close my eyes and not be certain where the
speakers were. But the Thiels are probably a
touch smoother. Very close, though. The Eposes
struck me as alittle rough-sounding through
the upper midrange—a tad too steely on
strings. This, primarily, is what distinguishes
the Eposes from other, more expensive, metaldome-tweeter—equipped speakers. The Eposes
benefit greatly from tubes, which help tame the
metal domes atad.
Audition the Eposes—they're excellent
examples of less being more. The very antithesis of the Acoustats. If you like the Eposes, go
audition the Thiels, too, as well as the oncemore-available British Fidelity MC2s, which are
about the same size as the Eposes, have metaldome tweeters, and cost only 5650/pair sans
stands. Iexpect to receive apair shortly.

Spica Angelus
After maneuvering the Acoustats and Eposes
down to the basement, Iset up the Spica Angeluses again—I'd had them for afew days before
the Vandersteens arrived.
Not much bass. Imight as well tell you that
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Spica Angelus loudspeaker

The implications of K-2 are enormous,'
Robert Harley, Stereophile, Vol. 12, No. 9,September 1989.

et Significantly, K-2 was developed from critical
listening, not rigid adherence to established
dogma. Indeed, Mr. Kuwaoka at the conclusion
of his paper describing K-2 writes, intend to
continue the studies on the tone quality while
paying attention to phenomena concealed
by fundamental theories.'1,

If you have ever noticed alack of sound stage and the
strained high frequency characteristics of digital;
If you've become aware of the sonic fingerprint that is
characteristic of digital media;
And even if you've learned in listen through these aberrations in order to enjoy digital's obvious benefits, we're ping
to have to ask that you audition digital sources again,... for the
first time!

In full view of the possibilities.
For more information call or write us at: JVC High Fidelity Div.,
41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, NJ 07407. Tel: (201) 794-3900

JVC

metal-dome tweeters, for instance.
The freedom from cabinet colorations is
remarkable with the Angeluses. Icouldn't hear
any cabinet colorations, and Ithink Iam extremely sensitive to this—it's most of what
drove me nuts with the Spectra 11s' bass. This
freedom from cabinet coloration lets the detail
come through.
Is there more detail and delicacy here than
with the Vandersteens? A difficult call. With
their lighter tonal balance—not as much
bass—the Spicas seem subjectively more
detailed than the Vandersteens. When you
remove deep bass you often hear things you
wouldn't have noticed otherwise—one reason,
perhaps, why people prefer certain speaker
cables.
The curious cabinet shape is determined by
the baffle-board slope and shape, according to
Spica. The slope, as explained in the excellent
owner's manual, is designed to synchronize the
arrivals of sounds from woofer and tweeter.
"The large surface area above the tweeter helps
it operate better down to lower frequencies,
and the small area around the woofer lets it
operate more optimally up to higher frequencies." Does this work? Well, who knows how
the combination of drivers would sound in a
different cabinet? But there is aseamless quality
about the Spicas' sound.
Take care with speaker placement—the

Thiel CS1 2loudspeaker

manual is uncommonly helpful in this respect—

these speakers—I thought the amp might
sound too soft. The amp does sound soft, but

and you'll be rewarded with superior sound.

not, Ifeel, objectionably so.

Take care, too, with speaker cables. AQ Clear
Hyperlitz was an excellent choice, but a10' pair

"I was somewhat disappointed with the ST140," said JA. "'Thbby bass, hashy highs." I'm

of these will cost almost as much as the speak-

sure you'll hear him tell it.

ers. A more rational choice might be one of the

"Well, John, you should be disappointed. If

}Cables from Kimber (I'm using 8TC at the
moment).

Iwere entirely happy with the ST-140 I'd still
be The Audio Cheapskate and Iwouldn't have
purchased a$3950 Krell KSA-80."

Like the Quads, the Angeluses do well on
tubes—a pair of Quicksilver KT88s drove these
quite well. Not surprisingly, the Krell KSA-80

Thiel CS1.2

worked even better: tighter, firmer, much more
solid bass. I'm told the Mark Levinson No.27

Thiels ($1120/pair on the West Coast) would

is akiller combo with these speakers, too. Putting apricey amp on these speakers is not as
dumb as it may seem. In fact, buying amore
expensive pair of speakers could turn out to be
much more dumb.
At alower, perhaps more realistic price point,
the new $1195 Counterpoint SA-100 might be

If this were abeauty contest, the $1090/pair
win hands down. The look is clean and elegant, as is the sound. Cabinet finish is exquisite. "Thiel puts their money into cabinets,"
sniffed one speaker manufacturer. (Guess who.)
Imay have been alittle too tough on the
Thiels last June, in retrospect. In fact, if this
were my personal choice, I'd probably take the
Thiels over the Vandersteens. Ican live with-

afine choice, too: 100Wpc of tube/solid-state
hybrid power. Even aB&K ST-140 (sorry for

out deep, full, rich bass. Ican't live with alack

mentioning it again) does surprisingly well on

of midrange and treble transparency.
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JVC's engineers toured the
finest concert halls, jazz clubs,
and cathedrals around the world
to measure each hall's acoustic
signature with unprecedented
accuracy.The culmination of these
efforts is contained in the XP-A1010.
The critics speak:

ef,ett
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te ...the JVC processor emerges as, at least, the
sonic equal of other stored-acoustics devices,
and often it is clearly superior. t
,
David Ranada—High Fidelity, January, 1989.

et In terms of Stereophile's 'Recommended
Components' rankings, the JVC XP-A1000
(A1010) is unquestionably Class A.... If you've
held off buying an ambience synthesis system
because you had reservations about previous
models, or because you adhere to the principle
that one shouldn't rush to buy anew class of
product, you should audition the -A1000
(iU010). It is unreservedly recommended.”
Bill Sommerwerck—Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 12. December, 1989.

We're going to have to ask that you audition digital processors
again ..for the first time!

In full view of the possibilities.

For more information call or write us at: JVC High Fidelity Div.,
41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, NJ 07407. Tel: (201) 794-3900

JVC

From JA's "Followup" in the November'89.
issue, you could be forgiven for thinking that
there is some sharp disagreement between JA
and LA on the one hand and yours truly on the
other. Not so.
JA and Iagree about the soundstage: somewhat shallow, closed in at the extreme sides,
slightly forward. As for the bass, it's not that
deep bass is totally lacking, it's just that the
speakers are subjectively thin in the bass—
compared, say, with the Vandersteen 2Ci's,
which are much richer, fuller, more ample in
the bass (wouldn't you say so, John?). [lés.
The difference between the Thiels and Vandersteens is tonal balance. The Vandersteens
sound slightly tilted toward the bass, the Thiels
slightly tilted toward the treble—this because
of their admirably clean, clear, crisp treble
extension.
Which is the "better" overall speaker? Ican't
say—it should be amatter of personal preference. Your preference, not mine. Ido recommend the Thiel CS1.2s. They're fine speakers
and good values. Ilove the way they look. To
me, they just sound abit small—small soundstage, light in overall tonal balance. But, hell—
these speakers are small. If you want more
bass, if you want abigger soundstage, and you
also want midrange clarity and treble definition, you should probably opt for abigger pair
of speakers: alarger set of Thiels, perhaps.
How about Thiels vs Spicas-1.2s vs Angeluses? Too bad !didn't have both pairs on hand
at the same time. Ican say this: the Thiels are
more crisply articulated in the treble. There's
more life at the top. But the Spicas seem to have
awider soundstage. Take your choice You can't
have everything at this price point.
In the bass, both the Thiels and the Spicas
are somewhat lacking, Ifeel. Not that the low
notes aren't there; the bass is just not quite as
rich or as full as with the Vandersteen 2Ci's.
As for cabinet finish, the Thiels win, hands
down. The overall finish of the Spicas is somewhat crude by comparison. Moreover, the wal-

are close to the Quad ESL-63 US Monitors in
tonal balance, but they image better: more precise, more of asense of layering. Transients via
the Spicas aren't as quick as with the Quads,
though. That a$1275 pair of Spicas could be
in the same league, sonically, as the $3950/pair
Quads is nothing short of amazing. And the
Vandersteens sound relatively muddy, muffled,
overripe, and slightly crude by comparison
with the light, delicate, finely textured sound
of the Angeli. Iam quite taken with these
speakers—to the point where Ihave to question why aclassical or jazz fan would want to
spend more.

Spica Angelus: Postscript
Two weeks after writing this month's column,
Irearranged my listening room—no easy
chore, what with five hours of moving furniture and rearranging shelves. The Spica Angelus speakers now stand on the short wall of my
listening room, about 30" out from the back
and side walls.
The sound is transformed.
The speakers now sound much more dynamic, the soundstage is wider, and the room
boundaries provide welcome, but not overdone, bass reinforcement. The sound is much
richer than before—has more body, doesn't
sound as thin.
Much credit must go to the Krell KSP7B/KSA-80 combination. But the speakers
themselves are astonishing. Now Iknow why
Peter Moncrieff went ga-ga over them in JAR.
You may find this hard to credit, but the
Krell/Angelus combination not only produces
the finest sound Ihave ever had in my listening room, it is the finest Ihave ever heard. I
clearly prefer the Angeli to Quad US Monitors.
And as far as other overpriced British speakers
are concerned (that sell here for twice their UK
price), let them stay in the UK. Now we have
excellence of our own.
Detail is extraordinary The sound is free of
colorations and is totally unfatiguing. With the

nut veneer of my samples has asomewhat
uneven character—not evenly dark. Spica could
do better.

Angeli, you can have your detail without either
atipped-up top or an insistently forward mid-

I'm keeping the Angeluses. While Ican rec-

speakers—you know the ones I'm referring to).
And you don't need super-horsepower to drive

ommend all three speakers— Thiels, Spicas,
Vandersteens—it's the Spica Angeluses (Angell?)
that Imost adore—for their detail, delicacy,
smoothness, neutrality, and most of all for their
wide, deep, natural soundstaging. The Angeli
Stereophile, January 1990

range (unlike so many other favored audiophile

them, just quality: aKrell KSA-80, Threshold
SA3.9, Mark Levinson No.27, or Audio Research
Classic 60, for example.
Do the Spicas have any drawbacks? Sure.
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Their looks, for instance. Irather like their
appearance, but some people don't. I'm sure,
though, that many will get used to their looks.

and should have very high WAF.
"Aha!" Ithought.

Even Mrs. T, who at first thought the Angeli
"weird," has warmed to them.

Mrs. Anarchist was out when the Monitor 7s
arrived, along with the superb new British
Fidelity B1 integrated amp—both, fortuitously,

Low frequencies, although much richer and
riper now that the speakers are positioned

arriving on the same day.
Now there is one thing Mrs. T. will not toler-

closer to the corners, are still not as deep or full
as they could be. The Angeli cannot be played

has never allowed asystem in the living room,

super-loud—just moderately loud. Push them
too hard and you may well have apair of Lost
Angelus. This limitation poses no problem to
me, but may rule out the Spicas for heavy
rockers.
For classical and jazz listeners, Istrongly recommend the Spica Angeli in preference to the

ate, and that is anarchy in the living room. She
which is on the other end of the house from
my listening room: hence, the difficulty of setting up asecond pair of speakers off my main
system.
While Mrs. T. was at her weekly piano lesson,
Iset up the Monitor Audio 7s on either side of
her piano. Not the best speaker placement.

Vandersteen 2Ci's—in spite of the latter hav-

Then Iset up the British Fidelity B1 on asmall

ing aClass B rating in Stereopbile's "Recom-

ling« stand behind the piano, where it couldn't
be seen when you walk into the living room.

mended Components" listing and the former
Class C. But please, when you go to hear these
speakers, call up the dealer in advance and ask

Iadded aMarantz CD65 CD player and put a
Chopin piano-recital CD on repeat. Ileft the

him to arrange that the demonstration will be
with top-caliber electronics. With all the

room.

money you'll save, you'll be able to afford the
likes of Krell, Threshold, or Levinson!

in the living room and listened. After awhile,
Ijoined her.

When Mts. T arrived home, she just sat down

"The speakers are wonderful," she marveled.
'And so unobtrusive Clever the way you managed
to hide the little amp. Is this system for me?"
"A Christmas present for you. Instead of the
diamond necklace from Tiffany's." (Heh-heh.)
So delighted was Mrs. T. with the sound and
the looks of this system that she let me move
the piano to better position the speakers—near
the corners on the short wall of our long livtng room. The bass was much better.
Iwould have moved the speakers into the
listening room, but Ididn't want to spike new
holes in the living-room carpet. Besides, having presented them to Mrs. T., Ifelt awkward
Monitor Audio 7loudspeaker

Monitor Audio 7
And now for something completely different.
The Monitor Audio 75—"Baby Sevens"—are
from my friend Mo lqbal. The speakers are
made in England and retail for $379/pair. Add
$150/pair for excellent stands, which can be
filled with lead shot, sand, or (preferably) a
combination of both.
Finish is exquisite for the price. Black only,
but very expensive, almost lacquered-looking.
(The cabinets are 12mm MDF medite.) The
speakers are quite small—only 13 1
/
2"high—
Stereophile, January 1990

about taking them back.
Anyway, Idon't have to move the speakers
from living to listening room. Ican tell. They
are very fine speakers for the price. Equipped
with ametal-dome tweeter, the Monitor Audio
7s are very smooth and extended. Treble definition is excellent.
What's lacking is the ultimate in smoothness
and detail—the kind of finesse you might
expect, say, from apair of small speakers which
cost $1500/pair or more. But we're talking
$379/pair here, plus stands.
Also lacking, of course, is deep bass.
Mo wants you to know that these speakers
cost him alot to make. He must have written
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the spec sheet himself because he tells you this
twice on one page—an 'ghat touch.
But heck, they do look expensive—nice
enough for Mrs. T.'s favorite room. And the
speakers sound good, too—which is what
really won over Mrs. & Mr. T.'

Lounacy
My pal Lars, as Ihave told you, is awire freak.
Poor guy. He has no turntable, so he can't
fool around with analog. No cartridges to play
with. No VTA to adjust. No 'table to tweak. No

"Great treble definition," Isaid, with perhaps
atouch too much enthusiasm—a telltale sign.
"I like the definition in the bass," said Lou,
thoughtfully, as if weighing his words. "It's not
too overripe or overdone."
"Come on, you guys. This stuff is awful,"
Lars roared. "It's a yoke Iknow it. Yust because
I'm Swedish, you guys think you can pull a
fast one."
"All yust in yest, Lars," said I.
'Ibo bad the hoax didn't work. It would have
been fun if it had. What we should have used

preamp so he can play with cartridge loading.

instead of corroded lamp wire is quadruple

None of that. All that's left to Lars is wire, which

runs of Radio Shack 18-gauge solid core—now
that might have sounded halfway decent.

he tweaks with avengeance.
Lou decided we should have some fun.
"Why don't we do this?" said Lou. "Take

What can Isay? We blew it,
But Lars got his revenge. More to come.

some 20-year-old lamp cord and cover it up
so it looks like some exotic cable. Then we'll
install some expensive-looking gold spade

A call to comrades!
It's New Year's. Time for resolutions. Like the

lugs. And talk it up to Lars—tout it as some fab-

resolution that this is the year you'll visit the

ulous breakthrough cable."
"What will we call it, Lou?"

Soviet Union. Before they change the system
and make it less repressive! While you can still

"Oh, 1don't know. How about Lunar Cable?"

feel the frisson of escaping back to the free

"As in Lou. As in lunacy."

world. While they still have LP close-outs for

"That's right."

one rouble, 45 kopecks. Before they open the

For the next few weeks, as Lou set about

touted CD factory in Tallinn... in the year
2090. You see what communism gives the people? Analog!

finding suitable material to construct Lunar
Cable, we regaled Lars with tales about this fabulous experimental cable. Itold Lars that Dick

If you want information, write. But do so

Olsher had some and loved it.

now, while there's time. The trip leaves New

Arnie Balgalvis, aThursday-night regular at
Definitive Hi Fi, joined the plot. Yes, Arnie had

York March 30 and returns April 10. Moscow,
Leningrad, Odessa, Helsinki—interesting

heard Lunar Cable, too. There was definitely

itinerary, with musical events promised for
each city included in the price. All hotels and
most meals are included too (except for certain

something to it.
This lunacy went on for several weeks until finally Lou had it ready—in time for the
full moon.
Lou put the Lunar Cable on the Wilson WATB,
driven by aKrell amplifier, while Definitive's
Rudi Kothe held his breath, hoping the amp
wouldn't blow up.
The music was. . awful.
Imean thin, ragged, lacking in dynamics, no
bass—just plain awful. But Lou and Ijust kept
smiling.
3After submitting this copy, Mr and Mrs. T. became disturbed
by arattling sound emitted by both Monitor Audio 7s. Sam
therefore withdrew his recommendation and requested that
Ieliminate the entire section referring to them, having subsequently replaced the speakers with apair of Spica TC-S0s.
This snuck me as rather too draconian, given that this may have
been asample fault, and Ifelt that the fairest way to handle
the situation would be to leave his comments intact but to add
apossible warning in this footnote that the 7s may well be a
little delicate. Me will investigate whether the 7does have problems in a"Follow -Up" review.
—JA
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meals in Helsinki).
Who else is going to take you on atour like
this? Why would you want to go someplace
boring like France or Italy this spring when you
can go instead to Russia? Tour the Kremlin.
Meet Lenin—face to face! (You know what's
inside the Lenin Mausoleum? The mummified
remains of Vladimir Ilyich. Not to be missed!)
The Hermitage. Walk the Potemkin steps in
Odessa. See Catherine the Great's palace at
Pushkin. Dostoyevsky's digs in Leningrad. Forget hi -fi —there's no such thing in the Soviet
Union. Hear music instead.
$500 deposit per person secures your place
Or write for information to: Russia Tour, P.O.
Box 1198, Ridgefield, CT 06877. If you have any
questions, ask. Include your phone number so
Ican call you.
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Hear the superb new sound of Signet today. Write for literature and dealer list.
SIGNET, 4701 Hudson Drive, Stow, Ohio 44224 (216) 688-9400

REFERENCE
RECORDINGS:
"s
Z DIRECT—TO—CD

RECORDING

AT THE BOSENDORFER REPRODUCING PIANO

Robert Harley gives ablow-by-blow account
11

D

on tworry; Taw, 'Isaid, "everything
should go smoothly." With those
words of encouragement to). Tamblyn Iienderson, President of Reference Recordings, we embarked on aunique and fascinating project: record a musical performance
directly onto aCompact Disc glass master,
sending the digital audio data from the studio
to the disc-cutting facility via microwave link.
'Pam was understandably cautious. If any
Stereophile, January 1990
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One way to eliminate the effects
of room acoustics.

Due to room acoustics, no two rooms sound the same. KEF can't
redesign your listening room, but with their proprietary Uni -Q loudspeakers
you'll hear less of the room and more of the music.
Sound emanates from the KEF Uni -0 driver much as if it were asingle
point source. But with one fundamental difference—this is apoint source with
afine sense of direction. In the Uni -Q driver, the woofer
cone acts as awave guide to control the dispersion of the
tweeter, so that it matches that
of the woofer. Sound reflected
within the room is not only
reduced but less colored.
Only the
Using Neodymium-IronKEF Uni.0
driver places the tweet« Boron, the most powerful of
inside the woofer's voice coil, all magnetic materials, KEF
was able to make atweeter so small it can be placed
inside awoofer's voice coil. Now the sound arrives
at your ears at exactly the same time, giving you
seamless sound no matter where you are sittihg.
KEF Uni -Q is nothing short of an engineering
breakthrough: the first truly coincident-source driver.
In addition to minimizing room colorations,
KEF Uni -Q drivers, with their controlled directivity,
produce rock-stable stereo images wherever you sit.
At last, accurate, undistorted sound has
emerged from our laboratory
And arrived safely in your listening room.
111
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The Speaker Engineers.

Photographs Robert Harley

playing. In essence, the Bbsendorfer SE is a
"player piano," but this is like comparing a
Versa Dynamics 2.0 to aBSR record changer.
The system is extremely sophisticated, with the
ability to capture the subtle nuances that are
the essence of ahuman performance. This
remarkable instrument raises some interesting
prospects. Apianist can "record" him or herself
and, decades or centuries after the pianist's
death, the piano can be brought into aconcert
hall for a"performance."
Pianist, composer, and arranger Dick Hyman
was chosen to "encode" the performance into
computer form by playing the Bitesendorfer SE.
The encoding took place in early December
1988 at Artist Pianos in New York City. Dick
Hyman is aspecialist in early jazz, especially
stride piano. Aprogram of Fats Waller's music

Dick Hyman (L) and Jim Turner (R)

was selected from Dick's vast repertoire.
The reproducing piano was ideal for this
project for several reasons: there would be no

aspect of the project did not work as planned,
he would find himself with no CD to release

timing of each track and the entire perfor-

bad takes because of musical mistakes—encoded performances can be edited—and the

and ahuge pile of bills from the project. My

mance could be known ahead of time with

confidence in our ability to pull it off inspired

great precision. This second feature was essen-

him. Little did Iknow that my words of reassurance would come back to haunt me.

the disc. PQ codes are non-audio data on the

tial in writing the correct "PQ" subcodes on

The idea was to bypass the conventional y
4"
U-Matic tape format and the degradation introduced by digital editors during the tapemastering process. Unlike any other Compact

CD that give the player track number, track
time, total time, and other housekeeping in-

Disc, there would be no doubt as to whether

tion comes from the PQ subcode. The track
changes had to be known exactly in relation to

this CD would sound like the master: it would
be the master. The solo piano performance
would be miked by Keith Johnson using purist

formation. When you see track number and
time on your CD-player display, the informa-

the beginning of the performance More on this
later.

techniques and asimple signal path, digitized

The team assembled for the project included

with his highly modified Sony PCM -701 dig-

Tam as producer, audio's quintessential renais-

ital processor, sent by microwave link to Disc-

sance man Keith Johnson to capture the sound

tronics (a disc-mastering and CD-replication

of the piano and digitally encode the signal,

facility 20 miles away), and aCD master disc cut

Bibsendorfer liaison Jim 'limner, and Reference

in real-time as the piano played. The technical

Recordings' Marcia Martin to handle the ad-

challenges, although great, did not seem insurmountable.
The entire project was made feasible by the
Büsendorfer SE Computerized Reproducing
Piano, invented by Wayne Stahnke The instru-

coded and on disc, while Disctronics' Breck

ment senses key movements while aperson

and subcode programming. 'Pam had engaged

ministrative and logistical headaches. Iwas in
charge of getting the microwave signal deRowell ran the custom CD-mastering machine
and Steve Rickmon helped with disc cutting

plays, digitally encodes these motions, and

my services because, when Iworked at Disc-

stores the data on acomputer hard disk. The
encoded key movements can then be read,
driving actuators in the instrument. The original performance is thus recreated and, from

tronics, we had attempted this project once
before and Iknew the setup.

all reports, is indistinguishable from the artist's

adise it was scrapped because of an intermit-
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The first time we tried to record direct-toCD was in December, 1988. Although we cut
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What do you do after building the largest, most sonically-accurate speaker
system in the world?
If you're Infinity, you take everything you've learned from the 71
2 foot, $50,000
/
Infinity Reference Standard Vand apply it to the most sonically-accurate compact
speaker system in the world.
And you call it Modulus. Aspeaker system for the 1990's.
Technologically, it is an encyclopedia of high science, from its time-aligned driver
array to its servo-controlled subwoofer to its acoustically-inert, sand-filled pedestals.
Sonically, it has the power to drop jaws with its absolutely uncanny musical accuracy.
And visually, it would be as at home in the Museum of Modern Art as in any listening room. With or without its optional modular components.
To audition the new Modulus system, bring your
favorite disc or tape to aselected Infinity dealer.
And experience Research and Development,
We get you back to what its
Infinity style.
all about. Music.

For literature and the name of your nearest Infinity dealer. call (800) 765-8886.
In Canada, call (416) 294-4833, H. Roy Gray, Ltd.
01989 Infinity Systems, Inc.

H A Harman

International Company

tent fault in the piano's damper pedal. Tam felt
the disc should not be released unless it was of
the highest quality, both technically and musically. My optimism about the second try was
inspired by the fact that the fundamental concepts of the project had been proven in the first
attempt. If the piano worked correctly this
time, nothing else could go wrong. Could it?

;11117
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Coles 4038 ribbon microphones over the
piano.
piano did not impose this limitation on microphone placement. The microphone outputs
were amplified to line level by aSpectral DMC10 preamp. To get alarger room sound than was
acoustically possible in the recording studio,
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The microwave transmitting dish atop Evan
Williams Recording.

In the studio
The 13Osendorfer was moved into Evan Williams Recording,' astudio in Santa Ana, California, on Thursday, August 10, 1989. My role in
the project would not begin until Sunday
morning, when the actual disc-cutting would
begin. This gave the team two days to get the

aLexicon 480 digital reverberator was used.
Digital reverb is usually no sonic match for that
supplied by aroom, but Keith has atalent for
making an artificial reverb device sound like
the real thing.
Keith Johnson is aremarkable man. Not only
is he aconsummate recording engineer, but he
is also an innovative electronics and speaker
designer. He's responsible for much of the
design of the Spectral line of electronics, including their highly regarded CD player. In
addition, he designed the Precise line of loudspeakers. Judging by the recording setup he
brought for this session, his motto seems to be
"If you can buy it, it's no good." His recording

piano working and tuned and Keith some time
to experiment with mike placement. To have
this much time for miking is an incredible luxury for an engineer. This was possible because
the piano could be made to play repeatedly by
the tireless computer: A human performer
would never tolerate such abuse. The piano
was listened to from every angle with ears and
through various microphones. Eventually,
Coles 4038 ribbon mikes were chosen and
placed in aBlumlein pattern over where the
pianist's head would be. Normally, this placement would pick up too much finger noise
from the keyboard. However, the reproducing
1Evan Williams teaches the Recording Engineering program
at Golden West College in Huntington Beach. California I
rri
alma mater), and W2.1 amentor to me in the early stages of nit
audio education.
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Keith Johnson's custom recording
electronics.
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The Pursuit of Musical Truth.
Distributed by Response Audio Marketing
76 St. Clair Ave. W., 4th Floor, Toronto, Ontario. Canada M4V 1N2
Tel. (416) 967-1622 Fax (416) 967-1441
Dealer Enquiries Welcome

Mow good is the conrad''johnson PV8 preamplifier?
Strings sound like strings, and that folks, is hard to do. Harmonic
balances sound so natural and correct that Ihave gone through dozens
of records. and the glory of each performance bursts forth from each
of them.
Bill Semple
Sounds Like/ 40 2
Its musical abilities are as obvious as the brilliant colors of autumn. but
just as subtle. too. The PV8 re-creates the living breathing presence of
musicians and singers. the changeable. yet immutable timbres of wood
and metal and gut when they become pianos. violins, and horns. the
overall experience that moves you, enriches you. replenishes your
energies and faith.
Duncan &Adrienne Hartley
High Performance Review/Dec 88
the conrad-iohnson group •280C) R Dorr Avenue •Fairfax VA 22031 •703-698-8581
/1-
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equipment consists entirely of custom electronics and heavily modified off-the-shelf
units. Keith's zeal for musical accuracy is well
known, but it was areal education for me to
watch (and listen!) to him work firsthand.
The digital code containing the musical performance (the "piano code") was "recorded"
in New York and was stored on ahard disk in
an IBM personal computer. Normally, this code
is read back from ahard or floppy disk, triggering the piano performance. For our application,
however, for the reasons described above, we
needed to know the exact timing of all events
(track beginnings and ends) of the performance. For this reason, the piano code was
transferred to one track of ay," open-reel analog tape machine. (The bandwidth of the
recorder was sufficient to store the digital
code.) Simultaneously, SMPTE time code was
recorded on the second tape channel. SMPTE
(Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers) time code is an absolute address
read in hours, minutes, seconds, and frames.

Keith Johnson transfers the analog tape
with piano code and time code to DAT.

When the tape was played back, triggering the
piano, the time code was read simultaneously,

To overcome this problem, the piano code

creating an absolute timing reference for events

for each piece was rerecorded on the analog

during the performance. Since SMPTE time

tape machine one at atime. This eliminated the

code uses 30 frames per second, any point of

slippage problem, but the performance was no

the piano performance could be determined

longer continuous. It was time for some good

with 1
4,„ of asecond precision, allowing us to

old analog razor-blade editing—except that

insert the PQ subcodes at the appropriate

Tam would have to use the player piano itself

points in the performance.

as the monitoring device. He edited together

Once that was done, the piano-code tape

each piece, allowing the correct spacing

was played back and the piano performance

between tracks, and as he rocked the reels to

recorded acoustically on adigital tape along
with time code so that, when Igot back to

he could hear the piano play itself as it received

Disctronics, Icould hear the piano and determine the SMPTE time of each track's start for

the piano code from the analog tape. To say this
was astrange experience is an understatement.

PQ subcode programming.

By this time it was late afternoon, hours after
we were to have started cutting the first disc.

During this transfer, Jim Turner noticed a
strange phenomenon: The piano's pedal move-

find the attack of the first note (the cut point),

The edited tape still had to be stripped with

ments began to lag behind the keyboard. The

time code, the piano code and time code then

slippage was very slight, but the error accumu-

transferred to digital tape (so Icould locate the

lated to the point where it became noticeable

PQ subcode points)—a 2 -hour job, if every-

toward the end of the performance. It turned
out that the editing program used to assemble

thing went well. At the end of this process, as
the digital tape finished recording, someone

the entire performance from individual tunes

noticed that the last piece ended at about 57

had aflaw. However, the error was introduced

minutes.

only when the tunes were edited together.
Thus, each piece could be played individually

The performance was supposed to be nearly
60 minutes long! What had happened?

with no error, but the entire edited perfor-

We all scratched our heads and bandied

mance could not be played through—nec-

about various theories, finally realizing that the

essary to cut a CD
cumulated

master—without this

error.
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ac-

recording studio's analog tape machine did not
play back at the same speed at which it re-
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THE STATE OF THE ART SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.
Few material investments can reward you
year after year like the worlds best music
reproduction components, and Upscale Audio
has carefully selected the finest. Hand-built,
often in limited quantities, they can reproduce
reality to a degree that can turn listening into
a profoundly moving, emotional exprience. If
the short descriptions here pique your interest,
call Upscale Audio at (818) 882-3802.
AUDIO RESEARCH SPI4 PREAMP
AND CLASSIC 60
The preamp and power amp pictured here are
the latest results of this company's goal: High
definition. Upscale music lovers world wide
believe these electronics are what preamps
and amps always should have sounded like.
Effortless, yet authoritative. Nimble, yet rich.
INFINITY IRS BETA
A massive, 4-piece hybrid system in Santos
rosewood, the Betas combine electromagnetic
induction drivers from the mid-bass up, with 8
servo-controlled woofers for the bass.
CELESTION SL700
The ultimate mini monitor. Constructed from
the finest materials, the SL700 utilizes honeycomb
composite enclosures and the best metal dome
tweeter ever. Stands included.
MIRAGE MI Bi-ampable
The Mirage MI may have dynamic drivers and
a three-dimensional cabinet, but it sounds
dramatically better than any other "conventional"
system we've heard.

SUMO ARIA
Driving a small area at the center of a thin
membrane, the Aria uses controlled travelling
waves to passively create a spherical waveform.
Free of fussiness, the Aria redefines coherence.
MARTIN-LOGAN SEQUEL II
Six sleek feet of pure musicality. The Sequel is
an electrostatic with dynamic subwoofers built in.
You'll hear accuracy to the point of revelation
as the boundries of your listening room vanish.
MARTIN-LOGAN CLS
Martin Logan's best known, best loved speaker,
the CLS is both visually and audibly transparent.
This speaker is a full range electrostatic (no
crossovers) that employs a curved diaphragm
to eliminate "beaminess". The CLS has the best
resolution of detail and is frighteningly lifelike.
MARTIN-LOGAN MONOLITH III
Complete with electronic crossover
A very large, very dynamic, very efficient
electrostatic hybrid with subwoofers, the
Monolith certainly lives up to its name.
We carry Alpha, Audio Research, California
Audio Labs, Celestion, Infinity, Magnum Dynalab,
Martin-Logan, Mirage, Sigma, Nitty Gritty,
Oracle, SME, Straight Wire, Sumiko, Sumo,
Tip Toes, Van Den Hul, and Well Tempered Labs.
We're open weekdays noon to 9 PM, weekends
10 AM to 6 PM at 8381 Canoga Avenue,
Canoga Park. Phone (818) 882-3802, if you'd
like an individual appointment.

UPSCALEAUDIO
RO(,ER>OL ND•LABS

corded. Since the tape contained digital data,
the piano code was read slightly fast on playback, resulting in afaster tempo, but without
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changing the piano's pitch, of course. Had the
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error occurred during recording or playback?
We compared the piano's tempo when driven
by the analog tape and by the original code on
the computer, finally determining that the ana-
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log tape machine could not be used. We de-
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cided to transfer the piano code and SMPTE
time code from the analog tape to Digital Audio
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Tape (DAT), which would maintain perfect
speed precision. However, during this transfer, the speed of the analog tape machine had
to be adjusted with its pitch control to keep the

[PAT
Recorder

tempo correct. After about an hour of compar-

s,

ing the piano's tempo when read from the tape
PAT

machine, and its tempo when read from the

C.46seite ¡MD,

floppy disc (the absolute reference), Keith set
the correct playback speed and made the trans-

17)

fer with continual fine adjustments of the analog machine's speed control.

IPAT 1

Code

We finally had atape with good piano code,

KO j
Electrovaies

time code, and perfect speed reference. By this
time, it was well into the night and everyone's
nerves were frayed.
And we had not yet cut adisc.

The Setup
The signal flow for the direct-to-CD recording
is shown in fig.l. The line-level output from
Keith's mixer was input to his specially modi-

e
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fied Sony PCM-701 digital processor. The 701
adigital audio signal; its digital output is put

U-Matic video tape recorder. (This format is
known as "Fl," for obvious reasons.) In this
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scheme, white represents binary "1" and black,
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binary "0." The signal can be treated like any

e
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the project because the microwave link is

10i

designed to transmit television signals. In addition, unlike the PCM- 1630, the PCM-F1 /701 do

encoder

ie ci'
t•HT
WOOD CLOCK

buffer starts to get full, and slow it down as the
buffer empties. This aspect of their performance obviated the need for async cable from
the receiving Fl to the transmitting 701. This
could not be accomplished in our application
(short of installing another microwave link)
Stereophile, January 1990
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not provide async signal to the video recorder
for controlling the data transmission rate. In-
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other video signal. This feature was crucial to
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takes an analog audio input and converts it to
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ONE OF THE BEST BUYS IN AUDIO:

UK SI-140
Power Amplifier
An audio component that
offers both musical sound and
excellent value.
In afield littered with supposed giant-killers (i.e., the field of "inexpensive"
basic amps with perfectionist aspirations), this solid-state amp is the true standout. The ST-140's sound is musical and well controlled, with good detail and a
degree of smoothness that has prompted many to describe the amp as being
"tube-like". Good build quality, too—and we've never heard of anyone having
reliability problems with this one. Sure, more money, spent wisely can buy more
pitch certainty, stronger bass, an "airier" top end, alittle less artificial texture, etc.
But then, more money can (and very often does) buy alot less. For $500, the B&K
ST-140 seems almost unbeatable.
repoted from HIFI Heretc. Number Ten
FEATURES:
•Class A pre -driver circuitry driving
class AB Mosfet output stage.
•Toroidal transformers for highly efficient
power supply operation.
•Differential input stage with an active
current source load, assuring DC stability
and extremely wide band width linearity.

EK

•5-45 K Hz Frequency Response
•95 dB Signal to Noise Ratio, A Weighted
•105 Power Rating (1K Hz at less than
.09THD, 8ohms)
•14 Amperage (peak to peak)
•1.4 dB Dynamic Headroom

B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.

1971 Abbott Road, Lackawanna, N. Y.14218

FAX: (716) 822-8306

1-800-543-5252

NY: (716) 822-8488

All CD mastering equipment is based on the
Sony PCM- 1630 format, not PCM-Fl. It was
thus necessary to convert the format of the
audio signal at Disctronics with aHarmonia
Mundi Acustica BW 102 digital signal-processing rack. The format converter's output
drove the mastering machine's EFM (8-to- 14
modulation) encoder that outputs the signal
written on the master disc.
After everything was hooked up, the entire
system of encoding, microwave link, decoding, and format converting appeared to be
working. At Disctronics, we could hear the
piano being given afinal tune and Keith making
last-minute microphone adjustments. The hard
part was over, Ithought. Let's cut adisc!

Cutting the disc
The decoding system at Disctronics (from
bottom to top): microwave demodulator,
video waveform monitor, video processor,
Harmonia Mundi digital signal-processing
rack, and Sony PCM-701 processor.

Now that Ifinally had an accurate tape for timing reference, we could program the PQ subcode. The tape was played back and the start
time of each piece was determined and entered
into aPQ subcode editor. Just before adisc is
cut, the start time of each track (in SMPTE) is
stored in the memory of the mastering ma-

because the transmitting and receiving Fis
were 20 miles apart. However, the main reason
for using the Fl format was to preserve the
sonic integrity of the signal. Instead of having

chine. At track 1, index 0(two seconds before
the first note of music), this memory is triggered by time code and begins putting out the

to use the analog inputs of a1630, which would
introduce severe audible degradation, Keith

correct subcodes that will be written on the
disc. This time code usually comes from aCD
master tape. For this project, however, time

could take advantage of the much better sonics

code was sent by microwave from the DAT tape

of his highly modified 701 to perform the fun-

that also contained the piano code. This way,
the subcodes would be in sync with the piano.

damental conversion of the analog signal to
digital.
Microwave encoding electronics and atransmitting dish were installed by the phone company at Evan Williams Recording. The microwave engineers were baffled by the strangelooking "video" Keith gave them: they had
never seen digital audio formatted as video
before. In addition to avideo channel, normal
television transmission provides an audio channel. We utilized this channel to transmit SMPTE
time code that would synchronize the disc cutting with the piano playback in the studio.
At Disctronics, amicrowave receiving dish
and decoding electronics were installed. The
output of the decoding electronics was identical to the signal Keith was feeding 20 miles
away. Because there was no direct line-of-sight
between the recording studio and Disctronics,
the microwave signal was first relayed to Mount
Wilson near Los Angeles.
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Once triggered, the system runs on its own
real-time clock, ignoring the SMPTE time code
it sees.
In anticipation of the session, five flawless
glass masters had been hand-picked over the
previous week and set aside. We did not want
to lose amaster because of amicroscopic defect in the photoresist that coats the glass. Disctronics' Breck Rowell went inside the clean
room where the disc-cutting portion of the
mastering machine is kept and put one of the
select pieces of glass on the turntable. After
writing "World's First Direct to CD Recording"
in human-readable alphanumeric characters
on the inside of the disc, we were ready to start
recording. We also wrote the cut number on
this inside band. Ianticipated cutting three
discs: one unforeseen failure and two good
masters. Icalled T.= at the studio and gave him
athree-minute warning.
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We Like One Kind of Music: The Best
If only superior quality satisfies
you, send for our catalog of more

Eleven Recommendations
min. order, 2dt, •

tall available on CI); •-also on LP)

BECAUSE OF YOU,t Eiji Kitamunt, Clarinet with Piano,

than 1400 high-end CDs and LPs.
With more than 20 years serving

Where or When, Stranger on the Shore. Audio Lab, 29.95

audiophiles, we promise all the

IN CONCERT, JAPAN, Mel Tonné: Superb Performance
and Recording with Marty Paich.
Concord Jazz, 15.98

quality your system can reveal.

BLOW UP, ¡sao Suzuki Jazz Trio, includes Aqua Marine,

3Blind Mice, 18.99

ICan? Get Started, Like It Is.

DREAMING, Amanda McBnom, Ten Original Vocals, A
world-class talent, impeccable recording.

Gecko, 14.99

SKYLARK,t Ann Burton, Best Songs of the 40s and 50s.
Incl. Ain't Mishebarin'. Exactly Like You.

Lobster, 29.95

BERLIOZ: REQUIEM,t Verdi Te Deum, Bo%) Mesfistojele,
Grammy. Robert Shaw, Ad. Orch. 8: Chor.

Telarc, 25.99

I'VE GOT THE MUSIC IN ME, Thelma Houston, Includes
Pressure Cooker. Don't Misunderstand.

Sheffield'. 16.99

WATER MUSIC OF THE IMPRESSIONISTS: Liszt, Rave .
Griffes. Debussy; Carol Rosenberger, Piano. Delos, 14.99

We stock every title available from
20 labels, whose standards define
recording excellence today.
Whether Classical, Jazz, Big Band
& Swing, Popular & Vocal, or Rock,
each performance is first class, and
the recordings do them justice.
For our catalog and ayear of our
New Releases Newsletter, send $5 refunded with first purchase; $24.00
in discount coupons with catalog.

SOLO: Kunihiko Sugano, Our Favorite Jazz Pianist. nor
Are "Ibo Beautiful, IGet aKick Out of You. Apollon, 24.99
NOJIMA PLAYS LISZT:t Mtphisto Waltz. La Campanella.
Feux »Wets. Sonata in

Minor.

Reference 16.99

ANTIPHONE BLUES,t Sax and Organ; Spirituals + Duke
Ellington. Nobody Knouts. Hewett. Largo.Propritee

18.99

tEvery collection should include these.
For afire summary about the eleven titles we have
recommended in the list above, write to us today!
If ordering directly from this list, please include SI:50
+.50 per disc shipping and handling: CA, add '
7" tax.
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4947 Junipero Serra Blvd.
Colma, CA 94014

Please send me your current catalog of more
than 1400 high-end CDs and premium vinyl
discs. Ienclose $5 to be applied against
my first purchase, now or later. Also send
$24.00 in discount coupons with my catalog.

STATE

Loa

7/P

Satisfaction guaranteed without exception.

at Serra Stereo • 4947 Junípero Serra Boulevard • Coima, CA 94014 • 415-992-2282
Iat Hermary's •386 El Camino Real (at Holly St.) •San Carlos, CA 94070 •415-593-1111

In addition to synchronizing the piano performance with the subcodes, it was also neces-

time error and reprogrammed the new SMPTE
times. We double-checked each other's work:

sary that music begin at the correct disc radius.
The inside two millimeters of disc area contain
no music; this space is reserved for the Table

any miscalculation or computer-entry error
would be costly, perhaps even jeopardizing the

of Contents data for the CD player to read when

We had anticipated being finished and enjoying
acelebratory dinner by 6pm.

adisc is first inserted. It was thus necessary that
the piano begin playing at the correct disc-

entire project's success. It was now after lOpm.

With anew piece of glass on the turntable,

recording radius. Once started, aCD master

we tried again. The anxiety was palpable. How

cannot be stopped and restarted.

accurate were our calculations? At this stage of

Igave Tam the countdown, based on the
radius readout from the mastering machine. He
started the tape on cue and settled back: his job
was over. Now it was up to us at Disctronics to
get agood master. The subcodes, monitored

the project, any further complications could
spell disaster. By track 7(out of 15), we relaxed
abit. The subcodes were now synchronized
with the music and all seemed to be going well.
Our complacency did not last long. During

by adecoder, indicated track 1, followed by the
first note of music at the correct recording
radius. Everything was working perfectly. As

itoring system. Iquickly looked at the wave-

each tune began, we watched the subcode
change accordingly. At track 3, however, it

video signal and saw that the signal had mo-

track 12, there was ahuge burst of white noise
through the mastering machine's audio monform monitor that displayed the incoming

became apparent that the short gap, called the

mentarily collapsed. The microwave link had

"offset," between track change and downbeat,

been interrupted. Of all the potential problems,

was gradually narrowing. By track 5, the music

the microwave transmission had seemed the
least likely to fail.

preceded the track change. This would result
in acutting-off of the first note when aCD
player selected the track in the random-access

Icalled 'Pam. After explaining the situation,
we agreed to try again. A new piece of glass was

mode. Something clearly was very wrong.

loaded on the turntable and the process re-

Icalculated the time shift between music and
subcodes as alittle over half asecond per minute. Remember, the subcodes were locked to
real time, based on the start time of track 1. This
ratio seemed very familiar somehow. Then it
hit me: Keith's Fl processor was sending digital
audio with asampling frequency of 44.056kHz,
but the subcodes were based on a44.1kHz
sampling frequency as encoded on the timingreference tape. 2As time went by, the time error
increased.

peated. We wrote the cut number (3) on the
inside band.
This time we got to track 4when the microwave link was interrupted, ruining the disc.
Icalled Tam. He had come to realize that,
when the phone rang during the recording,
things were not well. After abrief discussion,
we agreed to try again. Icalled the phone company to get them to improve the link. It turned
out that our project coincided with astrike,
making it impossible for them to dispatch ser-

Icalled Tam. His nerves were already frayed,

vice personnel. Furthermore the link had been

and this didn't help. Furthermore, because of

installed by management filling in for the regular engineers. The project seemed to be haunted

the previous problems, Reference Recordings
was now paying ahuge overtime rate for the
microwave link and Disctronics' mastering
time, not to mention the cost of awasted piece
of mastering glass.
Steve, Breck, and Ifeverishly calculated the
2An obvious question is "Why have two sampling rates of
nearly the same frequency?" +4.1kHz Mates mathematically
to the black-and-white video frame rate of 30 frames per second. while -14.0S6kHz relates to the color video frame raie of
29.9' frames per second. Since PCNI-Fl format processons
wen: designed for home um; with aVCR, which records acolor
signal, the Ft outputs 44.056kHz sampling frequency. Professional processor, like the PCM 1630 output asignal to ablack and- white video recorder. or acolor recorder with its chroma
circuitry disabled.
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by bad luck. The most Icould get from the
phone company was an assurance that they
would watch the signal at Mount Wilson to
determine if the problem occurred between
the studio and them, or them and Disctronics.
They also suggested that the link would be
more stable as the Earth's temperature cooled.
Again, we started cutting another disc. Again
the link failed. Icalled the phone company. Yes,
they had seen it fail; no, there was nothing they
could do. Time was running out, not to mention everyone's patience and ability to endure
the seemingly endless stream of problems. Fur-
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thermore, it was not enough to cut one good

that the microwave link would hold steady.

master. Because of the chance of defects in the

Ithen had ahorrible thought, accompanied

glass and ahost of other potential catastrophic
failures, we needed two successful mastering

by asick feeling in my stomach. We had not
reached this far in the performance before, and

runs to ensure that we ended up with one good

did not know for certain that the subcodes

stamper to press CDs. Although the probability

were in the correct places for the last few
tracks. Remember, we performed multiple calculations to determine the correct track times,

was high that if we got one good master we
could make discs, the effort and money expended made cutting two discs a prudent
move. By now, however, we would be happy
to get one good master.

and could not absolutely verify that they were
correct without going all the way through the
performance and watching the subcode de-

It was my job to break the bad news.

coder. Furthermore, if our calculations had a

Icalled Tam. He answered the phone with

slight error, the error would accumulate and

ahesitant ''(cecees?," knowing full well what

manifest itself as the wrong end-time of the last

Iwas about to tell him. It was past midnight.

track. When aCD player sees the end of the last

"Forget it. Scrap the project. Were going home,"

track (called "lead-out"), the player shuts off.
If any calculation error caused lead-out to

he said with acombination of anger, despair,
and resignation. "No," Isaid, "everything is set

come early, the decay of the last note would be

up and ready to go. Let's try one more cut." I

cut off, making the disc unusable; the project

desperately wanted the project to succeed. Perhaps Iwas more willing to continue because

events of the past 12 hours and have the pro-

it was not costing me ahuge amount of money

ject fail because of asmall detail like this would

every minute that went by. Tam agreed to one
more try We discussed our fears that the piano

be devastating. Ihad not been as concerned
about this potential problem because Ihad

would go out of tune under repeated playing:
The piano tuner was not able to stay all night.

always cut another disc. Now, however, there

We crossed our fingers that the tuning would

would be no second chances.

hold until we could get agood master. If we
could get agood master.

would be scrapped. To have gone through the

faith in the calculations, and besides, we could

We got to the beginning of track 15. The next
three minutes were the longest of my life Steve,

Another piece of glass was loaded on the

Breck, and Istood silently in front of the de-

turntable. The Disctronics Monday early-morn-

coder, watching the subcode activity and lis-

ing shift looked at us quizzically as they arrived

tening to the music. As the last note decayed,
1turned the volume up all the way, my eyes

to start their work week. We were on cut number 5and the last piece of hand-selected glass.
This time, the microwave link failed during the
first track.
Icalled Tam. He picked up the phone silently. "We had another problem," Isaid. Deco-

glued to the decoder, watching for lead-out.
After about asecond of decay, Irealized that
the piano's decay was longer and more gradual
than what was on the tape! Don't go to lead-out

rum prevents me from reporting what was said

yet! Ithought. Fortunately, the piano decayed
into silence, followed by lead-out half asecond

next. Then Iheard him tell Keith to pack up. I

later!

interjected. The last try cost us only half an
hour, Iargued. We must keep trying. Iheard

Steve, Breck, and Ibroke into shouts of jubi-

Keith in the background also wanting to con-

lation. It worked! After calling Tam so many
times with bad news, it was arelief to tell him

tinue. Tam finally agreed to one more attempt.

we had agood master. Ikept my concern that

However, Icould tell by the tone of his voice

we had only one master disc to myself. No

that if this one failed, Ishould not try to per-

need to worry him needlessly, especially be-

suade him to attempt another. We were on cut

cause it would be afew days before we could

six and apiece of glass picked at random, not

get atest pressing and would know if we had

one of the flawless masters specially selected
for the project.

good stampers.
But why was the piano's decay longer on the

Again we reset the mastering machine, loaded
another master glass on the turntable, and pre-

microwave broadcast than on the tape from
which the subcodes were programmed? I

pared for another run. We started cutting the

found out later that, because the piano's damp-

disc, and by track 13 were all holding our breaths

er pedal made aslight noise that was audible
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ACOUSTIC ENERGY

AE -3

Introducing the new metal cone 3-way speaker
from Acoustic Energy
The same well proven metal cone technology
used in the AE-1 iii AE-2

Visit Room 7229 at the Sahara and listen for yourself.

L^,r-i-»)

ACOUSTIC ENERGY

EXCLUSIVE USA DISTRIBUTOR
ACETRAIN INC

8300 TUCKERMAN LANE, POTOMAC, MD 20854
800-5277161, FAX 703-5214958

toward the project.
Incidentally, after Steve had the subcode
points loaded in the computer and we were
ready to start cutting, Ihad asked him to reload
the program and add two seconds to the end
of the last track. Better to have two seconds of
silence before lead-out than risk cutting off the
music, Ithought. Without those two seconds,
added almost as an afterthought, the project
would have been afailure.
So, at 2:00am, we packed up and went home,
except for Breck, who decided to stay: He was
due at work for the Monday shift in four hours!
It must have been arelief for him to go back to
Cutting CD master discs from tape.
The following week, we all asked ourselves
if it was worth it. The answer came by Federal
Jim Turner makes afew last minutes
adjustments to the Bitisendorfer's
reproducing mechanism.

Express. After listening to the test pressings,
there was no doubt in my mind that we had
made asignificant achievement. Still, Ican't
help wincing when Isee that cut number "6"

only on the release of the very last note, Jim
'Romer lay silently underneath the piano during

inscribed on the inside of the disc.
Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller (RR-33CD)

each performance and manually activated the

will be issued as adeluxe, numbered, limited

damper pedal so it would not make noise. This
exemplified the level of commitment and dedi-

edition, packaged in afabric-covered, goldstamped Digipak with aslipcover. Release is

cation to making it right that everyone had

scheduled for this month.

The Acoustic Energy Speakers can be heard
at the following dealers:
NORTHEAST REGION
Sound II, Dartmouth, MA (508) 996-5454
Ensemble Audio, Boston. MA (617)423-9592
MID-ATLANTIC REGION
Select Sound, Huntington, NY (516) 351-1045
Sound By Singer. New York. NY (212) 683-0925
Current Development Corp., Westmoreland. NY
(315) 339-2908
CSA Audio, Upper Montclaire, Ni (201) 744-0600
Landes Audio. Chester, Ni (201) 879-6999
Canlen Audio, Bethlehem, PA (21.5) 866-0728
JS Audio, Burtonsville. MD (301) 890-3232
Reel Music. Washington. DC (202) 362-3466
Sound Service. Philadelphia. PA (215)725-1177
SOUTHEAST REGION
Higher Fidelity. Charlotte. NC (704) 889-4540
Audio Workshop, Sarasota, FL (813) 351-9330
Audio By Caruso. Miami, FL (305)253-4433

NORTH CENTRAL REGION
Audio By Gil Morrison, Detroit, MI (313) 342-2475
Perfection Audio, Minneapolis, MN (612) 866-0083
Absolute Audio. Chicago. IL (312) 288-1951
SOUTH MIDWEST
Audio Concepts. Dallas, TX (214) 243-0644
ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION
Audio Unlimited. Englewood. CO (303)922-8151
NORTHWEST REGION
Absolute Audio, Seattle. WA (206)527-4043
Vector Electronics. Portland, OR (503)233-2603
WEST COAST
Sound Technology. Sunnyvale. CA (408)996-7453
Absolute Audio Video. Orange, CA (714)538-4434
Sounds Alive, San Francisco, CA (415)550-1699
Music By Design. Sausalito, CA (415) 332-2142
Precision Audio. Moorpark. CA (805)523-3005
Optimal Enchantment. Santa Monica, CA (213)393-4434

(q AE

ACOUSTIC ENERGY

ACETRAIN INC. 800-527-7161

Please refer to full-page ad on previous pau(
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IF YOU DETECT ANY DISTORTION FROM
OUR NEW AMPLIFIER, WE RECOMMEND YOU
HAVE YOUR EQUIPMENT CHECKED.
While some stereos are all talk, we're all
listen. Which is why in the November
1989 issue of Stereophile Magazines,
Larry Greenhill said of our new AU-X91 1
DG Integrated Amplifier, "...the sonics from
this new integrated
amp are so good that I
had to review (for the
umpteenth time) my
•Vol

12 No

ii

definition of 'state-of-the-art' sonics in
audio product." Those same ears were
so impressed that they went on to call
our new amplifier "the best entry-level
set of electronics
N
under $1,500."
_
So if the sound you
hear from our new
amplifier isn't perfectly
clear, don't blame us.
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Ken Cowans describes asimple test that reveals measurable differences between
different loudspeaker cables when used to drive areal loudspeaker
t
11111114 i ii
•••

he controversy about wires, cables, and
their effects on audio signals goes on
(and on and on). In the August 1989
Audio, an article by R.A. Greiner' repeated the

ers, life support, and others, as well as audio. 3
Ido not deal in "magic." Ienjoy listening to
high-end audio equipment even though my
hearing at age 56 is less than perfect. Ihave no

standard statement of the establishment: "Abso-

trouble discerning the difference in quality

lutely no audible problems could be beard"

between good cables and zipcord.

(emphasis his) with 10 meter cables (of any
kind). Since no documentation was given, we
can only assume that Professor Greiner himself could not hear the "problems." Following
this, in the September Audio, acomment was
presented stating that esoteric cable "claims"
would be "magic" and "bullshit." 2
Since there was equipment available here to
demonstrate cable performance, Iran some
tests that might aid the current dialog. Perhaps
it should be noted that in addition to being
CEO of Kinergetics Research, Iam an engineer
working since 1957 in various fields: cryogenics, infrared detection, energy prime movStereophile, January 1990

The data Ipresent here use completely deIGreiner, R.A., "Cables and the Amp/Speaker Interface,"
Audio, August 1989, pp.46-53.
2"COPPER SENSE Wise Milk,- Quotes from Frank van Alstine
Audio, September 1989, p.34.
3 New York-born Mr. Cowans, an audiophile since 1955.
worked on such non-audio technology as air liquifiers for airto -air missile seekers, infrared detectors which work at low
temperatures, and arapid cool-down device called a"Joule
Thomson Cooler - during an ll -year career at Hughes Aircraft
in California. He received some 30 patents while at Hughes,
more than any other engineer at that company at that time,
but left Hughes in 1968 to form Kinergetics Inc. in order to
develop life-support and communication equipment for the
commercial diving industry. Cunendy CEO and vice-chairman
of the Board of Kinergetics Research of Tarzana, CA, Mr.
Cowans has added 15 or so more patents to his list, many
involving the audio circuitry used in Kinergetics' high-end
audio products.
—JA
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A Major Event
In The History Of
Phased Array
Speaker Systems.

The DQ 12

The mid range
system consists of
alow distortion, low
mass laminate cone
operating in an
aperiodic loading
structure. This provides optimal cone
loading and controlled dipolar radiation
for accurate depth
of field reproduction.
The DO112 provides
the emotional involvement with music, so
important for long
term satisfaction and
enjoyment.

is anew Phased
Array— system which
provides the open
window on the soundstage for which
Dahlquist is famous.
Images come to life
with a vivid, three
dimensional feel that
truly suggests live
sound sources.
The design provides for extremely
accurate voice band
reproduction by paying special attention to the
shape of the mid-top end baffle.
In addition, millions of electrostatically aligned fibers adjacent
to the tweeter diaphragm control
high frequency diffraction at
the source.
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Subjective Evaluations
of Test Cables
by Anthony Di Chiroi
Cable 1: The total lack of grain is the most
apparent quality of this cable; it has very little sonic signature of its own. The transients
arc clear and sharp. The soundstage is very
Fig.1 Test set-up

three-dimensional, with very good depth
and width. The music is very dynamic, like

fensible engineering techniques and should be

the real thing. The cello has afull, rich

repeatable by anyone in the field who has
access to arecording 'scope, agood amplifier,

sound. The horn and string sounds are very

and can construct asignal generator to provide

natural. Female voice is natural, with no
exaggerated sibilants.

asingle square-edged pulse of one millisecond

Cable 2: This is very much like Cable 1.

duration. (Hardly anything in the "magic" category.) We have found that this type of wave-

Clear, but has grain from the midrange up.
This added to the music makes the sound-

form gives agood combination of correlatable

stage larger in both width and depth, and

results and ease of analysis. It is not the same
as arepetitive squarewave. The voltage at each

makes voices and musical instruments

end of the test cable, which was connected

sound bigger than life—overall, a very
euphonic sound.

between the amplifier and the loudspeaker,

Cable 3: The lack of grain in the sound is

was measured by an oscilloscope and recorded

what strikes you first; you can hear very

with aPolaroid camera. Asketch of the experi-

fine detail. The bass is deep, with good clarity. The transient attack is dulled, and

mental setup is shown in Fig. 1.
Idid not make any attempt to get across-

dynamic contrast constricted. Soundstage

section of audiophile cables. Iconstructed one

is very good, with good depth, width, and

25' cable (referred to as Cable 6in the data) of

space between musical instruments.

16-gauge zipcord corresponding to those

Cable 4: This cable has agood soundstage,

parameters that Greiner stated as essentially

with alot of air in the high frequencies.

perfect. Itook five others that we had around

Transients are good and sharp, bass is deep

Kinergetics that are either used for equipment

and well-defined. The overall sound of the

checkout or that manufacturers have provided
us for our evaluation. 4 A description of the

cable has anasal quality that you hear from

characteristics of the cable, by Anthony Di
Chiro, my colleague at KR, is included (see side-

smear detail. You just hear the detail with

bar); this characterizes the cables as would a

Cable 5: Transients are clear and sharp. The

"magazine reviewer mindlessly listening to and
evaluating magic cables and wires and endless

sound overall is alittle bright, with glare in

nauseating reviews. . The difficulty of evalu-

sibilants on female vocal but not male. The

ating cables by purely engineering techniques
is shown by the fact that while what was subjectively considered the best cable (Cable 1)

soundstage width is good, but depth is shallow, without much space between musical

shows essentially perfect reproduction in this

Cable 6(ZIpcord): The overall sound is

elementary test at both ends of the cable, the

muddy, with dull transients. Bright and

cable that was deemed second worst (Cable 5)

midbass up. The nasal sound does not
the nasal sound added.

the upper midrange which exaggerates the

instruments.

hard is the best way to describe the character that the cable adds to the music. The

4Cable 4is what we use as aworkhorse around Kinergetics
because we consider it I) neutral, and 2) very easy to use (and
reasonably inexpensive). It is very limp and can be terminated
by our technicians without difficulty. Cable I, considered the
hest, sells for about S40/foot and can only be terminated at
the factory at acost of 875 per cable: It is also exceedingly stiff
and bulky. The cables are numbered in order of their subjeuive
quality: Ibest, 6 worst.
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soundstage is very constricted and onedimensional. Sibilants are exaggerated on
both female and male voices.
IPresident. Kinergetics Research. Tarzana. CA.
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also shows the same near-perfect characteristics. All the other cables showed adifference
in signal from one end of the cable to the other.
Other than the zipcord cable, Ihave not named
the cables for the reason given above: Ido not
intend this to be any survey of cables.
Ishould first establish that Kinergetics
Research (KR) makes no audio cables. Our only
contact with the cable industry is with those
we purchase or evaluate for our own use. Further, we have made no plans to get into the
cable-manufacturing business. Idoubt very
much if we will ever manufacture such. Thus
we have no financial stake in what appears to
be acontinuing battle of the (monster?) cables.
We as consumers would dearly like to find an
example of speaker cable that would cost less
than adollar afoot and perform to our specifications in all regards. Unfortunately, as the data
Iattach show, this is not at present possible.
We are in aposition to provide some data on
the transient nature of speaker cables only
because Kinergetics has been doing some similar measurements on speakers. This is part of
an investigation of aheretofore little-noticed
model of acoustic radiation. This model has
several characteristics similar to that of the
transmission lines used as audio cables. In this
cable test we passed asingle square pulse of
lms duration at avoltage sufficient to drive the
amplifier to the top of its rated power (in this
case about 125W into 8ohms). In another test
we drove the amplifier all the way out to its rail
voltage (about 50V) to establish whether the
cable and speaker load were violently altering
the transfer characteristics of the amplifier.
Frank Van Alstine, for example, stated that such
alteration was the sole reason for any sound
change.
The amplifier used is our Kinergetics KBA-

Fig.2 Amplifier output waveform with 8
ohm resistive load. From top to bottom: A) at
rated output, B) at overload. Width of pulse
lms.
results are shown in figs.3, 4, 5, ez 6.
Data Series II: Cables 1, 4, 6feeding aVandersteen 2C speaker were measured at both
ends; the results are shown in figs.8 & 9.
Data Series III: We retested Series Iwhen we
discovered that the tweeter on the TC-50 used
for the test burned out (we do that alot at Kinergetics) right after the Series Itest. The new
tweeter slightly changed the characteristics of
the error signal. In brief, the error signal in the
Series III test was somewhat larger than that in
Series I, but the oscillatory character of the
error was severely diminished. This allowed
us to better examine the leading edge. (At the
same time, KR was making faster measurements
on another project, so we were set up for this
new examination.) The data shown in figs.10
& 11 examine the leading edge over about 40ps

75. This is avery stable class-A amplifier that

with cables 1-6 connected to aTC-50.

can provide as much as 150W into 8ohms. It

If you refer to the set of four traces in Data
Series Ilabeled "Cable 1" (Reference Cable)
(figs.3A, 4A, 5A, & 6A), it can be seen that at the

is rated at 75W into 8ohms, and its power supply is sufficiently stiff that it will deliver 300W
into 2ohms.

Test results
The tests produced four sets of data:
Control Data: the shape of the pulse with the
amplifier driving an 8ohm resistive load, both
at rated voltage and with the amp in overload,
is shown in figs.2A & 2B, respectively.
Data Series I: All 6cables feeding aSpica TC50 speaker were measured at both ends; the
Stereophile, January 1990

rated wattage there is no discernible difference
between the signal at the amplifier's output and
that at the speaker. When the amplifier is driven
right out to rail voltage (fig.5A) there is some
distress at peak voltage at the amplifier, shown
by aslight sloping and alittle ripple, which,
however, recovers immediately after the voltage drops to zero. This signal is identical, within
the accuracy limits of the 'scope used, to that
shown when the speaker is directly connected
107

Fig.3 Data Series Iwith Spica TC-50, rated
voltage, waveform measured at amplifier
terminals. Width of pulse 1ms. From top to
bottom: A) Cable 1; B) Cable 2; C) Cable 3;
D) Cable 4; E) Cable 5; F) Cable 6.
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Fig.4 Data Series Iwith Spica TC-50, rated
voltage, waveform measured at speaker
terminals. Width of pulse 1ms. From top to
bottom: A) Cable 1; B) Cable 2; C) Cable 3;
D) Cable 4; E) Cable 5; F) Cable 6.
Stereophile, January 1990

Fig.5 Data Series Iwith Spica TC-50,
overload, waveform measured at amplifier
terminals. Width of pulse 1ms. From top to
bottom: A) Cable 1; B) Cable 2; C) Cable 3;
D) Cable 4; E) Cable 5; F) Cable 6.
Stereophile, January 1990

Fig.6 Data Series Iwith Spica TC-50,
overload, waveform measured at speaker
terminals. Width of pulse 1ms. From top to
bottom: A) Cable 1; B) Cable 2; C) Cable 3;
D) Cable 4; E) Cable 5; F) Cable 6.
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"Quite Simply,
the MC-101 is asuperb
preamplifier."

fi

41

B()

Sonata Series

Music brought to you by B&K
B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.
FAX: (716) 822-8306

1971 Abbott Road, Lackawanna, New York14218
NY: (716) 822-8488 1-800-543-5252

•Reprinted from HIFI Heretic, Summer 1989
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to the amplifier (about 3" of wire).
The set of traces labeled Cable 6(figs.3F, 4F,
5F, & 6F) is that of 25' of 16-gauge lamp cord
purchased at $0.22/foot from alocal hardware
store. It corresponds to all of the parameters
labeled as essentially perfect by Greiner's arti-

cables well within the boundaries of those considered perfect by Professor Greiner can be
shown to contribute measurable and arguably
audible error signals. (I think the present art of
musical reproduction is at the point where
error signals of 2-5% in amplitude within the

cle: It is less than 10 meters long, and its resistance is less than 5% of the minimum resis-

audible band can be considered discernible by

tance (4 ohms) of the speaker used. It may be
seen in this trace that, at the rated output, the

skeptical of this statement to prove the converse using qualified listeners.) Also shown is

trace at the amplifier (fig.3F) is very close to the
input signal, visually perfect. When the amplifier is driven to overload, the same shape trace
occurs at the amplifier (fig.5F) as was recorded
with the reference Cable 1(fig.5A).
The voltage at the speaker, however, in each
case with Cable 6(figs.4F & 6F), shows an overshoot followed by decaying ripple at the top
at arepetition rate corresponding to about
3kHz at about 5% of signal in the overload case
and about 3or 4% in the rated load case. Further, after the signal returns to zero, the speaker
receives adamped voltage of the same 3kHz for

humans. It should be incumbent on anyone

that such measurements can be made without
using exotic "difference amplifier techniques."
There is agreat deal of thrashing around
among cable manufacturers, as noted by Greiner's paper. People go in all directions and claim
virtues for any. Ican offer one potential explanation for the seemingly random approach to
the matter. As Greiner states, there is askin
effect in conductors that diminishes the effective area of wires as frequency goes up. The
transient characteristic of such diminishment
is more akin to that in adiffusive medium rather
than the more common reversible wave propa-

afull couple of cycles before receding into
noise level.

gation that is usually considered to be the only

It should be mentioned that the 'scope, in
the mode used for this test, can show only a

not possible to define asimple time constant
in diffusive propagation. The distance covered

type of transmission in electronic media. It is

variation of about ±0.5-1.0% of full scale. In
this sense it is afairly crude test. As can be seen

is proportional to the square root of the time

with reference to data of the other four cables,

at the beginning of asharp-edged signal, as I

Cables 2, 3, and 4do exert some discernible
influence in the pulse shape. The voltage at the
speaker differs from the voltage supplied to the
cable by about 2to 5%.
Ithink this error signal should be clearly
audible to almost anyone serious about musical
reproduction.
Ithink these data clearly demonstrate that
at least four of the cables alter asignal passed
through them sufficiently to be clearly audible. The data also show that the signal which
left the amplifier was substantially equal to the
input except when the amplifier was driven to
overload. Thus Van Alstine's statement that
the cables alter the output of the amplifier is
refuted—at least within the accuracy of the
'scope used.
Discussion
As noted, the test is fairly crude. The minimum
error discernible at the 'scope used is large
compared with the amount of distortion considered representative of high quality in electronic components. It does show, however, that
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involved. However, it can be stated loosely that
have used here, the skin depth will be essentially 0and will increase to avalue corresponding to the steady-state skin depth of the frequency concerned at atime constant somewhat of the order of 1/2xPlxF. This is not surprising. (This model is ignored in Greiner's
paper; Mr. Van Alstine seems totally unwilling
to consider as non-magic any characteristics
other than linear resistance, capacitance, and
inductance.) Thus when one puts asharpedged signal on awire to travel over alength
of five or ten meters, the initial resistance will
be very large, corresponding to askin depth of
near zero. The resistance will decrease to its
final value at 20kHz over atime constant of
about Elets. It will take about four time constants
to eliminate 99% of the error signal. The current will rise in some smooth manner over
about this period of time.
Simultaneously however, aphenomenon
occurs known as dielectric hysteresis. This is a
parameter whose existence is well documented
in the literature. The handling of hysteresis has
been associated with Kinergetics from our
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I've just designed a
new solid state amplifier.
In many ways, it my best
4'""
v
iwork and I'd like to tell you
about it.
I've given my new
Bob Carver
solid state Silver Seven-t
more absolute maximum output current into low
impedance reactive loads (including 0.5 ohms) than
almost any amplifier Iknow of: 50 amperes. In fact,
Dan D'Agostino's BIG Krell is the only one that tops it.
Not only that, I've also given the Silver Seven-t
more output voltage than any other amp except my
own Silver Seven Vacuum Tube Amplifier (which beats
it, but only by afew volts). Nobody else's amp that 1
know of has more output voltage— and that includes
the new OTL tube amps on the market.
Ican get all this voltage and current because I
have agreat patent, the Magnetic Field Power Supply.
In updated form with lots of energy storage, it easily
producesfive times as much current as any other
power supply of the same manufacturing cost
But Bob, bow does it sound?
Beyond the sheer power required for explosive
transients and rolling thunder, the ability of an ampliPOWERFUL
Ostnbuted In Canada by

fier to reproduce the subtle, dimensional shadings of a
delicate soundstage depends on its transfer characteristics (a scientist would say transferfimction). I've given
my new solid state amplifier atransfer function that
comes as close as I
can possibly make it to my Silver
Seven Vacuum Tube Amplifier.
No, they are not exactbi the same. But with
production nulls at approximately 40dB, they are very,
very close. So close that if 1close my eyes and drop my
concentration for amoment, the transistor version
can completely fool me into thinking I'm listening to
the vacuum tube Silver Seven.
Like the Silver Seven, the Silver Seven-t is a
mono amp design, so you will need two for stereo;
the pair costs $2,000.00.
Until my next ad, warmest regards,

4

Bob Carver
P.S. If you'd like to know more about transfer functions
voltage and current, and the Silver Seven-t, please writ(
to Carver Corporation, Literature Department, P.O. Box
1237, Lynnwood,WA 98046.
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VOLTAGE RISE DUE ONLY TO DIFFUSIVE
NATURE OF "SKIN EFFECT•

VOLTA6E

Has not P.m., well measuredthere are short term and long
Idays) etlects

Fig.8 Data Series II with Vandersteen 2C,
rated voltage, waveform measured at
amplifier terminals. Width of pulse 1ms.
From top to bottom: A) Cable 1; B) Cable 6.

TIME

VOLTAGE DUE ONLY TO EFFECTS
OF DIELECTRIC HYSTERESIS

Fig.7 Two counteracting time effects in
cable. Each shows the response to a
positive step input.
inception into audio circles, and has also been
utilized by those people making high-quality
capacitors. In brief: Teflon is the dielectric that
has the least hysteresis of any easily available
material, and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) has perhaps the most of any commonly available plastic. Dielectric hysteresis has the characteristics
of altering the dielectric constant. The value
of this constant measured immediately after
applying an electric field will be somewhat less
than that ultimately attained. Thus agiven
amount of current into atransmission line will
initially raise the voltage to some value that will
subsequently decay to alower value with time.
As shown in fig.7, the rising voltage held back
by the diffusion of current into the surface (skin
effect) of the conductor is somewhat opposite
to the voltage induced across adielectric with
hysteresis.
It is reasonable to hypothesize that workers
in the field applying ahands-on build-it-andtest philosophy are (perhaps unknowingly)
matching apositive characteristic to anegative
one (such as those discussed above) with the
hopes of getting aclose approach to perfection.
As an engineer, Itend to decry this type of
haphazard approach. Irealize from history and
experience that until science catches up, such
Stereophile, January 1990

Fig.9 Data Series II with Vandersteen 2C,
rated voltage, waveform measured at
speaker terminals. Width of pulse 1ms.
From top to bottom: A) Cable 1; B) Cable 4;
C) Cable 6; D) Cable 6(falling edge).
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Fig.10 Data Series Ill with Spica TC-50,
rated voltage, rising edge of waveform
measured at amplifier terminals. Horizontal
scale 5s/div. From top to bottom: A) Cable
1; B) Cable 6.
pragmatic approaches are the only ones possible. The Wright brothers achieved powered
flight without acquiring any knowledge of conformal mapping techniques so useful in theoretical aerodynamics. The instrument makers
of Cremona made better violins than we can
fabricate today with all our theoretical knowledge and computer power.

Further results
The tests shown as figs. 8& 9give at least indirect support to justify this hypothesis. These
are tests with Cables 6, 4, and 1repeated using
aVandersteen 2C as the speaker. The VanderSteen crossover filters, all single-pole, 6dB/
octave types, are much simpler and more stable
than those employed in the TC-50, which
probably results in the difference in characteristics of the signal at the speaker. There are no
tendencies toward oscillation with the 2C.
With this stability, however, one can evaluate
the transient characteristics of the leading and
trailing edges of the signal at the speaker. It may
be seen that the Cable 6zipcord (figs.9C & 9D)
shows adistinct blunting of the sharp edge of
the signal at top voltage. The delay derived
from visual measurements on the 'scope face
seems to be on the order of 20 or 30µs.
Data Series Ill (figs. 10B & 11F), using afaster
'scope, give avalue of 50ps to peak voltage. (As
an engineer, Iwould really be curious to know
what 10-cent combination of resistors, capa114
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Fig.11 Data Series Ill with Spica TC-50,
rated voltage, rising edge of waveform
measured at speaker terminals. Horizontal
scale 5ps/div. From top to bottom: A) Cable
1; B) Cable 2; C) Cable 3; D) Cable 4; E)
Cable 5; F) Cable 6.
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NOW, MORE THAN EVER

The Counterpoint SA-4 Monoblocks are designed for the

handful of people who consider that, of all the attributes a

power amplifier may possess, none is more important
than sonic purity.

In the four years of the SA-4's existence, many new
power amplifiers claiming this or that technological
breakthrough

have

appeared,

only

to

disappear

(sometimes along with their parent company]. The SA-4's
classic, all-tube, output transformer and capacitor-less
direct

drive

design

remains

the

standard

for

transparency.
We warmly invite you to audition the latest improved
version of the Counterpoint SA-4's against other high
performance amps. Then, own a classic; the differences,

o

we assure you, are not subtle.

COUNTERPOINT
NOTHING BETWEEN THE MUSIC AND YOU

10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY

1979-1989

2610 Commerce Drive, Vista, CA 92083 • Call 800-266-9090

citors, and inductors 2 would cure this delay

state of the art of testing techniques. Iper-

without altering the flat frequency response.)
One sees the same type of delay in the analy-

on infrared detectors some 30 or more years

formed exactly this same type of measurement

sis of the trailing edge. Cable 1, however (sub-

ago, using an analogous kind of sharp-edged

jectively the best cable), shows essentially no

signal, an oscilloscope, and aPolaroid camera.

discernible variation between the signal at the
amplifier and at the speaker (figs. 8A, 9A, 10A,
& 11A).

It was agreat deal more difficult in those days.
The data, however, had about the same level
of accuracy.

What is most interesting is Cable 4: this is the

The data here do illustrate that cables con-

workhorse cable that we use around here It is
considered far superior to Cable 6in subjec-

tribute errors to signals transmitted through

tive tests. Figs.3D, 4D, 5D, & 6D show, however,

also show that these errors are of amagnitude

them between amplifier and loudspeaker. They

that the error signal created using this cable

that establish, at the very least, aprima facie

with the TC -50 is about as bad as that gener-

case for the validity of the high-end cable

ated by the zipcord. Figs.8B & 11D data show

industry's position. With little technical trouble

apossible reason for its better subjective quality. It can be seen in these traces that there is

Iam pretty sure we could hold alistening test 5
with apanel consisting of the likes of John

much less blunting of the sharp signal edge

Atkinson, Michael Fremer, Neil Levenson, J.

with Cable 4than with Cable 6.

Peter Moncrieff, Harry Pearson, et al, that could
establish once and for all astatistical justifica-

Conclusions

tion for high-quality cables.
Ihope these data and comments will provide

All the data presented here are quite crude and
give only asurface indication of those measure-

some push toward getting the "magic makers,"

ments that are possible. We are making rather
more sophisticated measurements in our main

and the closed-minded engineers who seem

endeavor, which pertains to speakers. These
cable measurements do not really push at the

e
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NEW APPLES

A FRESH NEW CROP DESIGNED AND
DISTRIBUTED BY SIMPLYPHYSICS:
• DARKSTAR PHONO SYSTEM SERIES III
rigid,
stable, accurate -includes air arm
• SIGNATURE SERIES DARKSTAR TURNTABLE
black belgian granite finish, 2inch platter
• SIGNATURE SERIES AVIATOR LINEAR
AIR TONEARM
the world's best tonearm •period!
• SIMPLYPHYSICS DESIGNED MARTIN
LOGAN Cis STANDS
transforms the CLS into amini 'statement'
• ISOSTAND AND MAXISTAND EQUIPMENT
ISOLATION STANDS
rigid, cone decoupling, fine leveling, in stodd
SIMPLYPHYSICS, INC. IS VERY PLEASED TO
ANNOUNCE THE FOLLOWING NEW PRODUCTS
DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BY SIMPLYPHYSICS, AND DISTRIBUTED WORLD WIDE BY:
THE MOD SQUAD, INC (619.436-7666)
• TIP TOE II CONES AND ISOLATION DEVICES
The new version of the -ToneCone
• 1SODRIVE CD DRIVE SYSTEM KITS
The state of the art method •no rings!
SEE SIMPLYPHYSICS AND MOD SQUAD AT THE
WINTER CES IN LAS VEGAS JANUARY 6-10,1990 AT
THE SAHARA HOTEL EXHIBMON
DEALER AND FOREIGN SALES ARE WELCOME!
SIMPLYPHYSICS
4230 Glenchase Lane
Houston, Texas 77014
713-537-5083
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to be dictating policy on the other side, together.
5Abrief note on test pnxedure is sorely duc here The doubleblind format that conventional audio engineering (CAE) scenes
so fond of lately lacks one significant element in its current
application. Duc to the wholly statistical nature of the results,
it is absolutely necessary in this kind of test to only apply it
to qualified candidates. Medicine, the prime user of doubleblind, has always known this. Thus, if one is to test acure for
leprosy, his imperative tofirst establish that everyone in the
pool of participants is truly infected with the disease. It would
be foolish to give the proposed wonder drug to agroup randomly selected from the population at large. The results of such
atest would be useless due to the statistical dilution of the
results. It is «Malty Silly to evaluate high-end audio techniques
using candidates with little or no expert knowledge of the true
sound of aviolin, voice, etc.
It is necessary to prequalify candidates in audio as in medicine. That aperson has been listening to rock music at 106dB
for 20 years in arecording studio is less than a thorough qualification. Equally, ahistory of designing electronic circuits to
please oscilloscopes and meters will not serve to qualify aperson, even if such practice has gone on for adecade or two. A
first step toward such weeding-out procedures could be the
demonstrated (under rigorously controlled conditions) ability
to hear the difference between 10 meters of 16-gauge ripcord
and high-quality speaker cable in agood system playing well recorded master tapes. If we can't get anyone to pass this test,
then fine—it's all bulLshit. After we do, however, lees seriously
establish afurther series of certifying procedures such that a
viable pool of listeners can be made available to CAE for a
rational (and technically defensible) approach to final equipment evaluation. Those who attempt and fail the qualifying
procedures should not mind being banned from commenting on subjective quality. At least we could publish their names
(and failing marks).
Simultaneous with this effort, we should stare establishing
objective criteria for our products—and correlate those with
the above subjective measurements. The tests given here are
only asurface look at the phenomena. At Kineipetics Research
land elsewhere, of course) we are doing other measurements
that will eventually explain anomalous behavior such as that
shown by Cable 5in the data here.
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WRITE A
REVIEW OF
STEREOPHILE'S
FIRST LP...

Write an LP Review
What we're looking for is areasonably short
review—absolutely no more than 500 words
—that contains an informed evaluation of the
music and sound of Poem. We are not looking
for unsupported praises or pans, but wellwritten, constructive criticism, whether positive or negative. (Writing anegative review will
in no way reduce your chances of winning.)
Your review should include your name, ad-

VLIP
PlID TRIP

dress, and telephone number at the top; please
type or print double-spaced on only one side
of the pages. Send to:
LP Review Competition
Stereopbile
P.O. Box 5529

W

allMir

Santa Fe, NM 87502

recording, of Gary Woodward and Brooks Smith

Your review must reach us by Monday,
March 5, 1990. (Those wishing to Fax their reviews to us: our Fax number is (505)989-8791.)

playing flute sonatas by Prokofiev and Reinecke,
and awork by American composer Griffes that
gave the LP its title: Poem.' The full story was

Win a trip to Santa Fe

Last Fall, Stereopbile magazine released its first

published in the September 1989 issue (p.66).
recording of acoustic music made with the

Basically, we wanted to offer our readers a

The six reviews that the Editors of Stereophffe
consider to be the best will be published in the

minimum of electronics and processing—the
sounds of the instruments would be as true to

May 1990 issue of the magazine. The writer of
the one considered the overall winner will be

reality as possible. The images of the instru-

invited out to Santa Fe at our expense to spend

ments were captured with apurist microphone

ahi-fi and music weekend with LA, JA, RL, RH,

technique so that with even ahalfway decent

DO, and JGH, while the five runners-up will

system, atrue soundstage would be created

each receive acopy of the Stereophile Test CD

between and behind the loudspeakers when
the recording was played back.

and an advance pressing of the next Stereopbile

Did we succeed in these intentions? Is Poem
of true high-end sound quality? And if so, do
the musical values of the recording live up to
the sound? Is Poem more than "just another
audiophile recording" living down toi. Gordon Holt's famous dictum: "the better the
sound, the worse the performance"?
Normally, before buying an album, you'd
read areview to discover the answers to those
questions. But as Stereopbile's editors were intimately involved in the LP's production, it
seems inappropriate for any of the magazine's
staff to write areview. So. ..
We decided to ask the magazine's readers to
write areview!

IThose who have not yet obtained acopy of the album can
find an order form on p. I
35

Le of Brahms solo piano works, which is scheduled for release in June 1990.
Good luck! And happy listening.

S

l
)
The entry
must
be no more
than 500 words long.
eview
: mpeti
111Ir
es
te-

)Only reviews received by Stereophile on or
before March 5, 1990 wit be judged.
)Anonymous entries will not be judged; entrants
must not object to their names being published
in the magazine.

)By sending in an entry, an entrant agrees that
his or her review can be published in Stereophile.
)Only one entry per entrant
)No member of Stereophile's staff or their relations will be allowed to enter.
)The judges' decisions will be final.

What do Apogee,
Duntech,
Martin-Logan,
Monster Cable
Van den Hul USA
and VPI
have in common?

ZUJIMINV

\Nrtteag

These are some of the state of the art audio companies that
have purchased Aragon amplifiers for their research and
development work.

Please read these Aragon reviews or call us for acopy:
Slereophile Magazine December 1987, Thomas J. Norton
Hi. Fi News &Record Reviews June 1988, Ken Kessler

MONDIAL
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LIMITED

Two Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502 • (914) 693-8008

On Location

with the

Cincinnati

pops

Peter W. Mitchell interviews
Jack Renner of 'Marc Records

T

hefollowing interview with Jack Renner
took place on aSunday morning about

overly prominent. The live sound halfway

ayear ago, while the Cincinnati Pops

ing and ball resonance was abit like that. But
the ADS speakers preferred by Renner for

Orchestra was warming up to record the

back in the ball, reinforced by the stage panel-

classical-music portions of its Chiller album

monitoring often sound abit lean in the bass,

for Mart Records. Renner the company's chief

and in Telarc's monitoring room the bass

recording engineer co-founded Telarc with

drum sounded tight and clean, powerful but
well-controlled.

producer Robert Woods.
Monster Cableflew three writers, twofrom

Except for avery high ceiling the monitor-

pro-audio magazines to Cincinnati to observe

ing room was not unlike many audiophile

the recording session and capture this inter-

listening rooms. 7ivo large ADS 1530 loud-

view. Monster's obvious aim in sponsoring the

speakers stood at one end of the room, flanked

trip was to document Renner 's enthusiastic
endorsement of Monster Cables. Telarc uses

by absorbing panels and 7libe Ihips. Elec-

hundreds offeet of Monster microphone cable

and rear walls, with bulky cables running

in addition to interconnects and speaker

everywhere. At the rear of the 30' room, tbe

cables.

whirring recorders were concealed behind a

tronic equipment was arrayed along the left

The sound of the orchestra was captured by

wall-to-wall array of RPG Diffusors that also

three omnidirectional microphones mounted

stopped any slap-back echo from we rear

on 12' stands arrayed across tbefront of the
stage. Tivo additional micropbones, for am-

wall. The "stereo seat" in the center of the

bience, were mounted on tall stands in the

but be seldom listened to the speakers. He

room was occupied by producer Bob Woods,

cross-aisle halfway back in the ball. Telarc's

monitored the recording through Sony head-

people and equipment worked backstage in

phones in order to pick out tiny performance

a dressing room that bad been temporarily

errors (false notes, flawed intonation or

converted to a recording studio.

ensemble timing) that might not be obvious on

Witb some loudspeakers and rooms the bass

loudspeakers. When conductor Erich Kunzel

drum in Telarc recordings seems bloated and

came backstage between takes to listen to play-
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W HO SAYS CABLES
HAVE TO BE AS EXPENSIVE
AS THEY SOUND?
Not us. Oh no, no, no! We at Audio Advisor believe great sounding cables can
actually be quite inexpensive. You'll find the proof listed below. Our cables are
made by the best manufacturers. They deliver great sound. And—here's the
clincher—they're really low-priced. You get our exclusive guarantee, too:
Try the cables we recommend for your
Charge it! Order toll-free:
system. If you're not completely satis1-800-942-0220
fied, return them within 30 days, and
MasterCard/Visa/American Express/Discover
we'll send you acomplete refund.
Two New Cables from bra Labs
From the makers of the famous Space & Time Phase
11 speaker cable. All cables made with high-purity
Australian copper.

Note: Speaker cables are terminated in spades unless pins are requested. Bananas or X-terminators
are extra. Longer and custom lengths are available.
Shipping costs. for 1-3 pair: $5.95 in US
New Golden Section
Interconnect from
Cardas Audio
Smooth highs, tight lows.
great for co players!

New AudloCkiest Blue
Speaker Cable
Better than speaker
cables twice the price!
7h. pr

$59.95

$70.00

3h. pr

$59.95

10 h. pr.

$79.95

15 h. pr.

$95.00

5h. pr

$79.95

15 h. pr.

20 h. pr.

$120.00

9h. pr.

$119.95

20h. pr.

# IParagon
Interconnect
Sound is open airy.
detailed

#2Astral Blue
Speaker Cable
Solid-core, twin-lead
design. Excellent!

3ft. pr

$49.95

7ft. pr

$55.00

5ft. pr

$66.00

10 ft. pr

9ft. pr

$98.00

225 Oakes SW

Grand Rapids. MI 49503

$95.00
..

$117.00

backs, be also listened mainly to the headphones.'
The output of the Neotek microphone console was fed to aSoundstream digital recording processor Its 50kHz digital code was captured on tape by aHoneywell instrumentation
recorder and was also fed to aStuder samplingrate converter This produced aCD-compatible
44.1kHz version of the codefor recording by a
Sony PCM-1630 processor and U-Matic VCR.
Additional backup was provided by an experimental 1630-compatible processor and by the
Nakamicbi version of the Sony PCM-F1, recording on aSony Beta VCR.
After the equipment was checked and 'wording levels were calibrated, Renner sat down with
the visiting writers. The first question, asking
whether Jack did all the mixing himself was
posed by apro-audio journalist:

Showing the location of the three omni
mikes along the front of the stage, on tall
balcony-height stands.
sound from the left and right omnis, while the
center mike locks in the focus and avoids ahole
in the middle. In this hall we also put acouple
of mikes partway back in the hall for ambience,
to increase the sense of space around the
sound.
PWM: Do you do any post-production?
JR: If we found that our tape was so dry that
it was just not appropriate for the release, then
we would run it through the Lexicon digital
reverb, staying digital all the way.
RPG diffusers at the back of the monitoring
room, with the digital recorders behind.

PWM: What mikes are you using?
JR: Our standard mikes for the Pops are from
the Schoeps Colette series—the MK2S capsule

"mixing: Any mixing that is done, Ido during

It tins acurve that Isuggested to Schoeps, giving aslight presence boost—much less than
their MK3, which has abig hump toward the

the session; we record everything to two-track.
Peter W. Mitchell: What is jour mike technique?

top end. It works great for Pops stuff that people are accustomed to hearing in studio record-

JR: Three small-diaphragm omnidirectional

ings that add alot of "presence" to everything.

Jack Renner: Well, we don't really do much

mikes across the front of the orchestra. The

It gives you the ability to hear the detail you

center mike is mixed in about 4to 5dB down

want, while still providing avery musical sound.

from the side mikes; so we get the bulk of the

IMy interview with Erich Kunzel appeared in Vol.12 No.II,
November 1989, p.I83.
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The choice of mikes depends on the hall, on
the orchestra, on the setup, and so forth.
Another mike that Ilike is thé new Sennheiser
omni, the MKH-20. Iuse that as often as the
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Bryston 4B power amplifier

Bryston amplifiers produce asound image so real, it feels as though you can
reach out and touch the musical instruments. The harmonic structure, image,
tonal balance, depth, clarity and dynamic range of each instrument are
faithfully reproduced. The clean, unblemished Bryston sound is achieved, in
large part, through superb open-loop linearity.
Other manufacturers rely upon aclosed feedback loop to correct distortion
and establish acceptable specifications. The engineers at Bryston have focused
on creating an almost linear or distortion-free signal across all amplification
levels.
When measured with the loop opened, the signal is nearly perfect; only
minor amounts of feedback are required to remove the remaining distortion.
A number of significant design factors contribute to Bryston's amplifier
linearity. Two independent power supplies eliminate interaction between left
and right channels for clear separation. In fact, each channel's circuitry is
duplicated throughout the amplifier and joined only at the 120 volt power cord.
Bryston amplifiers define the art of driving loudspeakers. Every component,
every design element works together to recreate the live musical event.
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Bryston Marketing Lid.
Tel: (416) 746-0300 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonverrnont Ltd. Tel: (802) 223-6159

Schoeps, and occasionally the Bruel & Kjaer
omnis. In England some halls have such thick
reverb that even the conductor at the podium
has trouble hearing the woodwinds; there Iadd
apair of woodwind accent mikes with their

used off-axis, it doesn't sound right as aprimary mike; but it's agreat ambience mike.
PWM: It's surprising to see bow close your
main mikes are to thefront of the orchestra;

levels just cracked open. But basically what

they 've actually on the stage rather than banging out in the ball.

you're hearing is just the three-omni setup

JR: When we originally started out, the orches-

across the front. Lately—you'll love this,

tra was farther downstage and the mikes were

Peter-1 have started substituting an ORTF pair

out in the hall. Over the years we've found

for the center omni; this works in some halls
and not in others. Idid it for the Vienna and

where the orchestra sounds best; the back of

Berlin Philharmonic recordings. [The ORTF
system uses asemi-coincident pair of directional mikes, separated by the widtb of the
human bead and angled 110 apart. —PWMJ
PWM: In some of your recent recordings in

the stage shell functions as abig megaphone.
In this hall, especially with Pops stuff, this
placement gives us the best combination of
detail and string body. When we record the

England and Prague, the woodwinds seem

Cincinnati Symphony we back away slightly
and raise the mikes higher, which yields asilkier string sound.

lost compared to the volume of soundfrom the
brass, strings, and tympani. You need better

JR: About afoot farther back and six to nine

focus in (be middle of the orchestra.
JR: Right; the ORTF pair helps quite abit with

Sennheisers like to be slightly higher than the

PWM: How large is the change in location?
inches higher—depending on the mikes (the

that. So while Iprefer the three-omni setup, I'm

Schoeps), the humidity, and so on.

not totally wedded to it.

PWM: Let's talk about your digital recorders.

PWM: You said you bave a slight presence
boost in the mikes you're using today Do you

JR: Our primary recording processor is the

switch to flatter mikes for purely classical
repertoire?

anything better. We've got one recording out

JR: In this hall, yes—either the Schoeps MK2

ander Nevsky, but for some reason it worked

linear capsule, or the new Sennheiser, which
we've found to be really wonderful. Reviewers

tried the Colossus again on our last session in

loved the sound of our first two recordings
with the Seruiheiser: de Fallas Three-Cornered

ently some high-frequency oscillation, that we

Hat, conducted by Lopez-Cobos, and Ravel's
Bolero.
PWM: Is that linear Schoeps capsule the one
that is flat on-axis and rolled-off in other
directions, as opposed to the version that rises

Soundstream. That isn't to say that there isn't
with the Colossus processor, Prokofiev's Alex,
properly for us only on that one session. We
Cleveland and encountered aproblem, appardon't know the source of.
So our basic processor is still the Soundstream. Its digital output goes through aStuder
sampling-rate converter to get it to the 44.1kHz
Sony/CD standard. We have aguy from Cleve-

on-axis and is flat for random-incidence
sound?

land working with us now whose first love is

JR: Yes. This is anew capsule that is fiat on-axis

patible processor. So if either the Soundstrearn

from 20Hz to 20kHz. The older MK2 started to

or the Sony goes down, which has happened

roll off around 17kHz, and was down 2or 3dB
at 20kHz.
PWM: The capsule Iwas thinking of is apprarimatelyflatfor random-incidence sound,
which means it rises on-axis. I
fyou aim that

digital design; he built his own Sony-com-

during asession, we still have another top-line
processor. And we have the Fl as abackup.
PWM: Have you tried Apogeefilters? [Apogee
linear phasefilters replace the brickwall antialiasing filters in (heal recorders, yielding

upward toward the ceiling you get avery airy

asmoother and more open top end. —PWM]

sound, while keeping (be orchestra's first-

JR: Yes, we have Apogees in the PCM- 1610 in
our editing room back in Cleveland. It's not the

arrival sound reasonably flat.
JR: That's the MK3 capsule; we have two of

be-all, end-all, but it does make an improve-

them out in the hall, for ambience. When Ihave
used it for the main pickup (or any mike with

ment: that's certainly the best-sounding Sony
I've heard.

arising high end, no matter how slight), the
strings start to sound alittle hairy. Even when

your Soundstream processor?
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PWM: Have you done anything to upgrade
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The Soundstream digital recording processor (rear), plus an experimental 1630-compatible
encoder topped by aNakamichi DMP-100 and aSony VCR.

JR: Just maintenance and updates to replace
faulty components. In fact, Tom Stockham,
developer of the Soundstream, went over it

ation with the same internal components, that
is not. Our Monster-wired board went down
in the middle of asession. We were expecting

two weeks ago and was impressed to see that

trouble because it had an intermittent fault, so

after 12 years its performance still met and

we had the 8x2 console set up and ready to go,
and it took only aminute or two to reconnect.
Nothing else changed; we still had Monster

exceeded specs. He'll be helping us to design
better filters and anew A/D circuit for it.
PWM: Why do you use Monster cable evetywbere?

cables from the mikes to the board and from

JR: Because Ifirmly believe it sounds better.

the amp to the speakers. When Iopened the

Iwas anonbeliever for years; it was Al van den
Hul who convinced me that high-quality cable
makes adifference. We were doing arecording
in England and had some time to fiddle around
while the orchestra was rehearsing, so we put
up some cables with matched pairs of B&K
mikes, mounted side by side, and listened. Iwas
startled.
PWM: Were the mikes really matched?
found that pairs of B&K omnis don't always
sound the same.
JR: We didn't do any measurements that day,
but the curves packed with the mikes were
within 0.5dB of each other. One of the most
dramatic illustrations of the improvement
made by Monster Cable occurred here about
ayear ago. This Neotek console here is wired
internally with Monster Cable, and we havc
another, an 8-in 2-out unit of the same gener
124
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The Neotek console. Sitting on top is a
small X-Y oscilloscope, used to monitor
channel phasing.
Stereophile, January 1990

fader on the non-Monster board, the soundstage shrank. There was less ambience, the
depth was compressed, and the stage got narrower. It sounded as though Ihad backed up
from the orchestra. Besides the Telarc staff, we
had the usual people in the room—the assistant conductor, personnel manager, two or
three members of the orchestra. Even
untrained listeners wondered what was going
on; people asked whether we had moved the

that Iwas being deceived. We have had bad
experiences in one or two halls in England that
we're no longer using; unfortunately the sound
of those halls is forever trapped in those CDs.
PWM: Is Cincinnati's Music Hall agood place
for recording?
.
JR: This is probably my favorite hall, or close
to it. Royce Hall in LA is another. This is ahall
where the basic three-mike setup really works
well; as you mentioned, we get good focus and

microphones.

detail on everything.

PWM: After you started using Monster cable,
did you alter your miking to compensate for

PWM: Alexander Nevsky was recorded in
Royce; did you use accent mikes for the chorus?

the enhanced clarity and broader image that
you bear?

JR: Yep; you have to. And you have to use
accent mikes for the chorus in Atlanta. I'd love

JR: If so, it's only adifference of inches, and not

to be able to put up just three omnis in difficult

aconscious thing. It has helped us to be able

halls like Atlanta; but we could waste hours try-

to hear the effect of small changes in mike posi-

ing to get it just right. The stage shell makes the

tions. Iremember that around the second or

sound of the chorus come out scattered, raw,

third year of our existence, Harry Pearson

and bright. We move sections of the stage shell,

printed an article that said "Renner has finally

but we can only go so far. For our last couple

learned how to compensate for digital's dryness. He's learned how to move his mikes back

of sessions in Atlanta we used adigital delay to
synchronize the chorus mikes with the main

into the room to get more ambience in his

array [the method used by Denon for their

recordings and make up for the loss in digital."

recent Inbal/Mahler symphony cycle—PWM];

We got achuckle out of that. Iwasn't consciously doing anything different, just putting

that makes areal difference. We also put about

the mikes where it sounded like what Iwanted.

Requiem—over the upholstered seats in the
hall to make it more reverberant.

PWM: Is recording for digital different from
recording for analog?

120 sheets of plywood-260 for the Berlioz

JR: Idon't know why it should be. With dig-

PWM: Do you use accent mikes here in Cincinnati?

ital you've got to be careful, an absolute fanatic

JR: For nonclassical music Alot of what we do

about that signal path, because you're going

here is movie music or pop stuff that contains

to hear everything. You can't use noisy mikes,

electronic instruments that we have to mike

bad cables, noisy and outdated consoles.
PWM: You might want to mike alittle closer

separately or feed directly into the board. The

for analog than for digital.

that you would never hear with athree-mike

JR: You're probably right. Ihaven't consciously
thought about that, since I've been recording
with adigital processor for over ten years now.
Maybe Harry was right after all.
PWM: Your Cincinnati and Atlanta recordings have been pretty consistent in sound quality, with clear imaging throughout the orchestra.
But some ofyour recent European recordings

Mancini album had bass flutes and other things
setup.
PWM: Do you have favorite spot mikes?
JR: The same ones that are out front, but with
directional capsules—Schoeps MK4 or my
favorite, the Sennheiser MKH-40.
PWM: Let's talk about your monitoring system. Except for the high ceiling this monitoring room is almost like atiling-room environ-

have sounded distant and unfocused, with the

ment in terms of size and acoustics.

woodwinds too far back and lost in the mix.

JR: This setup, with the speakers eight to nine

They just don't sound like the jack Renner

feet away, is pretty standard for monitoring clas-

recordings of old. That led me to wonder

sical music Were being given either this or the

whether you may now be bearing your recordings differently than we do at borne, giving

room. I've become afan of Peter D'Antonio's

you afalse impression of their clarity.
JR: Ifelt at the time of each recording that the
wind sound was fine. But it is always possible
Stereophile, January 1990

room next door as our permanent recording
RPG Diffusors, and Ithink we'll bring him in
to help us figure out what to do with the room.
PWM: What about your speakers— tbe ADS
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In Britain —home of many audio aristocrats —one name is legendary. So
seminal, in fact, that several dictionaries list "Tannoy" as the synonym for
"sound system."
62 years after its founding, Tannoy remains the loudspeaker of choice for
audio professionals. More recording studios choose Tannoy for their
monitors than all other brands combined. It is no coincidence that 98 of the
100 top-selling albums since 1983 were mastered on Tannoys. In 1988 the
industry recognized Tannoy's accomplishments by making it the first
loudspeaker to receive the prestigious TEC award, created "to honour the
audio industry's greatest achievements."
Honed in the exacting domain of professional sound reproduction,
Tannoy's Series 90 monitors bring the legend home with classic
refinement From two-way bookshelf speakers to Tannoy's famous "single
point source" monitors, the pedigree is pure blue-blood, and the sound is
pure magic.

TANNOY Series 90
An Extension of the Legend

Tammy North America Inc.
300 Gage Avenue Unit 1. Kitchener. Ont. N2M 2C8 Canada
Tel. (519) 745-1158 Fax. (519) 745-2364

The view from the loudspeakers. Left to right: Martone, Woods, Renner. Woods marks the
score to indicate errors and edit points, uses atalk-back microphone to announce takes,
and has atelephone for private conferences with the conductor on the podium. Technicians
at the back of the room operate the digital recorders.

1530s? That 's not acurrent model

JR: Our standard mike setup is the M1000

JR: These speakers are about three generations
old. We rewired them internally with Monster

cable. Ilike its sound very much. It's alittle
more open and detailed than the Prolink Series

cable, which made quite an improvement.

1, although Ithink Series lisa great-sounding

We're searching for something more up-to-

cable. We have Series 3inside the Neotek con-

date. What we found with these, but not with

sole, and Powerline 2inside the speakers. We're

anything else we tried, even the new ADS, is
that they are very detailed, go deep, take alot

also using Monster cable for the video connections between the digital processors and the

of power, and play loud. When you hear something breaking up, it's probably not the speaker.

video recorders.

Yeah, they're apretty old design, but they're

point; the orchestra was ready and the session

the best compromise we've found; they tell us

clock was ticking. Under union rules ataping

The interview in Cincinnati stopped at this

what we need to hear.

session lasts no more than three hours (to the

We've listened to the B&W 801 Matrix 2s;
another set is coming in, because Ididn't like
what Iheard the first time. The midrange was

second!), and can yield no more than 45

very aggressive, Ithought.

minutes offinished material—ie, 15 minutes
per hour—so time can't be wasted.
7b add some background on Telarc's early

PWM: Right; B&W had designed its drivers to
be alittle hot, to compensatefor the blurring

history and the recordings that established

of detail due to cabinet resonances. Now that

and spectacular; here is part of another inter-

they've gotten rid of the cabinet resonances

view Idid withJack Renner adecade ago. His
newest recordings may not be identical to

with the Matrix design, they need to tame the
drivers. By the way, you've mentioned using
Monster cables; which series are you using?
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Telarc as apurveyor of sound both natural

those from Telarc's early days, but evidently
his intentions are.
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'the unbelievable sound...'

Craig Dory and Brian Levine, of Dorian Recordings, in the Troy Savings Bank Music
Hall, Troy, NY, where many of their widely acclaimed recordings are made. Craig Dory
uses the Wadia 2000 Decoding Computer on location and in his Mastering Suite. He
also uses the Wadia DigiLink fiber optic transmission system in place of long microphone
runs for maximum sonic integrity. Photo by Stanley Blanchard

"As for the Wadia 2000 D/A Processor, Ican't say enough. Beginning with
an absolutely brilliant decoding algorithm, to the quality of construction,
through to the bottom line, the unbelievable sound, it's just done right!
"Hearing my recordings for the first time
through the Wadia was a revelation —
Iknew all the information (the space,
the room, the low frequency clarity, etc.)
was there all the time, fighting to make it
through the myriad D/As Ihad tried.
Listening to my recordings through the
Wadia is like listening to the input of the
recording chain."
— Craig Dory

511 Second Street
Hudson, WI 54016
715-386-8100
FAX 715-386-8116

PWM: Let's discuss the beginnings of Marc.
Did the company begin at the advent of digital recording?
JR: Before we became Telarc we were known
as Advent Records of Ohio—which caused
some confusion because of the Advent Corp.
that manufactured loudspeakers in Massachusetts. To stop the confusion we looked

On aproperly set-up playback
system the bass drum sounds
very much like it does at the
podium. We leave the amount of
bass drum totally at the
discretion of the conductor.

for anew name. My partner, Bob Woods, was
thumbing through a Latin dictionary and
noticed that "tel" (as in television or telescope)
means "far away from." Our initials as Advent
Recording Corp. were ARC, so Telarc means

like it does at the podium. We leave the amount

"far away from Advent." Our first project as
Telarc was adirect-to-disc job, Direct From

of bass drum totally at the discretion of the con-

Cleveland, marketed by Discwasher; it got
mixed reviews but was highly successful from
asales standpoint.
PWM: Your home is in Cleveland; did you

ductor.
PWM: Of course, in yourfamous wind-band
album with Frederick Fennell, the bass drum
was goosed acoustically by striking it with a
mahogany bedpost instead of the usual pad-

begin by recording tbe Cleveland Orchestra?

ded mallet. ..

JR: We had some recordings of chamber music

JR: Not many people know that! Fred carries

and of pipe organ. Many of our chamber music

that bass-drum beater wherever he goes. Its

recordings featured principal players of the
Cleveland orchestra.

head is covered with rawhide.
PWM: In your Stravinsky Firebird recording

PWM: The controversial aspect of Direct From

with the Atlanta Symphony, Ithought it might
be close-miked because, at the end, you can

Cleveland was its multiple miking—an obvious contrast with your later recordings. Did

bear the bass drum resonating long after the

you turn to simple miking as aresult of that

rest of the sound dies away.

adverse reaction?

JR: We actually had two versions of that record-

JR: My background was in two- and threemike recordings, direct to two-channel tape.

other we told the bass drum player to just let

Direct From Cleveland was ajoint project with
other companies, Discwasher and arecording
outfit from California, so it involved compromises. I'm of the "less is better" school of
thought. Before Advent Ilearned the trade by
recording

amateur

groups—high-school

ing. In one the bass drum was damped; in the
it ring, and we felt that sounded alittle more
realistic As for the impression of close miking,
Atlanta's Symphony Hall has rather dry acoustics. Alot of people like that, because it yields
avery detailed and analytical recording.
PWM: So you got the clarity that normally

bands, college choruses, etc. It was then that
Ilearned that my simple two-mike recordings

you had only three mikes.

sounded better than most commercial records.

JR: Yes, and the bass sounds exactly the way

As we started producing more LPs we added
athird mike in the middle, to control the ver-

PWM: One ofyour mostfamous LPsfeatured

tical motion of the cutting stylus—a practical
necessity.
PWM: Was the need to keep low frequencies

comes only with multi miking even though

it did in the hall.
the Cincinnati Symphony in Tchaikovsky's
1812 Overture—notorious because most phono

in-phase on LPs also the reason why you started

cartridges and tonearms can't track the cannon blasts.

placing the bass drum precisely at centerstage, facing forward instead of sideways?

JR: Yes, they were authentic 19th-century cannons. If you find an arm/cartridge combination

JR: Exactly.
PWM: There has been some suspicion that you

that can track it, that's only the beginning ...
PWM: ...
because the amp and speaker can't

may have goosed the bass drum by closemiking it.

JR: Exactly.

JR: Not true at all. On aproperly set-up playback system the bass drum sounds very much
Stereophile, January 1990

handle it.
PWM: The first few Telarc recordings were
direct-to-disc For the Fennell band record and
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Atlanta Firebird you changed to the Soundstream digital recording system. Will you be
sticking with digital, or do you bave some
desire to return to the direct-to-disc process?
JR: None whatsoever; we are committed to the
digital process. It sounds as good and is much
easier to work with. Digital has been much
maligned, concerning what is or is not there
in the top end. Only those who have heard a
digital master tape know how good the process

What you gain here you give up
there. We still feel that the
Ibldec vinyl preserves the
"live" feeling of the recording
best.

can be. We recently spent aday doing some
leisurely comparisons of the live mike feed vs
the playback.
PWM: The common assumption among
critics of digital is that the sampling rate,
"only" 50kHz, or the phase shift of the input
anti-aliasing filter; is causing digital recordings to sound different from the original
sound.

ings from the same master sounded very different. In generaljapanese vinyl is harder, with
different resonance points. The sound of the
Japanese discs is tighter and more analytical,
with less warmth and depth than German
pressings. Some test pressings we had made by

JR: In every case where we have made adirect
comparison, people couldn't tell whether they

Philips in Holland were excellent, with yet
another sound—somewhere between the Tel-

were hearing the source or the playback. We
even had the percussionist play cymbals con-

dec and Japanese sound, alittle cooler and
more analytical than the German pressing, but

tinuously to expose top-end flaws, and nobody
could tell. [These comparisons involved only

gain here you give up there We still feel that the

the Soundstream processor Tbe Sony processors used by most companies produce obvious
changes in sound. —PWM)
PWM: I've experimented with Sony's digital
recording processors and noticed that they all
bad different frequency responses. The antialiasing and playback filter circuits are very
complex, and it's bard to maintain tight
enough tolerances on parts accuracy; consequently tbefilters rise or droop at the high end.
JR: One engineer Iknow, who has three Sony
processors in his facility, played the same tape
on all three; each sounded different. In acomparison of the Sony, 3M, and Soundstream dig-

with more depth than the Japanese. What you
Teldec vinyl preserves the "live" feeling of the
recording best.
PWM: Let's go back to microphone technique
How differently do you set up the mikes depending on the ball—or is there astandard
setup (bat you canjust transportfrom one ball
to another; for instance with the left and right
mikes 12' apart, 6' behind the conductor; and
8' above his bead?
JR: There is afairly standard setup, and the
numbers you quoted are fairly close, but you
do have to put the mikes farther out in adry
ball. Iam not averse to using additional mikes

ital recording systems, the Soundstream may
not have been the flattest or quietest, but it was

out in the hall for ambience pickup if it is
extremely dry—as in Atlanta.
PWM: Speaking of ball sound, are you mak-

the most musical-sounding. That's important
to me. And the Soundstream editing system is
amazingly sophisticated and efficient.

future day wben we will again have multi-

PWM: In the view of many bigb-end critics,
the best LP pressings in the world comefrom
Japan—with the lowest surface noise, least
warps, and best quality control. Why do you
prefer to have Telarc LPs manufactured in
Germany, using Teldec vinyl?
JR: There are clear differences in sound between various vinyls and pressing plants. We
had Japanese test pressings made for several of
our records, and Japanese and German pressStereophile, January 1990

ing any quadraphonic recordings for that
channel playback, so that we will be able to bear
the ball around us rather than only in front?
JR: Na Some of the digital time-delay systems
do aremarkably satisfactory job of ambience
recovery, and Idon't have agreat deal of hope
that quad will live again.
PWM: Ibu use omnidirectional microphones—
aspaced pair or three (left/center/right). Many
people believe that spaced mikes are fundamentally flawed in tbeir stereo imaging
and that you really should use acoincident
131

"A New Reference
In Equipment
Rac
The Merrill
Stable Table."
—Guy Lemcoe. Stereophile, Vol.12 No.10 Oct. 1989

pickup with directional left and right mikes
in the same location. Have you tried that and
rejected it, or simply felt no incentive to alter
your miking?
JR: Itried it early on, but not recently. We are
recording union musicians, and once you get
into asession there's no time to experiment. If
you want to practice mike setups, you do it
with a high-school band, not asymphony
orchestra. My experience with coincident miking is that in the right hall it can be remarkably
true-to-life. But you have to be able to work
fairly close to the group, with the mikes only
slightly behind the conductor; if you have to
move back to get enough ambience, the image
narrows and starts sounding like mona Ijust

Pvised
d

haven't felt that any of my coincident-mike
recordings were commercially viable. And it's
difficult to get the low-frequency response that
we routinely get with the spaced omnis. But
obviously there are people who manage to produce excellent recordings that way, in some halls.
PWM: With left/center/right omni miking, is
the center mike mixed in at the same level as
the others or afew dB down—or does this, toct
i'arvfrom hall to ball?
IR: For any recording destined for LP release
Irely on my X-Y oscilloscope as aguide; Iwant
a2:1 in-phase to out-of-phase ratio in heavy
bass-drum material, because Iknow it can be
transferred totally to amaster disc. Generally

Audio designer George Merrill
has created an extremely inert
stand which absorbs virtually all
extraneous vibration.
Listen to Stereophile's evaluation—
"Resonances, vibrations, and acoustic
eedback are all effectively eliminated.
What this means is that thé music is free
from any form ofsmearing, fog, or c estion. Transients ring with aclarity Ihad
not heard before." —Vol.12 No.10
And unlike lesser stands, the Stable
Table will stack your entire system.
For the ultimate in sonic enhancement see your favorite Merrill dealer or
contact us direct. Dealer calls welcome.
901-272-1410
2125 Central Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104 ;

A
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speaking the center mike is abit lower in level
than the side mikes, which gives agood left to-right image spread.
PWM: I
find that miring the center mike at the
same level yields atoo monophonic recording
3or 4dB down yields the best image.
JR: Exactly; that has been my experience, too.
PWM: Your recordings have acharacteristically warm tonal balance—more like what
one bears in a ball tban what one usually
hearsfrom records. Is this mainly due to the
choice of microphone?
JR: It starts with the mike, of course; different
mikes do sound characteristically different, and
Iprefer the warmth of the Schoeps.
PWM: Do you aim the mike axis toward the
orchestra? That mike has flat response on axis, but its response to sound coming from
other directions is somewhat rolled off in the
highs, which would make the ball sound less
"airy" than a mike whose response was

upped-up on-axis andflatter off-axis.
JR: 1agree.
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
WADIA 2000 DECODING COMPUTER
Amis Balgalvis

Wadia 2000 digital decoding computer
Stereo digital processor intended to take astandard SPDIF multiplexed L/R, serial digital datastream. Sampling frequencies: 32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz. DigiLink 30 unit converts coaxial digital
signal to optical format for feeding the decoding computer. Maximum analog output level: 5V
RMS (balanced), 2.5V RMS (unbalanced). Analog output impedance: 3.5 ohms. Dimensions:
17" W by 2.5" H by 12" D (main unit), 8" by 4.5" by 13.75" (main unit power supply), 8.5" W by
2.5" H by 10" D including psu connector (DigiLink 30), 5" W by 2.75" H by 11" D including connectors (DigiLink 30 power supply). Price: $i'i'íti. Approximate number of dealers: 35. Manufacturer: Wadia Digital Corp., 511 Second Street, Hudson, WI 54016. Tel: (715) 386-8100.
Ain't technology grand! That's what Iwas think-

It is or it ain't. Therefore, glaring omissions

ing while driving to work this morning. Sure,

are more obvious. But do you think that ever

the rain was coming down in buckets, but there

stopped anyone? Not in the least. Witness the

Iwas sitting comfortably in awarm car, listen-

clocking debacle of some of the very first CD

ing to music while making tracks at 50mph. A

players. Here they come up with amiraculous

long way from horse-and-buggy days.

servo system to control the laser pickup, but
what do they do with the clocks? They choose

Then Igot to thinking about Thomas Edison
and Emile Berliner. What would they think of

to generate aseparate clock signal for each part

present-day playback systems? Laser pickups,

of the circuitry. These uncoordinated clock fre-

digital decoders and all. Wow! We've come a

quencies produce beats. Sonic disaster!
To top it all off, when they fixed this basic

long way, baby.
Of course, some of you think otherwise. ,
Digital is viewed, in the high end, as the plague
that hit home music reproduction. Idisagree,
and Ihave evidence for my opinion.
If there's one thing Ireaffirmed while writing
this review, it's that you can't fool Mother Nature. That is, you can't break the laws of

design by doing what they were supposed to
in the first place—using asingle master clock
and deriving all other clock rates from it—the
manufacturers had the audacity to call it an
"innovation."
We've seen many "innovations" since then,
haven't we?

physics. Because analog is not easily quantified,

But let's not dwell on the past. Let's look at

it's more elusive. Consequently, more subjec-

the digital computer in our playback systems.

tive judgments tend to be associated with it.

Do Ihave anything against computers? Heck.

Digital, on the other hand, is very quantifiable.

no. Iwork with them every day. Isee banks

It's aworld of ones and zeros, yeses and nos.

transfer billions of dollars from coast to coast
without any errors. Isee local area networks

IWhen asked "What's the best way to clean aCD?.- an audiophile of the anti-digital persuasion retorted. "Sandblast it!'•
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operate over twisted-pair wiring hundreds of
feet long at up to 16 meg rates hour after hour.
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But do you think we can transmit digital

veté, Iassumed that cables in the digital domain

code representing music, operating at 4.3

would not be aproblem. Certainly not in the

megabits per second, over acoaxial cable 3'

same manner that we know interconnects to

long? Well, we seem to have aproblem here

create controversies.

with pulse jitter, or pulse droop, and every
other aspect we can use as an excuse.

Wrong! The cable from the CD transport to
the processor—the only cable in the whole

Ihave no problemsper se with computers

system carrying digital signals—can affect

in the playback chain. If that's what it takes, go

sound quality. I've heard it, others have con-

for it! Bye bye overhang, compliance, VTF, and

firmed it. It's there. So, do we resort to yet

VTA; hello algorithm, quantization, aliasing,

another endless search for the perfect cable?
No! Let's get some facts together, let's analyze!

and dither. As we shall see later, the key word
here is "algorithm." This very off-putting word
is nothing ominous. In mathematics, it's noth-

Such astatement about analog cabling would

ing more than aset of instructions on how to

not be possible But because digital signals can
be evaluated with far greater certainty, we can

perform acalculation.

consider afew facts.

A brave new world

or absence of digital pulses. If we see apulse,

Digital processing is based on the presence
Analog playback equipment has it all over dig-

it's a"1"; if we don't, it's a"0." In all our discus-

ital in one respect—it flaunts the designer's

sions we assume perfect pulses all over the

vision by having everything out in the open for

place. Well, the pulses happen not to be that

all to see and admire. Let's face it, the striking
visual impressions of aBasis/Airtangent combo, aVersa 2.0, or aGoldmund Reference have
had lasting effects on many audiophiles.

perfect, and with good reason.
Some of the blame has to be laid at the execution of the digital output at the CD transport
side. The spec calls for an output impedance

Products of this caliber are special, easily
conveying how their forms follow their functions. That's not to say that every technical

of 75 ohms and apulse amplitude of 0.5V pp. Why anyone would choose an amplitude
that low is asweet mystery of standards com-

nuance is spelled out completely, but the idea
that something very sophisticated has been
executed is immediately apparent.
The sophistication of digital manifests itself

mittees; ahigher amplitude would be far more
capable of successfully driving longer cables.
Wadia tells me that they have surveyed many
CD transports and found that this spec is not

differently.

met. The output impedance varies all over the

Once the CD tray swallows your silver disc,
you are totally machine-dependent. Digital

place, and the signal quality is also poor.
The major concern is the output impedance
of the transport. In order to transmit 2.8 mil-

manipulations are handled by microprocessors
and integrated circuits, completely hidden
from view. Processing power can never be

lion bits per second of digital code without disturbing the transmission quality, it requires 75

equated with physical size or configuration.

ohms throughout the system—at the source,

Deceptively small computer chips perform

in the cable, and at the load. Miss anywhere,

mind-boggling manipulations in aflash; it's
world where asecond can be an eternity.

and the shape of the pulses is disturbed. Wadia
assures me that their input impedance is on the

The binary realm introduces us to new concepts and abrand-new set of buzzwords. This

money, and Ihave several 75 ohm coaxial
cables available. Unfortunately, all that is for

brave new world of ones and zeros, bits and

naught if the output impedance, aparameter

bytes, can be intimidating. Conversely, digital

totally dependent on the manufacturer of the

comes closer to aUtopia where analysis can be

transport, is off. Standing waves in the cable

effective, problems can be dissected and
solved, and where engineering principles are

are sure to be created, and the pulse characteristics will suffer.

the rule Pulses are discrete, repeatable entities.

Using the RCA phono jack for the output and

Every stage of aprocess can be predicted and
confirmed. It's atotally analytical situation.

the input connectors is also ano-no. The RCA
jack has not been designed to handle frequen-

But we must be careful in how we apply our

cies in the megahertz region. How could we

newfound reliance on digital yes-no certainty.
Otherwise it's déjà vu all over again! In my mil-

possibly expect the industry to put the proper
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connector there, when it's so much easier to
Stereophile, January 1990

cut costs with an RCA? Even though the BNC
type, familiar from oscilloscope use, is specifically designed for the high transmission rates
encountered here?
Incidentally, guess what connector Wadia
uses at the inputs of their DigiLink 30 unit. BNC.
The point is that we can have problems in a
seemingly insignificant area. Everyone appears
to forget that any interface where amix of
manufacturers is likely to be encountered is a
critical area. Murphy's Law says aproblem will
deteriorate in direct proportion to the number
of components involved. Let's see now—we
have the output stage of the CD transport, the
output connector, the cable, the connector and
detection circuitry on the processor. ..

the Wadia 2000 Decoding Computer quite so
soon. It wasn't that long ago that we saw asingle DAC multiplexed between the two channels
to save afew bucks. Now, at 64x- resampling, ,
the DACs have to click more than 2.8 million
times every second.
If we assume that 64x or more resampling
is the way to go, then the need for an efficient
number cruncher is obvious. Hence the
computer—though Wadia had to come up
with their own design, using four dedicated
digital signal-processing chips from AT&T running in parallel at 36MHz!
It was not a trivial design task —Wadia

This may well be part of why we have such

needed three years of R&D before unveiling
their Decoding Computer at the 1988 CES. Add
afew months to that, and that's when they

wide variability in the performance characteristics of CD transports. Not to mention the cor-

were ready to ship product—roughly ayear
ago.

responding sensitivity in cable selection.

While other components like Krell Digital's

That's the bad news. The good news is that,

SBP-64X are now available, the Wadia 2000

because we are dealing with discrete pulses, it's

should be recognized for its groundbreaking
efforts in the processor field—it was the first

possible to analyze them and zero in on the
problem. Pulses have to have the proper rise
and fall times: they can't droop, they can't jitter,
nor can they lose timing. There's no hocuspocus here. It's atotally analytical situation.
Unfortunately, manufacturers do not realize
how critical these parameters are; they cut
corners. If they would only adhere to basic
engineering principles, we'd be well on the way
to better sound reproduction.
Ican see that the front-runners in the processor field, namely Wadia, Krell, and Theta,
are making sure they have their technical destinies under control—they provide their own
CD transports, either under their own name or
by distributing asuitable model.

true 64x-resampling decoder. 3 Unfortunately,
it is difficult for those not familiar with digital
concepts to appreciate what aquantum leap
it really is to produce acommercially available
64x- resampling unit. Wadia lifted processing
power and DAC technology to anew level at a
time when others appeared to be content with
8x- resampling.
Readers of Stereopbile already have agood
idea of how some similar products improve CD
sound reproduction. Lewis Lipnick reviewed
the Theta DSPre D/A preamplifier last March
(Vol.12 No.3), and Martin Colloms gave aclose
listen to the Wadia 1000 Decoding Computer
in September '89 (Vol.12 No.9).

So there you have it. For want of anail, a
kingdom was lost. Does anything ever really
change?

2.8 million conversions/
second

A whole loua shaltin'
It never ceases to astound me to what lengths
designers will go to advance the state of the art

Anyone who didn't see add-on digital proces-

of home sound reproduction. It had to happen
sooner or later, but the Wadia 2000 heralds the
arrival of the computer designed specifically

sors coming as soon as the CD's digital code
was made accessible at the back of aplayer was

to assist us in our playback endeavors.
And why not? Just look at the information

very shortsighted. It was the green light en-

on a CD. Did you know that to store the
approximately 5billion bits on asingle CD

trepreneurs needed. That's why today we have
Wadia, Krell Digital, and Theta. I'm sure many
others will follow.
Though the introduction of processors
didn't surprise me, Imust confess Ihadn't
expected to see the complexity exhibited by
Stereophile, January 1990

2Although everyone uses the term "oversampling," "mumpiing" is actually thc correct terminology.
3The Theta devotes its processing power to implementing a
digital filter with alame number of coefficients, hence accuracy
It therefore runs at an 8x rate.
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would require atotal of 15 Personal Computers,

phenomenon—the Nyquist criterion—no in-

each with a40-megabyte hard disc? That it

formation is lost. Where information is lost in

takes 20 of the tracks storing the pits on aCD

digital processes is when, following sampling,

to match the width of ahuman hair? That the
information is retrieved from the CD while it

the physical aspect of interest is measured, then

is spinning at speeds up to 50Orpm? That the

only afinite number of values the measure-

converted into digital code. Because there are

laser pickup retrieves data at arate of 4.3218

ment can take, dependent on the digital word

million bits each second? That, folks, is awhole

length, this process, referred to as quantization,

loua shakin' goin' on.

always loses information. We can only hope

The Wadia 2000 Decoding Computer exe-

that the digital word length is long enough for

cutes over 72 million instructions asecond in

our needs. Think of the dancer's arm again. If

order to get the required accuracy for the out-

we measure the distance the arm rises above

put signal. Resampling at 64x, at asampling frequency of 44.1kHz, results in 2,820,000 calcu-

the floor, then record the distance at each
strobed moment, then convert that accurate

lated points every second (3,072,000/s for

analog measurement into adigital code, we

DAT). The Wadia 2000 solves a 12th-order
polynomial 44,100 times asecond.

have quantized those distances.
Similarly, once the sound pressures of mu-

Please bear with me as Iattempt to simplify

sic are converted into electrical impulses by

some of the more basic concepts. For now, you
can take their word for it: when Wadia calls

the microphone, the signal is electronically

their processor aDecoding Computer, they are
not resorting to hype.

strobe hits, that instantaneous value is recorded
and converted into digital code. Because music
involves rates of change much higher than

Iowe many thanks to Donald Wadia Moses,
the CEO of Wadia Digital, for working with me
to keep matters simplified. Besides providing
me with the design details of the 2000, along

"strobed" at precise intervals. Each time the

those produced by the Solid Gold Dancers, the

with some ample doses of patience, he also

rate of strobing in the case of CD takes place at
44,100 times asecond. For music, the quantized signal values end up stored on tape in dig-

acted as my translator—and avery patient one
at that—as Istruggled to decode the technical

ital form, and are later transferred to CD.
Of course, once we play the CD we retrieve

jargon of digital into the more user-friendly

our digitized samples, but the name of the

realm of everyday language.
Not surprisingly, it was sampling that started

game is to get back to the original. That's where
the digital processors take over.

our dialogue. If we are going to talk about resampling, we have to know what sampling is.

Precisely because we are dealing with digital signals operating in avery rigorous manner, every step of the processor can be analyzed. Let's slow the process down and take a

To begin with, let's forget about speed. Sampling is much easier to visualize if we disassociate it from afast rate like 44,100 times asecond,

closer look by invoking another analogy.

the CD standard. Think of sampling in the exact terms of what it says—taking aseries of

son's net worth spanning aperiod of 60 years.

Suppose we are working with data of aper-

"glances" —snapshots, if you will—of asitu-

Since the IRS yearly exercises its privilege to

ation at regular intervals. Like astrobe light at

examine aperson's financial status, we have a

adisco.
Pick adancer, any dancer. The motion of the

sampling rate—once ayear, anet worth statement is produced. We then take these values

arm—yes, let's watch only her arm now—is

and plot them. The vertical axis denotes net

broken up into asequence of instantaneous

worth in dollars, the horizontal axis time in

positions each time the strobe exposes the

years. Quantization can be likened to equating
the wealth of an individual in terms of such cur-

flesh —oops, Imean exposes aflash—even
though we know full well that the motion is
continuous.
This process of converting what in nature is
acontinuous motion into asuccession of still
frames is known as "sampling." Provided that
the sampling rate is more than twice the highest
frequency of interest in the continuous
140

rency as discrete dollars, even though the possessions consist of real estate, gold, cash, etc.
Should the dollar values be rendered even more
approximate by rounding off to the nearest $1000
for the sake of the plot, it is obvious that we
have created an even larger quantization error.
In the terms of this analogy, here's what
Stereophile, January 1990

Wadia does when it resamples: They take a
group of the net worth values of 12 consecu-

ter byproducts. We can well imagine that if we
have to connect aseries of dots describing a

tive years at atime, and interconnect these plotted points with asmooth curve. The shape of

waveform where the dots are spaced far apart,
it is amore difficult task than when the dots are

the curve is meticulously calculated to come

closer together. Small gaps signify ahigher fre-

up with the best-fitting contour of the 12 sample points by invoking aproprietary algorithm.

quency at which the dots appear. And the

In deriving the curve, not only does Wadia look
at the values of each of the points, but they also

with simple techniques, without affecting the
original spectrum of the musical content.

predict the direction that the curve will take —
re, the slope at each point—in order to approx-

Wadia claims success for this approach
because the resampling operations take place

imate the conditions of the original events.

in the time domain. The sharp-cutoff, "brickwall" analog filters used in earlier CD players

What results is acurve, derived to be sure,
of aperson's net worth history for the last 12
years. But once we have this finished curve, it
is asimple matter to divide each year into 12

higher the frequency, the easier it is to filter

were optimized for frequency-domain performance and introduced severe phase-shift and
ringing anomalies in the audio band. The con-

segments and interpolate what the net worth
was at each month, or, for afiner look, repeat
that procedure for each week. Well, what we

processors, too, have been optimized for

have just done is to resample the annual data
at 12x and 52x rates, respectively.

frequency-domain performance; they are even
intended to ring in the time domain to work at

The Wadia 2000 is designed to resample at
a64x rate and is able to fill in the gaps to avery

coupled with the digital signal processing used

fine degree. It is important to remember that
each of the 63 resampled values, or the weekly
values in the above example, are derived. They
are based on the actual sampled value for the
middle portion of the 13-year period used in
the calculation.
As the next sample is added to the 12-sample
grouping for the calculation, the first sample
is discarded. The whole calculation is repeated
using carefully selected instructions, and anew
"best fit" contour is produced.
The algorithm is what determines just how
successfully the original will be replicated. And
who determines the algorithm? The designer.
That's why the chosen algorithm is of paramount importance.
The "best fit" algorithm is the Frenchcurve

ventional FIR (finite impulse response) digital
filters used in other contemporary players and

al1. 5The technique of resampling at a64x rate
by Wadia and Krell eliminates these harsh filtering considerations. Though the Wadia's "Frenchcurve" processing has aslow rolloff rate, the
resampling byproducts are centered on 2.82MHz,
afrequency far enough from the audio range
that very simple analog filters can eliminate
them from the audio outputs.
Wadia chooses to filter the output minimally
by slipping aferrite bead over the DAC output
leads for each channel. They feel that the frequency of the residual component is so high
that it will be filtered further and eliminated as
soon as it reaches the first preamp stage. Don
Moses indicated that the effects of more comprehensive filtering could be worse sonically,
and chose this minimalistic approach.
The DACs in the Wadia are proprietary 18-

trademark used by Wadia. Some of you may be

bit units, a"transversal, summed-multiport

familiar with adrafting aid of the same name

delayline" design said to have aperfectly rectangular impulse response. The DACs are con-

used to draw smoothly fitting curves. The
algorithm also contains instructions for calculating the direction, or slope, at each sam-

nected to the processor circuitry by 40 Megabaud optical couplers, but asurprising item is
the absence of any deglitching and sam-

ple point. That's referred to as the "CSpline"
portion of the algorithm.

ple/hold circuitry. A glitch is an undesirable

Wadia is in the process of patenting their
algorithm. 4 They feel the mathematical manipulations are unique, thereby deserving protection under this proprietary statute.

4Roben WAD Moses received the IEEE Canadian Life Member
Award for his paper "Improved Signal Processing for Compact Disc Audio System:* presented in November 1987 at the
MONTECH 87 conference in Montreal.

But why does the algorithm have to bother
to calculate 63 other intermediate points for
each original sample? That has to do with fil-

5The Wadia handbook provides information for those who
would like to experiment with programming the 2000's »SP
chips to implement aconventional 192-tap FIR low-pass filter.
The program is held in eight 16k EPROMs.
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byproduct of switching, as in on-off, or one
level to the next. It's particularly nasty at high
frequencies, and the 2.82MHz rate used here
certainly qualifies.
Wadia indicated that the capacitors needed
to fix the problem are more of aheadache

driver used to couple the digital bitstream to
the processor proper over asilica (not plastic)
fiber-optic cable.
The DigiLink 30 addresses two significant
problems. First, it eliminates potential groundloop conditions by optically decoupling the

themselves. At these switching rates, the dielectric memory is too long and the caps are for-

CD transport from the circuitry of the proces-

ever lagging behind. Instead, Wadia chose to

digital data stream have been found to be crit-

work on optimizing the very fast settling times.

ical and should be kept as short as possible. By

Don Moses pointed out that the 64x- resam-

locating the DigiLink 30 at the CD transport,
the coax cable can be as short as l', but since

piing rate actually helps. The short intervals
inherently limit the voltage-level changes to
very small increments. Better control of these
increments is therefore possible.
And yes, rather than merely truncating the

sor. Second, coaxial cables for transmitting the

the supplied fiber-optic cable is 50' long, distance limits in the home are eliminated.
Both the CPU and the DigiLink 30 must be
among the most substantially constructed

36-bit digital words used internally in their
processing chips to the 18-bit length appropri-

pieces of equipment in the high end. In each
case, Wadia took asolid chunk of aluminum

ate to drive the DACs, Wadia chooses to add

and milled out aheavy-duty, one-piece shell.

dither and round off the words in order to

The five sides of the chassis are, therefore, asin-

avoid the high distortion levels at the LSB level
due to the truncation. The LSB is very important—here the information of the soundstage,

gle piece of aluminum. A0.125" -thick cover

the very high harmonics, and low-level information in general are encoded. To reintroduce
quantizing distortion at this level by truncation
would offset the advantages gained by resampling.
Those of you who would like more information about the inner workings of the Wadia pro-

plate, held down by eight screws, completes
the assembly.
The processor chassis is divided into compartments for each of the three main sections.
Thus the components for processor, DACs, and
audio output stage are separated. The components in the Wadia 2000 are of the highest quality and workmanship. Idid not feel comfortable, howevet with the insulation-displacement-

cessors should read Martin Colloms's review

type connections used to connect the three

of the Wadia 1000 (Vol.12 No.9), the little companion of the Wadia 2000. MC covers alot

sections. It may be very convenient for implementing upgrades, but is that worth possibly

more ground technically which, I'm sure, will

compromising the connections?

complement some of the ideas I've covered

I'm particularly concerned with the audio
signal path. By the time you get from one board
to the next, atotal of six contact interfaces are

here.

The 2000 unveiled
The Wadia 2000 processor is comprised of four

encountered. That's two solder junctions, two
connector contacts, two insulation-displace-

individual components, themselves grouped

ment interfaces, and alength of wire Abit much,

into two subsystems. In the first group we find

in my opinion.
Wadia is most emphatic about the applica-

the DigiLink 30 fiber-optic interface and input
selector switch unit, and its separate regulated

tion of an eight-layer printed circuit board. This
technique allowed them to implement inde-

power supply. The second group consists of
the processor chassis, along with adedicated

pendent ground planes for not only the digi-

outboard power supply all its own.

tal, but also the left and right audio channels.

The DigiLink 30 is acoaxial-to-fiber-optic
cable converter and aselector switch for as
many as three digital input sources, these con-

In addition, power distribution takes place on
independent power planes.
The separate power-supply module is con-

nected by BNC sockets. 6 For now, it easily
accommodates aCD player and one or two RDAT transports. Should satellite broadcasts be
available in the future, the DigiLink 30 is ready
for that. Its output is ahigh-quality fiber-optic
142

6Though Wadia refers to these inputs bring AES/ RBI 'compatible. this is not strictb true; the AES/E131.1 serial digital data
standard also refer, to the tee of XLR connectors and balanced
operation
—JA
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nected to the CPU by three separate cables: one
for the digital circuitry and the other two for
each of the left and right audio channels. A

interconnects and speaker wire were Monster
Cable Sigma series, or, in the balanced configuration, Kajelco interconnects, with Krell Path

dedicated transformer is allocated to the digital
circuits to prevent contamination of the audio

speaker wires. Several 'Me 'fl'aps can be found

portion by digital byproducts. Two more trans-

the ceiling/front wall interface.

formers feed the left and right audio channels.
A total of 17 voltage regulators are used in the
CPU alone, in addition to the proprietary pre-

in the corners of the listening area and along
Selecting the software was quite achore.
Even though just about every CD sounded better when played through the Wadia 2000, Istill

regulation at the AC line level, where powerline disturbances are minimized.

would allow me to evaluate this product prop-

All the connections for the processor appear

erly. Remember, garbage in, garbage out. Ira

on the rear panel. Here we find the connector
for the fiber-optic cable, the three XLR- type
connectors for the power-supply cables—to
avoid confusion, these are one each of three-,
four-, and five-pin types—and the audio output connectors for the two channels. Tiffany
RCA jacks are provided for the single-ended
outputs, while three-pin XLRs, wired conventionally with pin 2"hot," are available for the
balanced audio outputs.
The front panel provides display LEDs for

was very concerned about using CDs that

disc sounded less than good, how would I
know if the problem was in the processor, the
transport, the cable, or the software? If the
source material was blemished—a very likely
situation, since most commercially available
CDs have traveled through the circuitry of a
Sony 1630—then that's what Iwould hear.'
As it turned out, Ineed not have been concerned about making proper software selections. Good CDs revealed their sonically
redeeming features very clearly, but others

indicating the selected sampling frequency the

were also interesting. Each was an uncharted

CPU status—"Standby," "Initialization," or

adventure While sonic indiscretions were fully

"Operational"—and the presence of the fiberoptic signal. Another LED indicates the engagement of deemphasis with preemphasized CDs.
Of the two pushbuttons, the purpose of On/
Standby is obvious, while Invert flips the
absolute polarity in the digital domain. An LED
indicates the selected polarity. There is no
On/Off power switch on the Wadia 2000; it is
intended to be left on at all times.
Those who hold convenience in high regard
may not be satisfied with the somewhat scattered assemblage of the Wadia 2000. But if convenience was the only goal here, I'm sure the

displayed, the problems of inferior CDs could
easily be identified and could not be mistaken
for playback-equipment problems. The constant was the system: if 1didn't perceive aproblem consistently—which Ididn't—then it
must have been the software.
Nevertheless, for the serious auditioning, I
decided to hedge my bets and go with CDs that
have passed through the more renowned mastering facilities: DMP. Dorian, Chesky, Sheffield,
and Water Lily. (Regrettably, Idid not have any
Reference Recordings or Wilson Audio CDs to
hand.)

designers at Walla would have created adifferent package. The goal was obviously superior
sonics from adigital source, and for that I'm
willing to forego afew amenities.

Test setup
The following equipment was used to evaluate the Wadia 2000 Decoding Computer. Preamps: ARC SPI1 Mk.11, Krell KSP-7B. Power
amps: two Classé DR-9s, four Krell KMA -160s,
each set used in conjunction with the Apogee
DAX to power the Apogee Divas. CD transports: Sony CDP-X7ESD, Onkyo Integra DX
7500, Teac P-I CD Drive Unit. For comparison
purposes, Stereophile arranged for me to borrow aTheta DSPro processor. All single-ended
Stereophile, January 1990

And the envelope, please. ..
I'm happy to report that the Wadia 2000 is a
sonic knockout. It's adevelopment significant
enough to reevaluate the status of the Compact
Disc medium. This unit, when fed acarefully
retrieved digital code, breaks new ground well
beyond what until now has been the realm of
the CD. For once we can be rid of the penen-

-Craig Dory of Dorian Recording, related apathetic talc that
summarizes the sad state of affairs in today's software market
Craig apparently had met aCD producer from amajor label
who proudly pointed out that he W2.1 able to subject acertain
release to only —get this—seven conversion., from A to I) or
I) to A. By contrast. 1)orian Recordings and 1)%1P have only
asingle A/D conversion The playback equipment adds the
necessary D/A process, for atotal of IWO conversions
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well worth it. This new version improves the

nial qualifier: "It's good ...
for digital."
From now on, no more excuses! The sounds

sonic performance yet another significant

I've enjoyed from the Wadia 2000 are the state

increment. All those items having to do with

of the art by any standard. It substantiated for

musical tension and the sense of freedom

me the fact that CD is far better than we have
been able to establish up to now, and can stand

gelled at this point.
The importance of the analog amplifier stage

proudly on its own merits. It demonstrated,

has been confirmed yet again. I'm puzzled that

very convincingly, that awhole world of new

its designers would initially choose to com-

information is there waiting to be retrieved. CD

promise ademanding digital design like the
Walla 2000 by skimping on the output buffer.
Analog can make or break digital, but not vice

after CD was revealed to be not only sonically,
but also musically more complete, more enjoyable than ever before. This is somewhat reminiscent of the sonic riches that Mercury and
RCA LPs revealed, but without await of 20
years. Itold you digital progress was fast!
Since the Wadia 2000 first appeared more
than ayear ago, there have been three substantial changes to the design. Having experienced
all three, Ican testify that each was an enhancement and built up the strengths of this unit.
First was new software. The new set of
PROMs instructs the processors to calculate the

versa.

Soothing the savage beast
You know how good this product is? It's good
enough to soothe the savage beast in me at a
time when Iwas ready to tear Stereopbile apart.
Here Iwas, trying to meet the deadline, and
nothing was coming my way from Santa Fe.
Besides mixed-up shipping addresses, Stereopbile blew it when they neglected to designate
Red Label status for aUPS delivery. That lost
me aweekend. When the Wadia 2000 finally

slope of the curve in addition to the value at
each resampled point. It was hoped that a

did arrive five days later, Iwas not ahappy

better-fitting curve and, therefore, improved
replication of the original, could be achieved.

camper.
But not for long! No sooner had Iunpacked

And, indeed, the Wadia 2000 was improved in

and plugged everything together, than Iquickly
quieted down. Iwas hearing sounds so refined,

this iteration: speed, openness, and dynamics
took turns for the better.
Second, an analog output stage was added.
Up to that point, the output of the D/A stage,
along with some mild filtering at ultrasonic frequencies, was used to feed the preamp directly.

delicate, and dynamic that Idropped everything and continued listening well into the
night. And that was without the break-in
period recommended by Wadia.
The improvements covered many areas of

I'm glad they realized the error of their ways,

performance. Let's just say the basics were

and have included an output buffer stage Specwise, it's aknockout. Current swing: 400mA.

there: spectral balance, dynamics, transparency, focus. Iperceived the most startling

Voltage swing: 27V p-p. Power bandwidth:

gains in the staging department. Never before
had Iheard astage of such vast yet specific

over 100MHz. Slew rate: 1300V/e. Risetime:
sive specs. Maybe too impressive, Ithought.
But not to worry—the sonic performance did

3.6ns. Settling time: 5Ons. These are impres-

proportions. The total soundspace was endowed with convincing volume, right down
to the subtle tremors we come to expect and

improve markedly.
Curiously enough, it was an additional

hold so dear.
While the stereo spread was about as wide

change to the analog stage that put the finishing
touches on the 2000. Specifically, it was capa-

as Ihave ever experienced, it's only part of the

buffer board. The only difference Idetected

story. This enticing horizontal dimensionality
was augmented by an exacting rendition of
depth. When we look into the stage we see
only as far as the CD permits, without artifi-

was the color of several capacitors—the size

cially enhanced vastness. That's if the recording

was identical—appearing on the new board.
Iwas subsequently informed that, yes, only a

has anatural setting. The whole playback process is made credible because the soundspace

citors. This third change was sent to me 10 days
before the deadline, in the form of another

few of the caps were changed, but these were

dimensionality is tracked as we go from one

the latest and greatest Wadia could find.

CD to the next. This ability to convey awide
variety of soundspace conditions with great

The trouble to implement this change was
144
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precision is what makes the Wadia 2000 a
standout.
But there's more. Since the soundstage information was recovered very aptly, the sonic
imagery within it also fell into place. In some
cases the vivid presentation of these bornagain images was very startling. In most cases
the image that materialized before me had a

through the Wadia 2000 was one of the highlights of this review. Here Ifound the whole
stage assembled, with clearly outlined instruments meticulously spread out before me yet
maintaining the specific locations of each
instrument. The bass line was crisp and clearly
defined, while the orchestral timbre rated high
in credibility.

legitimate "reach out and touch me" validity.

A couple of other commercially available

It was astark and credible rendition.
The Wadia 2000 really came into its own—

discs provided additional pleasant surprises.
On Trio, Dolly Parton, Linda Ronstadt, and
Emmylou Harris do some outstanding har-

shone, actually—when confronted with demanding musical material. Choral works certainly fit that category. While massed singers
seemed seamlessly distributed across the
whole stage, the individuality of each per-

monizing. Overall, 7ho is arespectable recording, but it does suffer from exuberance in the

former was also asserted with great success. I

treble region. The individual efforts are captured very successfully, with plenty of manmade reverb/space. What hit home, however,

perceived afeeling of control as all the subtleties of inner detailing, right down to the rever-

was how marvelous the nuances and minute
intonations were revealed during the trio's har-

berations of breath intakes, were vividly recre-

monizations. Each voice could be identified

ated. The sense of unity, which gave the choir

immediately as to its personality and position

its power, came through with better success

on the stage. This CD was awhole lot of fun
to begin with, and, reproduced through the

than ever. And then there were the little details
like the wisps of voicing floating about, the airy
expanse of massed sibilants, the thrill of the
melodic unison, and the full-force might of
choral exclamations supported by multiple harmonizations. It was breathtaking, that's all!
The recording that highlighted all of the
above was aPhilips CD of the Missa Creola
with José Carreras. Right from the beginning
Icould hear the panning of the console gain

Wadia, was even more captivating.
Speaking of captivating, that's exactly what
Ben Webster was on his Big Ben Time CD.
Once he started "How Deep Is the Ocean,"
there was no stopping him. The textures of the
saxophone intonations, and the overall richness of the instrument, were irresistible.
Iwas reminded how, earlier in the day, some-

as the soundspace slowly swelled with ambient

one had tried to tell me that he found it impossible to listen to "digital." Come on—impos-

residuals. The music commences with intro-

sible? The sound here did not exaggerate any

ductory drum impacts alternating with stick

particular frequency region; staging was just

hits. In the next moment, the whole stage turns
into one huge breath intake and the choir starts
in with asoft droning hum. At that point the

wonderful. There was no glare or grain to
speak of. Icould hear the inner subtleties of
timbral accuracy, and the not-so-subtle

whole stage sprang to life and sang out glori-

dynamic contrasts. Plus there was the air rush-

ously. Right in the middle of this setting the

ing through the saxophone—you know, the

voice ofJosé Carreras appeared, anointed with

way only Ben Webster breathes into the

delicacy. This solo was separate and distinct,
occupying its own clearly defined position in

instrument—and expanding throughout the
room. Sorry, friend, there was enough there.

the soundspace just in front of the choir. The
voice was clear, resonant, and resounding. And

No, not perfect, but certainly very agreeable.

effortless.

Icould have listened for hours. Come to think
of it, Idid.

The Harmonia Mundi USA Water Music CD

Yes, yes, you're probably saying, but what

also showed off the true colors of the Wadia

is it that makes the Wadia 2000 this alleged

2000. By the way, Robert Harley, who men-

breakthrough? As it turned out, acomponent

tioned this CD in his recent Nakamichi DAT

that appears to be abreakthrough in its own

review (November '89), is very much on target.
This recording is very grainless, and exhibits

right interceded, allowing the Wadia 2000 to
shine.

no stridency. And wouldn't you know it—Peter
McGrath was the engineers Listening to this CD

8,Just as important, Robina Young produced.
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A wise move

bona fide member of the high end.

What happened next was very close to adis-

Iknow Ishould get more specific, but that's

aster. Had the following component not arrived

hard to do. For starters, let's just say the

in time, my impression of the 2000 would have
been more subdued. Isimply would not have

of sound reproduction was markedly better. 9

improvements were very sweeping. Every area

found out just bow great the Wadia processor

It wasn't acase of alittle more air, alittle more

really is. As you will see, that would have been
adisappointment for all of us.
What I'm talking about is the Teac P-1 CD

space, alittle more stage. The whole stage came
alive musically. It was afeeling of every note

Drive Unit (CD transport to everyone else).
Warren Weingrad, the worldwide distributor

damentals, the rhythms more obvious, the

in its place, the harmonics in sync with the funsonic semblances of the performers more

for 'dia products, was able to hunt down one

arresting. And there was more air, more space,

of only two units in the US, and deliver it to me

more stage!
The soundstage lit up sonically. Iwas over-

amere two days before the deadline. (The other
unit, by the way, was on Long Island some-

whelmed by the sheer abundance of details. As

where, at aplace named "Sea ..." something.)

aresult, my previous ideas of what good ste-

I'm really glad Warren got me the Teac trans-

reo presentation is need some rethinking.

port. This happens to be aprototype of the CD

The sweep of the soundstage was staggering

drive that Wadia will be offering as acompanion product for their processors.

in many cases, not because of width, but

Awise move. This transport is just what was
needed to round out the product line. Since
this component will be under Wadia's control,

souncispace. What was so striking here was the
sheer credibility of the situation. This presen-

they will be able to provide aclean digital code

recorded event.

for their processors.
Warren tells me that Teac went all-out to
optimize the entire process of retrieving the

Ichose the Dorian CD of Pictures at an
Exhibition, transcribed for organ and played
by Jean Guillou, to inaugurate the Teac trans-

digital code off the CD.
To clean up the playback process, they start

port. Even before the music started, Iknew I
had something extraordinary here. The sound

with the mechanics of the playback compo-

of the silent stage was enough to reveal apro-

nents. First, the CD is centered after it enters

digious space. It left no doubt it was vast.
Iwas in for more treats when the music

the CD transport. Next, aclamping mechanism
descends and presses against the entire label
side of the disc. Since the clamp is driven by its
own motor, it remains in place while the disc
spins. This holds in check any major vibrational modes, as well as any wobble, of the disc
as it rotates at speeds up to 50Orpm.
Mechanical resonances throughout the P-1

because it encompassed so much pertinent

tation was avery tangible recreation of the

started. The organ projected with more power
and purity now. The low-frequency growls
were just that much more mighty and dynamic; the reedy quality of the upper registers came
across with great coherence and freedom.
Let's not forget the space. Now that music
was exciting the hall, it was even more obvious

CD Drive were also kept to aminimum to cre-

we were in alarge space, very wide and very

ate astable environment for the laser pickup.

deep. My guess at the time pegged it as something larger than achurch. Well, lo and behold,

All in all, the priority was to keep the data
stream

Craig Dory confirmed this. The organ happens

confirming what Ipreached earlier. Keep the

to be located in aconcert hall.
Another direct benefit of the P-1 transport

shape of the pulses arriving at the processor in
tiptop form, keep the bits jitter-free and in the
intended sequence, and the results are bound

and powerful bass. The dynamics endowed the
music with vitality and excitement, while the

to be spectacular.

energy distribution and the improved fidelity

Matching up the Wadia 2000 and the Teac
P-1 transport produced aformidable combination that translated into substantial sonic

in the bass region provided the music with an
extremely solid foundation. This energy, how-

pure.
This Teac transport goes along way toward

gains. This is the kind of product we've been
waiting for—CD can now be welcomed as a
146

was the resurrection of some potent dynamics

9What is better? More is better, at least in audio When Ihave
morc details, more soundstagc, more bass, more transparency
and more fidelity, my sound is more better ,
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ever, gave no hint of becoming overbearing,
while conveying asense of abundant energy.
Imean, we had control, for once. Orchestral
assaults were awesome, very reminiscent of the
feeling at alive performance, where loud is
never too loud. But loud at home is usually followed by aturn of the volume control in the
CCW direction. Well, with this equipment we

ing glow of trumpets, the thick thud of the kick
drum, the tearing guffaw of trombones, and the
gutsy lament of abowed double-bass—any
one of those sounds, or all of them, or any
combination. These sonic verities were compelling and incisive; the sounds belong
together, and the music was allowed to breathe
naturally.

are well on the way of getting there. The music

One word summarizes the above spirit —

Iheard seldom peaked out due to the equip-

"effortless." Live music conveys an assertive
and liberated vitality. Show any hint of astruggle or limiting, and the illusion of authentic-

ment. If the software was clean, then the playback components replicated that.
Iusually ended up playing the system at sig-

ity is crushed.

nificantly higher volume settings. Iknow that

My experience with the 'eriadia 2000 prompts

Igot carried away by the newfound fidelity and

me to comment on the ongoing sourcematerial debate. In most cases it was not neces-

really let go afew times—in general, the volume kept going higher and higher. Idon't
know about you, but for me that's agood sign.
Idon't do it unless the sound is clean and exciting. This same clarity made its presence felt
when the levels were low. The stage did not
shrink, dynamics did not compress, and details
did not vanish.
The fidelity of the more explosive passages

sary to resort to any specific recording to determine the Wadia's contribution. Playing just
about any CD usually resulted in adiscovery
of previously unheard information. Iput on "If
You Don't Know Me By Now" from the Simply Red CI:Po and found myself confronted by
awhole panorama of transparent soundstage.
It was spread out in front of me and Iwas com-

was outstanding. As amatter of fact, inner

pletely taken by this—I might add, not atypical

detailing was improved at least an order of mag-

—experience. And no, Ihad not heard ahint
of this surprise before.

nitude, so much so that Ihave aconfession to
make: I'm embarrassed by the mediocrity that
had impressed me previously. Now the standards have been raised, since the ability to
delve into the presentation and extract new
nuances has been refined to anew high.
It happened as Iwas relistening to the Missa
Creola with the Teac CD drive in place. Suddenly Irealized that the words sung by the

And so Iwent, from one thrill to another.
From recordings of classical music in anatural setting—the Dorian CDs, for example—to
the most severely processed stuff, and Istill
managed to be surprised by the superbly presented soundfield information.

choir were very distinctly articulated. Before,

There's no substitute for
quality

I had assumed that the very reverberant
environment had obscured the choir. Sure, it

Ihave to say that Iam slightly embarrassed by
the way Ihave been gushing over the Wadia

was very appealing, but being unfamiliar with
the ultimate possibilities, Ihad compromised.

2000 processor. That Iam completely taken by
it is obvious. There's no substitute for quality!

Now the words could be followed with ease.

Of course, it's not perfect. We're still talking

They were clear and distinct. What afeeling!
Ilearned that all the space, air, and staging are
ineffective without properly articulated words.

about reproduced music, and can, therefore,
only go so far. But if you're looking for some

Suddenly, realism seemed so much more

glaring, Achilles-heel deficiency, then Ican tell
you Ihave not come across it yet. Nor do I

within reach, and not some Holy Grail pursuit.

expect to in the near future.

Time after time the Wadia 2000 demon-

In light of what has happened during this

strated its ability to replicate the airy environ-

review, however, Ishould be careful of sweep-

ment, as well as the raw energy and weight of
amusical event. Irefer to the taut ambiance—

been so rewarding, Ishudder to think what

that sense of unity and intent feeling—that
permeates the live experience. The woody
buzz of the violins, the energy-laden solidarity
of the piano in the lower registers, the screamStereophile, January 1990

ing statements. But this whole experience has
another of the same magnitude would be like.
10 Idon't recommend this CD for its sound—it's generally
too peaky and shrill Musically. you're on your own.
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But what about the Theta DSPro? Unfor-

is better sound. And the Wadia 2000, along
with the soon-to-be-released CD Drive, com-

tunately, there's not much to say. No, there's still
no free lunch—it's not asleeper that will outdo

prise agiant step in the right direction.

the more expensive Wadia. To its credit, the
Theta processor gave agood accounting of

past.

Suddenly my analog angst is athing of the

itself. But it could not match the Wadia in
replicating the soundstage, did not have the

Postscript: Measurement

same low-frequency extension, and fell short

The first sample of the Wadia 2000 Digital
Decoding Computer was bench-tested before

in overall fidelity.
For example, playing the RCA release of

shipment to Amis Balgalvis for review. Imea-

Harry Belafonte at Carnegie Hall revealed that

sured extraordinarily poor low-level linearity,

the Theta dramatically foreshortened the stage.

clearly indicating amalfunctioning unit. When

Ifound it interesting that stage width remained

the DAC board was returned to Wadia, they dis-

about the same for both. But Harry Belafonte's

covered that the linearity adjustments (a small
hex-bolt on each DAC) had apparently worked

exclamations did not excite as much soundspace as the Wadia did. Carnegie Hall appeared
small and relatively closed-down. The Theta's
spectral balance favored fullness in the lower-

themselves loa in transit. Wadia realigned the
DACs and returned the board.
One can verify that the alignment screws are

bass region, the plucks on the bass becoming
laden, losing some of their speed. Furthermore,

in their factory-set positions by looking at the
drop of red sealant on the screw. If it appears

applause now had abite to it, and the size of the
audience was diminished.

unbroken, the DACs should still be factoryaligned for optimum linearity. Ishould add that

Another instance is the Philips CD of Beethoven's Quartets Op.59 No.3 and Op.74 by the

the first sample had been shipped back and

Amadeus String Quartet. Where the Wadia
2000 had depicted atransparent image of the
players, the Theta painted asituation somewhat
tending to opacity. The instruments were not
discerned with the same timbrai clarity, and I
came away with the feeling that the musical
presentation was inhibited.
As amatter of fact, the Wadia 2000 revealed
so much of the surrounding details that Iwas
distracted by the breathing noises.
Isee the Wadia 2000 as apioneering effort,
the next logical step. Digital has been taking
it on the chin—with good reason—for quite
some time. At the very least, the Wadia 2000
should raise eyebrows and thus get the attention of the skeptics. This unit should break
their attention span long enough to make them
consider alternatives to their analog obsessions.
But Ithink the Wadia 2000 should have a
more substantial impact. Once enough people

forth over the country several times, increasing
the chance of misaligned DACs. This is agood
example of the need to measure review products before subjective evaluation: AB could
have performed the review on aunit that was
not representative.
Before sending the newly aligned 2000 to
AB, Iperformed both technical and subjective
evaluations of the unit. The disparity between
the Wadia 2000's stunning sonic characteristics and what turned out to be arelatively poor
performance on the bench provided some
interesting food for thought. Ican only conclude that typical CD-player and decoder measurements reveal little about their intrinsic
musicality. These measurements, however, are
useful in determining if aunit is functioning
correctly, if adevice has any severe problems
that would be audible, and also at least provide
data when attempting to correlate measurements with subjective performance. The Wadia

get to hear how much more is possible with a

2000 epitomizes the paradox of adevice whose

medium written off completely by many an

objective measurements would indicate less-

adamant audiophile, it will enhance acceptance

than-state-of-the-art performance, but whose
musical characteristics are clearly extraordi-

and encourage additional developments.
Why am Iso happy about the current state

nary. That said, here are the test results. (All

of sonic affairs? Because digital is in our futures.

measurements were performed after the Wadia
2000 had afull day of warmup, and signals

The sooner we get more out of it, the better it
is for all audiophiles. It doesn't much matter
that the CD was foisted on us—that's out of our
control. What is apparently under our control
148

were taken from the balanced outputs.)
The frequency-response graph of fig.1
showed arapid rolloff starting at 10kHz, being
Stereophile, January 1990

down nearly 3dB at 20kHz. The dotted trace
is the right channel. 'Typically, CD players and

0110 RC 1101 a: sarteesStee. 001.1.4141 l011.carl
1.9110,

decoders have less than 0.5dB rolloff at 20kHz.
Fig.2 shows the 2000's frequency response
with the deemphasis circuitry engaged. It
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differs very little from fig.], indicating minimal

MIMI

deemphasis error apart from the HF rolloff.
The apparently different shape of the rolloff
is aresult of the different measurement technique used. Unemphasized frequency response is performed with aswept signal, while
frequency response with deemphasis is performed at discrete frequencies (125Hz, IkHz,
4kHz, 10kHz, 16kHz).
The Audio Precision System One's interchannel phase test reveals relative phase shift between channels as afunction of frequency. The
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Wadia's performance was excellent in this
regard, with less than 0.5° shift at 10kHz. This
would be expected from adigital decoder lacking analog brickwall output filters. Channel
separation was also very good, with left-toright crosstalk measuring -105dB across the
band and right-to-left crosstalk -110dB across
the band. There was aslight, though inconsequential, rise in crosstalk above 10kHz.

-7.11011.

Fig.2 Wadia 2000, deemphasis error
(0.5dB/div.), right channel dotted
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Playing the dithered IkHz -90dB tone from
the CBS test CD and analyzing the spectral output of the 2000 showed aslightly higher level
of spuriae than is typical of other high-quality
decoders (fig.3). In addition, aslight peak in
the left-channel spectrum can be seen at 60Hz,
the AC powerline frequency. However, it is
nearly 120dB down from the unit's full output
level. Because Martin Colloms measured ahigh
level of ultrasonic spuriae from the Wadia 1000
(Vol.12 No.9), Iextended the frequency range
of this test to 200kHz. No evidence of ultrahigh-frequency spuriae was seen. The graph
also confirms the low-level linearity measurements performed later. The -90dB IkHz tone
can be seen to rise above the -90dB horizontal
division.
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distortion, RH channel dotted
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The most interesting aspect of the Wadia
2000's measured performance was its linear-

01110 PI/fell:ON a: ‘Lthutt1to-ufWe

ity. Linearity measurements reveal the differ-

IAN».

ence in the player or decoder's output level and

t.11111

the actual level encoded on the test disc. Low-

\

Fig.4 Wadia 2000, left-channel linearity
1.11,111.0eLL SC 0
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level linearity has been considered of paramount importance in subjectively successful
digital decoding. Iwas therefore surprised to
see the results of the linearity tests after Ihad
heard the remarkable sonic performance of the
Wadia 2000. Figs.4 and 5, respectively, show
Stereophile, January 1990

Fig.5 Wadia 2000, right-channel linearity
149

left- and right-channel deviation from perfect
linearity. Not only was the error large in each
case, but it began deviating at arelatively high
level. Typically, the linearity of asubjectively
good CD player will remain perfect until about
-80dB, below which the DACs lose precision.
That the Wadia's linearity should deviate at the
-60dB level was indeed asurprise and implies
aslight degree of compression of low-level
audio information.
The "Fade to Noise with Dither" track on the
CBS test disc is a500Hz signal whose envelope

124'
.
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Fig.6 Wadia 2000, left-channel fade to
noise with dither
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varies continuously from -60dB to -120dB
over aperiod of 30 seconds. When reproduced
by adecoder, its output should maintain the
same amplitude slope over time. Any variation
is revealed as adeparture from a perfectly
straight line on the graph. The fade-to-noise
plot of the 2000's left channel is shown in fig.6
(the right channel was similar). Though less Sshaped than the NX/adia 1000 measured by Martin last September, again, this performance is
far from ideal. For comparison, fig.7 shows the
fade-to-noise of the first, faulty sample.
After measuring the Wadia 2000's linearity,
Iconnected it to the system in DO's listening
room and tried to hear any low-level anomalies imparted by its linearity deviation. Icould
hear none. Instead, Iheard agreater sense of
depth, detail, nuance, and resolution in reverb
decay than Ihave ever heard from digital playback. All these subjective impressions should,
at least theoretically, be affected by low-level
linearity performance That there was no correlation, but in fact an inverse correlation, is
intriguing. Ihave in mind ablind test in which
Ideliberately misalign aconverter's linearity
and ask apanel of listeners for subjective reactions at varying levels of linearity error. Stay

Fig.7 Wadia 2000, right channel fade to
noise with dither (original sample)
Bob, send the Wadia 'round to my place and
look at it there."
And maybe—heh-heh-heh—do alittle listening!
Of course, Ididn't have the Teac transport
so highly praised by Arnie in his review. But I
have to say that when driven by the digital output of the Philips 880-based Barclay Bordeaux,
the Wadia ,'still produced an impressive sound,
rivaling the expensive Accuphase combination
that spent time in my room ayear ago. Specific
areas where Ifound it subjectively overwhelming were the weight of the low frequencies, the
layering of the soundstage (where frontal
images for once did not get in the way of those
behind), and in the verisimilitude of its tonal
representation, offset slightly by a "dark"
character. But as the venerable J. Gordon Holt

tuned.
If the Wadia 2000's measurements were
allowed to speak for themselves, the product

(in whose ears we trust) is fond of saying, "Get
the midrange right and everything else falls into

would appear to be mediocre at best. This is

place" (or something like that).

aclassic example of the need to judge aproduct
by listening, not by reading the specifications.
—Robert Harley

'scope FranIdy, Iwas perplexed. The OdB lkHz

Post-postscript

But then Ihooked the Wadia 2000 up to the
squarewave reproduced well, fig.8 showing the
minimal ringing of the Wadia's processing
algorithm, with its linear-phase behavior re-

Robert Harley describes his experiences with

vealed by the symmetrical, unclipped over-

the Wadia 2000 above, during which Iwas an

shoot on both leading and falling edges. Playing aOdB 19/20kHz twin-tone signal revealed

interested bystander. But when he asked if I
could bring my digital-storage oscilloscope to
the lab to look at the Wadia's low-level waveforms, Ithought of abetter plan. "No problem,
150

II Unfortunately, logistic problems mrunt that it %vas adifferent
sample from the one reviewed by AB.
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Fig.8 Wadia 2000, 1kHz, OdB squarewave
(2ms window)

Fig.10 Wadia 2000, 1kHz undithered tone
at -90.31dB (5ms window)

Fig.9 Wadia 2000, 1kHz undithered tone at
-80.77dB (5ms window)

Fig.11 Wadia 2000, 1kHz dithered tone at
-90.31dB (5ms window)

the 1kHz intermodulation product to be at least
60dB down, suggesting good high-level performance with appropriately low levels of
audio-band spuriae. Looking at the low-level
waveforms on the CBS CD-1 test disc, however,

-90.31dB tone, which should reproduce as a
stepped waveform with only three levels, is
shown in fig.10. The +1 and -I levels can be
distinguished, but the zero level is obscured by

proved more problematical. (The balanced out-

bursts of switching noise. (The vertical scaling
on fig.10 is the same as in fig.9, reinforcing the

puts were used, with aMark Levinson No.26
preamp used to provide sufficient gain.) Fig.9

idea that the waveform is being reproduced
with slight compression.)

shows the -80.77dB undithered waveform,
which on players with conventional FIR digital filters (such as the ICinergetics KCD-40 that
Ireview elsewhere in this issue) is reproduced
correctly as astepped waveform with seven
distinct levels. The Wadia, however, although
it does have ahint of stepping, actually reproduces it more like apure, if noisy, sinewave,
broken up by switching spikes at the waveform
zero-crossing points. Yes, it's more like a
sinewave—which is good—except that for the
filter/DAC combination to be considered accurate, it shouldn't be one. The undithered
Stereophile, January 1990

The dithered low-level tracks on the CBS
disc have the property of ideally reproducing
as pure if noisy sinewaves despite the CD's
coarse quantizing at these low levels. Fig.11
shows the basic waveform as produced by the
Wadia—effectively identical to the undithered
waveform, which implies relatively high levels
of distortion introduced by the decoder. The
-100dB dithered tone on the CBS disc (fig.12)
is reproduced as amultiplicity of HF noise and
spikes, while the monotonicity waveform
(fig.13), which on machines like the ICiriergetics
KCD-40 is reproduced more like astaircase
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Fig.12 Wadia 2000, 1kHz dithered tone at
-100dB (5ms window)

Fig.13 Wadia 2000, monotonicity waveform
(100ms window)

with 10 evenly spaced steps, reveals rather an
S-shaped profile, in addition to what appears

don't think Ihave come across amore flam-

to be aslight DC shift at digital zero.

to correlate with sound quality. Ican only

These results shouldn't be taken as meaning
the 2000 is deaf to very low-level information.

postulate that Wadia has sacrificed absolute
low-level performance to gain sonic benefits

Via the Wadia, the 500Hz fade-to-noise track
on the CBS disc could be heard to reproduce

elsewhere.
And, to reinforce RH's thoughts above, per-

as areasonably pure tone (overlaid with rather
fizzy HF noise) that acquired audible distortion

haps reviewers' —and my—espousal of measurements of aCD player's low-level perfor-

as it sank out of earshot. In this respect, the
Wadia was considerably less good than the
KCD-40, the left channel of which reproduced
an exceptionally pure-sounding tone even at

mance as being revealing of sound quality is yet
another instance of engineers measuring some-

the edge of inaudibility.
Maybe Wadia will address these anomalous

Either that, or relatively poor low-level linearity can be subjectively outweighed by other

results in their "Manufacturer's Comment" let-

aspects of design and performance.
—John Atkinson $

ter elsewhere in this issue. In the meantime, I

boyant case of traditional measurements failing

thing because it is measurable, not because
there is aclear correlation with sound quality.

CARVER SILVER SEVEN-t
fVUSE MODEL ONE HUNDRED FIFTY
VACUUM TUBE LOGIC 225W DELUXE
Robert Harley reviews three monoblock power amplifiers
Carver Silver Seven-t monaural power amplifier. Specifications: Power output: 575W RMS into
8ohms (27.6dBW), 900W RMS into 4ohms (26.5dBW), 1000W into 2ohms (24dBW), specified
from 20-20kHz, both channels driven, with less than 0.5% THD (FTC). Frequency response:
3Hz-60kHz, -3dB. S/N ratio: >100dB, A-weighted into 8ohms. IM distortion: 0.5%. TIM (transient
intermodulation distortion): unmeasurable. Input sensitivity: 2.3V RMS. Power consumption:
1400W at full power. Dimensions: 11 1
/"(29.2mm) W by 7" (17.8mm) H by 14 1
2
/
2"(36.8mm) D. Weight:
17 lbs. Price: $2000/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 220. Manufacturer Carver Corporation,
P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046. Tel: (206) 775-1202
Muse Model One Hundred Fifty monaural power amplifier. Specifications: Power output: 125W
I
'S2
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into 8ohms (21dBW), 250W into 4ohms (21dBW), 400W into 2ohms (20dBW). Frequency
response: 13Hz-160kHz -3dB. Sensitivity: 1V in for full output. Input impedance: 51k ohms. Absolute polarity: Non-inverting. DC offset: <100mV. Distortion: <0.5% THD. Output Impedance:
0.06 ohms, 20Hz-20kHz (see text). Rise time: 1microsecond (10%-90% transition). Output current capability: 71.4A maximum, measured peak-peak into a0.1 ohm load with a1kHz input signal
gated on for 20ms of each 500ms. Power consumption: 90W idle, 600W maximum. Dimensions:
18.9" W by 3.5" D by 13.5" D. Weight: 28 lbs. each. Price: $1900/pair. Approximate number of
dealers: 10. Manufacturer: Muse Electronics Inc., PO. Box 2198, Garden Grove, CA 92642. Tel:
(714) 554-8200
Vacuum Tube Logic DeLuxe 225W monaural power amplifier. No specifications provided. Dimensions: 19" W by 10" H by 10" D. Price: $4200/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 25. Manufacturer: Vacuum Tube Logic, 4774 Murrietta, Suites 9&10, Chino, CA 91710. Tel: (714) 626-1665.
When this collection of amplifiers was selected

invited Bob out to Santa Fe. Without repeating

for review, Iwas reminded of an ad campaign

the details, the result was that Carver could

sponsored afew years ago by the dairy industry
in response to margarine manufacturers who

indeed, Dal Gordon Holt's and Larry Archibald's
satisfaction, make his inexpensive solid-state

compared their product to butter. The dairy
association's response to these comparisons

amplifier sound like the C-Js. He used atech-

was We don't claim to be anything else."
That situation pretty well describes these
three amplifiers: one is apure tube design

nique that matched the transfer function of his
own amplifier to that of the C-J. An amplifier's
transfer function is the change between input

(VTL), one claims to have the transfer function

and output signals imparted by the amplifier.
Theoretically, amplifiers with identical transfer

of atube amplifier (Carver), and one, according
to its designer, is an attempt to create atube

fer functions, the target amplifier's output sig-

sound with transistors (Muse). With all this
posturing to associate one's design with tubes,
Iwas eager to hear what each had to offer.

Carver Silver Seven-t: $2000/pair
In 1988, Bob Carver set out to design the best
amplifier he possibly could, without regard for
cost. It was more of an ego exercise than an
attempt to build aproduct with wide commercial appeal. The result was the four-chassis,
$17,500 Silver Seven.
Interestingly, Bob Carver chose vacuum
tubes to realize his dream of building the ultimate power amplifier. The Silver Seven uses
fourteen KT88 output tubes per channel, and
puts out 375W into 8ohms. Bob built three
pairs of Silver Sevens, not expecting to sell
many at the $17,500 asking price. When those
sold quickly, another 10 pairs were manufactured. Now, demand is so great that Silver
Sevens are built in groups of 30 pairs.
Many readers are aware of the famous Carver
Challenge, detailed in these pages (Vol.8 No 6).
The Carver Challenge was precipitated by Bob
Carver's announcement that he could make
one of his amplifiers sound identical to any
other amplifier. Stereophfie accepted the challenge, chose the Conrad-Johnson Premier 5
tube monoblock as the target amplifier, and
Stereophile, January 1990

functions will sound identical. To match transnal is inverted, and summed with the output
of the amplifier to be tweaked. If the two are
identical, complete cancellation will occur. Any
differences, however, will not cancel and be
revealed. Bob tweaked his prototype amplifier
until the lowest amplitude difference signal
(greatest null) remained.,Carver claims that the
Silver Seven thas the same transfer function
as the tubed Silver Seven. Indeed, the front
panel proclaims "Vacuum
Function."

Transfer

IThe null between the handtwc-aked prototype amplifier and
the target C-J reached 70dB; le. the amplifiers were identical
to more than 2999 parts in 3000. No wonder the listener: felt
that Bob had, indeed, made the two amplifiers sound alike.
When we came to review the production 311.0t amplifier, however (in Vol.10 No.3), the null between it and the C-J, which
had been used very little in the intervening 18 months, was
little more than 40dB with pink noise, and that only in the
upper midhand. The overall null averaged across the audio
hand was just 2IdB. In other words, the production amplifier
and che target were alike to at best 99 parts out of 1(() and most
of the time just above 9parts in 10. The listener: were confident that they could hear adifference between them, something the venerable JGH (in whose ears we trust) then confirmed in asingle-blind test Ike Carver claimed that the ttlel
amplifier's tubes had aged; my feeling was that for the Cant:r
Corporation to maintain such amatching of transfer functions
in production was an impossible task, particularly as they did
not have the target amplifier to hand for reference. Inote with
interest. therefore that in aconversation Ihad with Bob last
September. he stated that the match between his tubed Silver
Seven and the production solid-state Silver (leve-nt is not better
than 36dB when measured using music program. (This interview is scheduled w appear in the February issue to accompany areview by Dick Olsher of the Carver Amazing Loudspeaker, Platinum Edition.)
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Carver Silver Seven-t
monoblock power amplifier

The Carver Silver Seven-t is radically different in appearance from other amplifiers. Its
odd geometrical configuration, along with the
sloping front panel with round power-output

vides the input connection, while the amplifier output appears at afive-way binding post.
An externally mounted AC line fuse finishes off
the rear panel.

meter, suggests an amplifier made in the 1950s.
This is undoubtedly designed to recall apast

The sound: Can the Silver Seven-t sound iden-

era in audio amplifiers, thus strengthening the

tical to its namesake, the $17,500 Silver Seven?

perception of similarity with tube amplifiers.

Can the affordable transistor version sound

In fact, the Silver Seven-t looks like aprop from

even remotely like its cost-no-object inspira-

Fritz Lang's Metropolis. (Incidentally, the old-

tion? Iwas eager to find out. There is little

fashioned round shape of the meter is provided

doubt that Bob Carver, using the transfer-

by the cover metalwork façade: the meter is

function principle, can hand-tweak an individual amplifier to sound like another of dis-

actually amodern square variety.)
Removing the unusually shaped top cover

similar design. Whether this extraordinary skill

revealed more components than are usually

can be incorporated into production amplifiers

found in apower amplifier. The center of the

is another question.

chassis contains a moderately large power
transformer, but not as large as one would

The playback system used to evaluate the Silver Seven- ts included aVPI HW-19 Jr. turntable

expect from an amplifier with aspecified 575W

with an AudioQuest PT-5 tonearm and Sumiko

power output. Beneath the raised, wider por-

Boron vdH cartridge, Marantz CD-94 CD

tion of the cover are two 9000µF filter capaci-

player, and an Audio Research SP14 preampli-

tors. Diode rectifiers and additional electro-

fier. Interconnects were Magnan and Expres-

lytics populate the power-supply board

sive Technologies, both of which made obvi-

mounted parallel to the rear panel. In relation

ous audible improvements in the system. The

to the Silver Seven-t's power output, the supply

Silver Seven- ts drove Martin-Logan Sequel Ils

is remarkably small, in keeping with Bob

and my trusty Vortex Screens through AudioQuest HyperLitz Clear speaker cable. The

Carver's "Magnetic Field Power Supply" principle. Indeed, each Silver Seven-t weighs only

Martin-Logans were bi-wired, with the woofer

17 pounds! Most resistors are carbon composition, with afew metal-film. No op-amps were

polarity reversed to reduce the midbass suck-

in evidence.1%/enty Toshiba output transistors

Audio Titan /Powerblock combination. The

out. 2All AC power was supplied through aTice

(10 per rail) bolted to the chassis bottom form
the output section. Agold-plated RCA jack pro-
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2See DO's "Followup" rreiew in %b1.12 No.10.
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dedicated listening room has optimum dimensional ratios and has been treated with absorbing material. Phantom Acoustics active
Shadows in the corners behind the speakers
provided attenuation of the room's LF resonance modes. (See my review of these effective

Back to LPs and John McLaughlin's Belo
Horizonte (WB BSK 3619). The entire sound
had an etched, "white" characteristic, especially his acoustic guitar. The attack of the string
was bright and unpleasant, making me turn

room-treatment accessories in the December
'89 issue.) Before connecting the Silver Sevents, Ihad been getting familiar with the Sequel

down the volume. Wanting to hear more acoustic guitar to confirm or refute my impressions,
Iplayed Sheffield Lab's excellent Michael Newman LP (Lab 10). This is perhaps the most real-

Ils by driving them with the VTL 225W
DeLuxe monoblocks. After connecting the

sounding classical guitar recording Ihave
heard, especially when played back at aquiet

Carvers to the system and allowing ample

level that matches the volume of the instrument. Ionce had aclassical guitarist roommate,

warmup time, Isettled in for what Ithought
would be alengthy session with the Silver
Seven- ts.
The first music Iplayed was "Harpo's Blues"
from Phoebe Snow's first album (ABC SRL 52017). Her voice, normally round and silky,
became hard and metallic with an unpleas-

and was fortunate to hear this beautifulsounding instrument frequently. Even at low
levels, the Silver Seven-ts made their presence
known. Finger noise was exaggerated, as was
the edge of the attack. Acertain metallic quality
was imparted to the guitar that certainly does

ant edge in the upper midrange. The voice

not exist on the recording.

also assumed amore up-front position in the
soundstage, without asense of air or depth.

Ireturned to CD playback and adisc I'd engineered of astraight-ahead jazz group recorded

When Zoot Sims's sax entered, it confirmed the

live to DAT with tube mies. Conte Candoli's

impression of aforward midrange presentation
and two-dimensional soundstage. Zoot's sax,

flugelhorn, normally rich, liquid, and round,
had aglare one never hears from the instru-

with avery soft treble,' took on an unnatural

ment. Bass was thin and decidedly woolly,
making it hard to hear pitch. Finally, the per-

presence edge. Imoved on to CD playback
from one of my standard references, Return to
Forever's Ligbt as aFeather (Polydor 8271482). Again, the presentation was bright, thin,

formance had none of the excitement present
at the recording session. This recording was the
coup de grace: Icould continue no longer.

hard, edgy, and without depth. Ilike this music
so much that it is rare that Idon't enjoy it. It was

Measurements: The Carver Silver Seven- t

totally uninvolving through the Silver Seven-ts.
Joe Farrell's flute was so edgy and strident it

was the most powerful amplifier Ihave ever

made me cringe. In addition, the entire sound

measured, exercising my dummy-load resistors to their limits. Maximum power output at

was sterile and dry, with little sense of space or

clipping (1% THD) was awhopping 608.4W

front-to-rear separation between instruments.

into 8ohms (27.8dBW), and 878W into 4ohms

The soundstage was better laterally, with
more precise instrumental outlines. Although

(26.4dBW). Icould not, however, measure the
Silver Seven-es clipping point into 2 ohms

Flora Purim's voice had aclearly defined center
image, it was homogenized with the rest of the

oscillated when driven even moderately into

mix at the front of the soundstage. Bass extension was decent, but the Silver Seven- ts were
lean in the midbass, depriving some music of

because the amplifier became unstable and
this low impedance. An input voltage of 50mV
(a very low value) caused the amplifier to oscillate when connected to a2ohm load. In addi-

its rhythmic drive. Although the Sequel Ils are
themselves deficient in this regard, in relation
to other amplifiers the Carvers exacerbated the

more than 35mV into 2ohms. (It is possible that

problem. Bass presentation in general was ex-

the stress of the clipping power test had caused

tremely poor. There was no sense of dynamics,
control, or pitch. Low-frequency notes were

amplifier at 1000W into 2ohms.

amorphous blobs, without definition.
3During recording SeSSiOfe. Ihave had sax players specifically
ask me to try to duplicate Zoot Sims's round, smooth sax
sound.
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tion, aspurious signal subsequently appeared
on top of the IkHz sinewave when driven by

something to fail.) Note that Carver rates the
Frequency response, measured at 1W output into an 8-ohm resistive load, showed afiat
LF response with aslight peak in the treble
(fig.1), dropping to OdB at 20kHz. Interestingly,
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for home music reproduction. Perhaps they are
better suited for sound-reinforcement applications where tonal neutrality, soundstaging,

so I

and delicacy take abacicseat to high power in
alightweight package.
As for having the transfer function of atube
amplifier, Ihave yet to hear tubes that impart

•
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by the Silver Seven-t. Whether the review sam-

Fig.1 Carver Silver Seven-t, frequency
response at 1W into 8ohms
(0.2dB/div.)
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the affronting sonic characteristics introduced
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Fig.2 Carver Silver Seven-t, frequency
response at 1W into 8ohms in parallel
with 2.2µF (0.2d B/div.)

tical to the Silver Seven is an interesting question. If they do, then either an identical transfer
function does not guarantee sonic duplication,
or the tubed Silver Sevens do not sound good.
Iseriously doubt both of these explanations.
On the other hand, if Stereopbile's review samples did not have the identical transfer function
of the Silver Seven, then serious questions arise
about the credibility of matching transfer functions in amass-produced product.
Muse Model One Hundred Fifty:
$1900/pair
The name Muse Electronics is probably un-

this HF peak disappeared when the amplifier
drove acapacitive load of 2.2uF in parallel with

familiar to most audiophiles, requiring some

the load resistor (fig.2), acombination regarded

background on the company. Muse is the hifi offshoot of acompany called Sound Code

as being typical of an electrostatic speaker. The
response was down about 0.5dB at 20kHz into

Systems, amanufacturer of professional soundreinforcement speaker cabinets and power

the capacitive load.
Output impedance was the highest Ihave

amplifiers. Founded in 1980, SCS enjoyed some

measured, whether tube or transistor, at 1.24

success with its line of MOSFET professional
power amplifiers. In 1988, SCS's Michael God-

ohms at 20Hz, dropping to 1.16 ohms at 20kHz.
Presumably, the tubed Silver Seven also has this

dard and Kevin Halverson, both audiophiles
and tube aficionados, redesigned their ampli-

extremely high output impedance. This probably accounts for the sluggish nature of the

are the Model One Hundred (a 100Wpc stereo

bass Inoted. Typical solid-state amplifiers have

power amplifier) and the Model One Hundred

fier for the high-end hi-fi market. The results

output impedances of about one or two tenths

Fifty, the 125W monoblock reviewed here.

of an ohm.

According to Michael Goddard, the primary
design goal was to achieve atube sound with

Conclusion: If the Carver Silver Seven-t has

the reliability and ruggedness of transistors.
Martin-Logan CLSes were used extensively

any redeeming sonic characteristics, Icould
not discover them; instead, Iwas turned off by
its thin, hard, bright character. The sound

during the design/listen/design cycle. As a

was unmusical and uninvolving. In addition,

many of the changes have now been incorpo-

bass reproduction was sluggish and ill-defined,

rated into their professional products.
The Model One Hundred Fifty (the 150 for

result of their listening auditions and redesign,

robbing music of any sense of excitement. In
fact, the pair of Carver Silver Seven-ts were the

short) is asturdy-looking unit, as befits its line-

worst-sounding amplifiers Ihave heard in a
long time, and Iam at aloss to explain why

age as a rugged professional product. The
brushed-aluminum front panel is given a

Larry Archibald was so impressed with them,

"bulletproof- appearance by the hex-bolts that

as reported in last month's "Final Word" column. 4Although they offer massive power output for their price, Icannot recommend them
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4In view of this disparity, Ifeel a"Followup" is definitely in
order.
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Muse Model One Hundred Fifty monoblock power amplifier
hold the power transformer and heatsinks.
These heatsinks flank either side of the ampli-

ponents (all discrete), and appears well made.
Polypropylene and polystyrene film caps were
in evidence. The 150's output section is impres-

fier and, along with its low profile, give the 150
astreamlined look. The chassis and top cover
are very heavy and solid, adding to the impres-

sive. Using 12 MOSFET output devices on large
heatsinks, one is given the impression of high

sion of asturdy build. The rear panel holds a

current capability and stability into low-

gold-plated RCA jack, hefty power cord, AC
line fuse, and binding posts for speaker connection. Overall, the look of the amplifier is
subtle and understated.

impedance loads. Indeed, Muse claims the
amplifier is capable of delivering 70A peaks to
the loudspeaker.

Under the hood, the 150 is extraordinarily

input to output. The differential pair, current

simple. It has very few components, but these
tend to be large and hefty. The 550VA power
transformer consumes much of the interior
space, and the two electrolytic filter caps

source, class-A voltage gain stage, and emitter
follower that drives the MOSFET gates are all

The front end is fully symmetrical from

mirrored from the positive to negative rails.

(10,000µF each) are each about the size of a

This balanced circuitry makes converting the
amplifier to balanced inputs simply amatter of

soda can. The driver board has very few corn-

changing the RCA input connector to an XLR.
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To ensure that the front end is isolated from any
momentary power-supply voltage fluctuations,
the power-supply rails are diode-decoupled

solid-state electronics. Pitch was clearly defined, with each note distinct from others. Midbass had awarm, round fullness that was par-

before being fed to the 220µF front-end filter

ticularly pleasing. This was especially evident

caps. Feedback is taken locally (at the MOSFET
puts) which, according to the designer, results

on John Pattituchfs acoustic bass on "So In
Love" from the Chick Corea Akoustic Band CD
(GRP GRD-9582). In addition, these amplifiers

in a more liquid, tube-like midrange."

have exceptional LF dynamic impact. Bass tran-

The sound: Ihad just finished listening to my

attack, adding acertain"jump factor." Sustained
low frequencies, like the pedal tones on Pic-

gates) instead of globally (at the MOSFET out-

sients were reproduced with depth and afast
jazz recording through the Carver Silver Sevents described above when Ihooked up the pair
of Muse 150s. Even though they were not
warmed up, Iwanted to conduct an immediate comparison with the Carvers using the
same recording. The difference was shocking.
Where the music had been lackluster and uninvolving through the Carvers, it now jumped to
life through the Muses. What was really interesting is how radically my involvement in the
musical performance changed just by changing
amplifiers. Quite apart from things like smoothness, soundstaging, depth, etc. that Iwill discuss later, Ihad the impression Iwas listening
to adifferent band! All the excitement and
energy of the original session jumped out of
the speakers. As they ate up the changes, the

tures at an Exhibition (Dorian DOR 90117),
had weight and authority without asense of
strain. Ifind these characteristics important for
musical satisfaction, provided the amplifier
does everything else right.
The 150s had excellent spatial presentation,
with asense of air and depth. Female vocals became disembodied points between the speakers,
distinct from other instruments. Instrumental
outlines were well-defined, with adecided
impression of front-to-rear perspective. The
soundstage was very wide, creating the impression of the speakers disappearing into the
music. Although the Muses did not match the
VTL 225W DeLuxe monoblocks in soundstag-

eran jazz players was palpable. Aflood of mem-

ing, they were vastly superior to the Silver
Seven-ts. Midrange was smooth and uncolored,
without glare or graininess. The Muses did

ory was jolted loose: Icould visualize the musicians, where they stood and their reactions to

VTL 225W monoblocks, however. In general,

free-flowing intensity generated by these vet-

each others' playing. It was impossible to keep
my foot still. How could this be the same
recording that did nothing for me minutes
earlier? That changing acomponent in the reproduction chain could make such adifference in

impart some veiling when compared with the
the presentation tended to be slightly forward
rather than laid-back, giving an immediacy to
music.
One characteristic of the 150s that perplexed
me was the sheer amount of detail, especially
in the upper registers. Isay perplexed because

the feeling of aperformance was surprising.
And the Muse monoblocks were still cold.

although Iheard nuance and detail Ihad not

After about an hour of warmup, Iwent back

heard before, Ifound this analytical presen-

to listening to find out what these amplifiers
really sounded like. Imust admit that Ihad a
bit of negative bias toward the Muse amplifiers,
based on their sound-reinforcement heritage.

tation less musical on some recordings. Do I
prefer aless accurate rendering, or do these
amplifiers exaggerate detail? Idon't know. At
any rate, this ability to render extraordinarily

If you've ever hooked up aPA amp in ahi-fi sys-

fine detail gave the upper octaves adry, etched,

tem, you will know what Imean. Iwas, how-

forward character that was not always pleasant.
Imust add that the high-frequency presenta-

ever, encouraged by this experience with my
jazz recording.
Through the Muse monoblocks, bass reproduction was exceptionally tight and welldefined. This is perhaps the 150s' most salient
characteristic Mid- and upper-bass frequencies
approached the liquidity of tubes, while the
extreme bottom was tight and punchy, a
characteristic more commonly associated with
158

tion was not accompanied by the hash and
harshness Iso disliked in the Silver Seven- ts.
Instead, HF textures, although clean, tended
to be hard rather than liquid. Music was presented like sharp, vivid colors in aclear crystal. Perhaps the rush Igot from listening to my
jazz recording through the Muse monoblocks
was partially the result of this detailed character.
Stereophile, January 1990
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Fig.3 Muse Model One Hundred Fifty,
frequency response at 1W into 8
ohms (0.2dB/div.)

combination with overly bright or forward
speakers. Instead, they seem perfectly matched
for, say, Apogees with their difficult-to-drive
impedance, high current demands, and laidback treble presentation. You would be wise
to audition the Muse with your loudspeakers.
Isuspect that with asynergistic speaker, they
would be stunning.
In addition, Iwas impressed by the solid
construction of the 150s. They seem designed
and built with aphilosophy of overbuilding,
rather than one of trying to get by with the min-

Measurements: On the bench, the Muse mono-

imum cost required to achieve a specified

block clipped at 153.1W (21.84dBW) into 8
ohms, and 256.5W into 4 ohms (21dBW)—

power output. The six output devices per rail,
for example, are more than adequate to achieve

excellent voltage-source behavior. Full power
output into 2ohms blew the 5amp line fuse,

about buying the first hi-fi product from asmall

but when the input signal was switched on

company would accompany areview: Many

briefly, the Muse put out 389W (19.9dBW) into
2ohms at clipping. This performance is quite

the amplifier's rated power. Usually, acaveat

impressive. In addition, the Muse monoblock

first products from small companies have been
notoriously unreliable. In light of Muse's nineyear track record where reliability is para-

was extremely cool-running, both during
music reproduction and at full power output

mount—building professional amplifiers —
Ihave no reservations about recommending

on the bench.

the 150.

The frequency-response graph (fig.3) shows
aruler-flat high end, but with an LF rolloff

from another amplifier Ilike quite abit, the

below about 50Hz. The response was down

Music Reference RM -9 ($2450 with EL34s,

nearly 1dB at 30Hz, and 1.8dB at 20Hz. During the auditioning, however, Inever had the

$2750 with KT88s). The Muses lack the silky

impression of extreme LF leanness. When driving acapacitive load (2.2/.4F in parallel with the
load resistor), the Muse monoblock exhibited
atypical HF rise of 0.9dB at 20kHz.
Output impedance was 0.67 ohm across the

The Muse monoblocks are very different

textures and treble liquidity of the RM -9, but
have much greater dynamic impact, tighter
bass, and extraordinarily more detail. In addition, the Muses would be better at driving difficult loads. The message: carefully match the
amplifier with the loudspeaker.

band. This figure is high for asolid-state amplifier, and in disagreement with Muse Elec-

Model One Hundred Fifty monoblock, their

tronics' published spec of 0.06 ohm. Again, the
listening impressions of tight, well-controlled

first entry in the hi-fi arena, in my opinion.
Considering its many sonic merits and reason-

Muse Electronics has a winner with the

bass did not correlate to the measured output

able price, Ican give it arecommendation. Many

impedance.

successful companies have been launched with
far less auspicious products.

Conclusion: Overall, Ifound the Muse 150
monoblocks to be very enjoyable. They com-

VTL 225W DeLuxe: $4200/pair

bined an excellent sense of spatial perspective,
tight, well-controlled bass, and avery natural,

The VTL 225W DeLuxe monoblocks are very
similar to the 300W monoblocks that received

liquid midrange. They did lack the ultimate

such an enthusiastic reception from J. Gordon

transparency of the VTL 225Ws, especially in
the midrange, but one must consider that the

mately, most of the audiophile community.

Muses are less than half the price of the 225Ws.

Holt ayear or so ago (in Vol.11 No.10) and, ulti-

Considering their performance/cost ratio, I
find the Muse monoblocks abargain.

Technically, they differ only in output tubes
and transformer: the 225W uses EL34s, the
300W uses 6550s. The 225Ws, at $4200/pair,

The treble's analytical, detailed character

cost $700 less than their more powerful

may not be to everyone's liking, however.

brothers. The question may be raised: Why

These amplifiers would probably not be agood

have two models so close in price and perfor-
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Vacuum Tube Logic 225 DeLuxe monoblock power amplifier
mance? According to David Manley, the 225Ws

In addition, when changing speakers or cables,

were built on special order for audiophiles who

they should be first turned off.

preferred the sound of EL34s to the 300Ws'
6550s. Demand was so great for the EL34 ver-

The sound: The 225W monoblocks were

sion that he decided to add it to the line. They

evaluated using the same system described

look almost identical, the only difference being
the smaller output transformer on the 225W

above in the Carver Silver Seven- treview. In
addition, Ispent some time with these VTLs
during my review last month of the TDL Refer-

and an additional filter capacitor on the 300W's
top chassis.
Appearance and construction are typical
VTL: the "industrial" look of exposed transformers, reservoir capacitors, and tubes. Two
strips of metal over the amplifier protect the
tubes from physical hazards. One is tempted
to use these as handles, but David Manley
insists they are not designed to support the

ence Standard Loudspeaker.
The most immediate and striking characteristic of these amplifiers is their total lack of
veiling, especially in the midrange. Ilistened
to the 225Ws last in this series of three monoblock pairs and was astounded by the palpability of instruments they presented. The midrange, especially, had apresent quality so real

weight of the amplifier. Imust differ with Sam
Tellig's statement in Vol.12 No.11 (p.89) that,
because of their appearance, he could not own

it was eerie. It was as though the instruments

VTLs no matter how good they sound. Ifind
them elegant. They exude a pride in their

dimension to my listening experience. Music

tradition and history that gives them acertain

were in the room. The tonal and harmonic
"rightness" of these amplifiers added anew
sounded so smooth and natural, with instrumental timbres portrayed without annoying

appeal.
The 225W monoblock's circuitry is extremely
simple, with very few active components in the
signal path. The input and driver stage consist

coloration or edginess. Textures were liquid
and velvety, but not overly romantic. This abil-

of a12AT7 and 12BH7, both dual triodes. The

907010). The string sound was rich and gorgeous.

output section is comprised of two quartets of
EL34s driven in apush-pull configuration. Both

The VTLs' rendering of space and depth was
remarkable. Vocals moved out in front of the

ity to render natural timbres was exemplified
by Handel's Water Music (Harmonia Mundi

the power-supply transformer and output.

speakers and seemed to exist independently

signal transformer are very large, comprising

of them. The VTL 225Ws had the ability to
recreate aspatial perspective Ihave heard from

the majority of the 225W's substantial weight.
These transformers were designed by VTL and
built to their specifications. The output circuitry is optimized to drive a5ohm load. One
word of caution: all tube amplifiers, VTLs in
particular, must never be driven without aload

no other amplifier. The soundstage was deep,
with extraordinary focus of instrumental outlines. The impression of depth rendered by the
225Ws was greatly heightened by the fact that

attached. In fact, the power should be left off

some instruments moved forward in the
soundstage, leaving plenty of space behind.

if they are not connected to the loudspeakers.

The excellent depth portrayed by the Muse
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150s reviewed above was presented behind the
speakers. The VTL 225, howeve took depth

16,1
:
11110

Through the 225Ws, all the spatial cues pres-

countless times, but never with the feeling of
envelopment provided by the VTLs. Some percussion instruments jumped out of the soundstage toward the listener, an effect that made
listening in the dark (well, by the glow of eight
EL34s) almost spooky.
The soundstage was so open and transparent
that the amplifiers seemed to disappear, leaving

I
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Azymuth (Milestone M 9109), has an amazing

ent in the recording were fleshed out with
extraordinary precision. Ihad heard this record

I
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of soundstage further by presenting some
instruments right in front of the listening chair.
One record, Cascades, by the Brazilian trio
feeling of three-dimensionality. This superb
recording features extensive and intricate percussion at varying distances from the listener.
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Fig.4 VTL 225W monoblock, frequency
response at 1W into 8ohms
(0.2dB/div.)
for atube amplifier. When driving 2ohms, they
did not increase their power output at clipping,
indicating that they are current-limited. Frequency response, shown in fig.4, revealed a
slightly rising HÉ response above 10kHz, reaching -1-0.2dB at 20kHz. When driving acapacitive load (2 .2µF in parallel with the load resistor), this HF rise started at alower frequency
and reached agreater amplitude At 20kHz, the

only the music. The presentation was more forward and immediate than Iam accustomed to.
Iattribute this to the VTLs' tonal purity, which

response was up nearly 2dB, which will be
audible.

removes the veil between music and listener,
and to the astonishing front-to-rear spatial perspective they portray.

dropping to 0.67 ohm at 20kHz. This is typical for atube amplifier, and together with the

Output impedance was 0.86 ohm at 20Hz,

At first impression, the VTL 225Ws appeared

peakiness into acapacitative load, suggests that

to lack the upper-octave detail Ihad become

the 225W's signature will to some extent be
dependent on the loudspeaker with which it

accustomed to through the Muse monoblocks.
Upon further listening, however, Idiscovered
that the VTLs presented as much detail as the

is coupled.

Muses, but far more subtly. Instead of having
detail thrust at the listener, Ihad to "lean into"

Conclusion: The VTL 225W monoblocks are
easily the most musical and enjoyable ampli-

the music to hear it. The latter was amore

fiers Ihave heard. They have an exquisitely liquid and tonally pure presentation that puts the

rewarding experience: Ifelt drawn into, and
intimate with, the performance instead of
listening from adistance In addition, detail was
rendered with agreater variance of spatial perspective, further enhancing the feeling of
envelopment.
Bass reproduction was impressive The 225Ws
provided asolid, tight musical foundation that
was very satisfying. Ihad never heard this tight
and punchy bass from tubes before. The bot-

listener closer to the musical experience. The
midrange in particular was free from the veiling
common to so many amplifiers. Listening to the
225W monoblocks was like washing months
of winter off apicture window. Timbres were
smooth and natural, but not at the expense of
detail or sounding rolled-off.
Soundstaging was equally impressive, with
atransparent, see-through quality. Combining

tom end was rock-solid, with depth, impact

fairly good width with impressive depth, the

and tautness. LF textures were round and liquid. Midbass, however, was alittle thin in com-

soundstage made the speakers disappear into

parison to the Muse monoblocks, but this did
not detract significantly from the musical expe-

trate on the music and forget about the ampli-

the music. In fact, it was very easy to concen-

rience.

fiers. This is perhaps the highest praise one can
give an audio component. Bass reproduction

Measurements: The VTL 225W monoblock

state. The 225Ws have abottom-end punch

clipped at 178W into 8ohms (22.5dBW), and
208W into 4ohms (20.2dBW), which is good

and tautness one does not normally associate

was excellent by any standards, tube or solid-
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with tube amplifiers. The only criticism is a
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slight leanness in the midbass.
The 225W monoblocks aren't cheap at

by the Quicksilver monoblock, Music Reference RM-9, or the Prodigy OTL. The Silver

$4200/pair, but they're abargain in relation to

Seven-ts combined the worst of both worlds,

other amplifiers approaching four figures. If

with ill-defined bass and screechy, transistory

you can afford them, they're highly recommended: Icannot imagine them disappointing

treble. The Muse monoblocics achieved acertain midrange liquidity and souncistage depth

anyone.

of tubes, but one would never mistake their
detailed, somewhat etched treble performance

Final thoughts
Despite the fact that one of these amplifier pairs

for tubes. Ironically, the real tube amplifier
sounded very little like tubes. That is meant as

was tube, another professed to have the transfer

acompliment. The VTLs had tight, punchy

function of tubes, and the third attempted to

bass and acrisp, detailed top end, characteris-

emulate tube sound from transistors, none of
them had the classic "tube sound." One thinks

tics one associates with solid-state. However,

of tube amplifiers having soft, romantic trebles,

parency, tonal purity, and soundstaging would
never mistaken be for transistors.

loose bass, and velvety textures, as exemplified

the VTL 225Ws' musicality, midrange trans-

KINERGETICS KBA-75
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher

Kinergetics KBA-75 power amplifier
Solid-state, fixed class-A bias, stereo power amplifier. Power output: 75Wpc into 8 ohms
(18.75dBW), 150Wpc into 4ohms (18.75dBW). Sample tested: SN 079216. Dimensions: 19" W
by 6.5" H by 15.75" D (connectors add 1"). Price: $1495. Approximate number of dealers: 70.
Manufacturer: Kinergetics Research, 6029 Reseda Boulevard, Tarzana, CA 91356. Tel: (818)
345-5339.
"From ghosties and ghoulies and long-legged

my reviewing chores. The KBA-75, I'm glad to

beasties, and things that go bump in the night,

say, in no way requires such incantations. Son-

good Lord deliver us." As I'm writing this on

ically, it is afar cry from the transistor sound

Halloween eve, it seemed appropriate to begin

of the '60s. Musically, it represents eons of evo-

with this old Scots prayer. Actually, there are

lution when contrasted with those early de-

two other very good reasons for having done

signs, in which music's essentials were sub-

so. To my mind, many solid-state amplifiers are

verted in favor of artificial detail, zip, zing, and

nasty enough that Iwould not be adverse to

of course lots of deep, powerful bass. Audi-

updating this prayer by inserting "transistor

ophiles (including our own JGH) at first went

ampies" between ghosties and ghoulies in the

gaga over solid-state sound. The first impression was: gee, look at what we've been miss-

hope that the spirits keep transistor dread from
162
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ing for all of these years! Slowly, the initial

figured in my recent investigations on the

charm wore off and tubes were again sought

causes of timbral change in music reproduc-

as asafe sonic haven. Ageneration later, transistor designs by such companies as Levinson,

tion systems (see Sidebar). What has it got to
do with the KBA-75? Well, this Kinergetics

Krell, and Threshold have gained my respect

amplifier slightly modifies timbres through the

as being eminently musical despite their sili-

upper midrange. It does so to alesser extent

con hearts. To this list Ican now add Kinergetics Research.
Believe it or not, this same Scots prayer

than many other amps, all of which have fre-

What is meant by "timbre"?
The official definition is not particularly
helpful: those aspects of tone quality not
having to do with loudness or pitch. Mmm.
Alright, now that Iknow what it's not, what
is it? More directly timbre is about tone

quency responses that measure ruler-flat. Iwas
sure that this was also true in the case of the
and was lifted from the now classic Harvard
tapes, produced back in 1978 by the Psychophysics Lab at Harvard University.
Titled "Effects of echoes," it features the
sound of ahammer striking abrick, followed by arecital of our old Scots prayer.

color. For example, asaxophone and a clar-

The sound was recorded in three different

inet playing the same note equally loud are
nevertheless clearly perceived as having

acoustics: an anechoic chamber, amildly

different colors. Both instruments generate

reverberant hall. Each presentation lets you
hear the sound first normally, then back-

complex tones consisting of afundamental
and numerous harmonics—all sounded
simultaneously. The fundamental may be

reverberant conference room, and ahighly

ward. When the sound is presented back-

the same, but the number, type, and rela-

ward, the decay portion of the waveform
becomes the leading edge. Because the

tive strengths of the partials or harmonics
varies. Thus, preserving the fine structure

ear/brain gives precedence to the first
sound arrivals, the perception of reverber-

of atone's harmonic envelope is crucial to

ation is greatly reduced. When the rever-

timbrai accuracy Most of this fine structure
is due to resonances either in the body of

berant information is presented first, it's
quite astonishing to realize just how promi-

the instrument or in the vocal tract, where

nent and potentially annoying it really is.
Another interesting observation has to

they are known as speech formants. Also
important are the rise and decay times of
the tone complex; in other words, its transient behavior.
The effect of these factors on timbre is

do with how much the timbre of Dr. Sanford Fidell's voice—the narrator—changes
during the backward presentation, even

neatly demonstrated in anumber of tracks

though obviously the total spectral content
does not. Also, as the recording acoustic

on the Auditory Demonstrations CD

changes, the timbre of the voice changes

(Philips 1126-061), produced at the Institute
for Perception Research in Eindhoven, The

during the normal presentation. Although
the auditory system does not perceive

Netherlands, and co-sponsored by the

room reflections as aseparate source of
sound (at least in the first 50 milliseconds

American Acoustical Society (available for
320 from the Acoustical Society, 500 Sun-

or so), these reflections impose asonic sig-

nyside Blvd., Woodbury NY 11797). This

nature on the perceived sound quality. The

CD gives aclear and contemporary synopsis of many important psycho-acoustical

reflections interfere with the direct sound's
harmonic envelope and modify the har-

phenomena. It is mainly asonic textbook;
it lets you hear and perceive while the

monic fine structure of the sound. As audiophiles are concerned with the reproduc-

accompanying booklet gives you additional

tion of music in the home, room reflections
are undesirable, requiring expensive room
treatments. In the concert hall, on the other

background information and useful references for further research. It's all on the
scholarly side, as you might expect, but

hand, uniform lateral reflections are much

many of the tracks should appeal to awide

sought after because they create spacious-

audience. Track 70 is one of my favorites

ness and add warmth to the overall sound.
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KBA-75, but just to be on the safe side Iasked

that the best cap is no cap at all. A DC servo

RH to measure it. The two channels didn't quite

maintains the DC baseline at the outputs near

measure alike, the right channel being down

OV. Imeasured an innocuous lmV offset at the

1dB at 50kHz. Obviously our sample was not

left-channel output and 8mV at the right-chan-

tweaked, and, according to Kinergetics' Tony
Di Chito, it was picked at random. But even so,

nel output.

through the midrange there's really no devia-

but incorporates afew crucial unconventional

tion to speak of. So much for steady-state

details. The differential input stage, for example,

The circuit topology is fairly conventional,

frequency-response measurements into test-

is sourced from adual-transistor constant-

load resistors. The important cause of ampli-

current source which, unlike the more com-

fier colorations would appear to be rooted in
the time domain, in transient- and phase-

mon single-device current source, allows for

related anomalies. JGH has told me that he has

and load.

current stability independent of temperature

given up on amplifier steady-state frequency-

As is my practice, several varied speakers

response measurements because, in his expe-

were used during the evaluation (Martin-Logan

rience, they simply failed to correlate with sub-

Sequel Ils, Celestion SL600s, and original Quad

jective impressions. The good news according

ESLs modified by John Koval). This is impor-

to RH is that Stereophile will shortly have the

tant for aceeçsing an amp's load sensitivity and

capability for sophisticated time-domain anal-

arriving at awider impressionistic vista of an

ysis, so stay tuned.

amp's sonic capabilities. Ithink that at least

Preliminaries

three distinct loads would be afair test. It's
quite likely that aparticular amp may misbehave with one of the three loads, or possibly

Stylistically speaking, it's not immediately obvious that the KBA-75 is apower amplifier, and
apure class-A design at that. In profile, it's
pretty sleek-looking; there are no handles or
heatsinks to be seen. What you see is aplain
black box with aCyclopean red power switch
on the front panel. Two pairs of RCA input

in one case find asynergistic love affair. All of
this is useful information. Occasionally, an amp
will consistently fail to impress; clearly acase
of "three strikes and you're out." The KBA- 75
represented the other extreme: it batted 1000!

Sonic Impressions

jacks—one per channel—are provided on the
back panel to allow splitting of the input signal for bi-amping applications. Under all of this

Having spent so much time lately listening to

camouflage, however, lies apotent power plant.
Removal of the chassis cover reveals ahuge

—at least to their liquid, silken mids. The tube's
generic ability to reproduce the textural smooth-

tube amps, it appears that I've become addicted

toroidal transformer rated at 0.9kVA. The pow-

ness of live music, though at times erring on the

er-supply capacity is arespectable 40,004F,

soft side of reality, is one of its strongest suits.

and is made up of computer-grade caps from

Transistor designs generally have had ahard

Sangamo. These are bypassed with very good-

time matching tubes in this regard. Many of the

quality film caps from Rd lCap. There are 11

solid-state amps I've heard over the years

200W npn power transistors per side. These are
mounted on two horizontal heatsink chimneys.

seemed imbued with asand-papery quality,

Air is forced into the chimneys by a fan

grain. It's likely that the perceived roughness

running the gamut from very coarse to fine

mounted directly behind the front panel. This

of early transistor designs was related to time-

fan is very, very quiet. No kidding, you'll never
hear it unless you place your ear several inches
from the blades. Because the chimneys vent on

domain problems. As the art evolved and transient distortions were dealt with, the gap
between tube and transistor narrowed dramat-

the rear panel, be sure to allow plenty of clear-

ically. The Kinergetics is an excellent case in

ance on the back side of the amp. Parts qual-

point. It was consistently smooth-sounding

ity and construction savvy in general appeared
to be more than commensurate with the ask-

grain. The Martin-Logan Sequel Hs, at least

ing price of the amp.

above 500Hz, are capable of resolving ablem-

through the midrange, with just atouch of fine

The amp is direct-coupled from input to out-

ish on agnat's ass, and to my ears are texturally

put. There are no caps whatsoever in the signal path; adirect outcome of the philosophy

most convincing when driven with tubes.
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While it was obvious that the Kinergetics was
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no tube amp, it nevertheless blended textures

pability. Neither was the soundstage adequate-

convincingly enough that this remained a

ly layered. The front-to-back perspective was

minor issue even under the resolving powers

diminished as if the recording space had
shrunk. 1would not go so far as to describe this

of the Sequels.
The Lesley Test did reveal aslight uppermidrange coloration. The timbre of my wife's
lower registers was captured cleanly and naturally without extraneous chestiness or vowel
colorations. But the upper registers weren't

aspect of its performance in terms of cardboard
cutouts populating the soundstage, but outlines
were compressed, as though run over by a
medium-weight steamroller.

quite right, being atad on the dry side and lack-

Dynamic headroom with the Sequels was
not aproblem—at least up to reasonably loud

ing the requisite degree of sweetness. This was
confirmed using Wilson Audio's recording of

orchestral peaks (spi measured at the listening

the Beethoven Sonata in G, Op.96, for Piano
and Violin. Again, the overtone structure of
David Abel's Guarnerius was somewhat on the
parched side of reality. The lower-mid warmth
was there, but the color balance through the
upper mids was slightly on the gray side. To
carry this video analogy abit further, you might

levels. Iwas able to reach into the low 90s on
position) without any congestion or distortion.
The character of the KBA-75 remained essentially the same while driving the Celestion
SL600s. First of all, it maintained aneutral
stance through the lower octaves by not padding the lower mids or the midbass regions of

say that the reds were slightly washed out so

the SL600s. These speakers could really use
some schmaltz down here, and some tube

as to produce acooler picture. If you need

amps are more than ready and willing to do just

another descriptor, how about sheen: there

that. The Kinergetics, on the other hand, was

wasn't enough of it. Sopranos, as was the case

ruthlessly revealing of low-end tonal balance
anomalies.

with Pilar Lorengar's Princess Pamina (The
Magic Flute, London OSA -1397), exhibited a
slight dulling of the upper registers. The pre-

Sheen and brilliance of soprano voices and
violin overtones again were slightly dimin-

sentation, mind you, was clean and transpar-

ished. That's not to say, for example, that Itzhak

ent. Really very listenable, just abit adulterated

Perlman's violin tone (Bruch Violin Concerto

through this region; if you didn't know any bet-

1, EMI ASD-2926) was not reasonably sweet
and focused. It was all that; it's just that his vio-

ter, you probably wouldn't miss abeat.
The overall presentation was very detailed;
Inever got the impression that Iwas missing
out on any inner detail. Treble transients were
quick yet very well behaved. Yes sir, no zing,
zip, or artificial crispness here My only reservation about the treble had to do with the
nature of the extreme treble. Ifelt that it was
abit recessed and airless. As far as the other fre-

lin should have sung out with more sheen and
brilliance than allowed by the KBA-75.
The amp, however, was easy to listen to.
There were no active irritants to detract from
long-term listenability. Low-level resolution
of detail was very good, as was bass performance, which featured exceptionally tight bass
lines. Imaging, however, did not improve any

quency extreme was concerned, Ihad no complaints at all. There was lots of bass detail. Bass

upon that offered by the Sequels, and in fact

registers were tightly defined, reproduced with

still tended toward 2-D, and.,in general, recreation of the original acoustic space lacked
conviction.

disarming naturalness. The Kinergetics proved
to be quite neutral down here in that it did not
mask the bass leanness of the Sequels. It did not
manufacture an upper-bass heaviness, as some
tube amps are apt to do, and simply revealed
the character of the Sequels.
The KBA-75's soundstage was wide and

impressed me somewhat less. The soundstage

Iwas able to clip the Kinergetics, something
the SL600s have no problem doing with many
amps. You see, they can sink quite abit of
power thermally, but they run out of excursion
and congest in the process. Intermittent clip-

impressively transparent for any amp—cost no

ping translated into araw edge riding along

object. The focus of instrumental outlines
within the soundstage was precise and tight.

with the music, but the KBA-75 clearly did not
fall apart, recovering gracefully from such

For example, resolution of massed voices was

abuse.

not aproblem, but the presentation was twodimensional, lacking alife-giving image pal-

Koval- modded Quad ESLs, provided afinal
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Switching speakers again, this time to the

reference point. And on balance, the KI3A- 75

Witie '
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acquitted itself quite well. The deficiencies
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noted above did not disappear, but Ifelt that
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harmonic envelopes were better integrated,
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with reasonable focus and very good midrange
transparency. Midrange textures were reasonably smooth, and treble transients were free of
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artificial artifacts.
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Summary
Despite my grumblings over soundstaging, I
find that this class-A amp offers more than a
respectable measure of musicality. Its lack of
any noxious high-end grundge and glare makes
it very easy to listen. The midrange is transparent to adegree uncommon at the asking price.
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To my mind, this is adifficult measure of per-
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tion of massed voices and other dense instrumental masses are also very good. But clearly,
the KBA- 75's forte is its bass performance. Bass
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formance to achieve, and adds an immediacy
to reproduced music that enhances the illusion
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of "live." Low-level detail and spatial resolu-
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Fig.1 KBA-75, frequency response at 1W
into 8ohms (0.2dB/div.), right
channel dotted
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Fig.2 KBA-75, frequency response at 1W
into 8ohms in parallel with 2.2mF
(0.2dB/div.), right channel dotted

lines are tightly focused, and pitch definition
is exemplary.
The KBA-75 is capable of adequately re-

comparably priced solid-state amps. It clearly

producing dynamic shadings even with diffi-

deserves aserious audition.

cult loads. Its character was constant with a
variety of speaker loads, which argues for good

Postscript: Measurements
The Kinergetics KBA-75 power amplifier gave

load-tolerance.
If imaging excellence is high on your list of

more power than its spec might suggest. It

priorities, however, you're bound to be alittle

clipped at 131.4W into 8ohms (21.2dBW) and

disappointed by the KBA-75. Granted, the situation may improve by the substitution of a

230.7W into 4 ohms (20.6dBW), which is
excellent voltage-source performance. When

tubed preamp in the chain, but, on its own,
expect nothing more or less than typical solid-

however, the 5-amp rail fuses blew.

state performance in this area.

attempting to drive a2ohm load at high levels,

Solid-state aficionados should rejoice at the

Frequency response (fig.1) showed arightchannel rolloff above 101tHz, though at -0.2dB

performance level offered by the Kinergetics

at 20kHz, this will not be audible. Leh-channel

KBA-75 at this price point. Despite some col-

output was flat to above 50kHz. When driving
acapacitive load (2.2µF in parallel with the load
resistor), the KBA-75 exhibited atypical HF rise.

orations in the upper mids, the amp takes traditional solid-state virtues several steps forward.
This '75 is smoother, cleaner, and better behaved through the upper octaves than most

Output impedance was alow 0.03 ohm across
the band.
—Robert Harley
11

A DELIGHTFUL DUO
Guy Lemcoe reviews apre- and power amplifier combination from PSE
PSE Studio IV solid-state stereo amplifier. Specified output: 100Wpc (20dBVV) into 8ohms; 195Wpc
(19.9dBW) into 4ohms, all continuous power, DC-100kHz, with 0.01% THD. Input impedance:
50k ohms. Sensitivity: 1.2V. Dimensions: 18.5" W by a75" H by 11.5" D. Weight: 27 lbs. SN: 40166.
Price: $850.
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PSE Studio SL solid-state preamplifier
PSE Studio SL solid-state preamplifier. Frequency response: 5Hz-100kHz +0, -0.05dB. Input
impedance: 47k ohms (MM): adjustable with plug-in resistors (MC). Input capacitance (phono):
120pF. Input overload: 200mV (MM). no frequency specified. THD: 0.005%. S/N ratio: 80dB (MM),
78dB (MC), 100dB (line). Maximum output: 12V. Dimensions: 18.5" W by 1.825" H by 9.25" D.
Weight: 9lbs. SN: 60165. Price (without phono section): $650. With: $750.
Both: Approximate number of dealers: 40. Manufacturer: Professional Systems Engineering,
7401 Lyndale Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55423. Tel: (612) 866-4984.
Professional Systems Engineering was anew
name to me, although they've been in business

which are difficult to isolate and measure. He
makes astatement which should be taken to

for 15 years. They maintain alow industry pro-

heart by everyone seeking good-sounding
music in the home: "We have come to believe

file, diverting what would otherwise by their
advertising budget into research and engineering efforts. PSE's product line is not extensive;
in addition to the stereo amp and preamp un-

that in the final analysis, there is no test signal
quite as relevant as music and no test instrument quite equal to the trained human ear. We

der evaluation here, they offer atuner and a
mono power amplifier.

urge you to assign critical listening tests amajor

PSE is located within earshot of two highly
respected leaders in high-end audio: Audio

When is the last time you read astatement like

Research and Magnepan. Such proximity must
have had positive effects—the Studio IV amp
and Studio SL preamp impressed me immediately upon unpacking them. They looked nice
and appeared to be well built. And, as Ilearned
by listening, they sounded wonderful.
The literature with the review units stresses
the dangers of relying heavily on printed product specifications. Dean Klinefelter, founder
and president of PSE, rightly recognizes that
there are forces at work in music reproduction

role in your evaluation of any component."
tbat in product literature? Incidentally, atest
report is included with each component. On
the back of that report are the terms of PSE's
tbree-year limited warranty.

Description
The Studio IV power amplifier—which makes
asmall footprint—is strikingly styled: solid oak
side panels flank the extruded aluminum heatsinks. These are located at the front of the unit,
with abright red LED placed squarely in the
center. This lights up when the unit is turned

PSE Studio IV solid-state power amplifier
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on and can be clearly seen from across the

source will play through the tape output jacks

room. The rear of the amp sports an on/off

on the back panel. Since it is independently

rocker switch. Tiffany RCA jacks are conven-

controlled, this means you can tape from a

iently located above the heavy-duty, 5-way

source other than the one you are listening to

binding posts centered on the rear plate. I

through the Main switch. Though some people

appreciated being able to tighten down these

feel this to be unnecessary, it does come in

posts onto large spade lugs with anut driver.

handy at times (and enables the source being

How often do we find aweak link in the audio

listened to not to be loaded down by being fed

chain caused by flimsy speaker terminals?

to the tape-out sockets if not being recorded).

The circuit is adirect-coupled design with

Next come four pushbuttons labeled "Mono,"

no capacitors in the signal path. The voltage

"Phase," bass lift, and "-20." The first button

gain stage uses aclass-A cascocled-FET config-

is self-explanatory. Ifind amono control essen-

uration boasting high-input impedance and lin-

tial, especially when playing recordings of performances originally done monophonically,

ear input/output characteristics. The output
stage features "super high-speed output de-

which, due to the misguided intentions of rec-

vices" and is said to be capable of delivering

ord companies, have been re-released in"elec-

18A of current, flat out, for over aminute and

tronically rechanneled" stereo. The differences
in the sound are clearly audible when the

ahalf. Power is supplied by alarge toroidal
transformer conservatively rated at 750VA, coupled with twin 24,000g capacitors. The amp
is said to be stable into all speaker loads. Among
the internal protection features are DC leakage
(the rail voltage is reduced to IV if 5or more
volts of DC are detected at the outputs) and
thermal sensing (the amp will shut down if the
output stage reaches over 160°F).
Removing the steel top plate, held on by
machine screws in tapped holes, reveals aneat-

Mono switch is engaged. What before sounded
disembodied now becomes focused into the
space between the speakers. The Phase switch,
unusual on apreamp at this price level, corrects
asource which has been manufactured out of
phase. Pushing this button inverts the polarity
of the source, insuring that your speakers will
push or pull as they should. The next button
functions as abass "boost" control. Ifind its
appearance here somewhat questionable,

ly laid-out interior. On the right side of the

though the manufacturer assures me it has its

chassis is the large transformer. Just behind it,

place in enhancing the audio track on videos.

attached to the rear panel, is an easily accessible

It accentuates the frequency range below

fuse holder. On the other side of the chassis sit

100Hz by 5-6dB. The last pushbutton is noth-

two beer-can-size capacitors. The neat wiring

ing other than a"mute" switch which cuts the

(AudioQuest and Kimber) and the abundance

volume by 20dB when engaged. This could be

of top-quality components confirm the fact

handy when answering the phone or when
changing records, but Ifound it just as easy to

that PSE pays attention to detail and construction quality internally as well as externally. The
fiberglass circuit board shows evidence of clean
solder work. A final touch is the presence of

reduce the volume by turning the smoothacting Level control down (although this, of

stages. An impressive-looking package, espe-

course, does make it harder to return to an
exact loudness level).
The last controls, located on the right side

cially at the price!

of the front panel, are the Balance (small) and

handwritten OKs on the left and right output

The Studio SL preamp makes aperfect companion for the IV. Its black front panel is nicely

Level knobs (large). Each is continuously variable and operates smoothly. Ireally like volume

machined from 3‘" -thick extruded aluminum.

controls which are not broken up into discrete

It is identical in width to the amp and has the

steps. My reference preamp, aPS 4.5, has a

same oak end panels. The controls are well-

stepped potentiometer and Ioften find the per-

spaced, with highly legible white markings.

fect loudness level is somewhere in between

From the left side is alargish "Main" knob,

the steps. My sentiments apply, equally, to the

beside which is asmaller "Record" knob. The

Balance control. Ared LED, smack dab in the

position of this latter switch determines which

middle of the front panel, glows when power
is on. Incidentally, this unit is meant to be left

IThc monoblock Studio V is available for 8800.11 puts out
120W into 8ohms and 230W into 4ohms.
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on all the time (there is no power switch). Since
the preamp draws only 20W of power with litStereophile, January 1990

tie heat generated, it will not pad the pockets

and for my own pleasure has not gone through

of your local electric company. The rear panel

any major metamorphosis in the last few months.

holds three unswitched AC outlets with atotal

Though many components have come and
gone in my listening room, Ikeep falling back

capacity of 800W. Those who insist on powerline conditioners may not like this, but it will

on the sound I'm most comfortable with:

appeal to those who dislike clutter.

Acoustat Model 2speakers driven by apair of

Right and left balanced outputs (XLRs) are
next in line. Ibelieve we will see more and
more of this configuration on components in

Kenwood L-07M amps. The VPI Mk. ll fitted
with an ET-2 /Talisman combination serves as

the future, "balanced" becoming the buzzword
of the early '90s. In addition to the balanced

Audio 4.5, used in straight-wire mode. Various
interconnects and speaker wire are used, de-

my front end. My regular preamp is the PS

outputs, there are two sets of Tiffany RCAs.

pending on what Ican get my hands on at the

This will make it easy to bi-amplify speakers,

moment (currently MIT Music Hose and Kim-

and is afeature Iwish Ifound on more pre-

ber Kable). Irecently acquired apair of Dyna
Mk.III amps and have had lots of fun listening

amps. There are five sets of high-level inputs:
Aux, Video, 'Pape, lliner, and CD. Surely the

to them. They are also changing my expecta-

most jaded video/audiophile will be satisfied

tions as to what is possible in realistic home

with this selection. 'IWO sets of tape outputs fol-

music reproduction.

low, along with another pair of Tiffanys for

My present system is dedicated to LP play-

phono. Both MM and MC cartridges can be
accommodated with the Studio SL via internal

back; critical listening is done via that medium.
The CDs Iget for review are played on any
number of players Ibeg, steal, or borrow from

switching.
A perusal of the inside of the unit revealed

friends. Istill have not heard aCD player which

the same attention to detail and care in assem-

can begin to approach vinyl LP playback at its

bly exhibited in the power amp. The fuse

best. Several have come close, but Iremain

holder is easily accessible. Asmaller toroidal

unconvinced.

transformer (from the same manufacturer as in

Iloaded the Studio SL tu 100 ohms, which

the amp) occupies agood part of the right side.
Noble potentiometers are used for the Balance
and Level controls. Smooth, high-class com-

Ihave found to be the best loading for this particular Talisman cartridge. All electronics were

ponents, these! The other parts, of which there

left on continuously during the several weeks
Iwas doing my listening. Listening to solid-state

are many, are also first-class. So is the neat wiring and clean soldering (both on and off the cir-

electronics cold, out of the box, is risky
business—it sometimes takes days for the

cuit boards). The phono gain switch (+18dB)

equipment to reach apoint beyond which it

is located in the center of the PC board be-

fails to show any sonic improvement. Some

tween the Main and Record shafts. To activate

components take longer than others. For

it, you push in on the end of the white switch

instance, the PSE gear continued to improve

until it clicks. It stays put, increasing the gain
in the phono section to 53dB. To disengage,

after 48 hours, finally stabilizing at around 72

just push the switch in again. It will pop out.

hours. Keep this in mind when asking your
dealer for ahome audition. Try to borrow the

The resistor loading sockets are located toward
the rear of the unit on either side of the shaft

days), and let it cook the entire time. Iexper-

controlling the Record function. The two gold
pin sockets are spaced y
u," apart, and the supplied resistors of various popular values should
be trimmed to fit

y, 6"to y
e"
above them.

My impressions of the Studio SL echo those

equipment for as long as possible (at least 3-4
ienced no turn-on or turn-off surprises with
the PSE units. The muting circuits in both were
doing their jobs.
Although the PSE preamp has balanced outputs, the power amp surprisingly does not. I

of the Studio IV. It's well-built, uses premium
parts, is quite attractive, and is user-friendly and
unpretentious. This preamp is also available,

used conventional unbalanced interconnect,

sans phono section, for only $650.

to work very well.

System setup

Sound

The system Iuse for auditioning components

The first album Ilistened to was Whites Off

Stereophile, January 1990

therefore, between the two, these the Kenwoods supplied with the L-07 that Ihave found
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Eartb Now (Latex 4) by The Cowboy Junkies.

the subtle nuances of his exquisite voice (notice

Recorded "live" to two track using only aCal-

the slight lisp) without sacrificing the body of

rec Ambisonic microphone, it captures the stu-

the sound, which can often become lost in his

dio experience without any hint of processing.

unique vibrato. My reference captured the lisp,

On agood system you should feel as if you can
reach out and touch the performers. Sound-

but lost the body.
The studio ambience and the placement of

stage height, width, and depth are perfect, as

the background vocalists within the studio was

is the rendering of instrumental timbres. The

clearer on the PSE than on my reference. My

electric bass, guitar, and drums sound real in

reference sounded more hi-fi than the PSE.

away rarely heard on records. The sound, particularly on "Crossroads," has asee-through

This is not good—a system should sound like

quality which is scary and unforgettable once
you've heard it. Listen to the way the cymbals

simply brought me closer to that ideal.
On the soundtrack to Tbe Mission (Virgin

are captured here. Listen also to Alan Anton's

90567-1), Iwas more aware of Ennio Morncone's skill in writing for the string basses.

ominous-sounding bass line: it should fill your
listening room.

music, nothing more and nothing less! The PSE

Individual instruments could be heard playing

The PSE preamp and Kenwood amps

their lines. The rosiny texture of the basses

sounded somewhat brittle together. Focus on
the performers was good, but the overall sound

enhanced my appreciation of the score and

left me cold. Isoon realized that this was not

sound of the strings on this album was sweeter

aparticularly pleasing combination. When I
inserted the Studio IV into the chain, things

with the PSE gear than with my reference.
Detail was preserved, but not at the expense

warmed up abit. Detail was excellent, especially the very subtle sound of the bassist's
fingers sliding from note to note (the sound is

of warmth.

Summary

barely perceptible, but unmistakable once

As Iplayed album after album, Iremained

heard). The electric bass sound was as good as

impressed with how well the PSE units per-

Ihave ever heard, with full extension and
weight. It was taut, too, unlike the "woolly"

formed. Ialso became aware of the colorations
in my own system—colorations with which I

sound Iwas getting from my reference system.
Margo Timmins's voice was also rendered bet-

will have to deal. The Studio IV and Studio SL

ter on the PSE combo. It lacked the electronic

in away which involved me. They will please
detail freaks as well as those who value sound-

made clearer its ominous tone. The overall

did not disappoint. They presented the music

haze Ihad come to expect from modestly
priced electronics.

staging ability. They can place the listener in the

On Keith Jarrett's Standards, Vold (ECM

recording venue. The PSEs did not distort the

1255), Iwas impressed by how the PSE combo
presented abelievable picture of the three per-

could easily distinguish oboe from English

timbres of the instruments they reproduced (I

formers. On "It Never Entered My Mind,"

horn playing in the same register). They han-

Keith's piano sings, with much more sense of

dled dynamics with aplomb, and conveyed the

air and space than on my reference The sound

heft of a trombone section with the same

of the studio was much more obvious, as was

authority Iheard recently on Mark Levinson

the sense of unity among the performers. Jack

gear. They are moderately priced yet wellmade, small in size but big in sound. Profes-

DeJohnette's drum exclamations leaped out of
the speakers toward me, Gary Peacock's bass

sional Systems Engineering has real contenders

seemed anchored to the floor. My reference
system sounded cloudy by comparison: The
bass was anemic, DeJohnette's drumming failed

here. Ibelieve Class Cof "Recommended Components" will have to be expanded to include

to excite me, Keith's piano turned strident in

mended for audition.

the upper registers, and Ifound it difficult to
become involved in the performance as Ihad

Postscript: Measurement

with the PSE duo.

these two. Need Isay more? Highly recom-

The PSE Studio IV power amplifier's left chan-

Aaron Neville's solo on "Stardust," from Rob

nel clipped at 101.9W (20.1dBW) into 8ohms

Wasserman's Duets (MCA 42131), demonstrated

and 181.1W into 4ohms (19.6dBW), the almost

the ability of the PSE components to capture

doubling of power into the halved load reveal-
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Fig.1 PSE Studio IV, frequency response at
1W into 8ohms (0.2dB/div.), right
channel dotted

Fig.2 PSE Studio IV, frequency response at
1W into 8ohms in parallel with 2.2i4F
(0.2dB/div.), right channel dotted

Mg low power-supply impedance. When dri

441410

ing a2ohm load with one channel, the amplifier clipped at an impressive 316.9W (19dBW).
The right channel was nearly identical, clipping
at 101.1W into 8ohms, but right-channel maximum output was I77.6W into 4ohms, slightly
lower than both the left channel and the specification.
Line-input frequency response, shown in
fig.1, was ruler-flat from 10Hz to 50kHz. Driving acapacitive load caused atypical HF rise
(fig.2), though this was negligible within the
audio band. THD and noise measured at 0.1%
across the band at 1W output into 8 ohms
(fig.3).
The PSE Studio IV's output-impedance
measurements revealed asurprise. The left
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channel had alow-output impedance across
the band (0.052 ohm at 20Hz, 0.059 ohm at
20kHz). The right channel, however, had a
much higher output impedance, measuring
0.089 ohm at 20Hz and rising to 0.1 ohm at
20kHz. It's unusual to measure different output impedances between channels of the same
amplifier. This correlates with the difference
in maximum power output between channels
when driving 4ohms.
The PSE Studio SL preamp had aflat frequency response (fig.4). RIAA accuracy (fig.5)
also exhibited very little deviation. Phono over-
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(0.5dB/div.), right channel dotted

DAY SEQUERRA FM STUDIO TUNER
Larry Greenhill
FM Stereo analog tuner with digital frequency display and three selectable IF bandwidths: wide
(280kHz), normal (180kHz), and narrow (130kHz). Tuning range, 88.0-108.0MHz; display tuning range, 87.70-108.30MHz. Deemphasis, 75µ5. Usable sensitivity: 10dBf mono, 12dBf stereo.
Stereophile, January 1990

Davidson-Roth FM Studio tuner
50dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 10dBf mono, 35dBf stereo. Capture ratio: 0.75dB. Selectivity:
100dB alternate channel, 35dB adjacent channel (narrow mode). S/N ratio at 65dBf: 75dB mono,
65dB stereo. Stereo THD at 65dB quieting: 0.1% at 1kHz, 0.1 0/0 at 10kHz. Stereo separation at
65dBf: 60dB at 1kHz. SCA rejection: 75dB. AM suppression: 80dB. 19 and 38kHz products: -75dB.
Power consumption: 85W. Dimensions: 17 5/
1
6" (440mm) W by 14 3/
a"(375mm) D by 5
11A6" (143mm)
H. Shipping weight: 45 pounds. Price: $3800. Approximate number of dealers: 22. Used with
the Day Sequerra FM Urban Antenna, price $285. Manufacturer: Davidson-Roth Corporation,
P.O. Box 95707, Hoffman Estates, IL 60195. Tel: (312) 843-1797.
The Day Sequerra FM Studio 'Diner is David

given amodern technology baseline, Day has

Day's rust completely original FM tuner design.
His company's flagship Broadcast Monitor
(reviewed in Vol.12 No.6, June 1989, pp." -116)

achieved the best of both worlds: a1989 version of the Broadcast Monitor's ca-1968 cut-

received high marks for its analog-tuning

ting-edge design at aquarter the cost.
The FM Studio Rifler was introduced at

design, musicality, drop-dead glamor, and mar-

the June '89 Consumer Electronics Show as a

velous tuning panoramic-display oscilloscope.

high-end FM tuner, complete with three selec-

But Day, in his devotion to the legend of the
original Sequerra Model 1design, had rever-

table intermediate-frequency (IF) bandwidths,
dual-mono audio section, and balanced out-

ently adhered to the unit's 1970 features, which

puts. This review will describe these design

included asingle IF bandwidth and op-amps
in the audio section.
Despite the Broadcast Monitor's musicality,

advances and discuss the sonics of this new

which made it my former all-out favorite for
serious listening to FM classical music, it could
not be developed further to incorporate mod-

product in aside-by-side comparison with the
same Broadcast Monitor reviewed previously
to determine the new tuner's musical performance.

Features

ern design considerations such as low-impedance power-supply topology and advances

At first glance there is astrong family resem-

in audio quality, nor could it compete with
1990 tuner designs in parameters such as al-

blance between the FM Studio 'Diner and its
ultra-pricey predecessor. Except for the Broad-

ternate-channel selectivity and rejection of
spuriae. Price was also alimitation: the Broad-

cast Monitor's EIA rack-mount faceplate and

cast Monitor's current $12,800 price reflects its

tation shows the former's direct influence: ajetblack glass faceplate with abright-red LED dig-

ultra-demanding, labor-intensive production

handles, the FM Studio 'Diner's front presen-

(1400 parts, 130-hour assembly time, and 200-

ital frequency readout, atuning knob, and a

hour burn-in) and keeps it out of the hands of
all but afew very-well-heeled audiophiles.

4.5" rectangular oscilloscope screen flanked

Hence David Day's all-new 13800 FM Stu-

pushbuttons. When plugged in, the 'scope has
ared border, and its vertical measurement grid

dio 'Diner, which more than preserves the company's adherence to analog tuning and superb
sonics. Balancing cost-effective manufacturing
techniques and new design principles, and
172

on either side by twó vertical rows of six black

('graticule") hatchmarks are illuminated. Unlike
the Broadcast Monitor, all circuits are in alowvoltage standby mode. This lengthens 'scope
Stereophile, January 1990

life, gives the power supply a"softer" turn-on,
and stabilizes critical tuning circuitry. Pushing

marks set at 15, 25, 35, 65, 100, and 120dBf,
scaled to indicate tuner performance. 2 For

in the lower right-hand pushbutton turns on
the unit and illuminates the white display windows next to, and describing the function of,

example, the bottom of the center graticule
(10dBf) indicates usable IHF mono sensitivity;

each pushbutton. Unlike the more expensive

indication for usable stereo sensitivity; the center mark (35dBf) represents the 50dB quieting

Broadcast Monitor, depressing apushbutton
on the FM Studio 'finer does not turn on abrilliant red arrow—which gives astunning vis-

the first horizontal tick mark (15dBf) sets the

value in stereo; the next mark up (65d131), maximum quieting or best S/N ratio.

ual indication that the function has been

This pushbutton setting also gives the owner

enabled—next to each display window Imiss
this cosmetic feature.

adisplay of multipath and adjacent-channel
distortion, so one can reduce these unwanted

The chassis is made of aircraft-grade aluminum alloy with rounded corners and monocoque construction. External fasteners are

reception problems "in real time" by rotating
the antenna and switching the IF bandwidth.
The second button from the top of the left

countersunk Torx with machined- floating
centers. The pre-machined mechanicals rep-

column selects "Miner Vector Display" which
gives abalanced phase/amplitude matrix dis-

resent the highest grade of chassis construc-

play of the stereo signal. This shows an X-Y

tion Ihave found in apiece of home audio gear.
When David Day decided that this tuner

vector display of the left and right channels and
allows an assessment of the channel separation

would retain the Broadcast Monitor's cosmetic

and phase characteristics of the stereo program

glamor, analog tuning, 'scope display, and yet
be easier to manufacture and more reliable,

senting greater channel separation.

something had to be left out. Day chose to pre-

material, with awider horizontal angle repreThe third button, the 'Ruler Balanced Vector Display, allows one to see the function of

serve the unit's performance, and leave out
(hopefully, just temporarily!) the panoramic

the next two pushbuttons: Audio Phase Inver-

display feature. Also discarded was the Broad-

sion and Stereo Contour Override. Audio Phase

cast Monitor's antiquated Dolby-B pushbutton

Inversion permits one to invert polarity in an

function.

FM broadcast; this feature yields an optimization of soundstage depth and stereo separation. 3

Starting from the upper left, then, the FM
Studio Timer's top pushbutton is the FM lining
Display, which selects the 'scope display to
fine-tune the FM Studio 'Ruler to aset-on
accuracy of 10kHz of the center frequency of
an FM station. , The thin horizontal trace is

The Stereo Contour mode alters the relationship of the L+R to the L-R portions of the FM
signal to limit separation under severe multipath conditions, and serves as arefined type
of "blend" function. The only other pushbut-

tuned so it moves between two graticules on

ton on the left stack is the "External Vector Dis-

the 'scope face. These lines represent an instan-

play" control, which gives one the option of

taneous deviation of +75kHz. Signal strength
can be read off by observing where this
horizontal trace crosses the center graticule,

doing afour-quadrant analysis of abalanced
or unbalanced signal from an external source

which has been crosshatched with short tick1Set-on accuracy is the precision with which the tuner is actually at 97.1MHz when its display indicates 97.1MHz or, more
precisely, when the IF bandpass response is centered exactly
at 10.700MHz, the intermediate frequency. "hvo design factors can affect set-on accuracy. One is automatic frequency
control (AFC), which automatically tries to keep the tuner
center-tuned to 10.700MHz. The second factor that can negatively affect accurate tuning is digital frequency synthesis, now
aubiquitous design feature of most FM tuners. Done correctly,
such adesign feature can work. But if there is any slight misalignment, the mer can't correct for it. Day's eXterlShe 48-page
owner's manual pointedly shows that most frequency synthesized FM tuners are unable to fine-tune closer than
25IcFlz to agiven frequency. If such atuner is ever out of perfect
calibration, then the audiophile can never precisely tune in
astation. Day's tests indicate that distortion in stereo can triple
if an FM station is de tuned by 30kHz. More important, channel
separation, imaging, and sound...mice perspective an: totally lost.
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(such as aCD player or apreamplifier's tape
outputs).
The right pushbuttons control power and IF
bandwidth. The upper three pushbuttons on
2The Broadcast Monitor's tick marks, starting from the bottom, give the following signal strengths: 15 (not ahorizontal
tick mark, but the bottom of the graticule), 25, 45,65, 85, 95,
and 115dBf. As a result, the same signal will appear to he higher
and stronger on the Studio Miner. The center tickmark on the
Broadcast Monitor is set for 65dBf; on the Studio "Ruler, the
central mark is set at 35dBf. Thus the FM Studio miter's 'scope
display has been designed to deal more effectively with lowamplitude or marginal signals.
3This feature was easily demonstrated at the 1089 June CES.
Working with gear supplied by his exhibit mates (Krell, MartinLogan), David Day showed how WFMT's souncistage width
and depth could be changed dramatically by inserting the FM
broadcast signal polarity.
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the right perimeter provide the switchable IF

on the control panel. Many parts are socketed

bandwidth selections, and these are labeled

for easy repair. The circuitry employs ahighly

Wide IF Bandwidth, Normal IF Bandwidth,
and Narrow IF Bandwidth. Other buttons

sophisticated grounding system to achieve a

include Mono Forcing, which determines that

much-improved selectivity. Three other design

the stereo signal will be received in mono; Mut-

areas—the selectable IF bandwidths, the stiff

ing Defeat, to inhibit the tuner's muting action
to suppress between-station noise; and Power,

high- and low-voltage power supplies, and the

which places the tuner in standby mode.

lower noise floor, improved S/N ratio, and

balanced, dual-mono audio amplifier circuitry
—require more detailed explanation.

The back of the tuner is quite different from

But most important was the use of intensive

the Broadcast Monitor's. XLR jacks, to allow for

listening tests to make all critical circuit deci-

balanced operation, are centered below the

sions. Day employed asimulated FM broadcast
of known source material, most often vinyl

standard, gold-plated RCA audio output jacks.
Next to the XLR connectors sit four input jacks
to allow for 'scope analysis of external signals.

discs from his Goldmund Studio and Linn LP-

Unlike the Broadcast monitor, the AC line is

technique). Having control over the source—

12 turntables (see sidebar for details on this

detachable, a real blessing for installation.

choice of music, ability to replay aselection,

Antenna input is via astandard 75 ohm "F"

choice of source medium—was critical. Day

connector to use with RG-59/U coaxial cable.

had control over the program signal and the

Missing from the FM Studio 'Ruler are all of the

RF broadcast signal. He could make the signal

Broadcast Monitor's barrier-strip antenna
inputs, 'scope adjustment and audio output

too strong or too weak, and determine the effects not only on distortion, but also on imag-

level controls. The lettering on the back is an

ing, detail, and depth of soundstage. In addi-

elegant grey, which is hard to read during setup.

tion, he could inject multipath, and, thus, in
acontrolled manner, degrade the signal. This

The attention to detail on this product is
exemplary. MIL SPEC silicone boots are used

closed-circuit FM listening technique was used

to even lamp surface-temperature irregularities to further prolong lamp life. Special fabri-

extensively in the Studio's design, and is now
in use at the factory to provide the final assem-

cated composite Viton mounting bumpers are

bly check on each unit shipped.

used to minimize circuit-board microphonics.
One other feature needs to be mentioned:

exterior. Not since Ireviewed the Spectral

the 48-page typeset manual. Apropos of a

DMC-10 preamplifier have Ibeen so impressed

product this expensive, the FM Studiollmer's
Manual will serve the owner well. It has agood

overall design. The unit uses aheavy glass-

The unit's innards are as glamorous as the

with circuit-board layout, parts quality, and

table of contents, excellent drawings of 'scope

epoxy motherboard with solder mask and

functions, and two lucid, well-written sections

component reference designator laid over

on FM antenna selection and FM tuner circuit
design.

polished copper traces. Day attributes the sonic
character of the new design to the exclusive use

Circuit features
Although the FM Studio Miner's circuitry is
operationally similar to its predecessor's, it is

of polished, bare copper traces. Looking down
on this single circuit board, several things stand
out. The RF front end is encased in anickelplated Faraday shield that sits at the left rear of

atotally new design. The new tuner has many
fewer parts (780!) than the over 1400 compo-

the chassis. High-quality Roederstein (ERO) poly-

nents used in the assembly of the Broadcast

grade Sprague electrolytic capacitors, and five
2.5" -tall heatsinks for the regulators dominate

Monitor. This greatly improves quality control,
reliability, and ease of service. New assembly

propylene capacitors, eight large computer-

techniques emphasize fewer circuit boards,

the power-supply section. Mounted on the
motherboard is avery high-quality instrument-

minimal point-to-point wiring, and shorter

grade oscilloscope tube.

lead length. Gone are the Broadcast Monitor's
umbilical -cord, multi -cable point to-point
wiring harnesses needed to interconnect its 18
circuit boards. The FM Studio "[liner has one
major circuit board and some very small boards
174

The FM Studio Tuner's power supply emanates
from atextbook "purist" design. There is amassive 250VA toroidal transformer, about the size
of agenerous Big Mac, that sits at the right rear
of the chassis and is flanked by 40,000µF of filter
Stereophile, January 1990

capacitance (properly bypassed!) and the regulator heatsinks. There are six independent DC-

Closed -Circuit FM Test

regulated supplies. The discrete tracking regulators include: switched ±12V DC for audio circuitry, switched +5V DC, +215V DC, and -1600V

Iam currently assembling aclosed-circuit
FM broadcast testing setup that will permit
me to carry out in-depth listening tests on

DC, as well as the variable 0to +45V DC varactor diode bias voltage for the analog tuning system. There is aprecision +2.5V DC voltage refer-

FM tuners, simulating FM tuner mistuning,
low signal strength, stereo pilot over-/un-

ence for the tuning voltage regulator, and aseparate +12V DC regulated supply for the RF front
end. This multiplicity of power supplies allows

der-modulation, over-modulation of the
SCA, and flutter, as well as other forms of
multipath. Acomprehensive menu of tests

Day to totally isolate the tuner's IF, RF, and

available with this setup will allow acomplete analysis of agiven tuner's real-world

audio sections for optimum performance.
The design of the selectable IF bandwidths

capability using repeatable known source
material, without being tied to the program-

also merits attention. Other tuner designs

ming of FM broadcast stations. It can be run

switch in asecond filter in series with the standard filter circuit if one chooses a"narrow"

over and over again, permitting controlled

bandwidth. Day claims that this affects the Q
of the detector, so he devised a parallel IF
processing network that permits the selection
of optimum Q for lowest distortion for each
selected bandwidth.
The output from the stereo multiplex decoder is coupled to dual-mono audio ampli-

comparisons of anumber of multiple tuners.
The closed-circuit broadcast will use the
audio outputs from suitable reference
sources, such as my Linn LP-12 turntable
and ahigh-quality CD player and outboard
processor to be determined, driving the

fiers designed for Day Sequerra by Krell's Dan

Quad ESL-63s and Velodyne ULD-18. The
line-level audio outputs of my Levinson
ML-7A or aTheta DSPre digital processor

DAgostino. These amplifiers use entirely discrete devices in the form of an input-source-

preemphasis network which applies the

coupled JFET pair. This is agreat advance over
the Broadcast Monitor's LM301A op-amps. Day
claims that the circuitry which generates the
necessary inverted and normal signals at the

will then be fed into abroadcast-quality
appropriate 25µs preemphasis to the audio
signal. The output from the preemphasis
network is input to aSound Technology

XLR balanced output jacks provides relative

1000A FM Multiplex Generator to simulate
an FM broadcast. The modulated RF from

immunity from electrical and magnetic interference such as RFI and 60Hz hum. As far as I
know, this is the first FM tuner with balanced

mission line terminated at the other end
with aprecision impedance-matching net-

audio-output topology.
FM performance

the 1000A is fed into RG-59 coaxial trans-

work, which is then connected to the tuner
antenna input.
This listening-evaluation system will per-

Performance data was obtained from a"Performance Data Record" or "traveler," which was

mit an in-depth update of products reviewed
in the past, including the Day Sequerra

written down during the final alignment of the

Broadcast Monitor, the FM Studio 'Diner,

individual FM Studio 'rimer (serial #210016)

the Onkyo TU -9090 II, the Revox B-260S,
and the Magnum Dynalab Etude Adetailed
description of this advanced listening test

under review. As with the Broadcast Monitor
reported on in Vol.12 No.6, these tests were
conducted right on the factory bench, not in

methodology will appear in an upcoming

ascreen room. De's Soundtech instruments
are calibrated yearly.

issue.

First, one should compare the two Day
Sequerra tuners. With the new selectable IF
bandwidth, the FM Studio ilmer's adjacentchannel selectivity is afar stronger 40dB (selecting Narrow IF Bandwidth) compared to the
Broadcast Monitor's 15dB figure. Stereo test
data show that at 75 ohms, 33.5dBf are reStereophile, January 1990

quired for 50dB quieting for the FM Studio
Miner, exceeding the Broadcast Monitor's
37dBf. Distortion at 1k Hz measured 0.14% in
the Broadcast Monitor, 0.08% in the FM Studio lbner. Stereo separation at lkHz was 49dB
for the Broadcast Monitor, 61dB in the Stereo
'Ruler. These figures suggest that the FM Stu175

dio Miner should provide greater stereo sepa-

was published (after all, the designer has the

ration and quicker quieting than the Broadcast
Monitor. Day argues that these differences in

the identical Broadcast Monitor, for compar-

measured performance (which he considers

ison purposes, with the new FM Studio Miner.

minor at best) do not begin to quantify the
improvement in performance of the FM Stu-

bookcase, and ran standard Levinson intercon-

dio 'Timer over the Broadcast Monitor.

nects to my Mark Levinson ML-7A preamp.

real need for areference!). Day later returned

Iplaced the Broadcast Monitor in my rack

Comparison with other tuners reviewed in

Next Iplaced the FM Studio Tuner on an-

Stereopbile is useful. Most reviews emphasize
test-bench performance, as with the data on

other shelf. Standard adjustments were necessary, including floating the ground on the

the MacIntosh MR-80 (reviewed by DAS in

tuner's three-prong plug with a"cheater." 4 I
also made certain that the FM Studio Tuner was

Vol.9 No.3, p.92), which Iused to compare
with data from the Broadcast Monitor's "trav-

not sitting on other equipment; steel-plated

eler." If one just looks at the numbers, the FM
Studio Tuner's specified performance easily

equipment chassis can affect 'scope deflec-

betters the four other tuners Ihave been working with recently in seven key areas: usable
mono and stereo sensitivity, 50dB quieting in

antennas, including aDay Sequerra unamplifled Urban FM antenna and arotatable high-

mono and stereo, stereo separation at IkHz,

tion. 5Both tuners were used with avariety of

gain (12.5dB greater than a dipole) nineelement Yagi Channel Master Stereo Probe 9

total harmonic distortion (THD) at 50dBf quieting, and capture ratio.
The MR-80 was still ahead in terms of adjacent-channel selectivity: 60dB vs the 38dB

antenna that sits 35' above the ground on its

found in the FM Studio Miner. The widely

sisted of apair of bi-amplified Snell Type A-

chimney mount. All listening comparisons
were made on the same antenna system.
My system at the time of this review con-

quoted term in Stereopbile, "adjacent-channel

improved dynamic loudspeakers driven by a

selectivity," should not alone comprise afigure of merit for agiven FM tuner. Much more

Threshold Stasis Ill (for midrange and highs)

important should be the tuner's total perfor-

and aVSP Trans Mos 150 (for bass), using adb
Systems electronic crossover designed just for

mance in the narrower IF mode. For instance,

the Type As.

the MR-80's THD at IkHz in the narrow mode
(which provides 60dB of adjacent-channel

back the same "Where-have-you-been-all-my-

selectivity) is 1.0% (as measured by DAS, Vol.9
No.3). By contrast, the FM Studio Tuner, in its
narrow-bandwidth mode, which provides
40dB of adjacent-channel selectivity, measures
only 0.15% THD, an almost tenfold reduction
in distortion compared with the MR-80. To my
mind, the FM Studio 'Ruler's testbench performance represents the state of the art in FM technology, specified both at the beginning of this
article and detailed in the "traveler" on the unit

Turning on the Broadcast Monitor brought
life?" response Ihad when Ifirst used this product. 'Dining in WNCN, my favorite New York
classical station, was effortless and so much
better with the tuner's panoramic display than
with all the preset gizmos Ihad to suffer with
in other tuners. Most important, of course,
were the sonics. As described in the earlier
review, the Broadcast Monitor sounds effortless
and musical. Quieting for most stations was

being reviewed.

Sound quality
Since Ifirst heard it, the Day Sequerra Broadcast Monitor has served as my reference for FM
musicality. No other tuner—and there have
been some expensive units, including aMagnum Dynalab Etude, aRevox B-260S, and an
Onkyo TU -9090 II—could come close to its
ability to sound like real music Unfortunately,
Iwas unable to afford it for purchase, or even
to use for an extended loan. It went back to
Davidson-Roth two weeks before the review
176

4The chassis ground of my ML-7A is kept separate from the
signal ground. The center tap of the Studio limner's powertransformer secondary is also floated to reduce the noise floor
of the unit. If aground loop develops in asystem with two
high-performance line-level components with floating center
taps attached to one another, a very well-defined 60Hz hum
is heard. Itrapped this gremlin by floating the Studio limner's
three-prong plug, and the hum completely disappeared, leaving the tuner's between-station (muted) background as silent
as aCD player between cuts.
5Inoticed this at the)une CES, where the Studio limner had
been placed on top of the Nalcamichi 1000 DAT player. The
'scope trace was moved just off center until the tuner was
moved. David l)ay explained that the Broadcast Monitor's prohibitively expensive mu-metal 'scope shield had not been used
in the Studio limner because it raised the tuner's cost and, in
some ways, made it harder to achieve the tuner's present S/N
performance.
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dramatically better than other tuners'. The re-

ping (a response first noted by Ivor Tiefenbrun,
designer of the Linn Turntable). But every other

sulting music was presented with an unusually
widened soundstage. Depth of field, aquality
Iheard often in other tuners, was definably palpable and real. Best was its dynamic range and

visceral response you might read in these pages
was produced as well, from the goosebump
test to the hairs-on-the-back-of-the-neck sign.

the emotional contact Ihad suddenly made
with the music. Without this standard of musi-

The music was alive, vital, true, and tremendously moving. Idropped everything (leaving

cality, Iwould not have been able to appreciate what lwas about to hear from the FM Studio 'Ruler.'
Before Icome to the newer tuner's sonics,

the living room a hodgepodge of cables,
tuners, and manuals) to enjoy the latest of
Patrick O'Hearn's New Age musical releases

Ihave to comment on the display. No, the FM

and then to delight in Saint -Saëns's Carnival
of the Animals.

Studio 'Ruler doesn't have the Broadcast Monitor's panoramic oscilloscope function. One

Imust use aword Ihave never used before to

must tune the FM Studio limier while watching the digital readout of tuner frequency, then

describe atuner: transparency. The FM Studio
Tuner has a see-through quality that just

fine-tune the oscilloscope with the FM Tuning

doesn't happen with any unit Ihave ever heard
in my system. By contrast, music heard with

Display pushbutton depressed. This shows the
signal as athin bright horizontal line. But one
gets so much information from that trace!
Using the horizontal tickmarks on the 'scope
face, signal strength, tuning accuracy, and multipath are instantly and visually available. If the
trace widens or becomes distorted, adjustments can be made easily to refocus the image
and get rid of the multipath ghosts, just as one
can do with avideo monitor and aTV signal.
Adjacent-channel stations or interference will
also appears as ghost traces; selecting narrower
IF bandwidth removes the resulting extra traces
(distortion products) from the 'scope as one

What elements of the sound had improved?

the Broadcast Monitor seems more colored and
dark. This transparency in the FM Studio 'Ruler
gives speed, definition, and an effortless openness to the midrange and high end. Dynamic
range is extraordinary, with none of the compression heard with other tuners. This gave a
tremendous sense of drama to WNCN's classical selections. The bass response of the FM
Studio 'Ruler has been enhanced as well, showing the same qualitative jump in definition,
power, solidity, and control that Iheard when
Ifirst auditioned the Mark Levinson No.20

hears the sound improve This kind of interac-

class-A amplifiers from Madrigal. The soundfield perspective, already broadened in the

tive tuner display makes all the presets, LED

Broadcast Monitor, has much greater depth in

meters, and even analog meters on other tuners
seem quite silly and useless.

the FM Studio Miner. Inner detail was enhanced, particularly in the critical upper-bass/

Now for the best part. The FM Studio 'Ruler

lower-midrange area. All these changes had

was as musical as any source Inow have in my

one synergistic effect: improved musicality.

system. This was best shown by the length of
listening time as well as my emotional reactions
to the sound. Ibegan to listen around lOpm

Conclusions

one evening and just didn't stop until 2am
when the station went off the air. The tuner
stayed on all the next day! Like the Broadcast
Monitor, the FM Studio 'Ruler got my foot tap61 had to adjust to equalize the output keels between the two
tuners for listening comparisons .The Bniadcast Monitor was
designed to pump out astronger. IV R.MS stereo signal. 100%
modulated, with a9% pilot. This was to drive long interconnects at radio stations, and because the S/N ratio measurement
devices in astudio may he older and somewhat less sensitive.
David Day discovered that sometimes alower-output voltage
was more compatible with modern preamp designs, so he
scaled hack the 2.0V RMS capacity of the Studids audio circuits
to atamer 0.5V RMS stereo signal, 100% modulated with a9%
pilot. This also gis -es the Studio tuner awide dynamic range.
Thus, the Broadcast Monitor will play louder in your system
than the Studio Iltner. unless the inputs arc adjusted.
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I'll end with the same question asked of the
Broadcast Monitor. Should you sell the ranch
for this tuner? The Studio's $3800 price is
clearly higher than any number of other units
I've auditioned. The Onkyo TU -9090 Il retails
for $750, the Magnum Dynalab for $1200, and
the Revox for $2600—the FM Studio limer is
the most expensive of the lot. However, none
of the others, in my opinion, can compete with
the FM Studio 'Ruler's transparent sonics, dramatic dynamic range, imaging abilities, and
bass response. The Studio's 'scope display and
superb ease and accuracy of tuning by themselves make other tuners seem limited and hard
to use.
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So my answer is an unequivocal yes! —sell

heard from other tuners. The balanced line out-

the ranch! The Studio is well worth its asking

puts will drive today's better preamplifiers,

price. I'd like to own this Day Sequerra FM unit.
It has 99% of the Broadcast Monitor's glamor-

such as the Mark Levinson No.26 or the Krell

ous cosmetics but beats it hands-down in musi-

as afine source for audio. The new Day Se-

cality. In particular, the Studio's value is en-

querra unit is abreakthrough in FM design, a

KBL. It makes apowerful statement about FM

hanced by its selectivity, soundstage imag-

breakthrough based on well-thought-out engi-

ing, transparency, dynamic range, and bass
response, which greatly exceed the sonics I've

neering (no alternative physics here!) and Day's
superb ear for musicality.

KINERGETICS KCD-40 CD PLAYER
John Atkinson

Kinergetics KCD-40 CD player
CD player with remote control, FTS (Favorite Track Selection), twin volume controls, 8xoversampling digital filter, and two 18-bit DACS per channel in apush-pull configuration. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz +0.1dB. Phase linearity: 10Hz-20kHz +0.01°. Dynamic range:
greater than 96dB. S/N ratio: greater than 100dB. Channel separation: greater than 96dB. Maximum audio output level: 7V RMS. Output impedance: 2-2000 ohms depending on volume-control
position. Dimensions: 19" W by 4" H by 12.5" D. Weight: 22 lbs (10kg). Price: $1995. Approximate number of dealers: 70. Manufacturer: Kinergetics Research, 6029 Reseda Boulevard, Tarzana, CA 191356. Tel: (818) 345-5339.
strange disguise; 51111, write 11 down,
it might be read. Nothing's better left unsaid.
—Keith Reid
As Isit writing this review on the eve of
Thanksgiving, I'm reminded that it is exactly
seven years since Ifirst heard the CD in my own
system. Ihad borrowed an early Marantz CD63 1and aSony CDP-101, and, while impressed
with some aspects of the sound—lateral imaging precision, low-frequency definition, the

played both an all-digital CD of Rimsky-Korsakov's Scheherazade, from the VPO conducted by André Previn, and Beecham's 1957
LP with the RPO of the same work, without
telling the audience which was which. When
Iasked the listeners to tell me which they
thought was the CD, by ashow of hands they
overwhelmingly voted for the quarter-centuryold analog LP as being the sound of the brave

recordings—I was disturbed by much of what

new digital world!
There has been considerable progress since
those early days, more so in CD-player design

Iheard in the treble. KEF's Raymond Cooke,

than in the development of better digital

too, commented in late '82 how he was bothered by ahitherto unknown distortion typi-

recorders, yet 1can't help thinking that record
producer Robina Young, of Harmonia Mundi

cal of CD replay, akin to the sound grains of rice
make when sprinkled on taut brown paper. In

USA, was right when she said in aseminar at
Stereophile's 1989 San Mateo show, 'As the dig-

apublic lecture in November 1982, Iactually

ital art advances, when you put back what is

lack of wow & flutter, particularly on piano

IIdentical to the top-loading Magnavox FD- 1(55) reviewed
by)GH in Vol.7 No.2.
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missing, you will get back to analog." For analog still has that ease, that accessibility to the
music, that allows the listener to be swept along
Stereophile, January 1990

with the minimum of effort. With CD, perhaps

removed and the corrected datastream is sent

partly due to the fact that with almost every

to an entirely new board that occupies the

disc, every sound you hear has been encoded
with the Sony PCM1630 processor, there is a

double-sided, with most of the upper copper

right-hand side of the chassis. This board is

subjective threshold that has to be overcome

layer used to make a groundplane, and is

before the music can be treated on its own

powered by asmall Holden & Fisher toroidal

terms. Some listeners, the venerable J. Gordon

transformer fitted to the chassis rear. Following

Holt (in whose ears we trust), for example, have

the signal flow from the back of the board to

very little difficulty in suspending their dis-

the front, the data are taken to a Sony 8x-

belief when listening to CD. Others, such as

oversampling digital filter chip identical to that

Stereoeite's publisher Larry Archibald, find

used by California Audio Labs in their Tempest
Special Edition player. The output of this fil-

it almost impossible to hear through what CD
does wrong in order to appreciate what it does

ter feeds amatched pair of Analog Devices

right.

AD1860 18-bit DACs per channel. According
to the affable Mr. Di Chiro, the KCD-40 is the

Me? As befits an editor, I'm in the middle. I
had no difficulty in agreeing with LA that

first player to feature these devices, which are

Stereopbile's first recording should be released

said to be very accurate. In the KCD-40, one

on LP rather than CD. But Ihave also built up

DAC of each pair outputs an analog current sig-

arelatively large collection of performances

nal with the correct polarity, the other an

and recordings on CD that Ilove for their musi-

inverted version. There are two current/voltage

cal worth: Isuppose you could say that Ilive

converter stages and two low-pass analog filter

in hope that one day Iwill have areplay system
that allows them to be appreciated without any

sections; the signal is therefore handled in fully
balanced form until the player's output stage,

subjective threshold effect.

which amplifies the difference between the

But one thing Ibave noticed is that the small

two signals. The effects of DAC nonlinearities

California company Kinergetics has invariably

should thus cancel out, as should even-order
harmonic distortion. The direct-coupled out-

produced extremely musical sounds from CDs
at CE Shows with asystem put together around

put stage, which appears to have aservo circuit
to block DC from appearing on the outputs,

relatively modest-priced components, in particular apair of Spica TC-50s coupled with

can put out ahefty 7V RMS signal and feeds a

Kinergetics BSC subwoofer system. When Me-

front-panel-mounted. high-quality Noble pot.

rmen(' was offered asample of Kinerget les'

Left and right levels can be adjusted separately

new KCD-40 CD player for review. therefore,

but are normally friction-locked. The outputs

IA the Editor didn't need to ask JA the Audio

from the wipers of this pot are taken via pch
traces to two pairs of phono sockets on the

Writer twice whether or not he wanted to
review it.

KCD-40's rear. two left and two right, so that
owners with speakers requiring bi -amplifi-

Innards

cation can feed the signal to the two amplifiers

Previous Kinergetics CD players reported on
in Stereopbile include the I4-bit, 4x-oversam-

without having to use Y- leads.
'But what of Kinergetics 'patented hyster-

piing KC:D-20A. favorably reviewed acouple

esis-correction circuit?," Ihear you cry. This

of years hack by Martin Colloms and Dick 01slier (Vol.10 Nos.3 8c 4), and the 16-hit. gx-

used to he aniajt efeature in earlier Kinergetics

KCD 30. again favorably re-

resistors. lengths tit wire, op-amps, and switch-

viewed 1)y IX )(Thl.11 Nt 9; The current lineup
consists of the IO-hit KCD-2011. which Tony

es would be inserted into anegative feedback
loop so that the degradation introduced by

Di Chiro, one of Kinergetics* kahunas, regards

similar components used to make the record

as being better than the KCD-30 at alower
price, and the subject of this review, which is

ing would be to some extent canceled. About
the only visible sign of this in the '40 are two

uvcrsampling

players. where typical p(xe coupling caps and

based on anew digital-filter/DAC combination.

lengths of what appears to be MIT coaxial

The KCD-40's transport and data-recovery
sections are based on Philips parts. The board

cable, one for each channel, with their free

used in the '40, however, has had its Philips
TDA1541A

DAC and SA7220 filter chips

Stereophile, January 1990

ends featuring the core soldered to the screen.
Parts quality on the Kinergetics board is
high, with metal-film resistors and aliberal
179

sprinkling of WIMA polypropylene caps in

players was fed to aMod Squad Line Drive

evidence—though there are no caps in the sig-

Deluxe AGT via lm lengths of AudioQuest

nal path except for filtering and deemphasis

Lapis. (The unbalanced outputs of the Wadia

purposes—and, where op-amps are used,

were used.) The Line Drive, with its plethora

these are audiophile-grade types bedded in on

of inputs, was used to make switching and level

±I7V voltage rails. The output-stage ICs are

matching easy, and was connected to the Levin-

mounted on the underside of the board so that

son's CD input with more Lapis. Levels for the

their metal cans can be in thermal contact with

comparison tests were all matched at lkHz. I

the chassis. From the presence of two BUF-03

know you're going to argue that this is not how

chips on the upper side of the board, Isuspect
that the output stages also comprise this high

any of the players were meant to be heard;

output-current (70mA), low output-impe-

small with the Line Drive Deluxe, particularly

dance (2 ohms), high-speed (250V/'es slew rate

as its own Penny & Giles volume pot was all the

however, any sonic degradation (which will be

into capacitive loads of less than 200pF), not-

way up or nearly so) would have been equal for

inexpensive (the one-off price of the Fversion

all; rest assured that Ialso listened to each of

used here was Ill afew years back) voltage-

them directly feeding the No.26 as acheck on

follower chip from Precision Monolithics. The

my overall conclusions.

front panel is of handsome black-anodized aluminum; though Ihave reservations about the

The sound

steel chassis, the top plate is black-painted

One thing Ido as amatter of course before

polystyrene. (A transparent top panel is also
available via special order.)
Philips's FTS (Favorite Track Selection) is

inserting anew CD player into my system is to
spend acouple of days listening purely to LP
as asource. You could say that I'm cleansing my
hearing, the equivalent of the sorbet that it is

included among the programming functions,
though to be honest, Ihave never used this
option on any of the players that featured it.

customary for French restaurants to serve
between courses. Probably more important is
the fact that it prevents me from judging CD on

Test conditions
Iused the KCD-40 for six weeks of regular

its own terms. If you restrict your diet to digital, it becomes only too easy to forget that

listening as well as carrying out rigorous com-

there is more available from recorded sound

parisons with other players. The system used

than is offered by those seductive little silver
discs.' In this instance, Iwas in the middle of

for critical auditioning consisted of Celestion
SL700 loudspeakers on their own stands,
driven by Mark Levinson No.20.5 power amplifiers and biwired with 5' lengths of the latest —
-diameter —AudioQuest Clear Hyperlitz

along series of comparisons between the Mark
Levinson No.25 and the Vendetta Research
SCP2A phono preamplifiers when it became
time to formally audition the KCD-40.

speaker cable. , Preamplifier was aMark Levin-

Following this pure-analog diet, the KCD-

son No.26, which was connected to the power

40 nevertheless fared extremely well. Tonally,

amps first with 5m of Madrigal HPC balanced

its signature could be characterized as being
slightly "dark," though its sound was relatively

interconnect, then with 5m of AudioQuest
Lapis Hyperlitz balanced interconnect, which
has amore natural tonal balance in this system
(though some might feel it to be less dynamic). The CD player drove the preamp via lm
lengths of unbalanced Lapis.
For the comparison tests, each of the CD
2Though it shares the "Ilyperliti - construction, this is conside-guilty less bulky/stiff than the previous Clear cable and tees
-6-nines - -purity copper There
no doubt in my mind that
it is the most musical cable Ihase set used between the Celt,
Mons and the Mark Levinson amps. In particular, the low frt.
quencies hase aweight, even with these diminutive speakers.
that has to he heard to he believed. At 550/foot, it is not cheap.
but it would he worth playing around with your it Strill to get
the power amps as close to the speakers as possible in t
trder
to be able to afford to use it.
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free from treble glare once warmed up. (When
first turned on, there is agritty, "solid-state"3For those thinking something along the lines of "flex, doesn't
the, guy know that the tally true reference is the absolute sound
of live unamplified music in areal acoustic setting?," be assured
that Igo to, on average. two such concerts amonth—about
as many as is practically possible in Santa Fe—and that a
quarter-century of such concert -going has left me increasingly
unclear what the connection between the live-music experience and that from rectsrds is supposed to he. The sound of
even the best sySielll Ihave he-ant hears little relation to the real
thing, rende-ring any direct comparison analogous to attempting to make measurrments with ameter set on an inappropriately irbereithe range. And even if the fundamental sound quality did more closely approach the real thing, the two events
still require completely different mindsets for quality to he
properly evaluated. HOWCVCr. Ido believe it important for serious liste-nets to expose themselves to as much lis emusic as possible, if for no other reason than it's fun!
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like quality to the treble that takes about three
days to dissipate—though asuspicion of asniff

the Mobile Fidelity Ultradisc release of Procol
Harum's classic Live album (MFSL MFCD 788).

of residual HF grain remains when compared
with analog.) Ihave mentioned before in these

The KCD-40's more believable reproduction
of the audience laughter and orchestral tuning

pages my use of Thomas Dolby's Aliens Ate My

noises before the group bursts into "Con-

Buick album (EMI-Manhattan CDP 7480752),
which has a somewhat overcooked treble.
Played on the Kinergetics, while still bright, it

quistador" better sets the stage for the music
by more clearly delineating the hall's acoustic

didn't have as much of the sizzle that Iso often
hear from lesser players.
Acaveat is in order regarding my description
of the sound as tending toward "dark": Iwas
puzzled by an inconsistency when making this
judgment, as aminority of discs did have more
HF air apparent. Upon inspection, Irealized
that these were preemphasized; apparently the

boundaries. And on naturally recorded acoustic music, such as Tony Faulkner's recording of
sacred vocal music by Monteverdi for Hyperion
(CDA66021), the delicate way in which the
KCD-40 allowed the listener to hear the singers
and instrumentalists stroking the church acoustic into life was exquisite. Even with recordings
Iown for their musical worth, such as KyungWha Chung's performance of the Beethoven

KCD-40 adds avery slight top-octave boost

Violin Concerto (London 400 048-2), where

when applying the appropriate deemphasis,

the quality of the recorded sound didn't have
much influence on my decision to buy the disc,

something later confirmed by the measurements. This is perhaps atrivial point when
almost all current CDs are encoded without

Iwas pleased to find that the Kinergetics sepa-

preemphasis— the only example Ihave come

rated the layers of orchestral sound more readily, even though the way in which the engineers

across recently is the Denon -sourced tracks on
the new HFN/RR Test disc—but should be

have presented the solo violin—too bloated,
too loud—is left untouched.

noted, nevertheless.

One final test of aCD player's intrinsic ability
to preserve the musical values of arecording

Low frequencies were full-bodied, perhaps
abit too much so in the upper bass, but extension was excellent, the Aliens album having
tremendous impact. Funkmeister George Clinton's "Hot Sauce" track is underpinned by a
basically two-in-the-bar thudding bass drum

is to play monophonic recordings. If you read
my reviews regularly, you will no doubt be
aware that Ivalue highly asystem's ability to
throw aclearly defined soundstage, with instrumental and vocal images hanging in space

and athunder-thumbs growling bass line—

unobstructed by aural reminders of, for exam-

"Ge-doo do do do, do-ow, Ge-dit!" —and it
came over in full measure even via the band-

ple, the positions of the loudspeakers. Hobbling my reactions to the sound as sound by
listening to amono recording, therefore, allows
me not to be distracted by that image; in all

width-limited Celestions when compared with
some other players. Apowerful subjective bass
has to involve rather more than the simplistic
notion of measured frequency extension, in my
opinion.

honesty, Iencounter few CD players where I
can bear to continue serious listening for long.
Paradoxically, therefore, Iregularly buy mono

But the area in which this Kinergetics player
really shone was in its ability to throw awide,

CDs, recent purchases including Jacqueline du
Pré's early BBC broadcasts (EMI CDM 763165

deep soundstage. The Aliens album remains a

2), an essential collection for lovers of the cello,
in my opinion. But my acid-test recording for
listening in mono is Maria Callas's 1953 La Scala

favorite of mine for its intelligent use of all the
resources of the modern recording studio to
paint detailed soundscapes. All too often, those
sound pictures are presented in aone-dimensional manner, the individual image elements
having no more substance than stage flats piled
one on the other. The KCD-40's soundstaging
added space between those flats, the SpaghettiWestern guitar in "Hot Sauce" reverberating
into the distance. On well-recorded live rock
recordings, this ability to create asense of space
was even more welcome. Irecently acquired
Stereophile, January 1990

performance of Tosca (EMI CDC 747176 2). I
dropped the Kinergetics' laserbeam in on the
start of Act III, intending only to listen for a
moment. My wife joined me, and we listened
enthralled right through to the culmination of
the drama, where Tosca flings herself from the
parapet of the Castel Sant'Angelo, from where
she had witnessed the shooting of her lover.
That was that. No more listening that night.
Callas was Tosca!
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Comparisons

deaux, but still has an identifiable tonal signa-

The other CD players Ihad on hand during this

ture whereby there is aslight brilliance added

review were typical of the high-end context in

in the lower treble. This both pushes such

which the Kinergetics machine finds itself. The

instruments as the harpsichord in the Water

S1
5(X) Barclay Bordeaux from Soloist Audio of

Music recording forward, and renders the over-

San Antonio is amodified Philips CD880; it was

all sound more relentless, particularly when the

favorably reviewed by Robert Harley last Au-

sound of massed violins is compared with that

gust and has been the subject of much word-

produced by the admittedly darker-sounding

of-mouth approval. The 33995 California

Kinergetics. Iremember being told that the tre-

Audio Labs Tempest II Special Edition is an

ble brilliance Inoted is typical of amachine that

improved version of the tubed Tempest II.

uses 6DJ8 tubes. Whatever, again the KCD-40

using Burr-Brown PCN158 DACs rather than the

wins on points, in my opinion.

11's TDA15-i IA. and was reviewed by Lewis Lip-

For the final set of comparisons. Imust admit

nick last lune. The final reference was asam-

that Icame to the Wadia with anegative prej-

ple of the 57770

udice. Ihad looked at its low-level linearity and

adia Digital 2000 processor

(driven by the Bordeaux digital output) reviewed

noise levels and was less than impressed with

by Amis Balgalvis elsewhere in this issue.

some of the things that it did. But comparing

First off, how did the KCD-40 compare with

it with the better-measuring KCD-411 proved

the Bordeaux? The Texan player has alighter.

fascinating in that Iwas forced to accept the fact

rather bass-shy balance than the Californian.

that the separate decoder outperformed the

Listening to Peter McGrath's recording of the

Kinergetics player in exactly the areas where

Water Music for Harmonia NIundi t,SA (HNIA

Ihad felt the latter to score over the CAL and

1907010) revealed that the Bordeaux rendered

Barclay players: accuracy of instrumental tone

the sound of the continuo harpsichord with

quality, and soundstaging tangibility. I'm not

more of atinkly quality and amore obvious

saying that either machine was the equal of my

attack. Yet the Kinergetics seemed to more cor-

fully loaded Linn. where the "stage flats" men-

rectly present the instrument's tonality. The

tioned above in the Thomas Dolby recording

harpsichord, once described by Sir Thomas

themselves take on adepth dimension. But the

Beecham as sounding like "a pair of skeletons

steps toward analog sound made by the KCD-

copulating on atin roof," can actually have a

40 were turned into strides by the admittedly

full-blooded tone. That is what the instrument

very expensive \Xadia (although its tonal qual-

on this recording sounds like when repro

ity was even darker, to the point of sounding

duced by the KCD-40: atone with attack and

ta si "shut -in - much of the time in tny system).

body. In addition, there is amore tangible sense

On my Chopin recording on the original

of space surrounding the instruments via the

/IFV/RR CD. while the intrinsic mike noise was

'40 when compared with the Bordeaux. even

subdued. the Wadia set the Steinway even fur-

though the latter player is ni slouch in this area.

ther back into the hall acoustic. And there is a
slight extraneous noise on this recording—I

The Tempest. whether the original or the
Special Edition. is also an overachiever when

seem to remember that it was avery soft foot-

it comes to soundstaging. However, in direct

fall from the pianist's manager—that varies in

comparison with the KCD-40. the SE pre-

its audibilit: The Kinergetics presents it behind

sented arather shallower image even though

the plane of the piano; the Wadia places it in

there were equal wealths of audible ambient

the stalls.

detail. And individual images within the sound.

Things were closer when it came to dynam-

stage tixile tin mane one-dimensional character

ics. The Wadia excelled at presenting the mu-

via the tubed player, the opposite of what the

sic's ebb and flow. However. the Kinergetics

conventional wisdom concerning tube sound

managed to present the leading edges of the

would suggest. (Actually the standard Tempest

piano's tone in amore realistic manner than the

II, despite amore untidy presentation of detail.

Wadia, which softened attacks. somehow. even

scores over the SE in this area, in my opinion.)

while preserving the body of the tone in aman-

But, again, it was in the reproduction of in-

ner which more closely approached the analog

strumental tonality where the Tempest lost

tape that Imade at the same time as the digital

ground to the KCD-40. The tubed machine has

master. Nevertheless. the Wadia's sound is the

less high-treble energy apparent than the Bor-

best yet that Ihave heard from CD reproduction.
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Measurements
On the test bench, the Kinergetics KCD-40

«CIO PIIECISICM ehgnjr 7-011ar) I
Z.311611

illailet/

If 11111,r 1.:17:1,

exhibited aflat frequency response with aslight
(-0.5dB) rolloff at 20kHz(fig.1). The 0.4dB level
6.*

difference between channels is due to the two
channels not being set to quite the same level
when the coupled volume controls are visually
equivalent. (This can be corrected, of course.
by adjusting one friction-locked control only.)
As suspected during the auditioning, however,
the player's deemphasis circuitry did introduce
asmall degree of response error. -0.22dB at

Fig.1 KCD-40, frequency response
(0.5dB/div.), right channel lower
MHO Rell101. 4.k.-9011011111MAr. 8
a.*

4kHz, +0.25dB at 10kliz. and +0.4dB at 16kIlz.

ISM

This would be audible as adegree of added HF

-It.-

IlMoton! Of 14.31.•
AD

ta

76.11

"air." perhaps coupled with aslight exaggeration of depth. when preemphasized discs are

;-1•6.›-

played. Interchannel phase was perfect across
the band, and the output polarity was correct;
non-inverting.
The maximum output with the volume control all the way up was ahigh -.12V. The KCD40 will have no problems in driving even the
most insensitive power amplifier to full output
when directly connected to it. The use of avolume pot after the output stage often means that

Fig.2 KCD-40, dithered 1kHz tone at
-90.31dB, with spuriae and
distortion, right channel dotted
MHO MECISICI. ektn-1,1 MIIMM1.111r , n 11.4114.1
111.8811

II KC 17 I •11111

1.1111

the user will have to take care about matching
with interconnects and power amplifiers if the
highs are not to he rolled off and the lows to
lack dynamics. Lt)oking at the KCD-40's output
impedance at three typical positions—full up,
volume control at 12 o'clock. and at 9o'clock-gave results of 2 ohms.

-80

ohm.. and 15o

ohms. respectively The maximum output
impedance was with the contrid around 2
o'clock, when it reached 2000 ohms or so I

de'

rà

-fib •

Fig.3 KCD-40, left-channel linearity
KING 1
1
.11.1.1
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can't see that there ‘vill Ix. any interfacing pri ih-

?

lems with the K( :1)- 4o, even with relatively

""

limg interconnects
Spectral analysis of thr inn put when play

é M.

ing adithered lkilz. -90d13 tone is shown in
fig.2. (The dotted trace is the right channel.)
The KC13- 40 had avery low level of residual

-1.18

«.

•N.o

-Jà

Fig.4 KCD-40, right-channel linearity

noise and only inconsequential piiwer- sup pl y-related intrusion into the audio signal

tively). l'he left channel featured 2dB or less

(though the right channel can he seen to he a

negative error at -90dB and -100dB. which is

little worse in this respect). The right channel

excellent. The right channel, however, was

also featured aslight degree of second-har

marginal with amaximum error of approxi-

monk distortion compared with the left.

mately -5dB at -loodB This can also be seen

though if either channel has

in the "Fade to Noise With Dither .'track on the

'any

higher har-

monies, they are buried in HI: noise.
Fig.2 suggests that linearity was not identical

CBS l'est

Disc,

shown in figs.5 (left) and 6

(right); though the left channel is areasonably

between channels, which was confirmed by

good straight line, the right has somewhat of

plotting the departure from the correct level

an Sprofile. Listening to the left channel, the
500Hz tone on this track sounded commend-

(figs.3 and 4, left and right channels, respecStereophile, January 1990
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Fig.5 KCD-40, left channel fade to noise
with dither
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Fig.7 KCD-40, monotonicity waveform
(100ms window), low-pass filtered
(-1dB at 20 kHz) to remove HF noise

IIII.

Fig.6 KCD-40, right channel fade to noise
with dither
ably pure on the left channel as it faded to
silence, but it was overlaid with hashy-sounding HF noise.
The KCD-40's good low-level linearity can
also be seen in the way it reproduced the CBS
disc's monotonicity staircase waveform (fig.7),
which has even "steps." However, Imust admit
to cheating alittle to get this graph by using an
audio-band low-pass filter to eliminate ultrasonic noise. This player did feature adegree of

Fig .8 KCD-40, 1kHz undithered tone at
—90.31dB (5ms window)

HF rubbish in its output, as can be seen from
fig.8, which shows a—90dB undithered 'kHz
tone. The waveform is overlaid with HF noise;
again, switching alow-pass filter in-circuit to
remove the spectral content above 20kHz
(fig.9) shows that the characteristic three-level
waveshape is reasonably well reproduced by
the KCD-40.
The dithered low-level tracks on the CBS
disc should reproduce on a perfect 16-bit
player as apure, if noisy, sinewave. Fig.10 shows
that, indeed, the KCD-40's left channel does
produce areasonably good sinewave, though
it must be noted that this trace was again taken
with the low-pass filter in-circuit, and 32 individual samples were averaged to lower the
level of residual audio-band noise.'
When a signal is accompanied by truly random noise, averaging more than one sample reduces the amount of noise by
3dB for each doubling of the number of samples. This is
because the wanted signal will add with each doubling—le,
increases by 6dB— whereas the noise will only add by 3dB
because its random nature mrans that it has just as much chance
of canceling when summed as it does of adding.
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Fig .9 KCD-40, 1kHz undithered tone at
—90.31dB (5ms window), low-pass
filtered (-1dB at 20kHz) to remove HF
noise
Finally, what of the KCD-40's high-level performance? Fig.11 shows the manner in which
it reproduces aOdB, 1kHz squarewave. The
symmetrical ringing reveals the linear-phase
Stereophile, January 1990

nature of the Sony 8x-oversampling FIR digital filter chip. Note, however, the clipped
nature of the waveform peaks when compared
with the same wave decoded by atop-quality
Philips filter/DAC combination (in the Philips
LHHI000 player) in fig.12. The correct shape
is the Philips, with adegree of overshoot present, the ringing decaying with time; the Sony
filter actually overloads when fed the data

••I•

representing this signal, something Ialso noted
when measuring the Tempest Special Edition
player, which uses the same filter chip. Iwould
hazard aguess that this filter is optimized for
low-level performance. And to be honest, why
not? A OdB squarewave is the one signal that
you will never come across when playing
recorded music.
The KCD-40's error-correction capability
turned out to be pretty good, all the tracks on
the Pierre Verany test disc being handled up to
38, asingle 4mm gap in the data every revolu-

Fig.10 KCD-40. 1kHz dithered tone at
—90.31dB (5ms window), low-pass
filtered (-1dB at 20kHz) to remove
HF noise. 32 samples averaged to
lower the level of audio-band noise
crevr/vvy

Tirrbrvvvvv,

tion, when the sound clicked severely. The
tracks featuring dropouts in addition to the
minimum track pitch allowed by the CD standard were passed OK up to 43 (the one with a
2.4mm dropout), which muted at the start of
the track, while the tracks featuring two drop-

•I•1•I•1•I•1•I•1•I•

outs in quick succession were again negotiated
successfully up to 50 (which has two 3mm
dropouts).
Conclusion
Iwas looking forward to my time with the
KCD-40 and Iwas not disappointed. It appears
well-made, and is one of anew generation of

Fig.11

KCD-40, 1kHz. OdB squarewave
(2ms window)

CD players from American companies offering
the latest CD-replay technology. At what must
be considered arealistic price in these days of
multi-thousand-dollar separate digital processors and transports, this Kinergetics offers its
purchaser more than aglimpse of what the best
CD sound is all about. While not totally without character—its balance is rather dark sounding, the upper bass might be alittle too
rich in some systems, and there is atad of
residual grain in the treble—its soundstaging
and its reproduction of recorded space are
among the best Ihave auditioned from astandalone player.
Iwas alittle concerned about aQC procedure that would allow aplayer with audible
deemphasis error to escape Kinergetics' factory. Assuming that this was aone-off fault,
however, Ican confidently recommend the
Stereophile, January 1990

Fig.12 Philips LHH1000, 1kHz,
OdB squarewave (2ms window)
KCD-40 to those concerned with extracting
the maximum musical information from their
CD collections without having to pay the maximum number of dollars.
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FOLLOW UP
The Waveform loudspeaker

tic application. (Interestingly, Ótvitis down-

Moving never seems to come at aconvenient

played their output-level capabilities during

time. Iwas originally slated to write about the

his visit with me, although we didn't exactly lis-

Waveform loudspeaker reviewed by Larry

ten at background-music level.) And their bass

Archibald in November and had the review pair

capabilities were prodigious—you won't need

in my home for several weeks. My listening

asubwoofer or even be tempted into thinking

time with them was limited, however. After the
Waveforms were delivered, and briefly audi-

about one.
Idid get the opportunity to experiment abit

tioned during and after avisit by company hon-

with positioning in my later auditioning—not

cho John Citvitis, they had to be wrestled out

an easy project with apair of 180-pound cabi-

of the way to permit completion of follow-ups

nets. , In my favored location—a position sev-

on the ZSE loudspeakers and Grado cartridges.

eral feet from the rear wall, where most box-

(My auditions of the initial samples of the

type loudspeakers perform (in my room) at

Grado MCZ and TLZ had been performed

their best—the Waveforms thinned out notice-

through the B&W 801 Matrix Series 2s, and to

ably. Iended up moving them back to the rear-

maintain consistency Iwanted to use the same

wall location. This restored the balance to the

loudspeakers for the rewrite). All this took place

midbass, but didn't result in excessive warmth,

while my house was on the market; when it
finally sold, just about the time Iwas getting

as so often happens with other loudspeakers.
The Waveforms are very neutral and low in

back to the Waveforms, the new buyers wanted

coloration right up to the mid-treble. My pri-

in within amonth. Telling them to buzz off—

mary departure from LA's observations lies in

that Ihad things to finish and would wait for

the area of soundstaging. My listening notes

more flexible buyers— somehow didn't seem

refer to it as "good," occasionally "very good."

like asmart move. During that final month my

Never "excellent" or "striking," but effective

auditioning time was further restricted by the

nonetheless. Still, Inoted that it was less precise

need to prepare nearly five tons of "stuff' for

than that of the B&W 801s, not to mention the

the mover's gentle touch. The available time

even better soundstaging which is almost in-

didn't seem enough to do justice to such acom-

variably the province of far smaller loud-

plex and expensive product. Nevertheless. I

speakers. The width of the Waveforms' sound-

formed some definite impressions.

stage seemed better developed than the depth,

Iagree with LA in some respects and disagree
with him in others. And Ibelieve Ihave aplau-

which was somewhat foreshortened. But I
never found the overall soundstage of the

sible explanation for the differences in our

Waveforms uninvolving or off-putting. Why

reactions. Let me say right off that my initial

the difference between LA's opinion and my

impression of the Waveforms was afavorable

own? Inever heard the \X/aveforms in his listen-

one. John Ütviis spent aSaturday afternoon

ing room, but my guess is that their soundstage

and evening setting up the loudspeakers in my

was compromised by the listening distance he

room. listening to them, and generally satisfy-

found it necessary to use in order to optimize

ing himself that all was (
tractile. The only way

their other characteristics in his environment.

in which Iwould have deviated from his setup
was in placement: he chose aposition very

nearlield and ended tip listening instead in the

near to the back wall. A Levinson No.2.i was

reverberant field—where room characteristics

Ile is apparently accustomed to listening in the

tised t
in the top end. an Adcorn CFA -Sie+ on the

more strongly influence what is heard. Ihave

bass. ,The Waveti inns or( iced ti ebe punchy and

never found sitting at such distances to be con-

dynamic, leaning toward the aggressive but in

ducive to the development of aconvincing

apositive way. never going over the edge. And

sense of imaging and depth. My own listening

they did play loud. Given the fact that I.A

was done 10-12' from the loudspeakers, and

played them even louder, in aroom about double the size of mine, Iwould judge that no one
is likely to be dissatisfied with the ultimate spl
capability of these loudspeakers in any domes186

1The PS Audio 200CX was used with the woofer in later
auditions
2The shipping cartons (wood) weigh an additional 60 pounds
or so each Thought you'd like to know.
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in my room this resulted in a respectable
soundstage But, again, not an exceptional one.
On the other hand, Ihave to agree with LA
and JA concerning the high-frequency re-

and air. That's not surprising; the dome tweeter
has its own low-pass filter in the (passive) crossover network.
Ishould also point out that, in my setup, I

sponse. While Inever found the top end of the

encountered alow-level buzzing through the

Waveforms to be unlistenable (as JA did), I

loudspeakers (largely masked by program

became increasingly irritated by adry, frizzy

material) which Icould not eliminate; it ap-

quality in the upper octave Though well above

peared to be some type of ground interaction

the brightness region—the Waveforms are not

with the electronic crossover. And I, too, had

in any way bright or edgy sounding—this dry-

problems with plug-to-chassis clearance using

ness was not immediately obvious to me (prob-

audiophile-grade interconnects with fat plugs.

ably because of afortunate initial choice of pro-

How did the Waveforms compare with my

gram material), but it became increasingly clear

reference loudspeakers, the B&W 801 Matrix

that this was one quality which bad to be

Series 2s? The Waveforms were more dynamic,

addressed before the Waveforms could com-

with more punch and sheer drive than the 801s.

pete in their price category. And while Iwas

And Ihave no doubt that the Canadian loud-

never troubled by the interference pattern JA

speakers will play louder, though Idid not con-

measured between the tweeter and super-

duct acrank-'em-up as part of my auditioning.

tweeter, the wide spacing between the two is

Beyond that, however, the 801s came out

very possibly responsible for any sonic inco-

ahead. Their soundstage presentation—both

herence noted by others.

in imaging and depth—was superior. And there

Imay be the only one, other than the

was no real contest in the high end—the B&Ws

designers, who has heard the Waveforms sans

were far more natural. At the low end my con-

supertweeters. Just before packing the loud-

clusions remain tentative—the B&Ws did, how-

speakers off to Santa Fe, Idecided to make

ever, definitely hold their own with the Wave-

some measurements. My measurement tools

forms. Not, perhaps, in sheer air-moving

are not nearly as sophisticated as JA's, but I

ability, but in all other respects, including

wanted to have some quantitative data on hand.

extension. Let me just say that Ifelt more

And 1, too, was searching for clues to that HF

detailed comparisons were called for when the

problem. Do you remember my mentioning

clock ran out; Ihad not yet been convinced

in aprevious review that Icouldn't recall ever

that the low-frequency response of the Wave-

having blown atweeter? Ino longer have brag-

forms was "better," overall, than that of the

ging rights. To make along story short, Iinad-

801s. It was very definitely in the running, but

vertently fed ahigh-level 16 or 18kHz tone into

is that enough at nearly twice the price? I'm a

the Waveforms.t Both supertweeters went,

little more optimistic than LA concerning the

literally, in aflash. It wasn't particularly amusing

possibility ola major upgrade to the sound of

at the time— Ifeel adefinite responsibility to

the Waveforms without acomplete redesign.

return review samples in good condition, and

Addressing the high-frequency balance would

generally do—but it was quite spectacular in

help considerably. Redesign of the electronic

retrospect. The diaphragms on the ribbon

crossover using the latest ICs (or better, discrete

supertweeters 4 are visible from the front, and

components) could well pay dividends. But

their immolation scene could be witnessed

beyond those changes, Iwould recommend

from the listening position. LA asked nie in a
later telephone conversation if the Wavetbrms
had sounded better without the supertweeter
(new ones were fitted in Santa Fe prior to the
auditioning there). Yes and no. The HF peaking was gone, but so was most of the openness
Iknow better than to do this deliberately, as should you. If
you own the
Fi .Vetes & Record Review test CD, exercise
extreme caution. The WM lottes are recorded at (dB, not the
more commonly encountered -20dB. Ihad no intention of
playing the HF test tones (my interest was in the pink-noise
bands and the LF tones). hut somehow the wrong hand got
played.
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%lore precisely. leaf supenweeteis The small ribbon type
IWCCUIS used by several companies 11 donut ins luck the long
ribbon tweeter. i,t. primaril). Apogee and Magnepan in this)
are different in design from and less expensise than the small
ribbons at one time manufactured 11) Ilecca in the lk. Pio.
neer in japan. and ticquerra in the US. I'll reiterate my explanation from an earlier œview (the VNIPS Tower II/R) The "ribbon" tweeter of the Waveform falls into the >amt. category as
Infinit) sEMIT'
It is not atrue ribbon. but rather 2thin-film.
flat diaphragm with aconductive strip attached to it and an
array of powerful magnets providing the required magnetic
field. A true ribbon has athin. conductit efoil diaphragm suspended between the poles of apowerful magnet and vs usually
loaded hy ashort horn to provide the necessary sensitivity.
along with atransformer in the smaller versionis for the needed
impedance match .'• There are advantages and disadvantages
to both designs.
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that the principals put their considerable
design talents to work in reducing the cost of

differences. Source was the Kinergetics KCD40 CD player that Ireview elsewhere in this

this loudspeaker. Or in designing afar less

issue; preamp was the Mark Levinson No.26,

expensive baby brother with the HF problem

and speakers were Celestion SL700s single-

solved, improved soundstaging, and 90% of
the current model's LF and SPL capability.

CD player and preamp was AudioQuest Lapis

wired with Monster MI. Interconnect between

Because although Iultimately did enjoy the

Hyperlitz, and Madrigal HPC between pre-

time Ispent with the Waveforms, as matters

amp and power amp. (I fitted each amp with

stand at present there are considerably less

Camac-to-phono adaptors so that Icould plug
and unplug the interconnects with impunity,
the Camacs making the ground connection

expensive loudspeakers that Iwould, in good
conscience, have to recommend ahead of
them.
—Thomas'. Norton
NAD 2100 & B&K ST-140
amplifiers
Guy Lemcoe's review of affordable power amplifiers in the December '89 issue left acouple of
loose ends hanging regarding NAD's 5399 2100
power amplifier. Guy had reported that it had

first.) The two recordings mainly used for the
comparative listening were Jennifer Warnes's
duet with Rob Wasserman, "Ballad of the Runaway Horse," from the album Duets (MCA
MCAD 42131), and the aria "Ah! Stigie Larve"
from the Harmonia Mundi USA album Arias
for Senesino (HMC 905183). 2
The levels of the first NAD sample and the

ahefty turn-on thump, which puzzled NAD's

B&K, which is 0.6dB more sensitive —je, will

Peter Tribeman because, as he commented in
his "Manufacturers' Comments" letter in the
same issue, the 2100 has relays that are sup-

play slightly louder for the same input—were
matched at lIcHz. Iassumed that the NADs all

posed to mute the outputs until the amplifier's
DC conditions have stabilized. The presence
of aturn-on thump implied, therefore, that the
contacts of these relays had fused closed and
Mr. Tribeman postulated that this would have
affected the amplifier's sound quality. Accordingly, afollow-up review seemed in order, and
Irequested afurther sample of the 2100.
Igot more than that; as well as another sample selected at random from stock, NAD also
sent a revised 2100, informally termed the
2100X (the front panel still says "2100"). OK,
no problem, as well as examining whether our
original review sample was up to snuff, Icould
report on the putative improvements offered
by the latest version. (The serial numbers were
T21001283, T21004409, and T21006004X,
respectively.)
Before embarking on the quest, Igot hold
of the sample of the B&K ST-140 also reviewed
by Guy last month (S/N 5506), which had been
purchased by Stereophile. This amp has been
highly recommended in the past and offers a
benchmark performance at the NAD's approximate price level (though the latest version is
somewhat different from the previous sample
owned by the magazine .
).
The system Iused with any of the amplifiers
is hardly representative of one in which they'll
be used, but as I'm familiar with the sound of
every component, Ifelt it would best reveal any
188

had the same sensitivity through their "lab"
inputs, but after the auditioning found that
these were, in fact, slightly different. In particular, the second 2100 sample played 0.14dB
11 must admit to having aproblem with Stereopbile's continued enthusiastic recommendation of the ST-140. given the
fact that the version now bring produced by B&K differs in
major ways from our original sample. The circuit appears to
be the same. with its fully differential input circuit and asingle
pair of complementary Hitachi output MOSFETS per channel
(though IhCS1.! WC 110W mounted on the cirmpktely new printed
circuit board rather than bring connected to the driver transistor) via twisted-pair wiring). An important difference, in
that Ihave nearly always found it to make asubjective improvement. is that there now isn't aseries output inductor to guard
against potential instability with highly capacitive loads. t
stile!, that the ST-140 is unconditionally stable without the
inductor (The input still has to pass through aseries electrolytic
capacitor. hut LEDs now appear to provide DC biasing rather
than the strings of silicon diodes used in our earlier sample
SN 0( - 55). The physical construction is totally different, as
is the power supply. which now features more extensive star'
grounding, different reservoir caps, and 2toroidal ti-ansfiirmer.
The main change. however, is the raising of the voltage rails
from ±49V to ±60V without any difference other than reducing the output-stage bias current from 160mA to 140mA.
(B&K's John Beyer teas me that this change occurred in 1985.)
This rlist'S, the specified clipping power into 8ohms from =OW
to 105W. but renders the amplifier much less suitable for driving speaker whose impedance drops much below 8iihms(as
do many speaker.). Further listening will he essential before
!compile the next - Recommended Components:* hut Ihave
to say that Ithink B&K mete wrong to make this power-output
change in what is such a highly regarded component —it
renders the ST-140 much less compatible with rt-al -life loudspeakers.
2For those who insist that naturally recorded acoustic music
presents components with aharder task and should therefore
be more revealing of subjective differences—see). Gordon
Holfs letter in this issue arguing exactly this point—of these
two recordings, the totally artificial Duets NUS 1
he better at
revealing the tonal differences between the amplifiers, while
the naturally recorded Handel was, the better at revealing
soundstaging differences. Make of that yvhat you will, gentle
reader,
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louder, which may just be audible, though the
"X" sample was less than 0.1dB more sensitive.
The lower average power rating of the NAD
when compared with the B&K was not afactor in these comparisons, maximum continuous levels reaching IOW or so (on an 8ohm
basis).
Listening to the B&K first, its sound was
characterized by arather lumpy upper bass
with considerably less low-bass extension

second sample did sound alittle better, in addition to not having any turn-on thump. In particular, the rather flat presentation of the Handel aria became slightly more spacious and the
slightly zippy treble was slightly tamed, recorded tape hiss becoming rather more subdued, both in comparison with the first sample
and with the B&K. In addition, aslight burst

than I'm used to with the SL700s. Jennifer

of distortion on Jennifer Warnes's voice on my
copy of Duets, at the word "for" in the line
"She longs for the same," was slightly less audi-

Warnes's voice had good body, however, with,

ble than via the first sample. A residue of tre-

as the Audio Anarchist is fond of saying, a"pal-

ble grain remained, however.

pable" presence. This was offset to aconsider-

How about the "X" version, which is representative of all NAD 2100s shipped since the

able degree by an exaggerated lispiness to her
voice. This recording does accentuate her
sibilants, in my opinion, but via the B&K they
came over as "sssh" rather than "sssss." This
treble signature is, Iassume, the "MOSFET
mist" that Sam Tellig has always felt to be part
of the ST-140's sound. (It is something that can
be reduced in my experience with MOSFET
amps, mainly the original Hafler DH200, by
increasing the standing bias in the output stage,
though with the very high rail voltages here,
this could thermally stress the devices.) On the
Handel track, there seemed to be aslight accentuation of tape hiss, but the countertenor voice
was nicely differentiated from the accompanying instruments. To sum up the B&K ST-140's
sound, it has aquite musical, if untidy, presentation and represents good value at the price

beginning of November '89? Again, Ifound
differences between it and either of the first
two 2100 samples to be very small compared
with the differences between any of them and
the B&K. The 2100X treble was nearer that of
the first than the second sample, though less
grainy than either. Voice on both the test recordings usefully had more body. Soundstaging was perhaps characterized by having slightly more depth, though still not to the degree
presented by the ST-140, the solo voices remaining localized in the plane of the speakers.
To sum up, Iam happy that Guy Lemcoe correctly described the sound of the first sample
of the NAD 2100 in his review. Even at its very
affordable price, Ifeel it offers somewhat below-average sound quality and cannot be

(within its measured output limitations into

recommended—assuming its sound was typi-

low-impedance loads—see Vol.12 Na12, p.146).

cal and not affected by the relay fault. To judge

Comparing the first NAD sample with the

by the second sample, however, Iwould be pre-

B&K, the sound was smaller and lighter, to the
extent that it made Ms. Warnes's voice sound

pared to accept that the 2100's baseline perfor-

more girlish. Low bass was even more subdued, making the Celestions sound smaller

the first sample. However, Istill felt that it was
overshadowed by the $100-more-expensive

than they really are. The 2100 didn't have the
lumpiness in the upper bass that seems to be
typical of the ST-140, however, and was cleaner

B&K ST-140 to asufficient extent that Iwould
recommend readers spend the extra money.

mance is somewhat better than that offered by

in the highs. Interestingly, even with the levels
matched, the NAD sounded quieter than the

Which brings me to the 2100X. Still characterized by aflattish soundstage presentation compared with the B&K, it has acleaner treble and

ST-140, leading to arather uninvolving presen-

aless lumpy upper bass. In systems with typi-

tation overall. While retrieval of recorded detail
was comparable with that of the B&K, neither

have asomewhat reticent treble, it may well

was achamp, in my opinion, though the B&K

produce amore neutral tonal balance than the

did present abetter illusion of depth than the
2100, which offered aflat soundstage.

"entry-level high-end" recommendation (par-

cally flabby-bassed reflex speakers which also

B&K, in which case it would just scrape an

Had the sound of this first sample suffered

ticularly as its dual-rail power supply means

through having had its muting relays rendered
inoperative? Though any subjective differences

that it will offer around 6dB more peak level
than the similarly priced Adcom GFA-535).

between it and the first 2100 were small, the

—John Atkinson IS
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The Studio 1speaker is an unprecedented addition to the range of
TDL transmission-line speakers, easily accommodated within the domestic
environment. The TDL Studio 1is asmaller, more affordable speaker that
occupies no more floor space than aconventional speaker placed on astand;
yet its bass performance extends through the bottom octaves with the ease and
authority for which the transmission-line is renowned. Similarly, the treble
employs the same metal dome tweeter technology as in the professional
TDL Reference Standard transmission-line speaker. Providing an aural illusion
of afar larger sound source, the TDL Studio 1places within reach,
an authentic transmission-line speaker.

TDL

ELECTRONICS

transmission line speakers

Transducer Developments Limited
652 Glenbrook Road Stamford Connecticut CT 06906 USA

Tel. (203) 324 7269

Fax (203) 324 7027

TC Electronics 87-A Brunswick Blvd. Dollard Des Ormeaux Quebec H9B 2J5 Canada
Tel: (514) 683 7161 Telex: 05-822847 Fax: (514) 683 9951

A FUN THING To Do!
CELLIST Yo Yo MATALKS TO BARBARA JAHN

C

ellist )i# )i #Ma spent asingle day in
Loudon not too bllig ago. giving in-

been friends for years and years. there's .1

terviews—M..1(mnd Ibis '
?rpm thing

kn, i‘v that the other twi ).tre always supo( et v,.

lo do" be said But what stmck me most about

and ti.i sawonderful t
ning; we are not !liar

tremendous ami mut

rust between us \X(

him was that be 'Mend sit many things fun.

ried to. me another in he profession, so whe:

despite taking bis prolessirm rel:i• seriously

we get together it's aspecial experience.

be uYIS able to laugh about that. too. Superstar

When Iplay with Gidon 'Kremer' Ihave
incredible respect—he is a%-ery cool per
.

be may be but he's not prepared to ¡el that go
to bis bead. ..

and he fascinates me. It's not about hilarity. it 's
acompletely different dynamic; incredibly

Yo Yo Ma: Every group has its own dynamic,

intense—there are long silences—and incredi-

and the piano tri() that Iplay in with Manny

bly stimulating. Gidon has actually just re.

Axl and \hung Uck is really very silly. What

corded the Soviet lady Gubaidulina's Viulut

makes this worse is Manny is American and he's

Concerto, and we recently played to her the

married to an Oriental. I'm oriental too. of Chi-

duo she'd just written There's avery spiritual

nese origin, married to an American, and

side to her writing, and it's just wonderful to

Young Uck is Korean, and he's married to an

be able to work at this music with acolleague

American. so when we travel together nobody

who can really get inside it. We shall be going

ever gets the six of us sorted out right. So with

on tour, but mostly its hard to find time when

that as astarting point, and the fact that we've

we can get together.
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Top Choice of Tough Customers
FROM STEREOPHILE. VOL.12. NO.1 (JAN. 1989)

readership survey
TOP 30
LOUDSPEAKER
BRANDS
Brand name

Percentage
of Stereophile
readership
owning brand

Mam ,

•

Percentage of
speaker owners
that would not buy
the product
if they had it
to do over again.
1%
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MAGNEPAN

1645 Ninth St

White Bear Lake, MN 55110

Barbara Jalui: And when you do play together;
are you trying to submerge your own personality?
YYM: Oh yes, of course. Everybody is so
different, that's what makes it so fascinating.

CASAIS USED TO SAY THAT HE
COULDN'T IMPOSE HIS OWN
PERSONALITY ON ASTRAD.

It's worlds apart, although it's great musicianship. When Gidon plays, it's like this [jumps up
and gives ahilarious but unrepeatable imi-

stringed instrument is held is very intimate

tation of Kremer 's movements in performance], but everything balances. He allows for

extension of the performer himself

and direct; its physical closeness makes it an

avery fast bow and, although it's avery light

YYM: Yes, you try to make it almost like your vo-

sound, there is spin on it, like on atennis ball.

cal chords, and the best way to play astringed

Now, you have to match that energy, which is

instrument is not with the fingers and arms

actually very slow-moving, but how do you do
that? It took me acouple of years before Icould
figure it out and even begin to start matching

alone but with the whole body. So in that way
you do absolutely make it part of yourself. You
become much more efficient at playing if you

it. You actually have to play with similar pres-

use the right body muscles. If you just press

sure to do it. Isaac Stern's bow arm moves like

with your hand, you run out of steam very

he's sculpting notes, and sometimes he chooses

quickly; if you use the large muscles of your

not to use vibrato, and then it's even harder to
match his sounds. So how much do you do to

body you can go on for hours, because you are
transferring that energy as directly as possible

just do enough and be with him? It's very inter-

—so it is very physical. But Ithink the best

esting, and very challenging.

pianists also have an incredible sense of rela-

}bu 've said that the art of chamber-music

tionship. They're not just sitting. Okay, they're

playing must be taught to students. But doesn't
what you
just been explaining come only

not hugging the piano, but it's basically the

YYM: Ithink part of playing music is learning

same principle. Obviously, double-bass players
are the most involved in their instruments.
(laughs]

how to communicate, and that must be taught.

BJ: And you wanted to play a double bass

with experience?

You have to learn what is being communicated

when you werefour! Iknow you playJacque-

by these musical symbols, and obviously it's
not just accuracy of notes but what was in the

line du Pre's Davidoff Strad; how does that
compare with your Montagnana?

composer's mind. So you already have to go

YYM: The Montagnana is aVenetian instrument

out of yourself into his world for understand-

—it's co-owned with the bank! It has adeep,
baritone, thick, broad sound; the lower you go,

ing. Then, you incorporate into your world a
fundamental understanding of the piece and,

the broader it gets. It is an incredibly honest
instrument, which means it gives you back

if you're working with somebody else, you
have to find out what his understanding of
the piece might be. So you say to yourself,

exactly what you put in. So, if you don't vibrate
on anote, if you play anote slightly out of tune,

"Okay, what's the best way to use that person's
strengths?", and you bat things back and forth.

if you don't practice, it'll tell you. You really
have to be in good shape to play it.

You do learn from experience, but these things

Bi: Was it difficult to find?

you can teach too—if you address these issues,

YYM: Yes, and to finance When you start out,
no bank will believe in you enough to say, "Yes,

someone else can start thinking about them.
So if he says, "I'm doing this because Ifeel it

in five years you will still be playing and people

that way" you say, "Wdl, why do you feel it that
way?" Then you start getting to someone's

will still want you." So it's one of the rites of

inner logic. You can ask what do three pianissimos mean here, or why has the composer

through. Jacqui's Strad is more atenor instrument, and it has much greater personality.

used this dynamic here? You can look at it from

Casals used to say that he couldn't impose his

so many points of view that will eventually trig-

own personality on aStrad. So, because of that,
you can't slash at it or go at it with the bow with

ser reactions and stimulate aresponse. Then
you can begin to communicate.
Bi: Ibave always thought that the way a
Stereophile, January 1990

passage that every young musician has to go

all the energy you can muster, because then it
just dies on you. You must coax the sound out
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of it. But once you do that, you have an instrument that has arange of palette and imagination bigger than Ican conceive of. It's amazing, and its speed of response is as fast as you
can think it—it's there, as opposed to going
through atranslation process; think this, do
this, and it's there. Amateurs love to play Strads

WHAT IS INTERESTING ABOUT
THE STRAD IS THAT THE
FURTHER YOU GET FROM IT THE
MORE THE WHOLE SOUND
PICTURE IMPROVES.

because they always have abeautiful sound.
What's difficult about playing them is to discipline yourself—you know that whatever it
gives is going to be beautiful, so you must be
careful not to be lazy. It's an incredible luxury,
aprivilege to play an instrument like that—it
has asoul, and Jacqui's playing was so full of
soul. The way she played the instrument for the
Elgar makes it avery moving experience for me
to play it too.
BJ: So do you feel obliged to do the most for
that instrument, as she was so soon denied the
opportunity to do so?
YYM: Imust look for inner motives rather than
feelings of duty toward her. But this instrument
does have avery special history, so when Ido
play it Itake it very seriously.

"Well, is this instrument worth the sacrifice,
because it is 500% more than anything else I
own or could afford, and does it really sound
500% better?" This is one of those formulas
you can't dwell on. But finally Idecided,
"Don't be stupid. You've had your chance to
play on it, and now you must give it back."
So Ireturned it, and when Iwas asked if I
wanted to buy it Isaid, "It's wonderful, but I
can't." Some months went by and, during the
interval of aconcert, Charles Beare said to me,
"It's going to be made possible for you to have
this instrument back." It was amiracle. Charles
Beare always said it was the instrument that I

BJ: Ibelieve it wasn't touched for 12 years

must play, and somehow it was made possible

when Jacqui became too ill to play it. ..
and
then you were loaned it?

through anonymous benefactors. But the
strange thing is, Ididn't dare pick it up for the

YYM: Yes, that's right, and what was fascinat-

first five months because it had all been such

ing when Istarted to play it was that the sound
was sort of enclosed, because the fibers of the

ashock. Ihad to admit that Iloved that object
so much that giving it back really felt like saying

wood had not been exercised through vibration for all that time. So the sound was closed

goodbye forever. So Icouldn't believe that I'd
got it once again.

in and it took about ayear for it to open up. I

BJ: Isn't it atemptation, now, always to play

think of it like afine wine—the more it breathes,

it in preference to the other?

the more it develops. Now the sound has all
kinds of overtones. A lot of instruments can

YYM: Well, Ithink after I'd played the Montagnana for awhole year I'd learned alot, and now
Iknow how to play the Strad better. And there
are times, too, when it's good to switch, be-

sound beautiful but, although through space
the pitch retains its integrity, the stuff around
it gets lost. What is interesting about the Strad
is that the further you get from it the more the

cause they are very different characters. There

whole sound picture improves. And maybe

sound better—some have so much bloom that
the beauty of the Strad is canceled out. So there

that's one way of telling agreat instrument.
BJ: Ibu played itfor awhile and then you gave
it back. Why was that?
YYM: Well, those instruments are totally out
of reach, financially. Ihave two kids at home;
trying to lead asensible life in anot-so-sensible

are some halls where the Montagnana will

are lots of reasons for playing both instruments,
and I'm very privileged to be able to do so.
BJ: You've said that as time goes on you love
music more but your profession less, because
of the lack of time it gives you to be with your

profession, you have to spend some time at

family. So why be aperformer? Is it, again, a

home—you wouldn't have afamily life other-

feeling of obligation to use the talent you have?

wise. So Iwas actually on the point of trying

YYM: Talent is afunny word, because you only

to limit the number of concerts Iwas doing,
thinking about whether Ireally wanted to do

externally. It is just ability, and Ido have the

them rather than just accepting them. So Ikept

ability to perform. But there are different ways

thinking about this dilemma. I'd say to myself,

to do it: you can just show off on your own, or

Stereophile, January 1990

think you're talented if you look at yourself
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you can perform by including others and sharing with them. One of the best ways to do that
is by giving performances and concerts that
you don't consider merely as ritual but as

ITHINK

IF

IHAD TO STOP
I
'D BE

PLAYING TOMORROW,
HAPPY TO.

something you can share You know, the composer wrote something, you interpret it, and
someone else wants to receive that, and it's all
involvement. The more people who are actively involved as listeners, the more demands
are made on you to participate. So that circle

commission pieces; many of these are now in
the standard repertoire and that's incredible.

is amagic thing ...and that's the draw.

If you don't do that, this stops being aliving
profession and everybody says, "Why do you

Bi: You'd been aHumanities major at Har-

only play old music?" Ithink it's absolutely

vard and bad received a very broad educa-

necessary to have new works which are, hopefully, awaited by audiences. So, Iwant to en-

tion, so you knew the options. ..
YYM: Yeah, but Iguess ultimately Iknew I
should perform. And yet—it's difficult to
explain—but Ithink if Ihad to stop playing
tomorrow I'd be happy to. [laughs] You know,
if my fingers were broken I'd say, "Well, that's
it. I've done it anyway" But maybe that's aselfprotective measure because there's always the
possibility that that might happen. When Iwas
25 Ihad an operation on my back—steel rods
were put in it—and the positive side of that
operation was that Isort of came to terms with
whatever might happen. If you are forced to

courage exciting new pieces to be written.
Bi: And, presumably, you tackle these new
pieces on your own? Irecall you said that
when you were still quite young your teacben
Leonard Rose gave you the Fourth Beethoven
Sonata and said, "Now go away and learn it
on your own," and that that was the turning
pointfor you. Yet some great artists still take
pieces to their teachers for advice.
YYM: That's true, because one of the hardest
things to develop is athird ear that can go out
into the hall and listen to aperformance, and

examine yourself and figure out why you really

come back to you and say you are not doing

want to do something, and why you don't, it
all becomes very clear.
BJ: You 've recorded Elgar and Walton, for

what you thought you were doing. That's
where having acolleague, friends, or acoach

which you got Grammys. The Finzi Concerto
was yourfirst-ever recording on Lyrita, and
the Britten Cello Symphony was released last

can help you. Learning to think for yourself is
adifferent part of being amusician. You spend
along time being disciplined: your teacher
says, "Do this, use this fingering, and Iwant to

March. Do you bave an empathy for English
music?

see you do it next week," but he doesn't want

YYM: Yes, Ilove it. There happens to have
been alot of wonderful English composers

only imitate and that would not be agenuine
product. Leonard Rose was agood teacher in

who have also written well for the cello. One
of the joys for me is to play music for audiences

the sense that he would tell you to go away and
find it out for yourself. That was atremendous

who don't know it. So, in amusic-loving country that's interested in other cultures, it's won-

lesson, because late Beethoven to a15-year-old
is hard, and there's no way of getting around
it. But Idid it, and at 16 Iplayed it in concert,

derful to introduce music that is beautiful and
has great depth to it. Ifeel any great music of
that sort should and could be understood by
other people—I'm curious to find out.
I'm interested in Bax and I'd like to perform
the Finzi because I've only recorded it. 011ie
Knussens is writing aconcerto for me and so
is André Previn, who's not English, Iknow, but
is agreat champion of English music. So I'm
trying to get things moving in this area. Right
now, I'm at atime of life when I'm very interested in new pieces, and Mstislav's [Rostropovichl greatest contribution to cellists was to
Stereophile, January 1990

acarbon copy; nobody can do that, they can

and it wasn't good. Iwasn't happy with it, but
the very frustration was educational because
then Itried it again and again, and then finally,
when Iwas at college, Ifigured it out—I started
looking at the harmonies, looking at it in a
different way, and suddenly it just clicked, and
then Iknew that I'd reached astarting point.
But Ithink everybody should have somebody
to go to: Ihave very good friends who are very
honest with me, like Manny. He'll say to me, "If
you just spent 20 minutes more practicing, you
would do better." Everybody needs that. 11
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PROKOFIEV'S
FIRST VIOLIN
SYMPHONY
BARBARA JAHN

p

rokofiev's First Violin Concerto was written at atime of great political turmoil. It

was I917—the World War was still raging

and Prokofiev's own land had already seen one
revolution. But this was afertile period for the
young composer, and in paradoxically idyllic
circumstances, in virtual seclusion, he spent
the summer in avillage outside Petrograd, reading Kant and Schopenhauer and putting the
finishing touches to this Concerto and the Classical Symphony.
The Polish violinist Paul Kochanski, who had
helped Prokofiev with some of its technical
details, was to have premiered the Concerto
that November at Siloti's winter concert season in Petrograd. It was at this stage, however,
that Prokofiev was forced to take account of
political events, for he found he was unable to
leave the health resort in the Caucasus where
he had joined his mother shortly after finishing
his compositions, and the October Bolshevik
Revolution put paid quite drastically to Siloti's
artistic plans.
As soon as he was able, Prokofiev fled to
200
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America in 1918, but his music was treated with

In the mid 1920s, Oistrakh was preparing for

indifference. "I wandered through Central Park

his graduation exam from the Odessa Music

and thought of the wonderful American
orchestras that cared nothing for my music, and

Institute and was looking for asuitable program. He wanted something "brilliant, and at

who recoiled at the first sign of anything new,"

the same time not too well known," and when
he discovered this Concerto in aparcel of

he remarked with despair. Paris seemed abetter
bet, with its healthier climate of modernism
and experimentation, and it was there that
Diaghilev was to promote his ballets and the
Violin Concerto was to receive its first performance on October 18, 1923. But the struggle
to find asoloist had been intense, for even in

music sent from Moscow, it seemed to fill the
bill. At first he disliked its material and found
its devices strange, but he eventually grew to
love it, finding its opening melody (actually
composed in 1915) reminiscent of "a landscape
flooded with sunshine."
His performance in 1926, at the graduation

Paris there were those, like Bronislav Hubermann, who found the work altogether too

exam, represented the concerto's first hearing

acrid and flatly refused to learn it; Prokofiev
later bemoaned the fact that, at this time, he

in Odessa. It received amixed response, as Oistrakh explains: "Some people liked the con-

was given no credit for any lyrical gift what-

certo very much, others thought the music
affected and accused the composer of nihilism

soever." It was Koussevitsky's concertmaster,
Marcel Darrieux, who eventually gave the Concerto life, but it met with acool reception. It
took the commitment and mastery ofJoseph
Szigeti, at the Prague Festival the following year,

and pseudo-innovation." But the following
year Prokofiev arrived in Odessa and gave two
recitals of his own compositions which were
resounding successes. In his honor, abanquet

to put the First Violin Concerto firmly on the
map.
Szigeti was to tour all the main European cit-

was arranged at which Oistrakh was chosen to
perform the central Scherzo movement. While
the audience showed their appreciation,

ies with it and, when he eventually arrived in
Paris, Prokofiev asked if he could attend its

Prokofiev did not. 'As Iplayed, Iobserved his

rehearsal. Szigeti was dubious: "1 love that concerto," he explained, "and Iknow the score so

face grow darker and darker," Oistrakh reported, "and when 1had finished ...
Prokofiev
stepped on to the stage. . sat down at the

well that Isometimes give pointers to the con-

piano and, turning to me with the words:

ductor as if it were my own composition. You

'Young man, you don't play it right at all,'
proceeded to show me how the piece ought to

must admit, that under the circumstances, the
presence of the composer would be embarrassing to me." Prokofiev agreed, and attended
the concert instead.
That Szigeti made recordings (now deleted)

be played. My debacle was complete," but not
for long!
Two Oistrakh recordings are extant in the
catalog: one with Kondrashin and the Soviet

of the work that, while being as lyrical, could

Radio Symphony Orchestra, coupled with

not be considered as technically secure as Oistralch's or Stern's, suggests that the passage of

Ravel and Chausson (Monitor MCS-2073E), the
other with Rozhdestvensky and the USSR TV

time has not only lent amore thorough understanding of the Concerto's technical demands,
but that technical prowess has also attained

and Radio Large Symphony Orchestra, cou-

new heights. It is daunting to see how youthful
its main protagonists have been over the last

pled with the Classical and Third Symphonies
(Mobile Fidelity MFCD 888). The Kondrashin
is poised, sophisticated yet natural, atypically
refined Oistrakh performance The Andantino's

12 years: Kyung Wha Chung, Shlomo Mintz,

opening violin melody, over hushed, divisi

Anne-Sophie Mutter, Dmitry Sitkovetsky, Peter
Zimmermann, and, most recently, Hu Kun. But

tremolo violas, is one of the most beautiful that
Prokofiev ever wrote; Oistrakh lets it play

it is probably David Oistrakh's recordings

gently over the texture with atrue sense of

which should be considered the yardstick
against which these new recordings may be

Oistralch's one-time pupil, who also graduated

rubato. Only one other performer does this:

measured, as it was he who was "coached" by

initially in Odessa, Lydia Mordkovitch. But here

Prokofiev in its central scherzo movement, and
who went on to give it in concert, with
Prokofiev conducting, in 1939.

the similarity ends; Mordkovitch is no clone,
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and the white heat and passion of her quasiimprovised performance with the Scottish
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Established 1925. We must be doing something right.

National Orchestra under Neerneprvil (Chandos

(Nimbus NI 5192).

8709) is at the opposite end of the emotional

Frank Peter Zimmermann, with the BP0

spectrum from Oistrakh's. He negotiates seamless tempo and mood changes, coherently
phrasing the myriad chromatic semiquavers in

under Lorin Maazel (Angel CDC 49758), gives
asoft-edged account, sticking rigidly to the
high proportion ofpianissimo markings in the

swathes of sound, while pointing the sardonic

Andantino and giving, as aconsequence, a

grotesqueries of his line against the numerous
chattering woodwind motifs in this unusually

refined and smooth performance. But the fortissimo outbursts of the central scherzo reveal
that the orchestra has been held in check for

translucent score.
With the arrival of the exquisite, fairy-tale
recapitulation, the flute floating the opening
melody above harp arpeggios and the soloist's
gossamer web of con sordini chromatics, Ois-

most of the time and this raises the question of
inherent power, or rather lack of it, in Zimmermann's playing. His coupled Tchaikovsky
Concerto displays the same weaknesses and

Rozhdestvensky, though, the whole movement
seems just alittle too rushed. Perlman, with the

strengths.
There is no such doubt over Anne-Sophie
Mutter; rather, her account of the Andantino
adds weight to Oistrakh's comments on

same conductor and the BBC SO (Angel CDC
47025, 4DS 37800), takes a whole minute

Prokofiev's violin writing and the nature of its
performance: "It requires strictest attention to

longer over this movement, giving aslick, if

every detail of expression ...The best perfor-

rather cold, performance. The slowest Andan-

mance.. .
is one in which the personality of the
performer does not obtrude in any way." Mut-

trakh creates quite magical effects in both
recordings, despite altered balances; with

tino comes from Shlomo Mintz/Chicago SO
under Abbado (DG 410 524-2); they are controlled and polished to the point of turgidity,
particularly in the tempo of the opening
melody. But few other recordings capture so
well the chamber-music quality of this piece,
DG having adopted anatural acoustic without

ter takes the movement by the scruff of its neck
and blasts its hair back with petulant vigor;
there is no trace of peace and tranquility, let
alone sunshine! To return to an older protagonist is arelief: Stern, with Ormandy and
the Philadelphia (CBS MYK-38525) in 1964,

undue highlighting of the various orchestral

opens with an air of autumnal sadness, his

solos that saturate the score. This has its disad-

account telling of some personal grief, it would
seem. But the old demon is never far behind,
and his panache and obvious relish in the more

vantages, as in the rather underplayed bassoon
and tuba solos of the Finale, but the fact that
it never inflates textures is amajor advantage.
The young Russian emigré Dmitry Sitkovetsky, with Colin Davis and the LSO (Virgin VC 790734), is also extremely precise, but
his metrical, broken lines create aspiritless
ephemerality that fails to sell the first two

skittish elements of the score are endearing. His
reading may be less intense than Oistrakh's, but
Ormandy's wonderful contribution and the
recording's fine timbrai definition (as witnessed
on the UK LP 61796) is adelight. His recordings
with the NYPO—Mehta (CBS MK 42439),

movements, despite obvious expertise. The 26-

Mitropoulos (with Oistrakh in the Shostakovich

year-old Chinese violinist Hu Kun, under the

Concerto, CBS MPT-39771)—are disappoint-

direction of his teacher and mentor Yehudi
Menuhin, is the only recorded artist here who

ments: overripe dynamics, slapdash brilliance,

doesn't even inspire confidence in his technical

petitive.
The Scherzo second movement is afive-part

and aggressive recordings make them uncom-

accomplishment: his tone is unrefined, while
his intonation and coordination with the English String Orchestra (!) are often suspect. But

rondo representing acatalog of violin effects
and pyrotechnics: rapidly ascending scales on

it has to be said that Menuhin doesn't demand

asingle string, harmonics, left-hand pizzicato,

good-quality playing from this band (even in

glissandi, spiccato and sul ponticello bowing,

the coupled Classical Symphony and Peter and
the Wolf), and while various elements of the
Finale are well done, this version has to be

and double stops. The movement's humors
range from mischievously vivacious to evilly

dismissed outright as decidedly under par

threatening (in the central staccato marcatissimo and sul ponticello passages, complete

IAll recordings couple Violin Concertos I& 2unless otherwise stated.

play an equally dramatic range of emotional
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with military side-drum). Its interpreters dis-
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kovetsky, and Perlman continue to tread care-

atmospheric coda, in which the soloist trills the
opening Andantino melody in octave unison

fully, with smooth execution but lack of vehemence; Oistrakh and Stern are strong and
assured, emphasizing the skittish, humorous

with the first violins, is quite beautiful. Here,
the woodwind birdsong that breaks through
the mists of pianissimo tremolo strings can be

quality of the violin's sarcastic declamations;
Mutter is controlled but creates some coarse
sounds in the most bitter and aggressive

strongly reminiscent of the daybreak awakening of Mahler 1, and should bring the work to
its close in amood of the utmost tranquility.

color gradation: Mintz, Zimmermann, Sit-

moments of the score; Mordkovitch, as ever,

Zhuk achieves this, and, strangely enough, so

translates every marking with 100% commitment, rendering the spiccato biting, the sul

does Mutter: her playing at the opening of this
movement is provocatively sensual in away

ponticello, con tulla form demonically intense,

that no other artist has felt here. But this record-

and the piano, con sordini as eerie as you

ing (interestingly coupled with Glazunov's

could hope for. Her interpretation throughout
has the spontaneity (and, predictably, the inac-

Concerto and Chedrin's Stibira on Erato ECD
75506), and DG's with Mintz, are bedeviled
with tape edits, and none of the others are quite

curacies) of alive performance; she has told me
the recording was made in two takes. Iadmire

restful enough. Stern and Oistrakh disappoint
most in this respect, but they bring such tell-

her intensity and involvement, but the rever-

ing refinements that their performances can
never be discounted.
A single recommendation is impossible. I

berant Glasgow City Hall recording seems to
do everything it its power to swamp detail and
overinflate textures.
This is equally true of the new Olympia

couldn't do without Oistrakh, Stern, and those

recording by Valentin Zhuk and the Moscow
SO/Kitaenko (OCD 178). A pity, for their

volatile ladies, Mordkovitch and Mutter, but I
am told that another long-time favorite, Kyung

Moderato Finale is perhaps the most sensitively

Wha Chung, will return both Prokofiev con-

shaped of all these performances: the important bassoon and tuba motifs mold and punc-

certos, with the bonus of Stravinsky's D-major,

tuate the score perfectly; the wonderfully

indispensable, too.

to the catalog this month. She may well prove
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John Coltrane
and
Curtis Fuller

50 Years of Blue Note Jazz
on W. Poses

Lee Morgan

Photographs Franc's Wolff

Sidney Bechet

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Blue Note 50tb Anniversary
Celebration
Leaders/co-leaders: Trumpet, Clifford Brown, Donald
Byrd, Miles Davis, Kenny Dorham, Freddie Hubbard,
Blue Mitchell, Lee Morgan, Fats Navarro, Vibody Shaw;
Sax: George Adams, t; Cannonball Adderley, a; Sidney
Bechet, s; Omette Coleman, a; John Coltrane, t; Eric
Dolphy, a; Lou Donaldson, a; Dexter Gordon, t; Joe
Henderson, t; Ronnie Laws, t
;
Jackie McLean, a; Hank
Mobley, t; James Moody, t; (YTB, 82), a; Ike Quebec, t;
Wayne Shorter, t; Sonny Rollins, t; Stanley lbrrentine.
t; Bennie Wallace. t; Piano: Albert Ammons, Tadd
Dameron, lierbie Hancock, Andrew Hill, Meade Lux
Lewis, Thelonious Monk, C7IB, Michel Petrucciani, Bud
Powell. Don Pullen, Horace Silver, McCoy Tyner;
Drums: Art Blakey, Tony Williams; Vibes: Bobby
Hutcherson, Milt Jackson; Guitar: Grant Green, Stanky
Jordan, Earl Klugh. Birth Lap,rene; Clarinet: Edmond
Hall; Flute: Bobbie Humphrey; Vocal: Bobby McFerrin.
Dianne Reeves; Violin: Noel Pointer; Organ: Jimmy
Smith, Larry Young
Blue Note Records B1-92465, BI -92468, B1-92471, BI 92474, BI -9247 (10 LPs); B2- (same series, 5CDs). David
Baker, Bruce Botnick, Frank Byron Clark. Peter Darmi.
James Farber, Dave Hassinger, Doug Hawkins, Mike
Moran, Gene Paul. Malcolm Pollack, Ed Rak, Larry
Rosen, Dave Sanders, Keith Seppanen, Harry Smith.
Rudy Van Gelder, Erik Zobler, engs.; Alfred Lion, prod.
Compilation produced by Michael Cusiaria. AAA /AAD.
TT 6 02.2.t
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Alfred and Ruth Lion, Teddy Reig, 1955.

W

ithout much difficulty, you'd have to list
the reemergence of Blue Note Records
among the important jazz events of the
just-completed decade In 1985, after five years
of arduous research spearheaded by the sheer
doggedness of label manager Michael Cuscuna,
and encouraged by president Bruce Lundvall,
the most celebrated of jazz labels—after yet
another period of dormancy—re-entered the
market with asplash.

cept was to record new material from the veritable goldmine of talent, much of the personnel still prominent and, to acertain extent,
bankable: Dexter Gordon, Art Blakey, McCoy

Tyner, Bobby Hutcherson, Ron Carter, Tony
Williams, Jackie McLean, Freddie Hubbard,
Woody Shaw, Kenny Burrell, Jimmy Smith, et
al. Awesome.
The third piece of the puzzle called for Lundvall and Cuscuna, in the tradition of Lion, to
Lundvall, throughout the '70s, had attempted
inject the label with new, younger, but origito administer jazz programs first at CBS and
nal and fresh talent, players who would carry
then at Elektra/Musician, only to be underBlue Note's name to the end of the century and
mined when higherups deemed his programs'
beyond. Among the discoveries: Bobby McFermarketability unfeasible He along with veteran
rin, Dianne Reeves, Stanley Jordan, and OTB,
freelance producer Cuscuna, under the ausaLundvall-devised cooperative unit, an update
pices of Blue Note's parent company, Capitol
of the Jazz Messengers concept in the tradition
Records, conceived athree-prong plan they
of Blakey, whose members (such as drummer
hoped would instill, once and for all, asense
Ralph Peterson and alto saxophonist Kenny
of history and stability for founder Alfred Lion's
Garrett) would evolve into bandleaders.
lifelong treasure, now ahalf-century old.
Relatively speaking, media coverage—and
Lundvall's and Cuscuna's energetic schednot just jazz and music outlets—welcomed
ule was simple. Cuscuna completed the task,
Blue Note's resurrection with open arms. Jazz
as no one else would, of identifying artists and
was officially back in vogue; the label that
their sidemen, dating tracks and sessions from
boasted "The Finest In Jazz Since 1939" as its
the treasure-filled but non-demarcated cataslogan received agreat deal of attention.
log that, after years of neglect, he discovered
Cuscuna skillfully engineered the label's
in the cobweb-filled closet of afive-floor walkkickoff, One Night With Blue Note, aFebruary
up at Capitol's Los Angeles headquarters. At
22, 1985, concert at New York's semi-revered
selected intervals, Blue Note would reissue some
Town Hall, avenue with ajazz history, avenue
of the label's finest gems that had moved from
that had played home to, among others, Mingus
Lion's hands in 1967 into Liberty's, into United
and Monk. Lundvall coaxed the long-sinceArtists', who eventually turned the soon-to-be - retired and reclusive Lion (now deceased) to
ou t
-of- print product over to Capitol EMI .
make an unheard-of appearance. Lion, short
Lundvall and Cuscuna realized that the old
of remaining in contact with pianist Horace Silmusic—the stuff that defined "The Blue Note
ver (who acted as atalent scout for him for
Sound" so prevalent in the 1950s and early
many years), had completely severed ties with
'60s—regardless of how good and how inhis vision. An amalgam of his stars, amid great
tegrity-filled the content sounded now, would
fanfare, performed separately and together. The
not be enough to sustain sales in the 80s. They
introductory salute reunited the likes of Herbie
rigorously attempted to re-sign some of the
Hancock with his Miles Davis rhythm mates,
label's still-living pillars and one-time mainRon Carter and Tony Williams. The setup rekinstays: If they couldn't land exclusive contracts
dled the late Eric Dolphy's great band—Hutch(in many instances they didn't), they certainerson, Hubbard, Carter, and Williams—led this
ly wanted players as participants. The contime by new signee, well-respected flutist
Stereophile, January 1990
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James Newton.
The affair, recorded and remixed digitally,
was documented, resulting in afour-volume
set. Lundvall and Cuscuna were off and running. And under the auspices of Capitol, the
twosome garnered near-total artistic control.
Jointly, they chose who to sign and re-sign.
Also in their favor: the growing popularity of
CD provided them (as well as all labels) with
anatural outlet for re-issue product. All of a
sudden Blue Note recordings—with national
distribution—were again plentiful, readily displayed in record stores with P-O-P (point of
purchase) advertising; produce was available
even in isolated areas.
On the whole, Blue Note seems to be holding up, although it's quite obvious to this
reviewer that, slowly but steadily, Capitol has
tightened the reins and altered policy somewhat. The days of pianist Don Pullen and saxophonist George Adams, Mingus alumni and
two personal favorites of Cuscuna's who he
signed, may be numbered. Not enough units
sold. McFerrin, who exploded commercially
when his "Don't Worry, Be Happy" hit, has
been moved from Blue Note to the more poporiented Capitol consideration, ManhattanEMI, where he can be promoted in rock'n'roll
fashion. The same with Jordan, whose first
album was astraight-ahead affair but whose
subsequent entries have included versions of
Led Zep's "Stairway to Heaven." It turned my
stomach, and you know Cuscuna had to be dismayed (even if Lundvall wasn't), although the
producer maintains the philosophy that afew
people who discover Jordan through such
nonsense may, indeed, one day become knowledgeable and dedicated jazz fans. Idon't know
if such foolishness supports an ends-justifythe-means approach.
Still, Cuscuna and Lundvall press on. Last
January 6-50 years to the day from when Lion
began Blue Note—the label kicked off the halfcentury anniversary with agala affair at Birdland, one of New York City's newer jazz clubs,
albeit one with an ancient name. Present: a
number of gifted recent signees, among them
altoist Bobby Watson and pianist Michel
Petrucciani. Jordan performed in duet with fellow guitarist and new signee Bireli Lagrene, the
Django Reinhardt disciple. The two, Imight
add, kicked butt. And, as part of the ceremony
and true to form, Cuscuna and Lundvall, after
presenting Lion's wife with gifts, unveiled two
new signees, each underscoring their original
plan.
Cuscuna recounted how Lion requested he
re-sign pianist Andrew Hill, one of the great
improvisers of the "free-jazz" movement and
the founder's last great discovery. And, in a
Stereophile, January 1990

coup of sorts, Lundvall announced the signing
of singer Lou Rawls, now renewing his commitment to return to his early- '60s FMB roots,
avow he kept with his blockbuster 1989 release At Last, asoul-drenched undertaking that
included guest appearances from Ray Charles,
Reeves, re-signee Stanley Thrrentine, Hutcherson, and ahorn section arranged by Watson
that included another signee, an ex -Mingus alumnus, trumpeter Jack Walrath, and others
such as Howard Johnson, Steven lbrre, Robin
Eubanks, and David "Fathead" Newman.
There was little doubt that Cuscuna, producing
the Rawls affair, which attracted George Benson, demonstrated the possibility of balancing
art with commercialism.
Given this recent history, it's not surprising
that Cuscuna compiled yet another celebratory
effort as the culmination of the first five years
of the rejuvenation: a(supposedly) limitededition collection on 10 LPs, or five CDs/cassettes, roughly broken into the label's subgenres and/or periods.
The 58-song selection contains no new
material and begins with Von, tided From Boogie to Bop, 1938-1956, and ends with Vol.5,
Lighting The Fuse; 1970-1989. Sold as aboxed
set (CD and LP only) or individually (all configurations), the five volumes run roughly, but
not totally, chronologically. More importantly,
Cuscuna divided them stylistically. In addition
to the aforementioned groupings, there's Vol.2,
The Jazz Message; 1956- 1965; Vol.3, Funk &
Blues, 1956-1967; and Vol.4, Outside In, 1964
-1989.
I've never been afan of "best of' releases,
particularly in jazz, where there are so many
great performers and incredible selections. Oust
how do you have a"best of' Monk, Miles, or
"frane, anyway?) At best, collections should be
met with skepticism. Is it pure—or partial—
exploitation? How much does it cost to issue
one of these? Have players been paid already?
So, here we have this collection put together
by someone who has long ago proven where
his musical politics and ethics lie—in the right
place For the most part, Cuscuna, who writes
accompanying descriptive and historicallybased notes for each element here, had an easy
task, or at least was faced with apleasant quandary. Blue Note's track record for its first nearly
30 years is unquestionable. Albert Ammons
and Meade Lux Lewis in duet, along with Sidney Bechet, Monk, Tadd Dameron, James
Moody, Bud Powell, Milt Jackson, Miles, Clifford Brown, Sonny Rollins, and others share
Vol.l's 17 tracks, many of them seminal to jazz
history. Where would we be without "Round
Midnight," "Tin, Tin Deo," or "Bag's Groove?"
Impeccable all. No matter what Cuscuna chose
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here, he'd select quality; it's aquestion of which
all-star lineup, playing which compositions, he
wanted to employ.
Ditto Vols.2 and 3, which covet the different
strains of what we now call "hard bop," the
melodic, modal distillation of bebop, which
seemed to have run its course by the mid-'50s.
Blakey, Silver, Clifford Brown, Lee Morgan, and
Blue Mitchell were giant proponents. However,
even the likes of Cannonball Adderley, Dexter
Gordon, Coltrane, all represented here, investigated the various avenues—Latin, soul,
gospel—of hard bop. Coltrane's one Blue Note
effort, the title track from Blue Thane, recorded
in 1957, features trumpeter Lee Morgan; Hancock's most famous tune to date, "Maiden Voyage," which places the pianist in the company
of not only Carter and Williams, but also afront
line comprised of tenor saxophonist George
Coleman and Freddie Hubbard, appear as two
of the nine Vol.2 selections.
Engineer supreme Rudy Van Gelder enters
the proceedings early on, meeting Lion initially
in 1953. Based in Hackensack, New Jersey
(before he moved permanently to Englewood
Cliffs in 1959), Van Gelder became as important to the label's consistency as anyone. "Rudy
crafted his own sound," writes Cuscuna. "His
bottom was full and rich and his high end
always sparkling with magnificent clarity
throughout. He recorded horns with afullness
and subtle echo technique that translated the
power of these jazz giants onto record for
the first time with the same impact that one
could get sitting in front of the bandstand at a
club..."
True enough. And it should be noted that
sound quality throughout Van Gelder's work
(which appears on the last four tracks of Voll,
on all of Vols.2 and 3, six of ten cuts on Vol.4,
and two of 13 selections of Vol.5) is excellent, on both LP and CD (cassettes were not
checked). Cuscuna doubtless employed some
post-production noise-reduction technology
on the earliest material (Ammons, Lux Lewis,
Bechet, and the like). While acceptable, it
would have been nice to have eliminated more
of the undesirable noise.
Cuscuna's choice of material and the resultant tempo and flavor of the respective volumes
match Van Gelder's ability to aurally deliver the
product. Not surprising, Cuscuna uses Van
Gelder today as much or more than anyone
when producing new Blue Note or others'
product. The collection's first snag occurs
when we hear Lou Donaldson's 'Alligator Boogaloo," originally recorded in April 1967, and
placed as the 13th and concluding cut of Vol.3
(the 35th cut overall). It's the first hint of a
Blue Note concession, the initial instance of
Stereophile, January 1990

obvious artistic compromise. The mediumtempoed blues is definitely not Donaldson at
his best; it's constructed and arranged in an
unattractive and stilted manner. Still, George
Benson plays to his capability, certainly far better and less gimmicky than he did on his many
blasphemous CTI dates, which took place virtually during the same time period. Furthermore, while organist Lonnie Smith is no Jimmy
Smith, his work remains tolerable, though it
sounds dated. Jimmy Smith, meanwhile, heard
earlier on the volume on his killer April 1960
blues "Back to the Chicken Shack" (where he's
joined by lbrrentine and Burrell), remains as
influential today as anyone in jazz, having
moved the Hammond B-3 organ from side to
center stage more than 30 years ago.
"This volume [3] covers highlights of Blue
Note's most commercial successes from the
mid-fifties to the mid-sixties," notes Cuscuna.
"Unlike many other labels," he continues,
"Blue Note's greatest hits are as pure and artistically honest as their most high-minded endeavors." An exaggeration, perhaps, but until
1967—the point at which Lion parted with his
creation—not far from the truth.
For better or worse—and in good conscience
—I think Cuscuna wanted to incorporate and
felt compelled to document Blue Note's weakest moments, not uncoincidentally when the
company lost its sense of identity and, in short
order, tumbled through several hands. Overall,
this is what happened to virtually all jazz programs during the late '60s and into the '70s, a
time when producers and owners became
preoccupied with appealing to the now cultivated rock market. For the first time in the
genre's history, jazz was influenced by rather
than influencing.
The final chapter here is, unfortunately,
guided by gimmickry, "hooks," and obvious
attempts at mass appeal, ultimately resulting
in mediocrity. Guitarist Grant Green's work on
Neal Creaque's "The Windjammer," the first of
Vol.5's 13 entries spanning the last two decades,
holds up; however, the composer's redundant,
failed repetitive attack on the organ does not.
Is it my imagination, or does Stevie Wonder's
name appear no less than three times here?
Though, as Cuscuna informs, Wonder is wellrespected among jazz players, this does not
make him ripe for jazz interpretation. Violinist
Noel Pointer's horrendous rendition of "Living
for the City" (1977) serves notice, embarrassingly so. Sonny Rollins he's not. And lbrrentine's recent Blue Note album of all Wonder
tunes, Wonderland (1986), which includes a
reading of "Boogie on Reggae Woman," included here, underlines the point and offers
additional ammunition for those who want to
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accuse Capitol of exerting at least some power
over Cuscuna and Lundvall. (By the way, Cuscuna did not produce the ihrrentine release.)
Finally, we have vocalist Reeves, who Cuscuna
readily admits disproportionately (along with
Jordan and McFerrin) helps keep Blue Note
afloat singing Wonder's lyrics to Hancock's
**Chan's Song," conceived and delivered instrumentally in the motion picture 'Round
Midnight.
So, what we have is four power-packed, virtually non-compromising musical settings
created by aproud label—plus Vol.5 which,
sorry to say, gets worse. Like The Blob, during
Earl Klugh's "Angelina" (1976), Lee Ritenour
surfaces, as does one of jazz-as-an-art-form's
main enemies—David, as one present-day
drummer of note refers to him, Grusome. If
Grusin and cohort Larry Rosen, the mindless
behind GRP records, had their way, we'd all be
listening to MOR schlock all the time. Criminal; it ain't jazz.
In all fairness, there are afew bright spots in
Vol.5, in the waning minutes of this six-hour
extravaganza. Bobbie Humphrey's "Harlem
River Drive" (1973) owns some nice harmonies,
particularly in the beginning. Bennie Wallace's
'All Night Dance" (1985; not produced by Cuscuna; more evidence of Capitol's input?), used

THOli'te:15

in the movie Bull Durham, brings together
guitarists Stevie Ray Vaughn and John Scofield,
gumbo man Dr. John, bassist Bob Cranshaw,
and trombonist Ray Anderson. The blues is
quite audible here but, again, there isn't much
jazz. At least that's what Lion would probably
think.
Iwish this weren't the closing volume. Not
that the set is meant to be listened to in order.
In many ways, Vol.4, which begins by delving
into the early-to-mid- '60s avant garde world
of Dolphy, Hill, and Omette Coleman, as well
as Hutcherson's and Hubbard's early explorations as teenagers, and finishes with Petrucciani's joyous, uplifting catchy "She Did It
Again" (1987), sums up Blue Note and, hence,
abig portion of jazz history. In between these
two cuts we receive among others, Williams's
"Life of the Party," which features Hutcherson
and pianist Mulgrew Miller on the drummer's
1985 release, Foreign Intrigue, perhaps that
year's best jazz album. Also noteworthy is "Calling Miss Khadija" (1987), aMorgan composition that paired Hubbard with the now-late
Shaw for the first time lyner's and Joe Henderson's unison lines heard amid the pianist's "Passion Dance" (1967) should not be taken for
granted, either. After all, isn't that what jazz is
supposed to be?
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Classical
BACH: St. Jobn Passion
Recording includes three arias from Barb's 1725 setting
of
Passion.
Peter Schreier, tenor, Evangelist, arias; Roben Hon, bass,
Jesus; Roberta Alexander, soprano; Mariana Lipovsck,
alto; Olaf Baer, bass; others; Rundfunkchor Leipzig,
Staatslcapelle Dresden; Peter Schreier, conductor
Philips 422 088-2 (2 CDs only). Rcimar Bluth, Prod.;
Horst-Dieter Kappler, Willem van Lecuwen, engs.
DDD. TT 2:05:51

This may just be the ideal St. John Passion. It
combines Corboz's drama (on Erato ECD
88208) with Herreweghe's exquisite Baroque
sounds and reverence (Harmonia Mundi
901264.65) and Gardiner's superb orchestral
playing (Archly 419 324). (The last is acold,
detached performance, however.) Just for the
record, this Philips set uses amodest number
of modem instruments, women in the chorus,
and pitch is at A=440. It is remarkable in its
approach—it's entirely "authentic" as to tempi,
lack of rubato, and balance. This is the fastest
St. John available, running Ill minutes (the
three additional arias make up 15 minutes), but
there's no feeling of rushing. Conductor/tenor
Peter Schreier has done amagnificent job of
juggling this difficult work—a much tougher
piece to bring off successfully than the St. Matthew Passion, for instance. 7bo much chorus,
most people argue, for the drama to come
across. Well, wait until they hear this one.
Schreier and chorus master Gothart Stier
have managed to get sounds, moods, and passions out of the chorus that I've never heard
before. The crowd is the protagonist of this
piece, and here its changing roles are clearly
delineated. The Evangelist, Jesus, and Pilate all
remain the same; it's the chorus who must create the tension—and they do. When they're
airy and reverential, they're featherweight;
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when they're villainous, we jump. Their dynamic range is outstanding.
This is not meant to undercut the contributions of most of the soloists, incidentally. Peter
Schreier's Evangelist is amagnificent portrait,
exclaiming with the involvement of arevival
meeting when needed, introspective at other
times. Some of the bloom is off his voice in
high, loud passages, but when he sings sweetly—as in most of the arias—he's in peak form.
Robert Holl's Jesus is not as authoritative as
Ruud van der Meer (for Corboz) or as dizzyingly holy as Heereweghe's Peter Lilca, but he
sings handsomely. Olaf Baer's contribution to
the bass arias (baritone is how he's listed, and
the tone is light and mellow) is exemplary, and
Roberta Alexander sings "Ich folge dir p,leichfalls" more beautifully and with more depth
of feeling than Iever dreamt possible. Only
Mariana Lipovsek's ordinary alto is aflop; "Es
ist vollbracht" misses the mark. The Dresden
Staatskapelle is superb, with particular praise
going to the seven continuo players.
The three extra arias are interesting, particularly the beauty for bass with soprano chorale, but it's equally good to have all of them
available. (The circumstances of their composition and exclusion from the work are murkily
described in the accompanying booklet.) Philips's sound could not be bettered—there isn't
aphony reverb, effect, or balancing trick to be
found here. Iwouldn't want to be without this
one.
—Robert Levine
JS. BACH: The Well-Tempered Clavier
Sviatoslav Richter. piano
Le Chant du Monde LDC ea 525-28(4 CDs only). ADD.
TT: 4:28:36
J.S. BACH: The Well-Tempered Clavier
Robert Riefling, piano
Simax PSC 1044-47 (4 CDs only). Arne-Peter Rognan,
prod.; Ame Akselberg. eng. DDD. TT: 4:08:52
J.S. BACH: The Well-Tempered Clavier
Davitt Maroney, harpsichord
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Harmonia Mundi France HMC 901283-88 (4 CDs only).
Dr Thomas Gallia, prod & eng. (Book l) litre Casulkras,
prod. & mg. (Book 2). DDD, TT: 4:32:16

Iwill admit that harpsichordist Davitt Maroney
scored anumber of points with me when,
some years ago, he grouped the works of the
English composer William Byrd along with the
Well-Dmpereci,Clavier as the highest achievements in keyboard writing. There was, however, no question about Bach's place in such a
ranking; Maroney's addition of Byrd merely
demonstrated that the performer has excellent
taste. There actually was atime, in the late 18th
century, 2when the WTC was not so acknowledged, but then the elite of the 18th-century
artistic community also thought they knew
how to "fix" Shakespeare. There is certainly
no time during the history of recorded music
at which these works were not considered to
be at the peak of the literature of the keyboard.
The three performances considered here
give us an excellent overview of the different
styles possible in Bach playing. My own
prejudices on the subject will quickly become
obvious; this is not, however, to say that those
of others are invalid. Iam not usually avery
humble sort, but Bach is simply bigger than any
assemblage of performers or critics. It does not
really matter atinker's damn what we think of
it: the work goes sublimely on without us.
Let me first say of Sviatoslav Richter that in
some works he is absolutely unsurpassed. I
treasure acopy of his live Mussorgsky Pictures,
and listening to it brings thoughts like "Who
needs Ravel and his orchestra?" Ifind, however,
that Icannot wholly admire his Bach playing.
There is simply too much Richter in it; Ithink
constantly of Keith Jarrett saying "The music
does not need my assistance." Richter's playing is unbelievably virtuosic: if you wish to
know what is possible on the keyboard of a
piano, you need look no farther than here. To
paraphrase slightly the words of the late, great
Charles Dillon "Casey" Stengel, "The only way
ta stop dis kid is ta frisk him fer extra fingers!"
In spite of this, Icannot escape the feeling that
the performer is trying too hard to place his
own stamp on the works. Irealize that this was
once the usual performance philosophy, and
that it may well become ordinary practice
again; nevertheless, Icannot recommend it
believing as Ido now. If, however, pure keyboard virtuosity delights you, then by all means
indulge.
The Robert Riefling performances, on the
other hand, were an unexpected joy. Riefiing
was best known for his performances of contemporary Scandinavian composers—which
is to say he was not terribly well-known. Near
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the end of his life, he went into the studio and
set down these readings of the Wit'. It is clear
from hearing them that Riefling's involvement
with contemporary music left him with a
refreshingly open mind. This is delicate, clear,
unaffected Bach playing; if it is not among the
very best, it is nevertheless full of delightful
turns of phrase, carefully chosen ornaments,
and interesting and varied responses to the
IA Matter of lkmperamenti Three knowledgeable in musical theory may skip the ()Mowing, however, in vim of the
enormous amount of debate that has raged on the subject (and
to take issue with some remarks by the estimable Mr. Maloney),
Ithought it might be worthwhile to discuss just what Bach
migbi have meant by "Well-Tempered." Let us begin by
explaining the concept of temperament.
There is aproblem involved in tuning any instrument on
which intonation (pitch) cannot be continuously adjusted (as
on an unfretted string). This problem lies in the fact that combinations of musically "purr" intervals (those which do not
produce beats) do not necessarily "add up" the same. Take,
for example, the interval C-E. If we derive Efrom C by adding
four pure fifths, and then drop the resultant tone by two
octaves, we ought to get apure major third above C—but we
don't. The difference (.56) amounts to about y, (if asemitone,
and is called the "comma." (Actually, the "syntagmic" or
"Didymian" comma.) In simple terms, if we get the fifth right,
the thirds sound awful. The first system of tuning (temperament) that avoided this was called meantone or y. comma tuning. It involved tempering (ie, flatting) each of the fifths by y,
of the comma. This gets the thirds right, and doesn't foul up
the fifths too badly.
If this sounds like the problem is solved, it isn't. Unfortunately, there exists afurther difficulty, found when notes
are used in two capacities. Take for our next example. the now
between G and A. It must be both Goi (a major third above
and Ab (a major third below C). Idon't want to go through the
math, but these intervals don't add up either. (See The (,krford
Dictionary of Music if you're interested in the calculations.)
The way out of this was to fudge the thirds, as well 25 the fifths.
To make along story short, anumber of temperaments were
devised in the 16th and 17th centuries, but in none of them
did all ke>s sound equally 'good." Finally, 2 system was created
which was called equal temperament. It is the one which is
in common use today, and it divides the octave logarithmically
into 12 equal semitones. In this system, all intervals (except
octaves, which remain perfect) sound equally "good" (or bad,
if you're an absolute purist), and orchestras can play happily
together in any key.
At last we conic to Bach. In his time, both equal and unequal temperaments were known and used. Which sort did Bach
mean by "Well-'1Cmpered," and if he meant ameantone (unequal) one, which one of tbose did he want? Davitt Maroney
plumps for equal temperament, in which all 24 major and
minor keys of the WW will sound harmonious. Others argue
for what are called "irregular" meantone systems, in which
each key has adifferent "character" (and some sound just plain
awful). There is no absolute evidence for any system; however,
one Andreas Werekrnrister did publish atuning which he called
"well-tempered" (uobiternpesierte). This was aradical irregular system, and some writers have used the congruence in
names to argue that this was the system Bach employed. However, in his own tuning instructions to his pupils. Bach mentioned no such thing. The composer suggested instead asystem
which, while irregular, did not result in any- "bad keys. While
Bach was undoubtedly aware of the "key character" theory,
he does not seem to have advocated it. (Other 18th-century
composers definitely did, however) What evidence we have,
therefore, suggests that Bach employed atemperament that
was not the present-day system, but which did not invoice rad
ical dissonances in any key.
Finally (hallelujah!), let me suggest that Davitt Mammy really
has the final word on the subject, when he calislohann Sebastian Bach "that least pedantic of men." Let us, therefore. leaVe
the wrangling behind us and sit down to listen.
2Actually, it was the end of the 18th and beginning of the 19th
before the Romantics "rediscovered" Bach.
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flag, this label-hopping, as it were, resulting
from Deutsche Harmonia Mundi's changing
allegiances over the past three years.
It was not until he was nearly 70 that Wand
gained international acclaim, and only last year,
at the age of 76, that he made his American
debut (with the CSO). In the notes accompanying these discs, abiographical sketch of the
conductor compares him to the likes of Toscanini and Klemperer. This is not promotional
hype. What Wand shares with those eminences
is exemplary taste, agrasp of style and structure,
and apointed personal view of Beethoven that
remains free of eccentricities or mannerisms.
In short, this is one of the most distinguished
cycles of the composer's symphonies to appear
on CD.
Like other commanding traversals—Karajan's from 1977, Bernstein's from 1978 (both
DG), and Kegel's more recent effort (Capriccio)—Wand's is not without failings. His orchestra lacks the virtuosity and sumptuous
tone of Karajan's Berlin ensemble and Bernstein's VPO, the Hamburg brass at times being
abit anemic, horns, in particular, wanting the
color and bite that Beethoven demands. Then,
too, the engineering, though generally admirable, occasionally veils detail in abit too much
resonance. But the sound has great presence
and impact, and benefits from accurate timbres
(especially string tone) and awide dynamic
range.
Most of all, though, it is Wand's probing
vision of these warhorses that carries the day,
typified by anumber of subtleties absent from
many of today's faceless readings: the humorous transition into the first-movement Allegro
of 1; the sense of expectancy at the beginning
of 3; the undercurrent of militant urgency in
the slow movement of 5; the grand architecture of the finale of 6; the tongue-in-cheek
humor and piquantly colorful voicing throughout 8; and the grasp of the elusive ambiguities
in the opening movement of 9, to name but
some. Indeed, the only portion of the cycle that
(for some tastes) may miss the spirit of the
music is the opening movement of 6, which is
BEETHOVEN: The Nine Symphonies
abit too reserved to convey the "joyful" feeling
Gunther Wand, North German Radio Symphony OrchesBeethoven calls for.
tra, Hamburg, with (in No.9): Edith Wiens, soprano; HilThose who have followed this traversal as it
degard Hartwig, contralto; Keith Lewis, tenor; Roland
developed will, of course, be aware of all this,
Hermann, bass; Chorus of the Hamburg State Opera,
Helmut Franz, director
and for them the major issue involves how the
RCA 60090-2-RC (6 CDs only). Friedrich-Karl Wagner.
one new release in this series stacks up against
Karl-Otto Bremer. Johannes Muzzier, env.; Ulf Thompits predecessors. In nearly every way, it is aworson, Uwe Rühl, Gerald Gütze, prods. DDD. TT: 5:45:58
thy conclusion. Ahalo of resonance still covers
abit of detail, and the finale of 2might have
Here, quite literally, is the most peripatetic set
benefited from abit more élan to bring out
of the Nine ever recorded. It began on the Germore fully the movement's craggy wit. But,
man Harmonía Mundi label, continued under
time and again, Wand makes telling points: an
the EMI imprint, and now (with the release of
opening movement of 2invested with astat2and 4) reaches completion bearing the RCA

composer's intentions.
Icannot recommend you to go and buy Rkfling as your only recording of these works.
Glenn Gould still remains fascinating, and, for
all his eccentricity, is far more responsive to
Bach than Richter. Andras Schiff is another
Bach pianist whom Igreatly admire: in seeking the noumenal W7C, you might best choose
his recording or Gould's (assuming you require
the modern instrument).
Now we arrive at what we might call the
"authentic" performance (meaning either
praise or scorn, as your beliefs dictate). Davitt
Maroney is an admirable champion of his chosen instrument. He never ceases to amaze me
with the range of color he is able to draw from
the limited pallette of the harpsichord. There
are those who simply abominate the sound of
the harpsichord itself, and shut their inner ears
when it is heard. This is ashame, but I'm unlikely to convert anyone who so believes-1
suspect that even Maroney's inventive and
musical performances would fail of this object.
If you are one of those who are not turned off
by the sound of plucked wires, then Istrongly
advise you to hear Maroney.
Once again, Ihave to remind the reader that,
even on harpsichord, there are anumber of
competing performances, and there are so
many fine harpsichordists playing today that
there are certain to be wonderful new recordings. At present, however, Isuggest that Davitt
Maroney is the one to buy.
Ionly want to mention afew things about
sound here. Richter's recording does show its
age abit, and the digital remastering has not
been kind to the piano, but it is not egregious
and it does let you hear the notes. The Simax
engineers have done afine job with Riefling,
using B&K microphones and aSony F-1 processor. The Maroney discs are very good, but
not up to the current reference level. There is
also an annoying level difference between
Books 1and 2. This is sloppy in the extreme,
as well as easily avoidable.
—Les Berkley
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ure that foreshadows the "Eroica"; apowerful,
weighty, yet propulsive first movement of 4
having unusual clarity of harmonic motion; a
sharp focus throughout 4of important bassoon
and timpani passages; and afinale of the work
that bubbles with lightness and humor while
honoring Beethoven's non troppo qualification
of Allegro. As in previous releases in the series,
all exposition repeats are observed.
In addition to being included in this set, 2
and 4are also available on asingle RCA CD. And
the previous EMI releases are being reissued
individually by RCA in the couplings in which
they first appeared. Iwent through the earlier
releases spot-checking the RCA edition against
the EMI discs. Sonically, they were identical in
every way, even with respect to the level at
which they were remastered. Were RCA to
make this 6-CD set available at areduced price,
it would be directly competitive with the aforementioned (mid-priced) Karajan and Kegel editions. The 1978 Bernstein set is full-priced, and,
recorded in concert, offers the most realistic
reproduction of an orchestra that Iknow as
heard from arelatively distant vantage; its only
musical shortcoming is afussy and sometimes
stodgy 5. 1Carajan's 1977 cycle is also wellrecorded, but suffers from control-room
manipulation of dynamics that in quiet passages suggests the aural equivalent of looking
through the wrong end of atelescope; interpretively, its few musical weaknesses are adroopy
1and the excessively fast finale of 7. The major
flaws of the Kegel cycle are asomewhat heavyhanded 3and 7and mediocre soloists in 9;
otherwise it is interpretively first-class and
boasts the most arresting sound of all.
In the long run, of course, the Nine defy a
single "best" traversal, and the existence of
these four distinguished yet diverse cycles
should serve as a reminder that eminent
Beethovenians are not in short supply today.
By the time you read this RCA will have reissued Wand's Schubert, Brahms, and Bruckner
cytles. Anyone who may have missed these
splendid efforts on their first appearance certainly has something to look forward to.
—Mortimer H. Frank
BLOCH: Complete Music for Violin and Piano
The Weilerstein Duo
Von: Sonata I. Abodab, Suite Ifor Solo Violin, Suite
Hebraique
Arabesque Z6605. TT 5523
Vol.II: Sonata 2("Poeme mystique"), Baal Sbern, Suite
2for Solo Violin, Nutt 'lei:gigue
Arabesque Z6606. TT 5139
Botb: CD only. Ros Ritchie, Mary Van Houten, engs.:
Thomas Mowrey, prod. DDD.

Certainly the music of Ernest Bloch is not for
those whose tastes run to hummable melodies,
Stereophile, January 1990

comfortably euphonic harmonies, and form
as clear as spring water. But listeners who find
20th-century innovations in tone and rhythm
not necessarily synonymous with corporal
punishment are missing arewarding experience if they're not familiar with at least some
of Bloch's large and varied output. Long sessions of Bloch's music can be taxing; they can
also be uncommonly enriching.
For the past several years that familiarity
would have been difficult to attain since so
much of his music has been unavailable on record. But thanks to the recording firms of Laurel, Adda, and Arabesque, the void is gradually
disappearing. So far, Laurel has released the first
four of Bloch's string quartets and his nine
short pieces in the medium (all of which,
except Quartet 1, were reviewed by present
company in Vol.12 No.6). His fifth and final
quartet is promised by Laurel in early 1990,
along with arendering of Bloch's complete
chamber-music oeuvre, apparently along-term
goal.
These two new Arabesque CDs contain all
of Bloch's music for violin and piano, ranging
from Sonata 1of 1920 to his two Suites for Solo
Violin of 1958 (Suite 2 is his last completed
work).
Although arelatively early effort, Sonata 1,
premiered in 1921 with athen 35-year-old
Artur Rubinstein at the piano, displays many
of the elements that would distinguish all of
Bloch's music. The opening movement, for
example, is at once fierce and strident (with
occasional Bartókian undertones), rhapsodically passionate and, in the slower material,
dreamlike and sometimes menacing. The
Eastern-flavored middle movement (Motto
quieto) is hauntingly lyrical at the outset, but,
as is typical with Bloch, builds up asizeable
head of emotional steam. Indeed, at some junctures interplay between the two instruments
grows so impassioned it threatens to exceed
their expressive limits—almost as if the music
needs to explode off the page into dance. Similar qualities permeate the final movement, as
do moments that owe their sonic genesis to the
French Impressionists. But if the result would
seem to be apatchwork of styles, Bloch's music
invariably sounds highly organic due to the
composer's superb craftsmanship and the
strength and unity of his artistic vision.
According to the informative program notes
by Bloch's daughter Suzanne, amusicologist
who earlier in her career enjoyed success as a
lutenist and harpsichordist, Sonata 2was, in
part, asearch for greater "serenity" in contrast
to the torment of I. But Bloch could no more
remain serene than Bernstein is apt to become
aminimalist conductor: the quietude of the
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work's opening soon turns to impassioned
outcry.
The composer's Jewish heritage informed a
good deal of his output, particularly through
the 1930s. Here that influence is most clearly
felt in the florid cantonal slides of Abodab
(written for the child prodigy Yehudi Menuhin), as well as throughout Baal Sbem and the
Suite Hebraique. Later, more universal and
abstract elements came to dominate his efforts,
as in the two Suites for Solo Violin. In the
shadow ofJ.S. Bach's masterpieces for this most
formidable medium (consider how few composers have attempted to write for it), Bloch
carried on the tradition with great nobility.
Suite 1owes its most obvious debt to the great
baroque master, but both are stunning achievements in their own rights.
Like the Bach suites, Bloch's provide adaunting test of afiddler's technique and ability to
make certain musical events seem flowing and
connected when, in fact, the feat is physically
impossible on alone fingerboard. Equally crucial, of course, is aperformer's capacity to
probe behind the notes. Here and elsewhere,
violinist Donald Weilerstein proves asensitive
and dynamic interpreter in every respect.
Bloch's piano writing is every bit as demanding, but Vivian Homik Weikrstein turns in aset
of performances that sound as if she was
weaned on this music.
The Weilerstein's efforts are enhanced by
recorded sound that effectively captures the
feel of alive recital in an intimate but warmly
reverberant space, though the piano often
figures too prominently. There are also some
extraneous noises that sound like rustling or
heavy breathing, particularly distracting in
Von I
.
But judged by the qualities that count most,
both CDs are important additions to the recorded legacy of aonce much-performed composer whose work has, lamentably, faded into
the backwaters of public consciousness.
—Gordon Emerson
BRAHMS: String Sextets I& 2
The Raphael Ensemble
Hyperion CDA 66276 (CD only). Tony Faulkner, mg.,
Arthur Johnson, prod. DUD. TT 74:07

Here are two of Brahms's most beautiful chamber works beautifully performed and recorded.
Sonically, this release is amodel of how asmall
ensemble should be reproduced: Timbres are
true without atrace of harshness; the perspective is close, suggesting an intimate hall, yet an
airy ambience prevents claustrophobic boxiness. And despite the closeness, there is none
of the heavy-breathing syndrome that has
made some other digital recordings of chamber
Stereophile, January 1990

ensembles sound as if the performers were
ready for the sanatorium.
Musically these are extraordinarily tasteful,
youthfully vital, yet mature readings. Textures
are well-focused, tempos superbly judged, and
rhythm, while never rigid, is governed by a
firm pulse that preserves line and structure.
And whether dealing with the music's lushest
melodies or Brahms's specifications of mollo
espressivo, the Raphael never sounds cloying.
The gorgeous close of the slow movement of
1, for example, becomes all the more touching
as aresult of being played in tempo; the rich
chromaticism of the third movement of 2is
fully clarified, and the stark motivic writing in
the finale of that work is given its full due. But
of greatest importance, the Raphael, while
honoring the soaring lyricism and harmonic boldness of these works, reminds us that
such perception is fused, as it is here, to asuperbly balanced and integrated ensemble, and
to pinpoint intonation and tonal refinement,
the end result is uncommonly distinguished
and all the more remarkable when one considers that this is ayoung group here making
its recording debut. Exposition repeats are
observed in the outer movements of 2. A
warmly recommended release.
—Mortimer H. Frank
HINDEMITH: Matbis der Maier
George Cleve, San Jose Symphony

Bainbridge BCD502 (CD only). Leo de Gar Kulka, cng.,
prod. DDD. TT: 26:53

This recording was engineered by Leo de Gar
Kulka using the Colossus system. That's the
same pairing of man and machine that J. Gordon Holt brought to Stereopbile readers' attentions in Vol.11 No.4, when he declared the Bainbridge release of Mozart's Piano Concerto 13
the best-sounding orchestral CD recording he
had ever heard. Iordered one immediately, but
have never felt that it quite lived up to Gordon's
high praise. 3 Any skepticism I've harbored
about Colossus or Kulka, however, has been
obliterated by this absolutely stunning recording of Matbis der Maier by George Cleve and
the San Jose Symphony.
There may be other recordings that are better, but Ihave not heard them. Avery few may
be in the same league, but certainly no more
than asmall handful. This CD is nothing short
of arevelation in recorded orchestral sound.
Don't be put off by the measly 26:53 length;
3I, too, was somewhat disturbed by the sound of the Bainbridge Mozart recording, in that it is very dry-sounding, the
instruments having almost no ambient bloom. The venerable
JIGH (in whose ears we trust), however, makes no secret of the
fact that these days he regards nearly all commercial orchestral
recordings as being far too "we" •sounding, with too much
hall sound captured.
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the disc also costs ameasly $6.98, and it can
make your system sound like you spent another couple of grand on it.
The dynamic range is astounding. You may
need to boost your volume control alittle
higher than usual because the soft passages are
very, very soft. But when the fortissimos come,
they are pure and clean and powerful.
Perhaps the most striking thing is that the
recording combines the immediacy and detail
of the best multi-miked jobs with the airiness,
depth, and ambience of mike minimalism. The
result is closely akin to the concert-hall experience of hearing absolutely everything that is
happening within the orchestra, but within its
natural, reverberant environment.
Orchestral sections have sharp focus and
delineation, but meld seamlessly into the
whole. Trumpets and trombones have realistic blattiness without overdoing it, and in the
string sections you can hear the proper blend
of woodiness and featheriness —just as in real
life!
It's almost ashame that I'm giving so much
attention to the sound of this recording,
because the performance by George Cleve and
the San Jose Symphony is avery fine one. The
interpretation is solid for the most part, but the
extreme slowness of the medieval melody
introduced by the trombones in movement
one makes the theme sound almost like a
parody. Other than afew similar minor quibbles, though, the reading is generally lively and
intense, well-focused on the high drama of the
music.
Execution is also very good, lacking only the
last degree of refinement in attacks and phrasing. For the finest performances, though, listen
to Horenstein, Steinberg, or Karajan. Needless
to say, none of them will sound as lifelike as this
one.
One final note of interest: This recording was
made in 1984! That's three years earlier than
the Bainbridge Mozart release, and to my ears
this one sounds clearly superior. If anything
was changed in between, Mr. Kullca, please
change it back. This is astunner.
—Robert Hesson

HINDEMITH: Nobilissima Visione, Horn Concerto,
Concert Music for Strings and Brass, Symphony
for Band
Dennis Brain, horn (Concerto); Philharmonia Orchestra,
Paul Hindemith
EMI EH 29 11731 (LP only). Robert Gooch. mg.; Walter
Legge, prod. ADA. TT: 73:20
HINDEMITH: Mathis der Maier, Four Temperaments, Symphonic Metamorphoses
Hans Otte, piano (7bmperamen(s); BPO, Paul Hindemith
DG 427 407-2 (CD only). Harald Baudis, trig.; Elsa
Schiller, prod. ADD. rn 75:03
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Of the important 20th-century composers
who conducted their own works in public or
for recording, Paul Hindemith stood nearly in
a class by himself in genuine professional
accomplishment. It is our loss that no record
company was farsighted enough to record a
few Bruckner symphonies conducted by Hindemith, who played akey role in establishing
Bruckner in the American concert repertoire
by means of performances the stature of which
have rarely been equalled, let alone surpassed.
Fortunately, afew of the record companies
believed that Hindemith conducting his own
music would be worth preserving, and EMI
and DG have given us asampling from their
archives, generous, though sufficiently incomplete as to allow for more in the future.
The title information on the EMI release is
not amisprint. It is a73-minute LP, made possible by DMM. The sources have been digitally
remastered. Side 1, which contains Nobilissima Visione and the horn concerto, accounts
for amarathon 40 minutes, all of which gave
me the lowest expectations for this record until
Iplayed it. Aside from afew ticks, the surface
is virtually silent, the dynamics convincing, the
stereo broad, deep, and richly detailed, and the
timbres are right.
The horn concerto managed to survive in
the domestic Angel LP catalog until quite
recently. The initial release of this material in
the late '50s coincided with EMI's entry into
stereo recording, and the manufacture of EMI
recordings for the US market by Capitol Records.
As for the latter, need Isay more? The horn
concerto, composed for Dennis Brain in 1949,
has already been made available on Angel CD,
combined with Strauss's two horn concertos.
This work, whose scherzo contains its only
obvious pyrotechnics, and whose finale is
unconventionally moody and introspective for
awind concerto, is rarely performed. This is
its only recording. In writing for Brain, Hindemith took his virtuosity as aforegone conclusion, and paid tribute to his keen intelligence and expressive capabilities. Brain returned the tribute in this compelling collaboration with the composer and the orchestra
whose horn section he led until his untimely
death in 1957.
Nobilissima Visione, a three -movement
suite drawn from aballet score on the life of St.
Francis of Assisi, commissioned by Diaghilev
in 1929, wasn't staged until 1938, and rarely
since. Like Vaughan Williams's Job, this apparently is not the stuff of which ballet is made in
today's cultural milieu. Only one non-rival in
print to not be concerned about, James de
Priest/Philharmonia on Delos CD, dull and
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nondescript. Martinon/Chicago on RCA deserves reissue, as do Klemperer/Philharmonia
on EMI and Keilberth/Hamburg on Teldec, but
Hindemith's own reveals awealth of hidden
detail as well as layers of expression which
place it in avery special category.
Commissioned for the West Point Band in
1951, Symphony for Band is an inspired tour
de force which employs wide ranges of color,
mood, style, and virtually every contrapuntal
device known to humanity. The Finale, apowerful double fugue, is one of those pieces Iwish
would never end. The Philharmonia, without
its strings, and with many extra woodwind and
brass, plays to the absolute hilt for the composer. The spotmiking employed for woodwind solos detracts from the overall realism,
but not enough to spoil atruly special performance. Reissue of the Fennell/Eastman performance on Mercury should be considered mandatory The American band of Eastman's most
advanced players has avery different sound
from the British, and is agreat performance in
its own right.
Concert Music for Strings and Brass, commissioned for the 50th anniversary of the BSO
in 1930, receives an eloquent but restrained
performance which is no match for aWFMT
broadcast archive of a 1965 concert performance given by Martinon/Chicago. Even more
intriguing is the possibility of unearthing a1963
TV concert performance by Hindemith and the
CSO. The program also contained the first
movement of the Bruckner 7, Brahms's Academic Festival Overture, and abrief interview
in which Hindemith discussed Bruckner. Both
of these items deserve authorized public reissue under whatever auspices possible.
The items on the DG CD were recorded in
mono during 1955, one year earlier than the
pioneering stereo sessions from EMI. For US
distribution, they were licensed to the American Decca label, on which they could be listened to with great dedication through afrosty
pane of surface noise. Iconfess to being unaware of this 1955 Mathis der Maier while Iwas
working on my review of the Blomstedt/SFSO
recording. While the Blomstedt remains an
ideal modem performance/recording of Mathis, Hindemith's 1955 Berlin account blows
everyone else's right out of the water. Perhaps
it's the fact that Mathis is Hindemith's "Greatest
Hit," and there have been so many other recordings to which it can be compared, including Hindemith's own 1934 Berlin recording for
Telefunken (actually rehearsed and performed
under Furtwängler; Hindemith was, in effect,
recording his early champion'sfait accomph).
Two decades later, he returned to Berlin as
anaturalized US citizen, asurvivor of Nazi polit230

ical repression, and in this recording transcended the mere authority of the composer's
own view of his work to give what may be the
greatest evidence of his absolute mastery of the
art of orchestral performance. From the very
sustained tempo of the introduction onward,
it's clear that he knew how to make an orchestra sound, and to create an atmosphere in
which every section and every soloist in the
orchestra could play with their own sense of
confidence, security, and authority. Moreover,
in this, one of his least abstract and most
expressive works, this performance tells astory.
Inever cared for Four Temperaments until
1listened to this performance. Comparatively,
the de Priest/Philharmonia with Carol Rosenberger on Delos would be laughable if one
could stay awake. Composed for George Balanchine, the work has been recorded by the New
York City Ballet Orchestra under Robert Irving for Nonesuch in aperformance which is idiomatic and danceable, but is no competition
for Hindemith/Berlin. This is one of those
abstract, cerebral pieces; it takes agreat orchestra and apowerful mind up front to bring it to
life. The solo pianist, Hans Otte, was the first
German exchange student to be granted entry
for study in the US after WWII, as Hindemith's
composition pupil at Yale. Hindemith's most
difficult and unforgiving writing was for the
piano, and Otte has the requisite fingers and
chops to bring it off.
Hindemith's performance of Symphonic
Metamorphoses is another which had escaped
my attention until now. My undisplaced favorite remains the 1953 Kubelik/CSO on Mercury,
but there is no mistaking the difference in
approach taken by the composer, approximately twice Kubelik's age at the time. Every
detail comes through without the merest trace
of fussiness. The pentatonic theme in the "'Mrandot Scherzo" is taken at aslower tempo than
usual, and exquisitely phrased, not rushed or
plowed through as it usually is. The Finale
tempo is also somewhat slower, but Hindemith
had that rare gift of making asustained tempo
move. Flagging energy in the Finale was the
undoing of Blomstedt/SFSO. Unbridled energy
is one of the glories of Kubelik/CSO. Hindemith brings it adifferent kind of energy, one
which more than warrants duplication of repertoire.
The EMI LP has been brought to the US market by Allegro Imports of Portland, Oregon.
Real classical record stores should be able to
obtain it. Although its length and format would
imply imminent CD conversion, no such plans
appear to be afoot, which gives EMI an opportunity to rethink its plans, and spread its Hindemith archive over two CDs, in order to
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include two works which have been left out of
this collection: the clarinet concerto with Louis
Cahuzac, along with the intriguing and little
known Sympbonia Serena.
Mono though the DG is, its sound is clear,
clean, and speaks well for its era. DG has more
Hindemith/Berlin in its archives, enough for
possibly one or two more CDs. These works
include Concerto for Orchestra; Concert Music
for Piano, Brass, and Two Harps; Cupid and
Psyche Overture; and Sympbony: Die Harmonie der Welt. Modern recordings of these
works will appear eventually from Wergo, the
recording arm of G. Schott, Hindemith's publisher. In the meantime, or for any time, the
composer's own performances comprise what
is arguably the finest collection of its type ever
assembled.
—Richard Schneider
ORFF: Car-mina Burana
Edita (,ruberova, soprano; John Alen tenor; Thomas
Hampson, baritone. Shinyulcai Choir, Knabenchor Des
Sums- und Domchores Berlin, BPO. Stijl OZ2W2
Philips 422 363-2 (CI) only). Mike Bremner, prod.; Roger
de Schot, Stan Taal, cogs. DOD. TT 6033

With more than 20 performances of this work
in print, anew one had better have something
special to offet This one does. In act, it is among
the two or three finest available, up there with
André Previn (Angel CDC-47411), notable
for its humor and strutting attitude, and Richard Hickox's (MCA Classics MCAD-25964),
which features aterrifically telling Boy's Choir
and pointed diction from all involved. This
new recording, Ozawa's second, is chock-full
of energy, and each individual section is clearly
delineated as to mood, setting, and situation.
It doesn't hurt, of course, to have the Berlin
Philharmonic at one's fingertips. They play
here with intensity and spirit, treating the
music as if it were of great importance, but with
amerry gait as well, and the wind articulation
is particularly noteworthy. The choral groups,
too, are splendid, obeying all of Orffs temperamental dynamic markings and able to express
nuances with great clarity. Ozawa's tempi are
quick but not rushed, and the overall effect is
of ajolly good time.
The soloists are, for the most part, ajoy. Edita
Gruberova is at her most enchanting except in
the high Cand D in "Dulcissime," which sound
more trial than ecstasy. John Mer uses the
most marvelously unearthly head voice in his
roasted swan song and still manages to stay
dead-center on each note. Thomas Hampson's
voice is too beautiful to waste on the repeated
cries of "Wafna," but elsewhere the sound is
luxurious and full of dramatic shadings. Asuccessful trio.
The sound allows us to hear the tambourine
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in 'Ave formosissima," and is otherwise vivid
and rich without being artificial. The accompanying booklet contains text and translations,
an essay, and alist of the 25 cueing points. At
its best, this work can make the listener want
to go to atavern, roll in the hay, think about
Fate, and any number of other things; this reading comes close. Highly recommended.
—Robert Levine
PROKOFIEV: Plano Concertos 1& 2
With: "Romeo bids Juliet farewell," from Romeo &Juliet,
Op.75
Vladimir Feltsman, piano; LSO, Michael Tilson Thomas
CBS MK 44818 (CD only). Bud Graham, cog.; Steven
Epstein, prod. DOD. TT 5543
RACHMANINOFF: Piano Concerto 3, Rhapsody on
aTheme of Paganini
Vladimir Feltsman, piano, Israel Philharmonic Orchestra,
Zubin Mehta
CBS MK 44761 (CD only). Michael Sheerly, Mireille Landmann, cogs.; Georges Kadar, prod. DDD. TT 64:54

Both Rachmaninoff performances stem from
1988 live performances in Tel Aviv's dry-sounding Mann Auditorium, the Prokofiev Concertos
having been recorded at actual sessions at London's Abbey Road that same year. In each concerted case the orchestral soundstage lacks
depth, and in Rachmaninoff 3 Iwas aware,
checked by repeated hearings, of asubtle but
decided inconsistency in the amount of orchestral and piano bass (different takes from different days?). In neither disc is asolid, transparent
bass apparent: the Rachmaninoff often appears
shallow, the Prokofiev muddy. In all four orchestrally accompanied pieces, again, the
climaxes are more clattery than some might
deem acceptable, and that includes the piano
treble. The best piano sound belongs to the
seven-minute Romeo excerpt, which Feltsman
plays in the solo piano version and which he
renders in amost sensitive manner. So far as the
main works on both discs are concerned, however, the accompaniments in general are satisfactory without being especially overwhelming, those in the Prokofiev having the greater
thrust and power.
Speaking of power, the pianist is very much
at his best at the conclusion of that composer's
second concerto, which projects from the
speakers like asteamroller. Yet, overall, Ifind
the performer's Rachmaninoff lacking in affect
no matter the accuracy of his technique. One
wishes he would let himself go, that he would
relinquish the control that appears to stifle the
music's emotions. There is some superior playing here, to be sure, but seldom does one obtain
the kind of electrifying excitement that is such
afeature of Horowitz's Rachmaninoff 3(the
final-movement cadenza, for example, in the
Reiner-conducted version), or Mikhail Plet231
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nev's recent Paganini Rhapsody on Virgki Classics. The Prokofiev is more impressive, perhaps
more natural to the Soviet-born pianist's personality, but one wonders about one missing
element: the Prokofievian humor, even of his
often sardonic kind. Here all is deadly serious.
Can the pianist ever lighten up and be playful,
one wonders?
—Igor KipnIs
RAVEL: Valse Nobles et Sentimentales (Adélaide ou
Le Langue des Fleurs)
DEBUSSY-RAVEL: Danse (Tarantelle Styrienne);
Sarabande (Pour le Piano)
MUSSORGKSY-RAVEL: Pictures at an Exbibition
Eliahu Inbal, l'Orchestre National de France
Denon CO-71799 (CD only). Michel Lepage, cng.; Yoshi haro Kawaguchi, Guy Cherub, prods. DDD. TE 6037

Although the major work is the ubiquitous Pictures at an Exhibition, the contents of this
interestingly planned disc center around Ravel,
the orchestrator of all four of these works
which, whether originally by Ravel, Debussy,
or Mussorgsky, started out as piano solo compositions. There is no need to extol Ravel's
accomplishments here; it's enough to say that
his brilliance in adapting these pieces has long
been admired and appreciated. The performances, featuring fairly polished orchestral
playing, are variable, quite properly atmospherically hazy and rhythmically alert in the
Debussy pieces and in Ravel's 1912 ballet setting of the Valses Nobles et Sentimentales, but
abit pedestrian and careful in the Mussorgsky.
Though there are good moments—"Gnomus"
for instance, or the lyrical middle section of
"lhileries" —some of the other characterizations seem lacking in personality; especially
does one long for more forward momentum,
for less of afoursquare approach. However,
before the reader decides to move on to the
next review on the basis of these not particularly enthusiastic comments, let me hastily add
that Iintend to keep this particular disc at the
side of my CD player for use as ademo, for its
sonic qualities are simply stunning. The
ambience, interestingly, is for once rather dry
but not in the least unpleasant (the recording
took place in one of Radio France's studios), the
soundstage is quite shallow, but there is excellent imaging. What really impresses, however,
is the utter cleanness of everything, the clarity and naturalness of the transients (the cymbals, the startling yet unexaggerated bass drum
and gong). Rarely have Iheard the brass of Mussorgsky's "Catacombs" emerge this effectively.
At least from that standpoint. Denon has really
produced awinner.
—Igor Kipnls
RESPIGHI: Roman Festivals, Fountains of Rome,
Pines of Rome
Massimo Freccia, New Philharmonia (Festivals, Faun-
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Wins); Rudolf Kempe, Royal Philharmonic (Pines)
Chesky CD18 (CD only). Kenneth G. Wilkinson,. eng.;
Charles Gerhardt, prod. A?D. TT: 61:35

Here is one of two Chesky CD restorations
from the Reader's Digest archives, which in
addition to adding further to our collections
of'60s-vintage stereo recordings in the best CD
sound available these days, also serves to
introduce "64 times oversampling" to our lexicon of conversion procedures.
To dispense with the technicalities first, I
don't quite know what to make of "64 times
oversampling." Fortunately, Chesky isn't making that big adeal about it in terms of hype, but
they could be more forthcoming about what
it is and how it works.* Unfortunately, there is
no source of comparison. Chesky CDs so far
have been honest and highly successful at revealing the sound of the original master tape.
Some of the masters they have used have had
dropouts and tape-transport snags, but they
have each had the common factor of exemplary stereo orchestral recording, which has
earned Chesky aspecial place in high-end
audio occupied by few other CD makers. But
how does one compare the sound of Freccia's
Roman Festivals with Munch's Francesca da
Rimini, or of Horenstein's Brahms 1with Reiner's Brahms 4? Different masters, different days,
different strokes, different folks.
They could issue acomparison CD, which
would display the difference with passages
from the same masters at 16 times, then with
64 times. There are audiophiles who would eat
that up, and it would be scrutinized with fervor at CES Conventions and High End shows.
But for the present, Ican only say that this CD,
along with the Horenstein, sounds magnificent, but so have Chesky's "16 times"
predecessors.
Musically, this release is amixed bag. Each
conductor is up against formidable competition: Arturo Toscanini and Fritz Reiner. Toscanini recorded all three works for RCA. His
first recording of Roman Festivals with the
Philadelphia Orchestra in 1941 was lovingly
restored from damaged acetates and initially

4Chesky uses an oversampling A/D convener based on the
du chip set now being marketed by UltraAnalog. This samples
the analog signal at amuch higher rate than the CD-standard
44.11d-lz, which relaxes the requirement for asteep-slopc,
quality-degrading, low-pass filter at its input, but then quantizes the information with much lower resolution. Shannon's
Information theory suggests that the product of sampling rate
and resolution is aconstant. Thus by feeding the high-speed
stream of limited bit-length data output by the oversampling
ADC to acorrectly implemented digital filter that outputs highresolution 16- or 18-bit digital words at areduced, 44.1kHz
sampling rate, the engineer gets the sonic benefit of ahigh initial
sampling rate without the normal trade-off of lowered resolution of the analog signal In other words, afree lunch. —JA
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released in acompendium set of Toscanini's
Philadelphia recordings in 1976. Ihope that CD
reissues are in the works! He recorded Festivals
again in Carnegie Hall with the NBC Symphony
in 1949. Despite source problems, and the
nature of the music, which demands modern
wide-range sound, the Philadelphia recording
makes for compelling listening. The later NBC
recording, which also needs to be reissued, was
as close to state-of-the-art as they got in 1949.
Considering the uneven quality of sound given
to Toscanini/NBC, this recording was not
merely aFestival, it was an oasis. And Ihaven't
even mentioned the performances, which, in
terms of conductorial temperament and
orchestral response, are light-years beyond
anything I've heard since in recordings of this
work.
Reiner didn't record Festivals, but his CSO
Fountains and Pines are currently available on
Chesky vinyl as well as RCA CD. Reiner competes with Toscanini's 1953 NBC recordings,
but in his own way and on his own terms. His
Respighi is more cerebral, deliberate, and spacious than Toscanini's, whose approach was
more emotional, intense, and obviously Italianate Italian Mr. Freccia would seem to be, but
there is no way to characterize his Respighi
other than just so-so, and who needs so-so
Respighi?
For Pines we turn to Rudolf Kempe, who,
if he were around today, would be considered
one of the world's greatest conductors. Kempes
approach to Pines resembles Reiner's more
than Toscanini's. His presence on this CD does
more to show up Freccia's lack of style and
mastery than the most invidious comparisons
to Reiner or Toscanini possibly could. Kempe
is actually more subtle than Reiner in certain
details, as in the quiet openings of "Catacombs"
and "Pines along the Appian Way."
Audio quality has never been aproblem with
any Chesky recording. In considering this CD.
ask yourself if one of the few truly definitive
recordings of Pines of Rome warrants the purchase of a
iCD which merely contains also-tans
of the two other Roman Dllogy works.
—Richard Schneider
SCHUBERT: Piano Music
Alfred Brendel, piano
Sonatas in D, D.850; in a, D.784
Philips 422 063-2.
63:26
Sonata in c, 0.958; Six Moments musicaux, 1)780
Philips 422 076-2. ODD. TT 58:30
Sonata in A, D.939; Hungarian Melody in b,1/817; 16 German Dances, 0.783; Allegretto in c, 0.915
Philips 422 229-2. TM 56:13
All: CD only. Gees Heijkoop, Willem van Leeuwers, engs.;
Volker Straus, prod. ODD.
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corded his first survey of Schubert's piano
music, the result stood quite distinct from his
performances of other composers. Where
Brendel's Beethoven, Haydn, Mozart, or even
Liszt spoke to most listeners as "objective"
statements of the musical texts, the Schubert
was something different, hearkening back to
earlier days when an interpretation of great
music carried with it liberties of tempo,
dynamics, and emotional sensibility. In his
unashamed romanticism Brendel may even
have exceeded his teacher Edwin Fischer,
surely an archetype of the Romantic sensibility
teetering on the brink of aquantitative historical age.
In the intervening years there has been apredictable backlash against obsessive textual fundamentalism. With the humility of historical
understanding it becomes clear that there can
be no "objective" performances, only interpretations, because of the certainty that there is
no egoless performer. In this light, Brendel's
Schubert from the early '70s is revealed as anything but radical, hardly eccentric, but plugged
in more tightly to the pianistic mainstream than
those two fierce individualists, Artur Schnabel
and Wilhelm Kempff, who brought Schubert's
piano sonatas into the mainstream of concerthall performance.
Today Brendel aspires to Schnabel's, Fischer's, and Kempffs mantle as pianist-philosopher as well as interpreter, taking himself along
ahazard-ridden ego's journey farther from the
performing mainstream. He has begun again
to record the major Schubert piano works.
Four of the mature sonatas, along with several
lesser works, have appeared on these three
CDs. Brendel's approach is only fractionally
less free regarding tempos and dynamics than
before these ebbs and flows made subservient
to avery personal sense of large-scale structure
This structure is in turn made subservient to
something more internal: what Imust perceive
as Brendel's own interior monolog. In some
pieces—generally those more classically constructed, or built upon structures capable of
supporting massive implications—the result
is illuminating, occasionally thrilling; in others,
Brendel's efforts lead to uncharacteristic navelgazing.
D.958—to take the most successful example—
is given abreathtaking reading, with daring balance between forces of impetuosity and catastrophe. The pianist's slightly clipped triplets
reinforce an astringent, classical approach. The
finale is almost inexplicable in the context of
Brendel's earlier recorded output: bright-eyed
and devilish, the second-subject gallop tossed
off wryly—even comically—reminding me of
nothing less excellently absurd than Chico
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Marx playing in afilm from the '30s. This is a
performance to make one rethink this sonata
entirely, and to discard once and for all the
notion that the finale is an unrelievedly deathobsessed dance.
D.850 also blossoms in Brendel's care, his
calculated hurrying and swelling of phrases
engendering brilliance, asense of Apollo at
play: much the interpretation one would have
expected from him 15 years ago. The second
movement opens faster than usual, rather
restrained, but builds up to unashamed pathos.
This could sound willful in isolation were it not
so well-scaled, and aperfect contrast to the
opening movement.
It is in the last two movements that slight
doubts arise. They're played well: the Scherzo
given awonderful design, building from afast,
focused introduction to acontemplative middle. Almost makes you forget to notice aloss
of emotional flow. Again, on the finale, one
senses that Schubert's chiaroscuro of joy and
pain has been displaced by the artist's almost
Cartesian analysis: strategizing an opposition
between the opening, ironic music-box theme
and the Teutonic counterpoint of the second
subject. Schnabel, by contrast, conjures a
childlike sense of discovery which turns to
advantage his ham-fisted technique (and to
comparative disadvantage Brendel's virtuosity).
And so it goes with D.784 and 959, among
Schubert's darkest, most portentous sonatas.
In the former, Brendel maintains exquisite tension in the counterpoint of the closing movement; but is his slow, almost halting climax to
the first movement's central section to be interpreted as great insight, or just self-absorbed
keyboard banging? Ibelieve the former, but
listeners may be forgiven for feeling the latter,
finding more to their liking Richter's live
recording on Melodiya/MMG, where the Russian pianist emerges from his own romantic
self-absorption with awondrously right eruption of feeling with the entrance into the major
key.
Brendel surprises the ear in the first movement of D.959, treating the often tossed-off
second subject with more developmental
gravity than usual. But his premeditated shaping of the Andantino leaves no surprise at the
arrival of the cry of pain at its core, and the
Rondo is so leaden as to spoil its miracle of
transformation from baser thematic materials.
The smaller works are also variable successful. The Hungarian Melody sounds lightweight
and diddly, as it usually does no matter who
plays. In the German Dances, however, Brendel
finds agem: full of variety, well-paced, completely idiomatic. Brendel endows the D.780
Moments musicaux with the flesh of interpreStereophile, January 1990

tation, perhaps more flesh than their skeletons
can bear: for example, the first, C-major piece
becomes distended (Schnabel gives more life
to its spirit and structure by saying less). The
sixth, A-flat Moment, however, accumulates a
Germanic, almost Wagnerian gravity which is
thrilling. But there is lost overall any thought
of these pieces as miniatures.
Iscratched my head and tossed around with
these Brendel recordings for many hours, am
glad to have begun to know them, and feel
there is much more to learn from them. This
quantity of effort makes it impossible for me
to recommend them to anyone as a first
acquaintance to Schubert's sonatas. Suggestions for first alternatives? Schnabel's performances from the '30s are the Ur-text, and are
now available on Arabesque CDs; but many
listeners will not wish to deal with (as they say)
historical mono sound. Kempffs nearcomplete DG stereo survey from the '60s has
been reissued on seven CDs, but enjoyment of
his small-scaled readings, as with his miniature
etchings of the works of other composers, are
best left for the already converted. For D.958
and 959, at least, my first recommendations go
with the very different documents of Goode
on Nonesuch and Pollini on DG. Goode, while
occasionally uneven, is supremely successful
in adisplay of chance-taking on the same order
as Brendel's. His climax to the Andantino of the
A-major is apocalyptic, the Rondo laid out with
finesse and insight. Pollini may be criticized for
making his Schubert sound a lot like his
Chopin, but the material proves amenable to
this more restrained treatment, the result a
noble and intensely private devotion of far
more emotional weight and expressive color
than Kempffs mantra.
Sound on Brendel's CDs is analytical, with
very little harshness and loss of color when
compared with good piano LPs. Sense of piano
size, and of the pianist's right and left hands,
is excellent. Given the pitch stability of CDs,
and the relative kindness of digital recording
in handling piano timbres, Ispend little time
mourning the loss of new piano LPs. It is only
by comparison with the best piano LPs that
Brendel's silver discs show up as weak in bass
and not as realistic up top as the real thing.
—Kevin Conklin
STRAUSS: Elektra
Hildegard Behrens, Ekktra; Nadine Secunde, Chrysothemis; Christs Ludwig, Klytemnestra; Ftagnar Ulfung,
Aegisth; Jorma Hynninen, Orest; others. BSO, Manglewood Festival Chorus, Seiji Ozawa
Philips 422 574-2 (2 CDs only). Wilhelm Hellweg, prod.;
Henk Kooistra, John Newton, engs. DDD. TT: 102:07
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release, but 1can't; it's aknockout. So much
heat is generated in this performance that one
is tempted to get the fire extinguisher. Iguess
that it's simply not worth performing this opera
at all unless one's heart and soul are in it, although I've heard some (live) readings defeated
by under-par vocalists. It's awork which has
been served well on discs, however: Inge
Borkh/Karl Biihm (DG, unavailable) and Nilsson/Solti (London) were/are sets to treasure,
particularly the latter. So is this one.
Ozawa might not have been everyone's first
choice to conduct Elektra, but he comes
through with flying colors, as does his orchestra. This was recorded at aseries of live concert performances in Boston in November of
1988, and the energy level is very high. Ozawa
goes for, and gets, the build-up of lunacy in the
music, beginning lyrically but bringing out the
desperation/mania little by little; the whole
practically stuns, as it should. The BSO plays
spectacularly, with searing brass and nervous
strings, and the Recognition Scene has rarely
sounded like more of an exquisite release of
tension. Orchestrally, this set has everything.
The vocalists are to be reckoned with as well.
Hildegard Behrens's Elektra is terrifying in its
intensity. She's afraid of nothing as asinger, and
her vivid reduction to the animal level at "Triff
noch einmal" is horrifyingly, almost unbearably, tense. The rawness in her voice—and it is
undeniably there (and may displease some)—is
altogether appropriate. She's reckless, just as
Elektra is. I'm not subordinating Nilsson's
achievements, incidentally—her solid range,
so well mirrored in her vocalism, stays in the
memory as vividly as does Behrens's uncontrollable furor.
Iwish Iliked Nadine Secunde's Chrysothemis better, although neither Marie Collier's
(London) nor Marianne Schech's (DG) fills the
bill either. Secunde tends to sing under the
note, especially near the opera's close, but she
reads the text with great feeling. Christa Ludwig's Klytemnestra is adangerous, not-as-frailas- we're-used- to figure, and she goes for the
grotesque subtleties. Jean Madeira (DG) and
Regina Resnik (London) were more revolting,
but I'd take Ludwig's fuller portrayal over either
of theirs. Both men are superb for what they
do: Hynninen is an heroic Orestes, and Ulfung,
while not making us want to throw up, as
Gerhard Stolze does for Solti, still makes us
want to run. The handmaidens are properly
deranged.
The sound is spacious and spotless, indeed
surprisingly so for live performances—although Igenuinely believe that Philips is headand-shoulders above the rest when it comes
to recording opera. It sounds as it would if we
Stereophile, January 1990

were in the audience (a quiet-as-mice group,
by the way)—clear and natural. Iwish Ozawa
hadn't chosen to take the standard cuts—only
the Solti is complete, and another would have
been welcome. But Igenuinely believe that a
Straussian without this in his/her collection
would be missing something quite remarkable,
just as Ifeel that the London set is equally
indispensable. Highest recommendation—an
experience not to be missed.
—Robert Levine
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: A Sea Symphony
Joan Rodger, soprano; William Shitnell, baritone; Liverpool Philharmonic Choir (Ian Tracy, Chorus Master);
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, Vernon
Handley
EMI CDM 7 69867 2(CD only). Mike Clements, Mike
Hatch; engs.; Andrew Keener, prod. DDD. TT: 69,39

Among the various Vaughan Williams symphony cycles in the making (Previn/RPO/
Telarc, Bryden Thomson/LSO/Chandos), perhaps most remarkable is the continuing cycle
by Vernon Handley for EMI's Eminence series,
mid-priced even as new releases, and not
exactly high-profile in terms of label hype.
One of my earliest reviews for Stereopblle
was my response to Handley's LPO recording
of VW's job. Iwas mighty impressed with that,
and having just reheard it in comparison to the
CD reissue of Sir Adrian Boules fourth and final
recording of the work, Iam even more impressed. One has to go back to Boules London
mono firr recording of 1955 to match the
intensity which Boult himself was unable to
reach again inJob.
My initial reaction to Handley's performance
of Sea Symphony was that he must be possessed by the spirit of Fritz Reiner, so clear was
the voicing throughout orchestra and chorus.
This is not merely aseries of fussy balancing
acts in order to keep the melody from being
covered by the accompaniment. Any simpleton with amodicum of training can do that.
True balance involves not the suppression of
accompaniment, but the revelation of accompaniment for its thematic and harmonic significance, its motor effect on the pulse beat of
the music, and its color. The greater the work,
the more options there are, so there is no single
right way. Hearing arecording such as this reveals more options than Ihad believed possible
in this work.
Ihad high hopes for Handley's account of
VW 5on EMI Eminence. Here, Ifeel he became
too involved with the introspective aspect of
the work, at the expense of the outer, real
world threatening to crash in upon VW's visionary ruminations. In purely technical terms,
Handley failed in Sym.5 where he had suc239
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ceeded most admirably, in Job and Sea Sympbony, to reveal the essential spiritual aspects
of the music through the revelation of the
work's own raw materials and building blocks.
It would seem that Handley is somewhat
uneven in his results, but of the few great conductors alive today, Iwould bet only on Bernstein or Kleiber to obtain aSea Sympbony as
definitive as this one. Since neither of those two
gentlemen have displayed any great interest in
this repertoire, such recordings seem unlikely.
At first hearing, Ifelt the soloists to be the
only weak links. Subsequent listenings reveal
them to be slightly less accomplished vocalists
than Sheila Armstrong and John Carol Case of
Boult/EMI, or Heather Harper and John Shirley-Quirk of Nevin/RCA. Shimell has an unfortunate wobble in the high tessituras, and in
other places tends to search for pitch. These
caveats aside, each soloist's identification with
the meaning of the text and the musical flow
far outweigh invidious comparisons with their
competition.
The production, recorded in Liverpool's
Philharmonic Hall during July 1988, is one of
the best recordings of achoral orchestral work
Ihave ever heard. This is truly Grammy Award
caliber. The stupendous dynamic range, the
soundstaging and placement of all of this
work's forces, the clarity of instrumental texture, the very precise choral diction (possibly
to afault—the sibilants seem abit over-ripe,
but they are oh, so together)—all of these factors make this one of the great audiophile
demonstration CDs of this decade, for any purpose one can think of: the ability of advanced
CD players to resolve low-level information as
well as to play loud with integrity and clarity,
the efficacy of tweaks such as damper rings and
other such accessories, the ability of systems
to project deep bass, the application of ambience devices, etc. System and component
designers, as well as critics and dealers, should
consider this recording mandatory.
For the listener at home, Iwouldn't want the
powerful spiritual aspects of the work or the
performance to be trivialized by sensational
audiophile characteristics. Truly, there are no
cheap thrills, only legitimate natural effects,
entirely apt to the event which they support
with such uncanny realism.
—Richard Schneider

Classical Collections
FRITZ KREISLER: Early Recordings
Bach: Adagio from Unaccompanied Violin Sonata 1in
g(BWV 1001); Beethoven: Violin Concerto, Op.61;
Brahms: Violin Concerto, Op.77; Mendelssohn: Violin Concerto in e, Op.64; Mendelssohn-Kreisler:
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Song Without Words, Op.62 No.1 ("May Breezes");
Mozart: Violin Concerto 4in d(K.218); Schumann Kreisler: Romance in A
Fritz Kreisler, violin; Leo Blech, Berlin State Opera Orchestra (Beethoven, Brahms, Mendelssohn); Sir Landon
Ronald, orchestra (Mozart); Arpad Sandor, piano
(Mendelssohn-Kreisler); Michael Raucheisen, piano
(Schumann -Kreisler)
Music & Arts CD-290 (2 CDs only). H. Ward Manton D/,
disc-to-tape transfer eng. ADD. TT 2:25:34

Were 1to mention at the outset of this review,
for anyone unaware of the provenance of the
performances included here, that the majority
of them date from the earliest days of electrical recordings, 1926 and 1927, and that the
Mozart Concerto is even in fact an acoustic
from December 1924, Iwould be willing to
wager that the majority of readers would
immediately skip to the following state-of-theart items. In so doing, they would miss one of
the most important reissues that has been made
available on CD. The art of Fritz Kreisler (18751962) over the last decade has taken on a
renewed importance, as more of his older
recordings have been reissued and more
listeners have become aware of his incomparable tone, the elegance of his phrasing, and the
sheer musicality of his interpretations. The British magazine Strad, for instance, released a5LP album of the complete Victor acoustics just
two years ago; Pearl Records is in the process
of reissuing Kreisler's mid-'30s Beethoven violin sonatas (with pianist Franz Rupp) on CD,
and Biddulph, another English company, has
recently issued afine 3-CD set of Kreisler's output with Raclunaninoff, his own String Quartet
in a, and the violinist's second (le, 1936) versions, with John Barbirolli conducting, of the
Beethoven and Brahms concerti.
All these performances, whether encore trifles or the most serious examples of the string
literature, are worth hearing for the eloquence
and compelling character of the playing, certainly none more so than this well-filled Music
& Arts set, which in all respects represents
prime Kreisler. Almost all of this material has
been issued previously on disc, the Blechconducted Beethoven and Brahms quite
recently on an excellent in-Sync cassette. The
Bach Sarabande, areally superb performance
and Kreisler's only unaccompanied Bach
recording, is also contained on the aforementioned Biddulph album, marginally less bright
than here; that short side, interestingly, was the
original filler for the Beethoven Concerto, the
Mendelssohn Song Witbout Words the odd
side for that composer's Violin Concerto, as
was the Schumann Romance for the Brahms.
Having myself tried to transfer some of these
to cassette in the past and being familiar with
the variable quality of these original 78s and,
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indeed, their side-to-side vagaries of pitch,
nothing could have pleased me more than the
extraordinary quality of the transfers produced
for M8EA by Ward Marston. Even the side breaks
are managed almost faultlessly. Yes, of course
there is surface noise, but one easily becomes
used to it; what really is startling, however, is
the sheer vividness of the sound, which gives
the impression that Kreisler is standing just
beyond the speakers. Considering the age and
sources, most of what one hears can be
described as fairly clean, an occasional shattering, as in the Beethoven cadenza, excepted.
The orchestral contribution in the Mozart is
typical of the boxy, midrange emphasis used
in acoustic recording techniques, and the concertos of Mendelssohn and Beethoven, made
electrically in December 1926, plus the Brahms
of November 1927, feature aBerlin State Opera
Orchestra far removed from the perfect intonation and tonal sheen of today's ensemble
recordings. Yet Leo Blech, astalwart in the Berlin of that time, often provides an eloquence
to match that of his soloist. In sum, amost significant production and one that, along with
an increasing number of CD reissues of historical material, proves just how very effective the
compact disc is for this kind of material. When
it comes to performances of such worth, overlooking such an album as this solely on the
basis that it is not in stereo and lacks three Ds
in its SPARS code would be dreadfully shortsighted.
—Igor Kipnis

Show Music
CARNI VAL: Original Broadway Cast
Saul Schechtman, cond.; Music & lyrics by Bob Merrill
Polydor 837 195-2 (CD only). Dennis M. Drake, rernastering eng.; Larry L. Lash, remastering prod. ADD. IT
6454
WHOOP-UP: Original Broadway Cast
Stanley Lebowsky, cond.; Music by Moose Charlap, Lyrics
by Norman Gimbel
Polydor 837 196-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Dennis M. Drake, remastering eng.; Larry L. Lash, remastering prod. ADD.
Ti': 7451

The RCA /BMG and CBS Broadway cast CD
reissue series are more extensive and feature
more popular shows, but PolyGram's may be
the winner in terms of making the reissues
attractive to the musical theater enthusiast. Not
content merely to transfer the material to the
digital medium, producer Larry L. Lash has
used the extra time allowed by the CD format
either to issue what was formerly atwo-record
set as asingle CD (She Loves Me, Polydor 831
968-2), or to supplement the original cast
tracks with demo and pop versions of songs
from each show, as he has done in the present
recordings.
Stereophile, January 1990

Carnival is based on the movie Lily, which
in turn was based on ashort story by Paul Gallico. The ingredients are perfect for a"traditional" musical: colorful setting, an adorable
waif of aheroine who has to choose between
ahandsome, rakish magician and an embittered-but-tender-underneath puppeteer (can
you guess which one she chooses?), amusing
secondary characters, cute puppets, and—
most important—some lovely songs. From the
opening "Direct From Vienna" to the closing
strains of "Love Makes the World Go 'Round,"
the score is so consistently tuneful that one
can't help but wonder why composer Bob
Merrill never became a major force in the
American musical theater. Anna Maria Alberghetti won aTony for her performance in Carnival; listening to her charming and beautifully
sung performance on the record makes one
wonder why she never attained superstar status. Sound quality is somewhat below par for
its vintage, but it does represent amajor improvement over my much-worn original MGM
mono LP.
But wait, there's more! Two days before producer Larry L. Lash was to complete the studio
work on the CD, he managed to locate atape
of five demos made by Bob Merrill. These are
included on the CD, and are simply delightful.
Merrill has an attractive voice and style that
would put many a professional performer
(although not, lhasten to say, Anna Maria Alberghetti) to shame. If Ihad been atheater investor
in 1960, listening to these demos would have
had me reaching for my checkbook. There are
four other "bonus tracks" completing the CD,
including asurprisingly effective jazz trombone version of "Mira" by J.J. Johnson. Go,
buy!
Wboop- Up has never won or been nominated for any theater award, but, over the years,
it has acquired acertain. ..well, notoriety.
Some have claimed that it's aneglected treasure; others have felt that, if anything, it's acandidate for aGolden Ibricey Award (a show that's
so bad it's good). The plot concerns a 1959
Buick Electra, Indians, cowboys, abar built
half-on/half-off an Indian reservation, and an
"Indian Brigitte Bardot" —not necessarily in
that order. The original cast LP (which Ihad
picked up from acutout bin for 94¢ 20-odd
years ago) has apparently been selling in used
record stores for upward of $75. Now, thanks
to the efforts of Larry Lash, anyone can become
amember of the Whoop- Up Owners' Club
without going into debt.
Is Whoop- Up an overlooked Citizen Kane,
or is it another Plan 9From Outer Space? You'll
have to listen to the record to decide. The lyrics
may strike you as suffering from, as Lash deli243
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cately puts it in his liner notes, "the occasional
lapse of taste" (eg, "Your lipstick's wet and waiting for my smear"). Native American people
will probably find much of this "Redskin Musical" offensive (but perhaps no more so than
Rose Marie), and those who object to portrayals of sexist attitudes will cringe at the gushings of an ingenue who wants nothing more
than to be "the M.R.S. of aV.I.P." What Ican
guarantee is that you won't be bored. The score
ranges over a variety of styles (Broadwaybrassy, softshoe, rock, country), and features
some pretty good tunes in the process. The
cast, especially Susan Johnson in the lead, performs as if they believe the show is at least a
notch above Oklahomal. The CD bonus tracks
include one of the most unintentionally hilarious things I've ever heard on record: "Nobody
Throw Those Bull," an Indian Chiefs song
about his rodeo star son, done here by Maurice
Chevalier in his best boulevardier accent. I
thought "Thank Heaven For Little Squaws"
might be next.
All right, so perhaps Whoop-Up does not
represent the musical at its very best. If your
collection of original cast recordings does not
extend beyond My Fair Lady and South
Pacific, acquiring this recording probably
shouldn't be ahigh priority On the other hand,
if your taste runs slightly to the peculiar (like
that of the esteemed Audio Anarchist, who can
sing all the songs from Pipe Dream), it might
be just the ticket.
— Robert Deutsch
CENTER STAGE
National Symphonic Winds; Lowell Graham, cond.
Wilson Audio W-8824 (LP), WCD-8824 (CD). David A.
Wilson, Bruce Leek, Joseph Magee, ens.; Robert Vosgien, digital cd.; Bruce Leek, digital transfer; Sheryl Lee
Wilson, Lowell Graham, prods. AAA/ADD. TE 46:54

"Come, Follow the Band," sings PT Barnum
in the Cy Coleman musical, and listening to the
National Symphonic Winds play these arrangements of showtunes is apt to make one a
devout follower indeed. The collection includes medleys from Oklahoma!, West Side
Story, Mary Poppins, and Barnum, with acouple of pieces by John Williams thrown in for
good measure. When it comes to theater music,
I'm enough of atraditionalist to be generally
dissatisfied with non-theatrical arrangements
of showtunes, and have found large-scale
orchestral (eg, Boston or Cincinnati Pops) performances of show music to be ponderous,
bombastic, and lacking in, well, theatricality.
The greatest compliment Ican pay Lowell Graham and the NSW is that they play like agood
Broadway pit band. Graham has agenuine feel
for this music, unlike acertain well-known
pops conductor who does alot of show music
Stereophile, January 1990

repertoire (I don't need to mention Erich Kunzel by name, do I?). Barnum, with its circusband echoes, works particularly well in these
arrangements, and Iwas quite struck by the
way the mournful "Feed the Birds" is used to
punctuate the cheery Mary Poppins medley.
Only in the West Side Story medley did the palette of colors offered by wind instruments
seem restrictive; here, Iwould have preferred
afull orchestral sound. John Williams's "Olympic Fanfare" is one of those pieces with which
makers of very loud speakers like to intimidate
people (just abit of sour grapes from aQuad
owner); Lowell Graham and his crew manage
to find the music amid the spectacular sonics.
My initial listening was to the CD, which I
liked alot. Iwas then quite surprised to find
that the LP is considerably better: amore convincing soundstage, brass that is at once more
delicate and more "brassy," and agenerally
more open sound. In my system, the CD was
ahead of the LP in the deep bass, but then the
Talisman Shas never been famous for its bottom end.'
Here's hoping Center Stage, like the original
Ragtime Razzmatazz (Wilson W-808, agreat
record), ends up being the first of aseries.
—Robert Deutsch

Jazz
LOUIS ARMSTRONG & DUKE ELLINGTON: Recording 7bgetber for the First Time and The Great
Reunion
Louis Armstrong, trumpet; Data Ellington, piano; Barney
Big,ard, clarinet; Trununy Young, trombone
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 514 (CD only). Ray Hall, eng.; Bob
Thick, prod. AAD. Tr: 66:11

For some, the notion of Louis Armstrong and
Duke Ellington collaborating on arecording
is about as close to musical nirvana as you're
apt to get. Certainly that was the view of veteran producer Bob Thiele, who finally managed to get the two together in 1961 for apair
of LPs devoted to such Ellington compositions
as "It Don't Mean aThing," "I'm Beginning to
See the Light," "Don't Get Around Much Anymore," "The Mooche," and "Cottontail." This
Mobile Fidelity CD combines both albums in
digitized sonics said to pass on nuance and
detail that never made their way from master
tape to LPs. Moreover, this presentation on
a24-karat-gold-bonded Ultradisc is claimed
to further enhance the illusion of alive performance.
5I've been getting increasingly dissatisfied with the sound of
my subwoofer setup since the 1989 San Francisco High End
Show, where Eheard Center Stage played through asystem that
featured the Wilson powered suhwoofer (POW- WHOW). Too
bad the cost is of the "if you have to ask
"variety.
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I'm unable to confirm or deny either assertion, in the first instance because Ino longer
have access to the original LPs, and in the second because it's obviously impossible to compare an Ultradisc with amore conventional CD
that has never been made But Ican report that
the sound quality in this incarnation is generally excellent. Imaging is commendable, timbres are realistic, and soundstage width and
even depth are convincing.
As to the musical chemistry between these
two jazz titans, the dissimilarities between their
approaches to improvisation were at least as
pronounced as the similarities. Pianistically, the
Duke was aminimalist and his efforts here are
typically sparse melodically, with interest stemming mainly from the harmonic and melodic
twists that were his trademarks. Armstrong, on
the other hand, was aperformer of immense
power and originality whose way of sculpting
aphrase continues to influence instrumentalists
and singers alike. If he was abit beyond his
prime in terms of range and technique when
these sides were cut, his creative powers clearly
remained undiminished.
Such differences in stylistic outlook and
improvisational prowess, combined with the
ad hoc nature of these sessions, occasionally
result in alack of cohesion. More often than
not, however, Armstrong's artistic magnetism
saves the day. The other players were members
of Armstrong's combo at the time and there are
some strong solo contributions by clarinetist
(and former Ellington sideman) Barney Bigard
and trombonist Trummy Young. Although he
is given no credit in the liner notes or elsewhere, the solid walking bass lines are provided
by Arvell Shaw. The unnamed drummer is Barrett Deems.
Among the album's high points are an ebullient, Dixieland-flavored "Let Me Off in Harkm," an understated "Mood Indigo" enhanced
by some impressive Armstrong trumpet work,
and aheartfelt Armstrong vocal on "Solitude."
But for me, the potential of this collaboration
is most eloquently realized on"I Got It Bad and
That Ain't Good." After afree tempo statement
of the theme by Armstrong and Ellington alone,
Armstrong's gravel-throated singing elevates
an already timeless standard into apersonal
lament of immense poignancy.
Regrettably, the piano used at the second session is miserably out of tune in the treble. Certainly aclassical artist of Ellington's stature
would never have been expected to record on
such an instrument. The attention it calls to
itself here is particularly lamentable since its
sound lives on to mar an historic meeting between two of jazz's most eminent creators.
—Gordon Emerson
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MILES DAVIS: Aura
Miles Davis, Palle Mikkelborg,

trUMret;

John McLaughlin,

guitar; Thomas Clausen, keyboards; Bo Sticf, Niels Henning Oersted Pederson, bass; Vince Wilburn, Lennart
Gruvstedt, drums; Marilyn Mazur, percussion; many
others
Columbia C2X 45332 (2 LPs), CK 45332 (CD). Hcinrik
Lund, Nids Erik Lund, cngs.; Palle Mikkelborg, prod.
DDA/DDD. TF 6622

Back in 1984, Miles Davis flew to Copenhagen
to receive the prestigious Sonning Music Prize,
former recipients of which include Stravinsky
and Messiaen— Davis was the first black man
and the first jazz musician ever to receive the
award. Part of the ceremonies was aconcert at
which Miles played in asuite supposedly recapping his entire career, composed for him by
trumpeter Palle Mikkelborg.
Iread about the Aura concert in Jack Chambers's two- volume biography (still the best by
along shot, though Davis's recent autobiography is fascinating, if self-serving) of Davis years
ago, and have thirsted ever since for what Itook
to be alive date, taking potshots in these pages
at CBS in the meantime for sitting on this stuff
while they repackaged Miles's back catalog for
afew dollars more What Ididn't know was that
this entire suite had been recorded in aStockholm studio (Easy Sound) at the same time.
Palle Mikkelborg has written an Escalator
Over the Hill for trumpet. There are notes
about his vision of Miles's musical "auras"—the
sections are all named for the colors of the
spectrum—which the faithful can absorb and
the skeptical ignore Regardless, this is the most
interesting Miles Davis album sinceJackJobnson. And forget Columbia's ploy of marketing
this as "New Age" music. Ain't so. (A totally
artificial recording, by the way. The acoustic
piano is about 40' wide, and the string, brass,
and synthesizer choirs bear little relationship
to one another. The LP has abit more body and
depth, but on aDDD recording these may be
spurious.)
Over a bed of synthesizer drones, John
McLaughlin introduces a10-tone tune based
on notes corresponding to the letters of "Miles
Davis" in "Intro," Miles interjecting the little
fills and runs that have characterized most of
his work since his 1982 comeback. This (literal)
signature tune ends up sounding like something from the first Frank Zappa guitar box (as
does much of MilcIcelborg's writing/arranging),
and proves surprisingly supple under Mikkelborg's pen throughout Aura. After aghostly
oboe/percussion beginning, "White" becomes
alonely, lonely blues, Miles playing against his
own echoed self with even aquote from "Stella
By Starlight," the whole sounding like very
247

good film music Stepping through the optical
spectrum, "Yellow" begins with oboe again,
and harp, with astring arrangement like a
Grofé/Stravinsky meld, followed by splashes
of brass. Miles barely plays.
The funk-slinging Miles has kept himself to
ever since his comeback constitutes most of
"Orange," McLaughlin reprising his linear
Live/Evil solo style Miles plays long lines here,
but the funk has barely begun. The bass line
of "Red" is almost worthy of Marcus Miller at
his best, Miles soloing in snatches and bursts,
the orchestra occasionally slashing out, chords
shifting like quicksand. "Green" features NielsHenning Oersted Pedersen's seance-like acoustic bass solo over an oceanic chorus built up
of 16 overdubs of asingle female voice Pedersen in the foreground, Miles enters tentatively,
muted, and builds up to some gorgeous playing. Kephra Burns's liner notes say "Green" is
reminiscent of Sketches of Spain, but it sounds
like "Spanish Key" (from Bitches Brew)to me.
Miles solos with intermittent fire to the hard
reggae-gangster beat of "Blue," then, after a
brass-choir transition, trios with harp and bells.
"Electric Red" reprises that color, with better,
grittier soloing by Miles and growling bass clarinets àla Bennie Maupin on Bitches Brew.
Mikkelborg based "Indigo" on the sound of
Filles de Kilimanjaro, Davis's last acoustic
album, with some Gil Evans-style wind charting thrown in. But don't get your hopes up—
this is the only cut Miles refused to play on, saying "the piano player was playing enough
music." Well, maybe, but considering the setting, sounds like acase of cold feet to me.
Thomas Clausen does play fiercely; fine headlong interplay with Pedersen, reminding me a
lot of Keith Jarrett's (like McLaughlin, aDavis
alumnus) Belonging quartet. Marilyn Mazur
(whom Miles liked so much he asked her to join
his band) fills deftly, and drummer Gruvstedt
(great name for adrummer) rides acymbal like
Jon Christensen—very well. McLaughlin's
super-astringent guitar reappears on "Violet,"
aslow, serene, electric funk/blues with wondrously lyrical Davis blowing.
Aura is a powerful, moody piece, as if
Bitches Brew had been composed, played, and
arranged by Gil Evans and Marcus Miller. With
some great Miles Davis. As Mikkelborg says,
"Musically, Miles is to me what aZen master is
spiritually" Say Amen, somebody; this album
makes me feel good. Now, CBS: How about
releasing,finally, the Davis/Evans music from
Time of the Barracuda? — Richard Lehnert
WYNTON MARSALIS: Crescent City Christmas
Card
Wynton Marsalis, trumpet, WEs Anderson, alto sax, Todd
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Williams, tenor & soprano sax; Marcus Roberts, piano;
Reginald Veal, bass; Ben Riley, drums; Jon Hendricks,
vocal ("Sleigh Ride"); Kathleen Battle, soprano Ç'Silent
Night"); others
Columbia FC 45287 (LP), CK 45287 (CD). Tim Geclan,
eng.; Steve Epstein, prod. DDA/DDD. TT: 56:01

Christmas albums are probably the hardest sort
to bring off with any kind of musical, as opposed to sentimental, success; and jazz Christmas albums are the most difficult of all. Though
Iown afew — jingle Bell Jazz, God Rest Ye
Merl)?jazzmen, and now Crescent City Christmas Card—I really don't like 'ern. My staunch,
ostensibly rejected Presbyterian upbringing still
has trouble mixing faith, fun, and jazz. That's
my problem, of come, but the meanings of the
Christmas songs, particularly the hymns and
carols, always seems very far away from their
jazz settings (Wes Anderson's solo on "Hark!
The Herald Angels Sing" is aperfect example
here).
That said, Crescent City is the best jazz
Christmas album I've ever heard, by avery long
shot. No, marketing wetdream Wynton Marsalis
has not sold out with an album of lugubrious,
sentimental holiday chestnuts set to mushy
string arrangements. Crescent City's charts are
always fascinating, if not always successful;
always interesting, if never profound. You
wouldn't think that "Jingle Bells," "Sleigh Ride,"
"Winter ‘Vonderland," "Silent Night," and, God
help us, even "The Little Drummer Boy" could
ever again sound new or interesting, but they
do here Listening to the album quickly became
a"how's he gonna handle this one?!" experience, Marsalis continually finding new things
to say in songs so shopworn we can't even bear
them anymore
A bluesy "Carol of the Bells"; aslinky, disturbingly erotic "Silent Night" sung fruitily by
Kathleen Battle, WM playing fast and loose with
the harmonies, with astripper's plunger-mute
trumpet solo; "Little Drummer Boy" lurching
out like a dark military deadmarch, with a
remarkable horn choir; "We Three Kings," very
different from WM's much more reverent 1981
version, with his first quintet, on God Rest Ye
Merry Jazzmen, modally mournful with first
Dixieland counterpoint, then straight walking
with strong Spanish/Arabian overtones in the
chorus; aharmonically dismantled "Oh Tannenbaum," horns only, in barbershop-quartet
style; Jon Hendricks, old and wobbly but still
lively, sticks it to "Sleigh Ride"; "Let It Snow"
and "Winter Wonderland" are treated in loose
big-band style; "God Rest Ye" is barely recognizable; and Marcus Roberts gives amuted gospel reading, on solo piano, to "0 Come All Ye
Faithful," with the odd atonality and diminished chord. The album ends with WM selfStereophile, January 1990

consciously reading "Was the Night Before
Christmas," his nonet backing and interjecting
funny little sound-effects. Marsaks's Santa Claus
sounds like one badass muhfuh.
But the most interesting thing about this
album is Marsalis's program notes. Here is his
gloss on "Silent Night": "We were trying to capture the kind of swooning that goes on during
the lights-out calm that sits over a city at
night. . In my plunger solo I'm emulating the
town crier delivering the news through the
streets of the city, taking the translation from
the angel of Kathleen Battle." Fascinating. And
he almost does it, too.
In the tradition of CBS's jazz and pop LP
pressings, this one is not very good; and, with
28 minutes aside, the surface noise and compression will make you wish you'd bought the
CD. Do so—you won't be bored.
—Richard Lehnert

Folk
STEVE T1LSTON: Life by Misadventure
Steve Tilston, guitar, vocals: others
Run River Records RRA 001 (LP), RRA CD 001 (CD).
Michael Klein, prod. & eng. ADA/ADD. TB: 42:19,
46:18'
WIZZJONES: The Grapes of Life
Wirz Jones, guitar, vocals
Run River Records RRA 005 (LP only). Michael Klein,
prod. & mg. ADA.
MAGGIE BOYLE: Reaching Out
Maggie Boyle, vocals, flute, whistles
Run River Records RRA 003 (LP only). Michael Klein,
prod. & trig. ADA?
All above available in tbe USfrom Run River Records,
207 Shelby St., Suite 303, Santa Fe, NM 87501. Tel:
(505)983-1297.

These three records represent 50% of the initial launch of Run River Records, asmall British
label now attempting to establish itself in the
New World. From the sound of this first batch,
it appears that Run River intends to carry on in
the vein of contemporary folk labels like Flying
Fish or Transatlantic. This particular folkway
is jammed with broken labels (as Bruce Springsteen might say); these releases are good
enough to engender the hope that we are not
witnesses at yet another stillbirth.
Steve Tilston, like Maggie Boyle, was known
to this reviewer only as apassenger on John
Renbourn's Sbip of Fools. On his own, he
comes across as a fine guitarist who needs
some work to qualify as asongwriter. "These
Days," the opening track, is pretty good, with
acatchy refrain and apleasant melodic line, but
Tilston's lack of real lyric gift betrays him into
lines like "The power that they might keep"
(trans: "So that they can keep the power").
Stereophile, January 1990

Lyrics are, in fact, the main problem here. Tilston's images are weak to nonexistent, and his
use of language runs from uninspired to
clichéd. The redeeming virtue is his guitar playing, which very much deserves to be heard.
Although there are some signs of Renbourn's
influence, Tilston is ahell of apicker in his own
right, as he proves on agreat Leo Kottke-esque
instrumental called "Tsetse Fly Shuffle." On
that basis, give this one ashot.
Wizz Jones (can that be an actual given
name?) was anice surprise. While he is not
quite as polished aperformer as Steven Tilston,
his material (some his own, some by others) is
more interesting and shows alot more variety.
He has agreat time romping through "Corrinne," ablues standard by Blind Boy Fuller, and
does agood job on Robin Williamson's early
classic "First Girl ILoved," even if he doesn't
replace the Judy Collins version. He picks abit
like a fancier Ewan MacColl on the latter's
"Moving On Song," and has more fun with a
version of "Dark Eyed Gypsies" (which you
may know as "Raggle Taggle Gypsies" or
"Seven Yellow Gypsies" or "Gypsy Davy"
or. ..
)learned from bluesman Davey Graham,
the author of the immortal "Anji." His own stuff
is okay too, especially the title track, and acouple of others which manage to be socially conscious without getting preachy. This would
appear to be Jones's first album—I'll buy the
next one.
I've saved the best for last, as Torquemada
said to the heretic Maggie Boyle is the real winner in this group. Her music falls into that category now called "Celtic" (although "Celt" was
originally someone else's word for people who
call themselves Cymri, Gaels, etc.). Whatever
we may call it, the music of the Celtic countries
has become very influential in modem pop and
rock, as witness 132, the Pogues, and others.
Maggie Boyle is very much aperformer in the
traditional vein, sticking to acoustic instruments and mostly unprocessed vocals. Her
voice, while abit limited in range, is expressive
and well-controlled, and her flute playing is
topnotch.
Ihave to admit to abit of bias here. Ihave
been singing "The Quiet Land of Erin" for
about (mumph, mumble) years now, without
knowing the Irish Gaelic words to the chorus.
(I learned them phonetically from the singing
of Bonnie Dobson, who learned them phonetically from Tom Clancy. 6)Maggie Boyle kindly
6Milking about learning lyrics phonetically reminds me that
Iwas recently listening to the Stones' Reg album (only the third
nonclassical album that Iever bought, some quarter-century
ago). Listen to the nonsense spouted by Mr. Jagger in "Route
6U—why didn't he look at amap if he couldn't understand
what Mr. Berry or Mr. Cole were singing?
— JA
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prints them here, and does afine version of the
song, too. She also does beautifully with two
other traditional songs, "The Lowlands of Holland" and "Busk, Busk Bonnie Lassie." There
are two Steven Tilston songs here, and Iliked
them better than most of the ones on Tilston's
own record. Another Robin Williamson original appears here too, and it may be the best
thing on the album. When they take the roll of
great unrecognized songwriters, Williamson's
name will undoubtedly appear prominently.
This is also the most interesting of the three
Run River releases from an instrumental sense.
Bert Jansch lends some fine understated guitar to "Lowlands," while cello, Uilleann (pronounced "ill -un") pipes, and concertina are
also tastefully present. With this record, Maggie
Boyle joins the likes of Trionna ni Dhomnaill
and Dolores Keane as an interpreter of Irish and
other traditional music. Good stuff.
Folkies usually have the worst stereo systems
in the world: alinear-tracking turntable with
Real Magnetic Cartridge, amid- '70s receiver
with one channel intermittent, and two generic
boxes labeled Speaker (with at least one bent
voice-coil). Folk recordings have often tended
to reflect this tendency, with pressings that
definitely give analog abad name. It's nice to
announce that this trend has been less evident
in the past few years. The three on review here
are pretty good, with dean instrumental sound
and restrained processing on the vocals. Surfaces are much better than the average folk
releases, although there was some noise on the
Wizz Jones disc.
In addition to awful systems, folkies also tend
to have enormous collections of records. These
three—Boyle and Jones especially—would not
make unwelcome additions. —Les Berkley

Rock
THE BAND: lb Kingdom Come
Capitol C2 92169 (2 CDs only). Compiled & sequenced
by Rob Bowman; Dana Goudie, project coordinator.
ADD? TT: 2:1405

When Iwas in college back in the late '60s, I'd
come home hairier each holiday with dozens
of new rock records under my arm. Arrogant
proselytizer for what we called "the counterculture" that Iwas, I'd sit my poor, bewildered
parents down in front of the stereo and play
song after song for them. They endured this
with more grace than Icould ever have mustered in their places, though shaking their
heads the while. But after I'd played The Band's
eponymous second album, Dad said, You
know, that's the first record you've played for
Stereophile, January 1990

me that sounds like it was made by men, not
boys."
And that was part of The Band's special quality: not only that they sounded like experienced, seasoned men, but that they so often
sounded like men from another age altogether.
The Beatles may have paid tribute to popular
music as far back as Elvis Presley, even the '20s,
but The Band was writing and singing songs
that somehow seemed artifacts of eras as far
back as the Civil War, Fender Stratocasters notwithstanding. Their roots went deep. Not bad
for four Canadians and an Arkansas hillbilly
with electric guitars and keyboards: Robbie
Robertson, Richard Manuel, Garth Hudson,
Rick Danko, and Levon Helm.
For an album or three in the late '60s, The
Band was America's answer to the Beatles, and
the 31-song 7b Kingdom Come reflects that
brief glory: 17 cuts from the first three albums
alone, only 14 divided among the following
five. Imake the comparison to the Fab Four—
and I'm hardly the first—not in terms of sales
or popularity or the careening energy of youth,
but in sheer musical talent, variety, depth of
influence, and maturity. There's also atortured,
barely articulated religiosity and faith, of family
men living grueling lives full of hard choices,
hard drinking, and hard hands: rock music of
the soil. 7b Kingdom Come (the first-proposed
title of The Band) reprises their stop-and-start
career about as well as could be done, considering the fact that Capitol destroyed virtually all
of The Band's outtakes afew years ago during
a"housecleaning." This is Capitol's apology for
that crime, and for putting out budget editions
of The Band minus two songs. (That's like
shaving "Within You Without You" and "A Little Help from My Friends" off of Sgt. Pepper.)
So there are only four previously unreleased
goodies in this 2y, hours of music. Bill Graham
introduces Chuck Berry's obscure "Back to
Memphis," recorded at the 1973 Watkins Glen
Festival, and the Four Tops' "Loving You Is
Sweeter Than Ever" and "Endless Highway"
are from unknown venues on unknown dates.
Unfortunately, none of these is very interesting; the first two are more or less standard Band
runthroughs of near-classic rock'n'roll, and
even Robbie Robertson's own "Endless Highway" had amuch tighter, uptempo performance and richer arrangement on the live
Dylan/Band collaboration Before tbe Flood,
recorded ayear later. The real treat is the studio version of "Get Up Jake," far superior to the
live Rock of Ages version and previously
released only as the 1973 B-side of "Ain't Got
No Home." This recording is from The Band
sessions, and has that wonderfully funky,
woody feel of apassle of upriver geelcs pound251
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ing away on abunch of instruments they can
barely play. TKCs only missed trick is not
including — Fanlight," an anti-war song that has
only appeared on The Best of the Band, an
otherwise unnecessary compilation.
Perhaps the most useful aspect of this set are
Rob Bowman's scholarly liner notes, going all
the way back to lbronto in the late '50s, where
expatriate Arkansas R&B man Ronnie Hawkins
assembled, one by one, what would later become The Band. Not asingle disc of Hawkins's
music is in print at time of writing, but Rhino
has just bought the Roulette catalog, and expects to start re-releasing the Hawkins back
catalog sometime this year. Bowman has my
mouth watering for that very different-sounding Band material, not to mention rare singles
recorded for Ware and Atco by what was called
Levon and the Hawks after The Band collectively resigned from Hawkins's employ.
There are no technical notes, not even a
SPARS code, but TKCseems remastered from
the original multitrack recordings. Of the tracks
selected from the first four albums, all are vastly
superior to those on the original LPs—better
bass, less screechy highs, more air around
vocals, better-delineated wind charts—though
these differences understandably diminish as
recording techniques improved throughout
the '70s, until there's practically no difference
between the Northern Lights/Southern Cross
CD/LP tracks. The most improvement is on
Music From Big Pink and Cahoots. The latter
album, particularly, always sounded harsh,
congested, and cold, even to head Bandsman
Robbie Robertson. The three tracks on lb
Kingdom Come have quite abit more air, and,
while hardly mellow, the highs have been
tamed—they're actually pleasant to listen to
now (especially "The River Hymn"), even ever
so slightly more so than the separate Cahoots
CD. And on the first disc of TKC, at least, the
sound does not fade to digital black between
tracks—there's acomforting cushion of tape
hiss to tie the tunes together. Not abad idea.
Most of the independent CD versions of the
excerpted albums sound very close to TKC.
However, when you think that three of The
Band's albums—Stage Fright, Moondog Matinee, and Northern Lights—are available only
on cassette, and Islands is not available at all, 7
7b Kingdom Come becomes more important
than it might otherwise have been.
You don't hear much about The Band anymore, but it's important to know that they were
not just another disposable rock band. This is
music of substance, mysterious and powerful,
7As this issue went to pis, Capitol anni 'unto.] dut all of these
recordings will be reissued on Cl) on Feb. 20. 1990.
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funky and fun, with some of the best melodies,
rhythms, and lyrics ever to come out of pop
music: "Tears of Rage," "The Weight," "Up On
Cripple Creek," "The Night They Drove Old
Dixie Down," "Unfaithful Servant," "King Harvest," "The Shape I'm In," "Stage Fright," "Life
Is A Carnival," "4% Pantomime," "Mystery
Train," "It Makes No Difference," "Acadian
Driftwood," "Christmas Must Be Tonight,"
"Knockin' Lost John" — they're all here, and
16 more. But if you haven't heard the original
albums in their entireties, start there. Great
sound, but recommended for completists only,
or those who want the definitive "best of' collection.
—Richard Lehnert
DANIEL LANDIS: Acadia,
Opal/Warner Bros. 25969- I(LP), -2 (CD). Daniel Lanois,
prod.; Malcolm Burn, Mark Howard, engs. AAA/AAD.
TT: 41:19

Why is it that the most US-sounding rock/folk
musicians almost always turn out to be Canadian? Neil Young, Joni Mitchell, The Band—
even Dylan was born and raised only afew
miles south of the border. Perhaps there's
something about those long grey winters that
cramps the ego and keeps you woodshedding
just to stay warm.
And now there's Daniel Lanois. Of course,
"now" is misleading—he's recorded with Brian
Eno, and masterfully produced albums by U2
(The Unforgettable Fire, Joshua 7kee), the
Neville Brothers (ellow Moon), and Bob Dylan
(Ob Mercy). Those studio streets were obviously two-way: Acadie bears healing scars of
influence from each collaboration.
There's much mystery in these fragile songs;
songs that are not so much "about" anything
as, instead, collections of haunting phrases
holding patterns like aswarm of starlings turning in flight, images half-torn by knifelike north
winds. The music supports in kind, with afeeling of never-to-be-repeated musical meetings,
ephemeral ensembles learning asong just well
enough to lay it down once on tape, then drifting off to other pickup bands—like afloating
Basement Tapes of the '90s. Each song is different (some are in French), with carefully chosen sounds and instruments, often recycled
from tapes lying around—a Neville Bros. drum
track here, an Aaron Neville vocal there, both
left over from the }know Moon sessions. In fact,
Lanois's candid notes for each song tell you
more about how astudio-oriented musician
assembles music these days than any ten articles you could read. His notes to "White Mustang II": "On asmall portable recorder Idid 20
takes of this guitar instrumental—my friend
Pierre Marchand listened to them all and picked
out the best. In England, Brian [Eno] played
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many beautiful keyboard parts—a sort of
sound sculpture behind alonely guitar. James
May, aNew Orleans trumpet player, was playing
outside my window. Iinvited him in to do an
overdub. Much later, Malcolm [Burn] did the
mix."
Amazingly, all this serendipity and surgery
ends up sounding homemade, funky, natural,
and right, whether studio seams show or not:
Acadie is avery "electronic" album drenched
with the sonorities of acoustic guitar. With
Lanois's often bleak, Old-Testament lyrics —
I'm thinking particularly of "The Maker," a
shadowy walk with God—there's the feeling
that this album could have been made any time
in the last 20 years, reminding me of nothing
so much as some late '60s/early '70s Warners
releases, particularly those of the Beau Brummels.
I've got all kinds of appreciative notes for
every one of Acadie's dozen tunes, but Ican't
spare the space. This is one of those rare albums
that rockers, folkies, and Windham Hillbillies
alike can claim as their own, without feeling
in the least hyphenated. Recommended.
Little difference between LP and CD, but the
former is abit deeper, more cohesive, more
integrated; and with such multi-layered mixes,
you want that depth. Get the LP.
—Richard Lehnert

MADONNA: Like A Prayer
Sire 25844- I(LP), -2 (CD). Madonna, Patrick Leonard,
Stephen Bray, Prince, prods. DDA/DDD. TT: 5118

If you're reading this magazine, you probably
have avested interest in music If so, don't waste
your time or money on this disc.
Madonna has had some cute Top-40 songs
on her earlier albums, songs like the terrific
"Material World" (although the heavily accented version Iheard in the Russian nightclub
was something to behold). Madonna—that
really is her first name—is also responsible for
lots of women dressing in a"layered" look that
has already gone out of style.
lb relieve the burden of not being taken seriously by some music critics, our heroine contracted the services of some new producers to
give her latest album ahigh "serious" quotient.
No scrimping here: even the great Prince was
employed to cast his spell on "Love Song," also
forgettable.
The overall result? Almost an hour's worth
of serious junk. Afew hits from the album (the
title cut and "Cherish"—not the Association
song) have made it to the Top 40, so Iassume
'mer Bros. is happy. It just proves what alittle
hype, some sexually self-exploitive videos
(what is she wearing in "Cherish"?), and athin,
overproduced voice can do.
Stereophile, January 1990

LP and CD sound remarkably similar. Ilistened to both (that means Isat through an
hour's worth of this—twice!), and think both
improve on Madonna's tinny, over-equalized
earlier albums.
If your 8- to-10-year-old is begging you to
buy this, get the cassette version for his or her
Walkman; it's cheaper than the CD, and you
don't have to hear it. Otherwise, don't bother.
—Gary S. Krakow
ROLLING STONES: Steel Wbeele
Rolling Stones OC 45333 (LP), CK 45333 (CD). Chris Kimsey, The Glimmer
prods. DDA/DDD. TT: 5303

OK, maybe they are "The World's Greatest
Rock Band." This is their best album in awhile.
But if it's my job to judge the Stones on the
basis of Steel Wheels, I'd have to say they're the
World's Greatest Etc. only 50% of the time.
Despite the breakups and the differences
between the band's two guiding forces, Glimmer Twins Keith & Mick, the Stones were
buoyed by their induction into the Rock'n'Roll
Hall of Fame at the beginning of 1989 and
decided to give it another go.
Of the 12 songs, 6are terrific Yes, one could
argue that, as the members of the group get
older, they've lost their biting edge when it
comes to lyrics, even musicianship. Iprefer to
think of this as amaturing of the band. Songs
like "Sad Sad Sad," "Mixed Emotions," "Hold
On To Your Hat," "Terrifying," "Can't Be Seen,"
and "Rock and a Hard Place" could stand
among their best from any era. They're good
examples of what the World's Greatest can do,
1989 style.
As for the other selections, the Stones would
probably be better off skipping the ballads and
pseudo-blues numbers. "Blinded by Love" and
"Slipping Away" are musts to avoid. One exception might be "Continental Drift," atribute to the late Brian Jones and his love of North
African sounds. The group traveled to Morocco
to get the Master Musicians ofJoujouke to play
on the song, but even after many listening sessions, I'm not quite sure it works.
Steel Wheels is beautifully recorded—it
sounds great. Both CD and LP are of asimilar
high quality, neither producing errors of commission. Both formats can be highly recommended.
One last note: "Steel Wheels, The "'bur" was
amassive effort. The Stones resorted to incredible lights and staging to put their music across,
but almost everyone who was able to see them
this time around agreed it was worth the price
of admission. For me, the fact that Living Colour was the opening act in almost every city
made the entire event (3+ hours) memorable.
—Gary S. Krakow
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Vandersteen 2Ci loudspeaker
Editor:
Thank you for the privilege of commenting on
Mr. Tellig's remarks concerning the Model 2Ci.
Everybody has different ideas as to which
aspects of aloudspeaker's performance are
most critical to the reproduction of music.
Opinions of exactly what is the best overall frequency balance are equally diverse. These

JXs comments concerning the differing dispersion patterns generated by the ESL and
dynamic woofer correctly account for Sam's
perception of a"chopped" top end. Like JA,
we too look forward to Mr. Norton's full review.
Jeff Peters
Marketing Director, Rockford Corp.

Epos ES -14 loudspeaker

different ideas provide the basis for both the

Editor:

number of speakers on the market and the
differences of opinion as to each speaker's rela-

Sam, I'm confused.

tive merit.
A perfect loudspeaker cannot be built. Some
loudspeakers are obsessed with transparency
to the point of emphasizing the treble, neglecting bass extension, and compromising imaging. Some speakers noted for their transparent
sound use driver membranes and filters that

You tell the good readers that the Epos ES14s are "excellent examples of less being more"
Then you go on to say that you wish they cost
less.
Does that mean paying less for more means
getting more for less?
Iguess you must still be acheapskate at
heart.
Roy Hall

exhibit obvious and easily measured ringing.
We believe that these characteristics cause an

Music Hall

over-sensitivity to recordings and equipment.
So Idesigned speakers that are, in Mr. Tellig's
words, "a Vandersteal" and "unquestionably

Monitor 7 loudspeaker

agood buy." Speakers with "bass notes [that]
are richly differentiated" and "soundstaging

Iwould like to thank Sam Tellig for his time
spent with the Monitor 7. Insofar as thousands

[that] is excellent—deep, wide, well-extended

and thousands have been purchased in the

beyond the edges of the left and right speakers!'

brief time they have been available, many peo-

Editor:

Aspeaker that "doesn't irritate with atipped-up

ple would concur with Mr. Tellig when he

top end or obvious cabinet colorations."
Ican live with that.
Richard Vandersteen

notes that the Monitor 7s "are very fine speakers
for the price."

Vandersteen Audio

With regard to the rattling sound that developed in Mr. Tellig's sample pair, upon receipt

P.S. When using Model 2Cis with high-quality

of the returned speaker Iattempted to dupli-

equipment, Stereopbile's recommended Sound

cate the problem—without success. 1did,

Anchor stands should be used. The improve-

however, notice that the plastic port inserts
were loose. I'll assume that this was the cause.

ment is worth the investment.

This having been the only instance of this

Acoustat Spectra 11
loudspeaker

occurrence, Ido not think it aconcern. Of

Editor:

It should not have happened even once. Our

course,it has been reported to Monitor Audio.

We are grateful to Stereopbile for giving us the

records show just asingle warranty claim on

opportunity to respond to Sam Tellig's review

Monitor 7s. Insofar as we replaced both dam-

of the Acoustat Spectra 11 loudspeaker system.

aged woofers, atweeter, and a"blown" cross-

We had anticipated amore favorable response

over, Isomehow think the fault in this case was

from Sam, but we do understand how his impression of the Spectra 11's sonic performance
could be heard. When alistener sits either too
close or too low to the Spectra 11 speaker sys-

not with the speakers.
In conclusion, Ihave to agree with Mr. Tellig when he concludes that the Monitor 7s bear

tem, improper ESL-to-dynamic-woofer integration may occur.
Stereophile, January 1990

comparison with "small speakers which cost
$1500/pair or more. But we're talking $3791
pair berg plus stands." (My emphasis, and Mr.
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"I just received apair of SPICA ANGELUS speakers -Quads are out, Angeli are in."
SamTellig, The Audio Anarchist, Stereophile Vol. 12 #11
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Anthony Cordesman, The Absolute Sound Vol. 14 Issue 60
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Peter Moncrieff, International Audio Review Hotline 52
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Chances are you have asubstantial investment in record albums, many
of which will never be available on CD. Replacing your Phono Cartridge
with a New Ortofon model will make these recordings sound better
than ever before. So before spending hundreds of dollars on CD equipment and recordings, why not invest in something to give new life to
your music library? Ortofon cartridge prices start at less than the cost
of 3Compact Discs! For more information, contact:

Ortofon Inc.,

122 Dupont Street, Plainview, NY 11803
516-349-9180
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Tellig's as well, no doubt.)

would add ripple energy to the impulse reRobert Sinclair

sponse precursor, smearing critical timing

Director of Sales and Marketing
Kevro International Inc.

information. You would lose the precise imaging characteristics of the DigiMaster software.
You would also lose the extraordinary inter-

Wadia 2000
Decoding Computer
Editor:
We greatly appreciate Amis Balg,alvis's kind
words in his review of our Wadia 2000 Decoding Computer. We agree with him that it is a

transient silence and the time-accuracy of the
harmonic envelope. It is important to emphasize the fact that the band-edge and transitionband characteristics of the DigiMaster software
do not emulate adigital brickwall filter. Yet most
testing computers used by reviewers first

"sonic knockout"!
Our designers believe this review does aser-

assume that abrickwall digital filter is used, and

vice to your readers by being the first to ques-

the filter under test is. The Wadia software is
not brickwall at all! We argue that the brickwall

tion what tests are relevant in judging the qual-

then proceed to measure just how brickwall

ity of digital system performance. Digital has

response is not optimized in the time domain

entered the same kind of specsmanship battle

(and we are not talkingpbase response, since

that analog went through 30 years ago. Should

that is asteady-state, sinewave measurement).

manufacturers go for great specs under specific
testing methods, or for great sound? For exam-

We are talking about the transients, impulses,

ple, add aton of negative feedback and an SP11
can have the same great second-order distortion specs as aPioneer SX -450 receiver. Like
it or not, we have entered the world of trade-

and critical psycho-keys of "real" music—all
elements of the time domain.
Low-level linearity: Our units are tuned
to acriterion different from that used in the

offs. One example is that in adigital filter, as the

review. Wadia researchers have found no correlation between the linearity test used in the

frequency-domain characteristics get better,

review and actual sonic quality.

the non-periodic time-domain characteristics

Fade to black: John Atkinson asked why

worsen —ie, the ripples on each side of atran-

the tone sounded OK when fading into the

sient increase in duration, resulting in transients riding up and down on other transients'

noise floor, but looked "bad" on the test com-

ripples. You may actually end up with more ripple energy than valid transient energy, causing

dither to enhance the subjective character of
low-level information actually looks bad on

the image to totally collapse Our PhDs suggest

typical test setups.

puter. Our researchers suggest that our use of

that this is analogous to "eye-closure" in data

High-frequency spikes: The spikes shown

transmission. In our opinion, the most reveal-

in figs.9-12 are very high in frequency (above

ing test to show the superiority of the Wadia

3MHz) and very low in average energy (about

software is the one that was not made—the

-60dBm). They are present at the output due to

impulse test. [The squarewave response in the
review does also reveal the impulse response

the use of "minimal filtering" mentioned by

on the leading and trailing edges. —Ed.]
There are many more examples of tradeoffs

asimple RC filter. But until capacitors with
lower dielectric memory are invented, we will

that must be made in digital design. In the
reproduction of digital music it is the decod-

go with minimal filtering at the analog output.
Thanks again for the kind words. As you can

ing algorithm that is central to quality. It is our
opinion that Wadia's DigiMaster software the

duction of digital music very seriously. We take

combination of LeGrangian and Spline poly-

great pride in the Wadia 2000 Decoding Com-

nomials, is two generations beyond the sine X
over X algorithm of other systems.

puter. We love music.

the reviewer. They could be eliminated with

see, the Wadia designers have taken the repro-

Don Moses

CEO, Wadia Digital Corp.

Frequency response: Yes, the response of
the DigiMaster software is down about 3dB at
20kHz. No, our designers will not kick it up,
even though the techniques to do so have been
known since the time of PL. Chebyshev (1899).
To do so by means of digital filter techniques
Stereophile, January 1990

Muse One Hundred Fifty
monoblock power amplifier
Editor:
We at Muse would like to thank Stereopbile for
including our Model One Hundred Fifty in
259
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agree outperforms preamps at nearly twice the
price, the NEW MA-111 shows its breeding.
With its richness of sound and dynamic capabilities, the MA-111
is one of the most musical components available today.
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723 Bound Brook Rd., Dunelien, New Jersey 08812
Tel: 201 968-4748 Fax: 201 968-8771
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Of Listening To The Very Best
Your music system is aprivate door way into another world.
A state of the art system, thoughtfully
chosen and set up for you by Absolute
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Energy, Audio Research, Audioquest,
Grado, Jeff Rowland Research, Kimber,
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Robert Harley's review of three monoblock

and mastering control rooms, but the engineers

power amplifiers; it made for interesting read-

who use it don't get to write reviews for promi-

ing. There are, however, acouple of points that

nent audiophile magazines! J. Gordon Holt,
John Atkinson, Dick Olsher, and Robert Harley
(also John Nork of TAS) are part of aselect

merit further discussion.
In the design of the 150 our goal was not
merely to emulate the sound of vacuum tubes
but rather to achieve the optimum mix of the
best of what vacuum-tube and solid-state designs have to offer. Would it be possible to take
the classic tube midrange and transplant it into

group of reviewers who view the faithful recording and reproduction of sound as inextricably interwoven and make apractice of
playing back their own recordings through the
DUT (Device Under Test). So when someone
is able to say, "I was in the control-room, stu-

asolid-state amplifier which already possessed
extension at the top and authority at the bot-

dio, church, hall (whatever) with the musicians

tom? This is the question we have addressed

and Iknow how it sounded," one is talking a

with the Model 150.
With regards to the detail present in the
upper registers, the high speed inherent in the

goes on to back up what he heard with mea-

design of the Model 150's front end enables it

whole different level of credibility. Harley then
surements. This, dear friends, readers, and
countrymen, is what it is all about.

to pass more of the information present in the

The gentle (but warranted) rebuke implied

recording on to the speakers. Whether this

in Harley's margarine-and-butter simile prompts
me to mention one of my lecture gags: "Our

accurate presentation is considered musical or
analytical will depend on anumber of factors

fanTASTIC new PLASTIC looks just like leather,

such as front end, loudspeakers, and, of course,
personal preference. Ultimately, as Mr. Harley

feels just like leather, and with breakthrough
technology we have even made it smell like

mentions, an audition in one's own system is

leather!"

awise choice.
Finally, there is the matter of the disparity

Of course, Ido take Harley's comment about
the VTL tube amplifier sounding least like
"tubes" as avery special compliment. To tell

between the measured output impedance and
the published specification. It seems that in a
rush to prepare literature for the English Penta

it like it is: Idesign and build tube equipment
because for me tube technology is the technol-

Hi -Fi Show, we were negligent in our proofreading and what was intended to read as 0.60

ogy of choice—it has nothing to do with dogs

ohms ended up as 0.060 ohms, acondition
that will be corrected immediately.
We thank Mr. Harley for taking the trouble

words like "lush," "warm," "romantic," and

to overcome an initial negative bias and coming

bottom (also found in the Bikini-swimwear

to terms with what we believe to be one of the
best values on the high-end scene.

industry) and can be traced not to the tube

Michael Goddard, Kevin Halverson
Muse Electronics

but to shortfalls in cost and design knowhow

Vacuum Tube Logic 225 DeLuxe
monoblock power amplifier
Editor:
To say that Luke and Iare delighted with Robert
Harley's VTL 225 review is understating things

and horns, nostalgic reruns, and dripping
"euphonic." Those words are generally kind
descriptions of adrooping top and aflabby

itself, which is ruler-fiat from DC to MegaHertz,
of circuitry, power supplies, and output transformers.
Isee the words "OTC' (Output TransformerLess) forming on some lips. Sorry. Not the answer. Whether by "Totem-pole" /cathode follower concept or abunch of 6080/6AS7Gs in
parallel, you simply cannot crank the current
into the (ultra-low) impedance brought about

somewhat. What makes it especially thrilling
for me, the designer, is that Harley's opinions
carry the weight of his experience as arecording engineer; this role is, as some Stereophile

at frequency extremes. Laws of physics in
general and Ohm's Law in particular preclude

readers may know, the one Ioccupied for most
of my pre-VTL life. Harley zooms right in on

chamber music, where the bottom line is carried by the cello; but Malmsteen, thundering

musical and sonic criteria that Ihold very dear
and seek to bring to my designs. Quite alot of
our equipment goes into recording, mixing,

pipe-organs, the Telarc bass drum at move-you
volumes? Forget it.

Stereophile, January 1990

this dream from becoming reality. Fine for

To further understand the efficacy of the out-
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Music, it is said, is the one,
true, universal language;
alanguage of emotion and sensation
with which all peoples can identify.
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System Two and System Two Signature
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INSIGHT
13929 N. Central Expressway, Suite G-441
Dallas, Texas 75243 (214) 437-4167
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We haven't forgotten what its all about...
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put transformer, please look again closely at
Harley's frequency graphs-20Hz and under—
the area where solid-state supposedly reigns
supreme.
The late Gordon Gow of McIntosh favored
coupling even solid-state electronics via an output transformer—albeit an "autotransformer."
Interesting, no?

Arcici Lead Balloon equipment
stand
Editor:
In the October issue (Vol.12 No.10), on p.158,
Guy Lemcoe wrote a laudatory review of
George Merrill's Stable Table. We heartily endorse his findings and, further, consider George
Merrill to be one of the "good guys" in this

225s to remain in their standardly shipped 5

industry. He does indeed make fine products.
However, GL, as part of this review, states

ohm mode, which Ibelieve interfaces with vir-

(p.161) that "The Lead Balloon, from what I

tually all loudspeakers. (Our output transformers can be re-strapped under-chassis to

hear, is an excellent product at approximately
athird the price of the Stable Table. But it's a

other impedance terminations if so desired.)
Strapped at 5ohms, he was naturally able to
measure more power (208W) into a4ohm load

dedicated TT stand. There's no place to stack
your components on aLead Balloon."

than when facing an 8 ohm resistive load
(178W). This also explains the gentle rise (1 and

should be placed on adedicated stand. George
Merrill, as well as a number of turntable

2dB) he saw at extreme upper frequencies—

designers, concurs in this opinion. However,

actually no bad thing for an inductive or capacitive (loudspeaker) load whose impedance

contend with problems other than sonics; eg,

On our advice, Robert Harley allowed the

drop at both extreme low and extreme high
frequencies will contain that nicely.
David Manley
Vacuum ibbe Logic of America, Inc.

It's true, we advocate that, ideally, aturntable

we recognize that many audiophiles have to
the "Wife Acceptance Factor." Therefore, we
have, from the beginning, made provision for
shelves and/or isolation platforms to be
mounted within the Delta Tower portion of the

Kinergetics KCD -40 & KBA -75

Lead Balloon. The current version of the Lead
Balloon provides support stations for up to four

Editor:

component shelves or isolation platforms, or

We at Kinergetics would like to thank you, Mr.

up to two record racks in addition to the turn-

Olsher, and Stereophile for such complete and
high-quality reviews of our KCD-40 and KBA-75.

table. We also sell the Delta Tower separately
for those audiophiles who wish to have a

We have worked hard on our CD player and
other products to consistently achieve musi-

when it is used as adedicated isolation stand

matching component rack to the Lead Balloon

cal results and, as you said, we achieve this with

for their turntable. The Delta Tower alone, as

modestly priced components.
We also thank you for bringing to our attention the minor problem in the KCD-40's deem-

acomponent rack, holds up to five shelves or
three record racks.
Ray Shab
President, Arcici, Inc.

phasis circuit. We have corrected this with
stricter testing procedures.
Ken and Iare very proud of the KCD-40 and
were thrilled at the favorable results of your
comparative listening test against such strong
competition.
As Mr._01sher has pointed out in the past,
tubes and transistors have each had their own
fan clubs and their own distinctly different
sounds. We've always tried to be true to the
music and we thank you, Mr. Olsher, for recog-

B&W crossover "problems"
Editor:
The B&W 801 Matrix crossover crosstalk
"problem" described by Tom Lewitt in the
October 1989 "Letters" column in Stereopbile
is not as serious in the real world as your
readers might suspect.
Obviously the measurements described by
Mr. Lewitt were made with the undriven midrange and tweeter open (not connected to an

nizing that. We are very proud that we have

amplifier). Under that condition the signal

made Mr. Olsher's short list, along with Krell,

generated across the rather high impedance

Levinson, and Threshold, of manufacturers of

protect circuit would be observable.

eminently musical amplifiers.
Anthony Di Chiro

loudspeaker attached to an amplifier! Then any

President, Kinergetics Research

crosstalk signal would be shorted out by the

Stereophile, January 1990

Flowever, in the real world we operate the
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low output impedance of the driving amplifier

clude that his evil twin wrote this piece, since

and for all practical purposes would not exist,

he has usually demonstrated levelheaded thinking. In any case, it is agreat disservice to your
readers.

unless you have avery bad load-sensitive amplifier—as too many audiophiles do!
Frank Van Aistine
Audio by Van Alstine, Inc.

Shure V15 V-MR & Ultra 500
Editor:
Please extend our thanks to Sam Tellig, the new
"press agent" for Shure Brothers. As for the

In the editorial, Larry proposes grossly mismatched systems, with most of the money
going to the electronics. Objective (doubleblind) listening tests between properly operating electronics and anormal load (any dynamic speaker that is afraction of an ohm is not
acompetent design) indicate, at the very least,

hard-to-find Ultra 500, we have aready sup-

that the differences between electronics are

ply of them at all times, but Sam, the $200 price

small. These same objective tests, however,
show that loudspeaker differences are truly

you mentioned in your column is not the socalled typical street price, at least not on our
street. Just because the V15 V-MR is discounted
from $275 to $129.95 does not mean that the
Ultra 500 carries the same discount.
You are, however, correct in stating that the

"night and day" While there are countless bad
expensive speakers, there are also speakers in
the $2000-$5000 price range which clearly
outperform any "cheap" speakers in objective
listening tests.

VN5MR stylus assembly does work in the Ultra
500, as we have sold one to none other than

Our recent single-blind CES demonstration
of our $1000 speakers with a$300 receiver

Harvey Rosenberg (Vo1.11 No.5, pp.19-25). The
V15 V-MR has always been one of our leading

shocked many areviewer when the electronics
were revealed. There is no question that, given

sellers to both music lovers and audiophiles.

acertain budget, say $3000 for acomplete sys-

Iwas impressed enough by Sam's comments
that Iam putting my old reliable Shure back

tem, aspeaker which is truly worth its $2000
price tag, coupled with $1000 worth of com-

into my Linn/Rega setup to see how well it does

ponents, will sound far better than a$1000

on the truckloads of inexpensive used LPs that

speaker with $2000 worth of components. An
objective (blind) listening test easily proves this

Ihave been purchasing lately.
In closing, Iwould like to thank all of you at
Stereophile for your continued coverage and

beyond ashadow of adoubt.
Your observation that small speakers which

support of all of the companies still involved
with analog products. It is nice to know that

don't "try to do as much" may reveal more

publications such as yours still care.

of aparticular small speaker being more com-

Eric LeWinter
VP, Lyle Cartridges

about the music could, of course, be the result
petently designed than some other, larger one.
What you fail to recognize is that low frequencies tend to mask higher frequencies. This is
also true in the original live performance. The

Celestion prices
Editor:
Re. Ken Kessler's article in November's issue:

"enhanced" midrange or "air" is really adis-

In it is mentioned pricing in the "$800 to $2000

demonstrated by electronically high-pass-

tortion of the music. This effect can easily be

sector." Ithink someone just changed the

filtering afull-range speaker system. Would you

pound sign to adollar sign, without any cur-

disconnect the blue and green guns in your

rency conversion! The prices here in the US

video monitor in order to see the red more

are: the 3000, $1799; the 5000, $2099; and the

clearly?

7000, $3299. This has caused some very con-

Rather than joining the speaker-of-the-

fused dealers and customers, to say the least!

month club, audiophiles should make enlight-

Barry Fox

ened loudspeaker purchasing decisions after

Celest ion

careful listening, and assemble well-balanced

Snell Acoustics
Regarding Larry Archibald's October editorial

systems regardless of the price range.
Kevin Voecks
Snell Acoustics

"Buy Cheap Speakers—Have Fun!": I'm willing
to give Larry the benefit of the doubt and conStereophile, January 1990
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Pro Audio
1118 Burlingame Ave
383 40th St
Campbell
Orange
Sound Goods
Absolute
Audio
2627 S Bascom Ave
1232 N. Tustin
Canoga Park
Palm Springs
The Laser's Edge
David Rutledge Audio
22021 Sherman Way
675 N. Palm Canyon Dr
Shelley's Stereo
Palo Atto
6836 De Soto Ave
Western Audio Imports
Upscale Audio
4191 El Camino Real
8381 Canoga Ave
Pasadena
Capltola
GNP Showcase
Cymbaline Records
1244 E Colorado Blvd
1475 41st Ave
Riverside
Carmichael
SpeakerCran
Deetes Sound Room
3627 Merrill Ave
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Sacramento
Claremont
Keith Yates Audio
Audio Basics
3019 DSt
976 W. Foothill #139
Neal's Speakers F. Stereo
Colma
1728 Fulton Ave
Serra Stereo
Paradyme Audio/Video
4947 Junipero Serra
1720 Fulton Ave
Cupertino
San Diego
Elite Electronics
201488 Stevens Creek Blvd Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
El Toro
Stereo Unlimited
Tower Records
3191
Sports Arena Blvd
23811 El Toro Rd
San Francisco
Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision Harmony Audio Video
2238 Fillmore
131 N. El Camino
Performance Audio
Encino
816
Mission St
Sound Factor West
Sounds Alive
17265 Ventura Blvd
731 Florida St
Fair Oaks
Tower Records
Pinkerton Audio
2525 Jones St
6716 Madison Ave. Ste 8
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E. Samford Ave
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Ultimate Sound
Cherry Creek
141 Kearny St
U.S. Tech
248 Detroit St
San Jose
Colorado Springs
Paradise Sound
Listen Up #3
860 S. Winchester
230 N. Tejon
Presto Audio
2667 Cropley Ave #128
The Sound Shop
528 S. Tejon
San Luis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
Denver
786 Higuera
Listen Up
999
S Logan
San Mateo
Mateo Hi Fidelity Inc.
Sound Hounds
2199 S El Camino Real
1575 S. Pead
Santa Barbara
Fort Collins
Audio Vision
Sound Hounds
612 N. Milpas
646 S College
Westminster
Santa Monica
Acoustic Art
Westminster Newsstand
320 W. Almena
5088 W. 92nd Ave
Audio Shoppe
CONNECTICUT
1322 2nd St, Ste 228
Bristol
Optimal Enchantment
Sound Unlimited
522 Santa Monica (by appt. ,169 Church St
Shelley 's Stereo
New Haven
2212 Wilshire Blvd
Take 5Audio
Sausalito
105 Whitney Ave
Music by Design
New London
107 Caledonia St
Roberts
Sherman Oaks
90 Bank St
Tower Records
Stereo Lab
Classical Annex
140 Bank St
14623 Ventura Blvd
01ST. OF COLUMBIA
Simi Valley
Needle in aHaystack
House of Audio/Video
1990 KSt
1970-4 Sequoia
Serenade Records
Stockton
1800 M St NW
Private Line
Home Entertainment
FLORIDA
88 W. Castle St
Boca Raton
Torrance
Vern's Electronics
Stereo Hi Fi Center
3259 N Federal Hwy
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Clearwater
Upland
Rising Sounds
Audio Haven
3135 US 19 N
1937 W. 11th St
Fort Lauderdale
Van Nuys
Audio Center
Audio Den
4134 N. Federal Hwy
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Select Audio Design
Venice
2740 E Oakland Park
Armadillo F. Company
Blvd, Ste 100
928 California Ave
Fort Pierce
Walnut
Sound Shack
Audio Best
2302 S. US 1
2411 S. Joel Dr
Fort Walton Beach
West Covina
Stereo Images
Protech Audio
11 Eglin Pkwy SE #6
1312 Portner St
Jacksonville
West Hollywood
House of Stereo
Tower Records
3505 Southside Blvd #10
Classical Annex
Lake Worth
8840 W. Sunset Blvd
Audio Advisor
Westminster
928 N Dixie Hwy
Audio Today
Largo
14306 Beach Blvd
Sound Creations
Woodland Hills
3690 E. Bay Dr. Suite E
Lasers Edge
Melbourne
20929 Ventura Blvd #24
Sound Gallery
Paris Audio
912.6 E New Haven
20037 Ventura Blvd
Miami
Wilson Audio Video
Audio by Caruso
Entertainment
13831 S Dixie Hwy
20044 Ventura Blvd
Audio Plus
COLORADO
6214 S Dixie Hwy
Boulder
Sound Components
1536 S. Dixie Hwy
ADSystems Ltd
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Tampa
Listen Up
Audio Visions
14733 N Dale Maybry
2034 E Arapahoe

Audio Visions
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE
Sounds of Distinction
3231 Paces Ferry PI
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Lilbum
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Rd
Marline:
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAII
Honolulu
The Audio Shoppe
300 S Beretania #207
Sounds
502 Kaaahi St
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
20/20 Stereo
660 Ala Moana Blvd
IWNOIS
Barrington
Stereo Images of Barnngton
203-D W. NW Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N. Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor 's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Chicago
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N. Western Ave
Clark Street Midwest Stereo
2806 Clark St
Funtech
4041 N. Milwaukee
Supenor Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Victor's Stereo
8E Erie St
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
Dekalb
Audio Plus
866 W Lincoln Hwy
Lansing
Audio Clinic
2River Pl
Lisle
Sound Choice
5328 Rt 53
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
20 W Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E Beaufort
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E. Arcadia
Rocldord
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr

26-

ACCUPHASE
ADCOM •AKG
ALTEC LANSING
BANG & OLUFSEN
BRYSTON
CARNEGIE
CHICAGO SPEAKER STANDS
CWD CABINETS
DENON
KEF •KLIPSCH
LEXICON •LUXMAN
MARK LEVINSON
MARTIN LOGAN
NAKAMICHI
NILES
PARSEC
RE VOX
PHANTOM ACOUSTICS
RUSSOUND
SIGNET •SME
MADRIGAL
SONY ES •SOTA
TERK •AUDIO PRISM
STAX •SUMIKO
THORENS
JVC VIDEO
PIONEER VIDEO
PROTON VIDEO
TERA VIDEO
VIDIKRON VIDEO
YAMAHA VIDEO

Why New England's Oldest Audio
Dealer Is Also It's Best For Custom
Installation
For over 69 years we have been selling and installing
fine music and currently video systems throughout
the U.S. Our installers work exclusively for us. We
do not use subcontracted labor like most shops. We
are not learning our job on your nickle, which is one
of the many reasons why Columbia Univ., M.I.T.,
Harvard Univ., and The Eastman School of Music,
among many others, rely on us for their sound needs.
Our installers have over 90 years of combined
experience with The Music Box.
When you're ready, we'll be here.

Quality Sound Since 1928

Ile Musk 'Box
58 Central Street *Wellesley •MA •02181

(617) 235-5100

Power and Grace
A performance can slam shear bursts of sonic energy from wall
to wall. Simultaneously, it can lay out alush
bed of musical perfection.
From the deep, rich bass to the delicate
harmonics of treble, only Altair Audio
can fill our space to the level of
strength and beauty you deserve.
And, with the expertise and
service you expect.

AUDIO
ARCAM
AUDIO RESEARCH
ENTEC
KRELL
MAGNUM-DYNALAB
MARTIN-LOGAN
MIRAGE
MIT
NAD
SONY ES
STAX
FOL
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Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton St
Springfield
The King sStereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N Keystone
Tone Studio
820 E 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E 64th St
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S Gilbert
Marion
The Audio Room Ltd.
1426 Twort Town Rd
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Wichita
Music. Inc
3203 E Douglas
Golden Stereo
5337 W 94th Terrace
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Musical Images
of Kentucky
6700 Sycamore Woods Dr

Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Listening Studio
23 StiDings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Looney Tunes Il
1001 Massachusetts Ave
Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Seems
237 First St
Worcester
&Coin's
239 Mill Street

Frederick
Audio Ceo
180 Stoneybrook Ct
Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone Ltd
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Absolutely Sound'
833 E Rockville Pike
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgia Ave

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
SKR Classical
539 E. Liberty
School Kids Records
523 E Liberty
Bad Axe
Grent Systems. Ltd
112 S Port Crescent
Birmingham
Almas HiFi Stereo
395 E. Maple
Demborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Detroit
Audio Illusions
17920 Ten Mile Road
East Lansing
Jemstone
325 Grove Street
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Mount Pleasant
Dr Goodear's
Audio Parlor
100 Hiawatha Dr
Rochester
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Sound Choice
235 S Main St
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave

MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E Excelsior Blvd

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metairie
Audio Resource
3133 Edenborn Ave
New Orleans
Octave's
112 University PI
Tower Records
408 N Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W Cold Spring Lane
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd
9005 Chevrolet
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Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S
Hi End Audio
4959 Penn Ave S
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
St. Paul
House of High Fidelity
157 N Snelling Ave
MISSOURI
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc
1131 S Brentwood Blvd
Flips Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St Louis Sound Co
1341 S. Lindbergh, Ste 1
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Tiger Tech
1550 E Tropicana Ave
Tower Records
4700 S Maryland Pkwy
Union Premiums
1325 E Flamingo
Reno
Audio Alternatives
26 Hillcrest Dr
High End Stereo
959 W Moana Lane
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47-51 S Main St
NEW JERSEY
Chester
Professional Audio
Consultants
57 E. Main St
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 RI41
East Brunswick
Atlantic Stereo
636 Rt 18
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck Cl
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Rt 73
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
South Street Stereo
20 South St
Northfield
Sound Inc.
900 Tilton Rd
N. Plainfield
Stereo City
950 Highway 22E
Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 RI17 N.
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Sea Girt
Monmouth Stereo
2133 Hwy 35
Shrewsbury
Monmouth Stereo
450 Hwy 35

Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hals Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130W Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Rare Bear
1303 Cernllos Rd
Santa Fe Sight 8. Sound
500 Montezuma. Ste 109
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main SI
Colonie
Morris Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Canandaigua
Audio Nouveaux
71-73 S Main St
East Northport
Total Media Systems
192 Laurel Road
Fairport
Fairport Soundworks
30 State St
Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough
129 RI 110
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady
Liverpool
Audio Excellence
4974 Alexis Dr
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Mamaroneck
Definitive Hi Fi
154 E Boston Post Rd
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern Blvd
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 S Moger Ave
Manuel
Eardrum Audio Video
148 E Rt 59

New York City
Audio Breakthroughs
199 Amsterdam Ave
Electronic Workshop
10 E 8th St
Leonard Radio
55 W 44th St
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc
1221 Lexington Ave
2005 Broadway
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 E 33rd St
Tower Records
692 Broadway
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Interior Images
317 S Broadway
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc
590 Central Park Ave
Smithtown
Audio Enioyment
11 Caroline Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons, Rt 347
Syracuse
Gordon Electronics
2739 Ene Blvd E.
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Ene Blvd E
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 E Post Rd
Lyric Hi Fr
146 E. Post Rd
Woodbury
Audio Breakthroughs
Turnberry Commons
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Higher Fidelity
1620 South Blvd
Sound Systems
3748 E Independence Blvd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
OHIO
Centerville
Stereo Showcase
1516 State Rt 725
Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 S Hamilton Rd

269

from NAD and Adcom...
to Audio Research, Mark Levinson, and VTL!
Theta DS Pre/Pro— Digital excellence. $4000/3295.
Mirage M-1— Superb, full range loudspeaker. $4500 pr.
Also Mirage 460— First rate medium price speaker. $600 pr.
Goldmund Cones— Isolation devices extraordinaire. $180/3
ARC SP9A update and new triode ARC Classic 30 and Classic 60.
Linn Nexus loudspeakers— You'll be surprised. $1095 pr.
NAD MR13 television— Highest resolution TV. $429.

Houston:

Dallas:

Austin:

Audio Concepts
2200 S.W. Freeway
713-527-0774

Audio Concepts
11661 Preston Road
214-360-9520

Audio Systems
3800 N. Lamar
512-451-5736

Our three stores in Texas display, stock, and service the logical
choices in high fidelity reproduction. We service what we sell.
Since 1975.
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Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Lane
Progressive Audio
1764 hl High St
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N Main SI
Heath
Threshold Audio
605 Hebron Rd
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
North Olmsted
Maximum Compact
28883 Lorain Rd
Sandusky
Audio Force
521 E Perkins Ave
Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Rd
Jamiesons Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N May Ave

OREGON

Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St

PENNSYLVANIA

Berwyn
Sourdes
747 Berwyn Ave
Camp Hill
Hi- Fi House
3300 Simpson Ferry Rd
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W 26th Street
Harrisburg
HI-FI House
3352 Paxton St
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E State St
Hershey
Stereo Barn
251 W Chocolate Ave
Philadelphia
All That Jazz
617 S 24th St
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Mook's Audio
2883 W Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car-Tunes
1029 Street Rd

Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd

PUERTO RICO
Hato Rey
Nova Electronics
Guayama yPonce de Leon
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332- 8Ave Jesus IPinero

RHODE ISLAND
Middletown
Soundings
700 Aquidneck Ave
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St

SOUTH CAROLINA

Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Sound Source
2516 E North St

TENNESSEE
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike Ste 900
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4013 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S
Tower Books
2400 West End Ave

TEXAS

San Antonio
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd

UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington Blvd
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Or
Le Disque
2146 S Highland Or

VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St

VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S Washington
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Centerville
Gifted Listener
5866 Old Centerville Rd
Charlottesville
Preferred Sound
309 E Water St
Danville
Aeolian Products &Svcs
215 Main St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Audio Wealth
8047 W Broad St
Roanoke
Audiotronics
4235 Electric Rd
Springfield
Needle in aHaystack
Springfield Mall
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound Inc
6519 College Park Sq

Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd.
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
3800 N Lamar
Cochran Corp
2830 Real St
Beaumont
WASHINGTON
John Goodyear Audio
229 Dowlen
Seattle
Definitive Audio
Dallas
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy G441 Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe #2
Krystal Clear Audio
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
WEST VIRGINIA
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
Hi Fi Farm
17390 Preston Rd #320
1708 Harper Rd
El Paso
Morgantown
Soundquest Inc
Sound Investments Inc
6800 Gateway E ID
467 High St
Garland
WISCONSIN
MJM Audio
Eau Claire
4125 Broadway
Elite Audio
Houston
1498 S Hastings Way
Audio Concepts
Glendale
2200 Southwest Fwy
Sound Investments Ltd
Esoteric Ear
2500 W Silver Spring Dr
4230 Glenchase Lane
Wisconsin Rapids
Lubbock
Salon IAudio
The Sound Wave
2551 8th St S
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
CANADA
2809 Andrews Hwy
National Distributor
Pampa
Barry's Audio &Video
DeWinton. Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
2545 Perryton Pkwy
Box 24. Site One. RR1
Pampa Mall
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ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 816 St SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
107464 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd St
Harold's Stereo
16612 109th Ave
9024 51st Ave
Medicine Hat
Sounds Fantastic
3192 Dunmore Rd SE

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
K&A Audio
1561 Pandosy St
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W Broadway
Music Works
4740 Main St
The Sound Room
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S

ONTARIO

Rexdale
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
American Sound
315 Spadina Ave
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Executive Stereo
896 Queen St W
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
High End Audio
2216A Queen St E
Ring Audio
553 Queen St W
Straight Gain Electronics
354A Yonge St
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
150 Dundas St W
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S.
Windsor
Audio Two
324 Pelissier
Better Audio
106 Eugenie St W.

QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St Zotique

Brampton
Audio Concepts
8Strathearn Ave
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552'/, Upper James St
McMaster University
Bookstore
280 Main St W
Same Day TV-Audioland
217 King St E
Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St

DENMARK

Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St 03
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E.
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W #3
Oshawa
Mike's Place
17 King St W.

National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4. Blistrup
Copenhagen
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvei 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179.181
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
Aarhus
Ufa Hi -Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
M.P Bruunsgade 36

Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonies
687 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242',', Bank St
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N

Quebec

C.O.R.A.
131.18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thornbury. Victoria
Audio 0Imports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122

HONG KONG

The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001. Dina House
11 Duddell St

ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF. S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61

2-1

electronics
COUNTERPOINT
NAD • DEMON
MOO SQUAD
REVOX • McINTOSH
PROTON •TANOBERG
ROWLAND DESIGN
loudspeakers
M&K •MIRAGE
BOSTON ACOUSTICS
B&W •SONANCE
VANDERSTEEN
MONITOR AUDIO
turntables
WELL TEMPERED
SOTA
THORENS
DENON
video
FOSGATE
SHURE HTS
PIONEER
PROTON

In Southern California

11116.11/11 111j

Ju

SERVICE SUPPORTING SALES
15600 ROSCOE BLVD.

VAN NUYS. CA91406

(818) 781-4700
Audio Den offers quality Equipment and
Professional guidance to the Music Lover.
For those who seek Excellence in the
reproduction of Music — We offer Custom
Home Installation and Personal Service.

accessories
AUDIOQUEST
KIMBER KABLE
SIGNET •MONSTER
CWO FURNITURE

Southern
New England's
Finest.

Your Happiness and Satisfaction
is our Primary Goal

We are committed to
providing Southern
New England's most
discriminating music
lovers with the highest
achievements in audio
offered anywhere. Our
growing collection of
world-class components
includes Aragon, Audible
Illusions, B&K, California
Audio Labs, Celestion,
conrad-johnson, Koetsu,
MIT, ProAc, Quad,
Quicksilver, Spica,
Vandersteen, VPI, VTL,
Well-Tempered and our
latest addition, KRELL
and KRELL DIGITAL.
Call or visit us for an
audition.

304 Thayer Street
Providence, RI
401-521-1140
Mon-Fri 11 8; Sat 11-6
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Gifted
Listener
Audio
..j ís amusic lover, you
have the gift to
appreciate the subtlety in
both the music and the
performance. You complete
the experience.
We understand this, and
we share your enthusiasm.
Our exceptional
components, meticulous
setup, and honest advice
allow you to relive the
excitement in your home.
Come visit us, or call for
an appointment. You'll like
our standards. And you'll
find we're just small
enough to listen to you.
These brands are on display:
Analogic •Ariston •Audio Quest
B&K •Celestion •Dynavector •ET
Euphonic Technology •Forte •Fried
Koetsu •Live Wire •Magnum
Mirage •Onkyo •SME •Premier
Nitty Gritty •Phantom Acoustics
Sims •Sonrise •SOTA •Sumiko
Talisman •Threshold •Wadia Digital

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125
MEXICO
Mexico DF 06600
Audiorama SA
Marsella 71
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Riinstraat 142-150
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DR Britton Ltd
3Sydney SI
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Audio Suite Flair System
06-02 Da Jin Factory Bldg
362 Upper Paya Lebar Rd
Complex
112 E Coast Rd
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sane Audio Elite
Padre Jotre. 22
SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Basel
Ensemble AG SA Ltd.
H. Annoni Strasse 23
CH-4132 Muftenz
Aurae
Stimmgabel—H. Ineichen
im "City Mart"
Bern
Klingler Hi -Fi
3072 Ostermundigen
Hi -Fi Technik K. Buhler
Elfingerstrasse 29

Lugano
ABAudio Byte
6942 Savosa
Musicdoor
Ouartiere Maghetli
Thun
Audiotechnik Luthi
Frutigenstrasse 61E
Zürich
HiFi-Forum
Stamplenbachstrasse 15
THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal (Thailand)
207 Ban9kok Bazaar
Raidamn Rd
Future Land
Amarm Plaza. 3rd Floor
Pleonchil Rd
Pathurrrwan Rumpinee
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Glasgow 02
Music Room
221 St. Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Lane
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd.
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St. John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reeding Berks
Reading Hi Fi
Haros Arcade. Friar St
WEST GERMANY
National Distributor
6Franklurt/M. 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Strasse
WEST INDIES
Jamaica
Kingston
Dataline Equipment
8Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

• Accessories •Books
•Recordings
5866 Old Centreville Road
Centreville VA 22020

703.818.8000
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MICRO BLOCK

NEW
FROM

TICE
AUDIO

The Power Conditioner optimized for Pre-amps, CD players ilirritables and Cassette decks
•3position phase correction switch
provides the ideal interface for the
equipment it powers
•Dramatically improves all CD players
•W. 73
/"H. 53/
4
4"D. 12" Wt. 18 Lbs.
•The $575. Sonic Revelation
As always, home trials
are available before you buy from

AUDIO
ENJOYMENT
oVPI

oEHS
oFried
Belles
oT.AiR.A.
Superphon
oQuicksilver
Musical Concepts oBritish Fidelity

o KIIMO

oMEA
oStunk°
oPS Audio
oAtma-sphere
oAudible Illusions

516-360-8815

oSpice
oKindel
oMagnum
oKinergetics
Eminent Technology

oTice
oTarget
oGarrott
0Chicago_
& Much More!

= Smithtown N.Y. =

THE DIFFERENCES ARE NOT SUBTLE
Amplifiers
VTL
VTL
VTL
VTL
VTL

50/50
100
120
300
500

$1095
$2650
$3300
$4900
$8000

VTL
Mono 300
$4900 pr.

pr
pr
pr
pr

FREE 30 DAY

Pre.mplieers
DELUXE-mm
UTLIMATE-mm

HOME TRIAL

$1050
$3050

Buy any VTL
product. Listen

Compare sonically to Audio Research, Levinson, or Krell. We think VIL offers
superior resolution, sound stage, and anatural sense of realism -at about half
the price! You really have to hear them for yourself.
Authorized Dealer for — Acoustat, UK, conrad johnson, Grado, Kimber,
Motif, Sota, Sonographe, Synthesis, SME, Sony, Tara Labs, Velodyne, VTL.
To order call: 1-800-223-3020 (outside CA)
or 1-408-559-4000 (collect -in CA)
No

We cannot shp VTL iyou hve rnthin 25mIles ot an authonzed VTL

Dealer

2- I

391 San Antonio Rd., Mtn, View, CA 94040

.1. •

:

and compare for
30 full days. If
you don't think
its the finest
amplifier you've
ever heard —
just return it to

1r=

Sound Goods
for acheerful
refund.
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AUDIO MART
RATES: Private, $.60 per word, $10 minimum on phone-in ads: Commercial, $1.90 per word, $76 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505)982-2366. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.

For Sale
JOIN THE PHILADELPHIA AUDIO SOCIETY Monthly
meetings with equipment manufacturers, recording
engineers, high-end reviewers, and record manufacturers. Receive the PAS Monthly News Update. Meet
and establish new friends who share the same interests.
Send SASE $.45 postage for sample newsletter, application, and 1990 agenda to: PAS, PO. Box 91, Devon,
PA 19333.
ADCOM GFA-555, '87 VINTAGE, $500. Luxman CL34 tube preamp, $325. AR turntable with Ortofon MC200 cartridge and step-up, $275. Vortex Screen loudspeakers (original), $750. All mint condition. Bob,
(505) 281 -9777.
FUSELIER 3SPEAKERS, great sound/furniture, updated March '89, $375 OBO. (313)994-6495.
ADCOM GFA-535,original box, asking $245. (305)
481-9166 after 3pm EST
SUMO NINE, CLASS A AMPLIFIER, 60Wpc, $365;
Straight Wire TMI interconnects, 1meter pair, $70.
(408)268-5914.
ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 3, $1495; biamp mixer, $845:
Thiel CS3, $1450; Denon DRM44ITX, $449; Aiwa 660
cassette, $195; Adcom GFA-555, $475; Counterpoint
SA12, $795; SA3000, $1399; Grado MCZ, $229. (714)
861 -4830.
HI-FI SUPPLIES-PAY CASH for Levinson, ARC, C
J, Krell, Spectral, Rowland, and Threshold. Nt (212)
219-3352. Open 7days, 10am-6pm.
REVIEWER CLEANS OUT HIS CLOSET Acoustat TNP
preamplifier, excellent condition, $300; Maranta 4140
integrated 4-channel amp, good condition, $150;
Franklin Mint One Hundred Greatest Recordings Of
All Time, $1200. Prices include UPS shipping. Write
to Bill Sommerwerrk, c/o Stereophile, 208 Delgado
St., Santa Fe, NM 87501.
SAN DIEGO AREA: Merlin Signature speakers (Cardaswired), Cardas cables, Convergent Audio tube preamp
(the SL- 1Reference), Wingate class-A amps, Sound
Anchor equipment stands. Benz cartridges, other highend items. Demo units and trade-ins, occasionally.
Audio Archives, (619)455-6326.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV-5, mint, used 18 months,
box and manual, $795. (3/6)265-0385.
EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY ET650PX MK.I1 with
custom Sims ltansport. One of akind, excellent condition, with box. (215)662- 1993.
ORIGINAL QUAD ESLs, 1700 OBO. Quad 405-2 amp,
34 preamp, 8800/pair OBO. System together, $1400
OBO. Everything in excellent shape. Call for details.
Scott, (703) 709-8979 before 2pm or after 11pm.
Wash. DC area.
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SALT LAKE CITY'S PREMIER AUDIO SALON, Le
Disque, in 6500 sq. ft. on two levels and with seven
spacious listening areas, features equipment by: Airtangent, Apogee, Cello, Chateau Reference Monitors,
Classe Audio, Duntech, FMS, Krell, Ortofon, Philips,
S012, Sound Anchors, Sound-Lab ESL, Symo, Target,
Wadia Digital. and Zeta. Professional custom installations anywhere. Audio furniture in wood, metal,
granite, or marble. Best service by appointment to
enjoy two hours of relaxed listening to the world's
most sophisticated audio systems demonstrated by
Jeannot A. %Whet*, Conductor Le Disque 2146 S. Highland Drive Salt Lake City, UT 84106. Tel. (801)
484-6634.
60 YEARS IN BUSINESS-WE MUST be doing something right. If it's amuch-in-demand audiophile product, were likely to have it for immediate shipment.
Consult with one of our quiet experts or just order
US- warranteed components directly. Visa/MC. Ask
for Steve K. or Dan W, Square Deal, 456 Waverly
Ave, Patchogue NY 11772. (516)475-1857 or(800)
332-5369.
COST-EFFECTIVE MODIFICATIONS to Magnavox
CDB-series players: dramatic sonic improvement starting at $150. We now feature our CDB582B at $425
and CDB582P at $600. Both include one-year warranty and two-week trial period. Contact Expert
Modifications, 14 Starlight Ave., Chelmsford, MA
01824. Days/eves. (617)723-8157.
ANNOUNCING MODIFICATIONS TO B&K AMPS and
preamps: most sonic improvement for $1 invested!
Improved detailing, depth of soundstage, increased
transparency, deeper, tighter bass! State-of-the-art
technology!! Sound Unlimited, 169 Church St.,
Bristol, CT 06010. Est. 1959. We pay shipping and
accept credit cards. (203) 584-0131.
SOLID CORE CABLES, TARA Labs, NI uNic Metre, DNM
custom terminations. Barclay CD players, Creek electronics, Epos ES-14 speakers, Musical Concepts CD
playas, Superphon electronics, Magnum Dynalab,
get, Well-Tempered, ProAc speakers. Visa/MC. Audio
Excellence, 4974 Alexis Dr, Liverpool, NY 13090.
(315)451 -2707.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Gfide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve
tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereophile review,
December 1986, p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to
Rozoil Lubricant Ca, Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV
89132.
SONY LIMITED EDITION AUDIO LAB cassette deck
it-IC88B. Rack mount, low profile, mint, 1300. (714)
679-0173, CA.
KENWOOD AUDIO PURIST AMPLIFIERS (two) and
preamp, LO7M and LO7C. Great specs, mint, $500.
(7/4)679-0173, CA.
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MMMMGOOD!
Magnum

FM Tuners

Mirage Loudspeakers

MIT

Cables

Mod Squad Products
Music Reference Tube Electronics

>Music
Së:a
542 North Highway 101
Leucadia, CA 92024
(619) 436-7692
11 am-6 pm Tuesday-Saturday
Wednesday evenings until 8pm

SOPHISTICATION IN
SOUND AND DESIGN

UNLIMITED
Audioquest
B&K Components
Counterpoint
Electrocompaniet
Eminent Technology
JSE Infinite Slope
Kinergetics

KEBSCHULL Amplifier:
70 W Tube Mono Amplifier
$2375.
800 W Tube Mono Amplifier $8995.
Tube Preamplifier $1975 & $3775.
Other Outstanding German Products:
SYRINX PU3 G (Germany) -A legend
AUDIO SELECTION -Accessories, cones
AUDIO EXCLUSIV -The Electrostatic and solid state
amplifier system
DANHOLT BOOMERANG •Design turntable
AUDIODATA "BIJOU" •2-Way loudspeaker
GERMAN ACOUSTICS -Speaker cables. interconnects & connectors
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
german

acoustics

3558 R•olgeway Avenue
Madison

W.sconsul 53704

Telephone

276

(608) 76-8558

Lexicon
Monster Cable
Sony ES
Spica ... igr More
"Established Since 1959"
"We listen to Music with our ears;
We hear it with our minds."
A. Angers, Founder

SOUND UNLIMITED
169 Church St., Bristol, CT
(203) 584-0131
Stereophile, January 1990

AUDIO BEST: LA, Orange, San Bernardino, California. Hot components: Celestion SL700, TARA Labs,
Counterpoint SA3000, PS4.6, Audible Illusions Modulus, Music Concepts, Mod Squad, AC0115122, Spica Angelus, Beyer, Velodyne, Magnum, Fosp,ate, B&K, Superphon, Music Reference, Spectrum, Rauna, Sound-Lab,
VP!, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Grado, Alphason, Garrott,
Monster, Straight Wire. (714)861-5413. Appt.
SAVE MONEY ON HIGH-END AUDIO EQUIPMENT!
lbo many product lines to list in this ad! Free UPS shipping included! Call (313) 342-2475 for inquiries!
Audio by Gil Morrison.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Denon, Carver, Well-Tempered, NEC, Forté, Nalcamichi R-DAT, Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc,
SOTA, TDL Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster,
Straight Wire, Stax, Nakamichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon,
Sumiko, VPI, CWD, and more. Professional consultation and installation. The Listening Room, 1305
Court Street, Saginaw, MI 48602. (517)792-3816.
COUNTERPOINT SA3.1 PREAMP (new, factory sealed), $795. Kimber 4PR (100'), $.50/foot. Kimber
4VS (50'), $1/foot. Monster Reference 2interconnect
(new, sealed), Im, $60; 2m, $100. Misc, high-end
phono cartridges (new, sealed). Call (303) 484-8516.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We
buy and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Best prices to
authorized dealers on B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion,
Parasound, Counterpoint, etc The Stereo 7hading Outlet, 320 Old York Rd.,Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215)
886-1650.

Fumphwerks' is afull-spectrum audio
service for the music aficionado.
Three progressive, complementary
f
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o
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cassette. Your precious time is cut to a
minimum in locating and purchasing
what you want.
Fumphwerks' is adedicated,
premium quality service. You can expect
peerless service in Our pursuit of music.
For busy discriminating people, this is not
only arequirement but also ajoy! Call or
pen for afree portfolio of services/fees and
be on your way to your highest expectations
in music service.
FumphwerksTM
P.O. Box 606
Excelsior, MN 55331
Toll free: 1(800) 55 Fumph'
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MINNESOTA—GREAT PRODUCTS: Bedini, Wellitmpered, Rega (the speakers are in!), Sumo, van den
Hul, CD players from Precision Audio, AudioPrism,
and other above-average components, plus personal
service. By appt., Audition Audio, (612)331-3861,
Minneapolis, MN.
STEREO CONSULTANTS PROUDLY REPRESENTS the
best values in audio! B&K, Superphon, Audible Illusions, Lazarus, Melos, Magnum Dynalab, ProAc, JSE,
Fanfare, Ryan, Acoustics, Angstrom, British Fidelity,
Systemdek, Sansui Vintage, AudioQuest, more. Competitively priced in Lafayette IN. Phone: 3-10pm E57:
Mon. -Sat., (317) 474-9004.
QUAD ESL-63 with stands, $1195/pr. delivered; 13'
pair Space & Time Phase II, $95; 100 AudioQuest CD
rings, $50. Bob, (717)421-2884 days.
FOR SALE: APOGEE FULL-RANGE SPEAKERS, $1000.
Need to be re-ribboned at factory. Total update and
ear recovering is $2380. Call Allan at (70 463-0922.
LINN LVX TONEARM on Thorens 160 super 'table.
Rosewood base, rnint condition, $325; B&K 202 plus
power amplifier, 200Wpc, 8months old, mint, $495.
Wanted: Threshold FETIO or Levinson 23 or Krell
PAM7 preamplifier. Dennis, (617)848-2551, ES7:
HOUSTON TEXAS AND BEYOND! Stereoworlcs offers
you Alchemist Aural Symphonies, Belles, Cambridge,
Celestion, Eminent itchnology, Euphonic Technology, Porté, Kiseki, Merlin, MIT, Superphon, Talisman,
TARA Labs, Threshold, VMPS, van den Hul, Welllèmpered, and more! By appt. only. Free newsletter,
MC/Visa. Stereoworks, (713) 497- 1114.
ANNOUNCING THE NEW YORK CITY HIGH END
HI-FI SHOW, April 27, 28, & 29, Pentu Hotel (33rd St.
& 7th Ave.): Marvel at over 80 premier high-end hi II systems, many set up and tweaked by their inventors,
designers, engineers, and manufacturers. See and hear
experimental/pre-production equipment. Enjoy live
concerts during and after regular show hours. Educate yourself at Stereopbile lectures, talkfests with editors, writers, and other audio experts. Evaluate more
high-end equipment in aday than you could see and
hear in months of regular store visits. Tickets by
mail—$20; at the door, $25. Each ticket valid for all
show days. Write High End Hi Pi Show, 208 Delgado
St., Santa Fe NM 87501. Exhibitor information, call
Ken Nelson. (914) 476- 3157 or Fax (914)969- 2746.

INTRODUCING...

quantum

Our speaker cables
and

Interconnects bnng

the muse back to you

moo.r.,wr,ogier
Nk.
Dept 5. 1925 Aleesechueens Avenue,
Carnend9e, IAA 16171 354-8933
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audio
specialists

Inc.

Northern Indiana's Oldest
High-end Audio Dealer
Sota •VMPS •STAX
Counterpoint •NAD
Bang gr Olufsen •Carver
Nakamichi •Wharfedale
Onkyo •Spica •Fried
Last •AKG •Straight Wire
Denon Professional
Warranted Pre-owned
Equipment Available!

tut electronics store!
401 N. Michigan •South Bend, IN 46601
(219) 234-5001

Come and Relax at
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S
Newest High-End Audio Store

Aiucksi-Layen.
Fine Audio Components

TWO LIVING ROOMS DEDICATED
TO THE DISCERNING LISTENER:
• State of the Art room
• State of the Wallet room
THRESHOLD
APOGEE

MIRAGE
VIL

ROTEL

BRASFIELD

CARDAS
GRADO
EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY
VERSA DYNAMICS

FORTE
SYSTEMDEK
PARADOX
WTT
VORTEX

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110
Off the 10 Frwy where Los Angeles
and San Bernardmo couches meet

CHICAGO
SPEAKERWORKS

LISTEN UP!

designs & builds
LIMITED PRODUCTION
LOUDSPEAKERS

We have developed amodification
that dramatically improves the
sound of all compact disc players
at aprice that is atrue bargain ...
only

• World Class Performance
• Factory to You Pricing
• Save 30% to 40%

Counterpoint
VTL
B& K
Musical Concepts
Acoustat • Convergent Audio
Rogers • Fostex • VP!
PS Audio • Proton
& much more
5700 N. Western, Chgo 60659

312 -769-5640
278

$105. 0°u.s.

Money Back Guarantee
For information and review about
this procedure, please send aselfaddressed envelope to the address
below or feel free to call us.

Executive Stereo
896 Queen Street West
Toronto Ontario M6J 196 Canada

(416) 538-4000
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NEW: B&K ST-202, $529; Kinergetics KCD-40,
$1699; Merlin SME -309, $899; CD Saver, $9; Dynalab
FT-101, $599; Cram°lin; lanky; 'Week, $15; AudioPrism; Edison-Price; AudioQuest; Fluxbuster, $149.
CDs/LPs: Bathos Pond, ATE, DMP, Chesky, Dorian,
East-Wind, Menuet, Nightingale, Opus3, Proprius,
Reference, Three Blind Mice, 'Vt'ater Lily, Wilson. Wctor
Electivnics, Box 82404, Portland, OR 97282-0404.
(S03)233-2603. Visa/MC/Amex/COD.
SUPERPHON DM220 AMP, excellent condition, $575.
(503)581 -0924 after 6pm PST
BERNING TF-10HA, $700; ENTEC SW-1/pr, $2250;
Kindel PLS-A/pr, $1250; MEI. Systems M-200/pt, and
Luminescence, $5035. (708) 771 -4660.
THRESHOLD S300, $1200; S150, $750; Apogee Caliper, $1100; Dahlquist DQ20, $1100; Carver M1.5T,
$450. Call (615)928-3256.
MARK LEVINSON 23/26, all accessories included,
19800. (313)258-5779.
MAKE BEAUTIFUL MUSIC with Solid Core itchnology interconnect cables! They are shielded and
balanced and possess unique properties to minimize
any changes (degradation) to signals they carry. Result?
Obvious accurate musicality. If you've ever considered upgrading your interconnects, auditioning these
will prove to please. And you're protected: 45-day
refund policy including shipping both ways, and now
2-year warranty against defects. Cormorant Cable
(model SCT-04), 1119/1m pair; shipping $3. Solid
Core Technology, 3808 Westview Ave, West Palm
Beach, FL 33407, (407)842-7316.

•

„JO

--•••

AUDIOPHILE CONNECCION NETWORK—join our
nationwide network of audiophiles, videophiles,
buyers, sellers, and traders. We list audio and video
equipment for sale through our nationwide database
system. Buyers may list their requests free. For information, call (914)268-0240.
VTL SUPER DELUXE/MC. Switchable gain for
MC/MM. Perfect condition, less than 100 hrs. Transferable manufacturer's lifetime warranty. Superb
sound. $2250 list, $1500. (206)542-6166.
BOSTON AREA: HAFLFR XL-600 amp, 5months old,
brand-new condition. Must sell, $850! Currently
retails for $1195. Bob, (508) 686-5696 evenings
6-9pm and weekends.
VPI HW19 JR.; AUDIOQUEST Pr-5; Adcom SXC/van
den Hul; Straight Wife TMI 1.5m; Sumilco Fluxbuster;
VPI HWI6.5. All less than 6months old, original cost
over $2500, sell as apackage for $1250. After 5pm,
(914)368-3478, NY
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS Tercet CD player, Mk.111,
18-bit, 8x, new, perfect. Sell for best offer over $800.
Retails for $1295. Call (301)667-9697 eves. Est leave
message.
FURNITURE: CWD A/V WALL UNIT Six-piece Fine
Line Oak, 70"W x63"H x21"D. $1700 retail, sell for
best offer over $500, new. (301)667-9697 eves EST
WELL-TEMPERED TURNTABLE w/Sumiko lead barium acrylic mat; WT arm with well-damped clamp
attachment and WBT plugs, $950; Spectral MCR- I
(low hours), $650; Athena MC-1 Polyphasor, $250.
Call (914)986-7939, leave message.

in Central Indiana, it's. ..

okh
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it IC,.2*
Latest models and best value
$3999 system!
•British Fidelity Digilog Dto
Aconverter
•New Magnavox 630 CD
•Counterpoint SA-1000 Pre
•Counterpoint SA-100 Amp
•Celestion 3000 speaker
•Tara cables

HIGH PERFORMANCE
AUDIO NEW & USED
Adcom •California Audio Labs
•Counterpoint •Dual
•Eminent Technology •Energy
*Janis •Monster •NHT
•Proton •Onkyo •Proton
•Sennheiser •Sumiko •VPI •
We have the best selection of

audiophile recordings.
5357 N. Keystone Ave.

731 FLORIDA SAN FRANCISCO 94110 550-1699
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Indianapolis, Indiana 46220
(317) 253-5260
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CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP

Representing:
Apogee
B&K Audio
Bang & Olufsen
California Audio Labs
Celestion
conrad-johnson
Entec
Forte'
Infinity Reference
Linn
Martin-Logan
Mirage MIT Cable
Jeff Rowland Design Group
SME
Shure Home Theatre
Sota
Theta Digital
Threshold
andersteen
Wadia
Wilson Audio
plus
CD's and LP's
By

Appointment

Financing

Credit

Delivery

Closed
Sun-Mon
11-9 Thursday
4119

Hillsboro

Set

11-6
11-5

Pike

Cards
Up

Tues -Wed
Fri-Sat

Nashville.

TN

615/297-4700

Acoustat •Apogee • Aragon
•Boston/Acoustics •B&VV •
Celestion •CVVD• Audio Quest
•Energy •Fried •Hafler•Precise
Infinity•JSE• JVC Video. Dual
•Koetsu • Krell •Magnum
•Meitner • Lexicon •MIT •
Mod Squad •Monster •NAD
•Onkyo •Ortofon •Rotel •
Shure •SME •Snell •Sony ES
•SOTA •Stax •Sumiko •
Velodyne • Well Tempered

Sound& Music
Sales & Service • 351 Pleasant

Street

Northampton, MA 01060 •(413)584-9547

If You Purchased
Any High End
Audio Component
Without Calling Us
We Have aCap
For You.

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
••Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

VANDERSTEEN

LIERRiU.

MPRTIfl LOGP(1

ET

COUNTERPOINT Well Tempered Lab

Threshold
InfinttY

MIT

sr:1w

audio research

PS A..1..JC110

IRS Series

AUDIO OUTLET
The High End Mail Order Store

gear
SHOPPE

21 N. Market St.. Selinscirme. PA • 717.374.0150
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P.O.Box 673
Bedford Hills, NY 10507

(914) 666-0550
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CRAFTSMANSHIP IN SOUND TECHNOLOGY—
Castle Speakers! Call us about these remarkable British
speakers! Outstanding cabinetry, wood veneer (even
mahogany), as well as the sonic performance. Sound
Unlimited, 169 Church St., Bristol, CT 06010. (203)
584-0131. Est. 1959. We pay shipping, accept major
credit cards.
KOSS MODEL IA ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS, excellent condition, spare panels and power supplies, $750.
(714) 793-8853.
NOISE REDUCTION, clean up and improve records,
tapes, TV, VCR, FM, even CD. Single-ended DNR, TE 600, $199. Free literature, 24 his: Dept. 2820, Rt. IBox
264A, Hendersonville TN 37075. (615)822-2737,
ext. 2820.
SURROUND-SOUND DECODER, highly reviewed,
factory direct, $299, free literature, review, 24 lus:
Dept. 2833, Rt. I Box 264A, Hendersonville, TN
37075. Phone (615)822-2737, ext. 2833.
MERLIN SPEAKERS AT GREAT PRICES for buyers with
no local dealer. Send for information on the Signature Series and the new 1+1s. Audio Locator; 24 Frederick St., Johnson City, NY 13790. (607)797-8040.
CARVER, NAICAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, ADS,
Crown, Revox, Tandberg, Haller, Adcom, Mission,
NAD, Harman/Kardon, Kyocera, Yamaha, LUXM211,
Denon, Klipsch, Et&W, KEF, DCM, E-V, JBL, Infinity,
dbx, ,(KG, and other quality components. Best
prices—professional consultation. All products covered
by manufacturers' USA warranty. Amerisound Sales
Inc ,
Jacksonville FL 32241. East: (904)262-4000.
West: (818) 243- 1168.

›tuant
(
Aerie & eiben
The Most In Musical Enjoyment
For The Novice & Connoisseur
Apogee •Arcici •Atma-Sphere •Audio
Prism •AudioQuest •Basis •Benz
Cardas •Claesky •Chicago Speaker Stand
Classe' •Clearaudio •Cogan Hall
Creek •Distech •Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology •Garrott •Garth
Lantana •Last •Magnan •Merrill •Mod
Squad •Morrh •Nestorovic •Pro Ac
QED •Rega •Reference Recordings
Sequerra •Sheffield Lab •Sims •Souther
Superphon •Tara Labs •Target •Tice
Audio •Vendetta Research •VMPS

THE STEP LADDER TYPE A, 23-position audio taper
attenuator, 50k impedcnce, 1% MF Resista resistors,
Urbnder solder less than 0.1dB channel balance, silver
contacts. The best volume control for CD players.
Write for details. Quickline Products, 518 Palo Alto
Drive Vancouver; WA 98661.
CAP1TOLA AUDIO SPECIALIZES in affordable highend systems: AudioQuest, Aragon, B&K, Linn, NAD,
Precise, Spica, van den Hul. Used and demo: VP!,
Grado, Brasfield Silver, Bedini BA-803, Rauna, Carver,
'MPS subwoofers, Audio Dynamics. Capitola Audio
1550 41st Ave, Capitola, CA; (408)475-2470.
PHONO -ONLY PREAMP, highly reviewed, factory
direct, $149, free literature/review, 24 his: Dept 2825,
Rt.1 Box 264A, Hendersonville, TN 37075. Pbone
(615)822-2737, ext. 2825.
MIT CABLES, custom terminations, Camacs, XLR
balanced, high-flexibility toneann sets, Shotgun CVT;
MIT hookup for internal rewiring; Atma-Sphere OTL
amplifiers, Clements speakers, Vendetta Research, van
den Hul Grasshopper, ASC lhbe 'flaps; Wonder Capssolder-wire; Resistas; Edison-Price, Odyssey, Tiffany
connectors; Simply Physics Isodrive; NAVCOM
Silencers; Fluxbusters ($150 ppd.); many accessoriesmod parts, $1 catalog ($3 overseas); Michael Percy,
Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937; (415)669-7181.
CD (SONY) CAROUSEL CHANGER CDP-0500, like
new. PA, (215)567-4626.
GOLDMUND MIMESIS 6dual-mono power amp, 6
months old. Cost: $2690, will sell for reasonable offer
7h1. eves. (201)687-9287, days (201)239-1799.

NEW AND IMPROVED EARS BY

SERIOUSt:zien.eitA--"
1
MPRo yes

CLARiry

Best

FOCUS
MONE.
1
,
CAN

BUY

Sec%

$24. 9
Great Gift!

.\e`e

AT HOME •CONCERTS •THEATER •LECTURES

VP! •Wadia •& More

THE ORIGINAL USTENING ENHANCEMENT TOOL
We guarantee you will hear the difference!

287 Clarksville Road
Princeton Jct., N.J. 08550
(609) 799-9664

Serious Listeners P.O. Box 565 Burlingame, CA 94011
Phone Orders: 830-326-1201 Dealer inquines welcome
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Send check or money order for $24.95 to:

2141

CLASSE AUDIO
ACOUSTIC ENERGY
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
AUDIOQUEST
ASC TUBE TRAPS
TARALABS
UK SONATA
CELESTION
DYNAVECTOR

Js
A•U•D•l•

Upstate New York's Exclusive

MARK LEVINSON DEALER
Aragon /Arcam /Denon
Linn /Madrigal /Magnepan
Mirage M1 /Mission /NAD
Nakamichl /Soundstream
Thiel /Velodyne
Home trial program
for Monster Sigma
Nakamichl 1000 DAT/Processor
on display.

THE SOUND CONCEPT
"Don't /1/1/;ç.sThePerformance"
2314 Monroe Ave., Rochester, NY
(716) 442-6050
Mon-Fri Noon-9
Sat. 10-5
MC/VISA/AMEX/DIS

AFFORDABLE •HIGH-END AUDIO
NILES AUDIO
PHILIPS AUDIO VIDEO
REGA PLANAR
STAR
SONRISE cunwers
SONANCE
TERA VIDEO
TARGET STANDS
TIFFANY CONNECTORS
VELODYNE

SONUS FABER
ENTEG
EPOS
REF CUSTOM SERIES
LUMBER RABIE
LEXICON
MAGNUM DYNALAB
MERLIN
MIsSIONICYRUS
Tilt MOD SQUAD

FREE INFORMATIVE
AUDIO VIDEO BROCHURE
FOR INFORMATION OR APPOINTMENT
CALL 301-890-3232
24-HOUR FAX INFORMATION LINE
301-890-3819
MON. THRU FRI. —10 AM TO 7PM
SATURDAY — II AM TO 4PM
ONE CHILDRESS COURT
BURTONSVILLE, MD 20866
WE DONOR VISA. MASTERCARD àAMERICAN EXPRESS
DOMESTIC à FOREIGN SNIPPING

---/Slm

SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
INFINITY-IRS • BETA& GAMMA • MIT
SPECTRAL
THIEL

• SOTA

• SME

• MAGNEPAN

• B&W

• TERA

GRADO • NAKAMICHI • ADCOM
MONSTER • SUMO • NITTY GRITTY
SUMIKO • CWD • LUXMAN • PIERRE
LURNE • SHURE HTS - SURROUND
ONKYO GRAND
STAX

INTEGRA • M & K

• VELODYNE

YAMAHA

•

• LEXICON

WILSON

WATT

SINCE 1968
/01
0 11 EUSTEM
ILIEEMORIKS
7511
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(402) 397-4434
NE 68114

Pacific •Omaha.

ALANCED FOR OVER
lieee

10 YEARS

PERFECIL

Tube Logic:
Maximal preamp at $775.00.

Vacuum

Tara Labs: Astral Blue $2.95/ft.
Incredible value! TFA return
at $8.75/ft
Acoustic Energy AEI:
One of the finest small monitors
we've heard.
Celestion: The latest in ribbon
technology with true dynamic bass.
The Rock Reference:
The ultimater turntable.
Sales, service and
custom installations
All major credit cords

879-6999
879-6889
Rt 24, Chester, Ni

e
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REDISCOVER FM STEREO—Informative booklet on
how to improve your FM reception. Free for the asking
from the FM Specialists at Magnum Dynalab, 6509
eansit Rd. #H1, Bowmansvillg NY 14026. Write or
call (800) 448-8490.
MAGNUM DYNALAB UPDATE PROGRAM. Factory
upgrades to "audiophile edition" spec available for
FT-101 models. See your authorized dealer or
call/write for information. Magnum Dynalatt 6509
eansit Rd., Bowmansville, NY 14026. (800)
448-8490.
GENESIS and EPI OWNERS: Upgrade your tweeters
with aluminum domes! New woofers, original specifications. Build your own monitors—inquire about our
affordable driver packages. Write: LRS Electronics,
Box 1256, Dover NH 03820 for information, or call
(603)749- 1904. MC/Visa accepted gladly.
MANAGEMENT Preeminent audio/video mailer seeks
amotivated, resourceful person with excellent organization skills and who is meticulous about paperwork,
to be general manager of sales and operations. You
must be familiar with purchasing, inventory control,
advertising, promotion, and service. A minimum of
5 yrs. audio experience with 2 yrs. management
required. Salary commensurate with experience. Full
benefits. Send resume to L Ferber 300 Mercer St., New
York, NY 10003.
VANDERSTEEN 2Ci w/Superstands, 2months old,
mint, $1000; model 2C w/Superstands, 2yrs. old,
$800; model 2W subwoofer, Iyr. old, $900; B&K ST202+, $400; Sony CDP-707ESD, $1000. Call Ron, (414)
426-.3036, leave message.

MAGNEPLANAR MGIII SPEAKERS, 3-way with ribbon
tweeter, $1500. Onkyo M-508 power amplifier.
200Wpc, $650. Buffalo, NI; (716)694-6040.
B&W 801F SPECIAL SPEAKERS in black ash finish
with hoods, $2300. (512)259-3180 after 5pm.
AUDIO INSTALLATION MGR./INSTALLER: Preeminent audio/video retailer seeks amulti-talented,
resourceful person to manage our Custom Installation Division. In addition to hands-on installation
work, you must be able to interact smoothly
w/designers, architects, and salespeople. You will also
be responsible for interfacing w /mfrs. and organizing and maintaining our technical dept. Intimate
knowledge of high-end and multisource equipment
is essential. We are also seeking an Asst. installer
w/min. 3yrs. installation experience. Driver's license
and checkable references required. Send resume to
L. Ferber 300 Mercer St., New }brit, NY 10003.
IF MUSIC REALLY MATIERS—ELECTROCOMBUYIET!
Amplifiers, preamplifiers, and pre-preamplifiers of
the very finest quality in music-reproduction equipment. Authorized dealer, five listening moms. Sound
Unlimited, 169 Cburcb St., Bristol, CT 06010. (203)
584-0131. Est. 1959. We pay shipping and accept
credit cards.
SALES: PRESTIGIOUS AUDIO SALON seeks amotivated, well-groomed professional salesperson to join
our sales staff. Extensive knowledge of high-end cornponentry is amust. Three years' experience required.
Salary commensurate with experience. Send resume
or letter in confidence to L. Ferber, 300 Mercer St.,
New York, NY 10003.
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TRY OUT
AUDIO CABLE IN
THE BEST POSSIBLE
LOCATION.
YOUR HOME.
Only the Cable Company lets
you test up to 4cables at home by
mail. The best cable is the one
that sounds best in your system.
-Manufacturer terminations.
-All brands. We are the showcase for the cable industry.

(The Cable Company)
CALL TOLL FREE FOR DETAILS:

1-800—FAT WYRE
MON.- FRI. 11-5 EST
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VISA-MC
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GA

harodzwing
Texas' New
Definitive Reference

Rare Records Ltd.
ADS Analogic Ariston
Bryston Classe Duntecb
Dynavector Esoteric
Goldring Hales Krell MIT
Morcb Mordaunt-Short Oracle
Rote! Snell Sony ES

We buy and sell

LP vinyl records
Over 100,000 titles in stock
Mail orders accepted

,
IO
e ''INSIGHT
V•
Located In Dallas Texas

G&A Rare Records, Ltd.
139 West 72nd Street
New York, NY 10023
(Between Broadway and
Columbus Ave.)

2141437-4167

Achieving sonic realism.
Audio by Design Oicl
created by music lovers
and musicians with the
simple goal of offering
the highest level of
musical accuracy
possible.
We offer complete
systems from less than
$800 to state-of-the-art
audiophile and roomto-room remote
systems.
Specialists in
design and installation
of all your audio/video
needs.

AUPo
DY
ip
1000 Bristol Street North
Newport Beach. CA 92660
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Ariston •BK
California Audio Labs
Conrad-Johnson
Lexicon
Magnum Dynalab
MB/Quart
Meridian •Mirage
Monitor Audio
NAD •PS Audio
Rotel •SOTA
STAX •Threshold
an den Hut
Well-Tempered Labs

7141851-0112

212 877-5020

Audemitt
C nect ion
AURAL SYMPHONICS
interconnect to make you smile at sound & price
BELLES RESEARCH
power amps -high current delivery
BRITISH FIDELITY DIOILOQ
holy cow
CELESTION
now with ribbon technology
COUNTERPOINT
electronics that speak for themselves
MERRILL
Heirloom Table & Stable Table

meRcH

DP-6. UP-4 tonearms extraordinaire!
MOD SQUAD
Line drive: affordable class A
QUICKSILVER
agreat teami the preamp loins the monos.
TARA LABS SPACE & 11ME
what you hear is true
VANDERSTEEN
the legend continues
2C1
(201) 2311-171M
615 Bloomfield Ave, Verona. NJ 07044
trede-ins maxima used equipment
in-home consultation available
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 12-7, Thurs. till 9,
Sat. 11-6
Please call for en oppointmenK
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BENZ-MICRO MC3, sealed, $795; SPI! Mk.II (black),
$2850; Sota Cosmos, $2950; Quad 63 US Monitor,
latest, w/stands, $2950; Denon CD-I520, $500. All
as new. (4/5)239-0600.
TANDBERG MODEL TD-20A in mint condition, little
use (75 hours max), faultless, $750; Luxman model
5612 Laboratory Reference series equalizer, near mint,
$575; Linn Ittok, absolutely mint, $625; Denon DP750 DD turntable, clean, $125; NAD model 7140
receiver, mint, $295; Oracle Delphi Mk.III, near mint,
$625. Contact Frank, (215)855-4181 after 5pm EST
DBX IBX11 DYNAMIC-RANGE EXPANDER, $145;
Hailer DH-200 amplifier, $285; ADC Sound Shaper
II 12-band/channel equalizer, $179; Haller preamplifier, $119; Integra DX-7500 18-bit 8x-oversampling
CD player, $499; Onkyo CP-1033A turntable, $98;
Kenwood KR-7600 200W receiver, $295; AR stereo
remote control adapter, $79. (916)324-7118 or (916)
922-2391.
STEREOPH1LE BACK ISSUES for sale, 1983-present,
also Von 1-12, 1962-66 (these are no longer available). Asking $250 or offer,r (503)298-4021 or (503)
296-2939.
SIDEREALKAP. The SiderealKap was designed to be
the finest-sounding capacitor available for highquality audio reproduction systems. Find out what
the music lover's capacitor doesn't sound like. Free
literature and price information upon request. Dealer
inquiries invited. Sidereal Akustie 9974 Scripps
Ranch Blvd., #120, San Diego, CA 92131. (619) 5784226, Fax (619)578-4059.

N. Illinois and S. Wisconsin's
Foremost

HI-Fl

Dealer

ABSOLUTE
AUDIO
Featuring
•
Aiwa •Boston Acoustics

TAS, VOLUMES 1-22, binders, $250 donation to charity. Kevin, (818)991-5562.
BULLY AUDIO PRESENTS GREAT DEALS on Haller
XL-600, $995 ;XL-280, $549; DH-330, $379; Iris Pry amp, $679; Model 300 floor-standing loudspeakers
at $695, the hi-fi bargain of the year Acoustat panel
loudspeakers starting at $995. Bully Audig 43 Hampstead Rd., Boston, MA 02130. (617) 522-9392 for
appr
ALWAYS THE BEST! Barclay Bordeaux, Celef, ViiN,
Merlin (including Signature Series, wired with Cardas
cable), Magnavox, Esoteric, Chicago, Target, Prisma
cables. Many accessories, including Cutting Wedge
Acoustic Foam. Free catalog, write Krellfield Audio,
PO. Box 8, Endicott, NY 13760 or call (607) 7971829. Visa/MC.
OLD COLONY SOUND LAB offers afree catalog for
the asking. Twenty-four pages of amplifiers, prearnps,
crossovers, audio accessories, parts, boards, resistors,
capacitors, etc. Everything you need for that do-it yourself project to improve the sound of your audio
system. Write Old Colony Sound PG Box 243.% Peterborough, NH 03458, or call (603)924-6371.
WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION of used McIntosh
and JBL Alnico components. Locators of all brands
of hard-to-find used equipment. Reproduction Hartfields. Dynamics, detail, and imagery never before
found in one speaker system below $10,000. Maranta
7, 9, and 10B faceplates. McIntosh MC3500 faceplates.
Call for further information. Jobn Wolff (313) 2295191, 24-br machine.

OMNI
SOUND
Jell Rowland Design Group
Eminent Technology
ASC Tube Traps
Well Tempered
Kanber (able
Audioquest

Clearaudio
PS Audio
Duntech
Camber
Souther
Proton
Grado
SOTA
MIT
Sony

Carver •Counterpoint •Denon
Dual •Lazarus •Linn •Mission
Monster •NAD •Onkyo
Paradigm •Soundstream
Vandersteen
•
In House Service of al Brands.
Custom Home & Auto Installation.

Analogic Design Group
Avalon Acoustics
Audible Illusions
Monster Cable
Wilson Audio
Forte Audio

Nitty Gritty
Threshold
Spectrum
Athena
Onky0
B& K
Spica
Thiel
VPI
ES

For the sound mind.

ABSOLUTE AUDIO
4227 MARAY DRIVE
ROCKFORD. IL 61107
815-395-1000
19020 Preston Road
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Dallas. Texas 75252

214.248.9104
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FAT JULIAN'S
AUDIO

MIT
VP'
CAL

AUDIO

PRESENTS

FUSELIER
LOUDSPEAKERS
FORMERLY LEGENDARY
NOW LEGENDARY & AVAILABLE

FUSELIER SIGNATURE
$800 to $3600 PAIR

THIEL
FRIED
FORTE

r--

ENTEC
GRADO
HAFLER

Champaign-Urbana

LUXMAN
PROTON
PRECISE
SONRISE
SPENDOR

FUSELIER BASIC
$450 to $700 PAIR

DAHLOUIST
CELESTION
MAGNAVOX
THRESHOLD

463

S. ATLANTA ST.

ROS WELL, GA 30075

39 E. Green St.
Champaign-Urbana. IL
1-57 to 1-74,
S. on Neil. E. on Green

MOD SOUAD
PROTON VIDEO
MARTIN-LOGAN
WELL TEMPERED
MUSICAL FIDELITY

M-F 12-7. Sat 10-5

CONRAD-JOHNSON

(404) 587-1900

F=

COMPORNIS:
must be sonically outstanding.
meticulously constructed and
of superb value.

WERE
must support both dealer
and customer

MY CROWD:
ARISTON
MARK BRASFIELD
CA RDAS
MAPLENOLL
MOD SQUAD
MFA
MUSIC REFERENCE
RO TEL
SIEFERT
SUPER PHON

SPEAKS MR ITSElf.
286

(217) 344-0805

MUSICAL CONCEPTS

Audio Etc...
Dayton's Finest Audio .4 Video

Serving the Tri-State Area's
most dIscriminating ears
5 DEMO ROOMS

Audioquest • B & K •Celestion
Counterpoint • Dual • Dahlquist
ET2 • Forte • Grado • Hailer
Infinity •JVC Video • Monster
Mordaunt Short •NAD •NAD Video
Nitty Gritty • Niles •Onkyo
PS Audio •SME •Sonographe
Sony ES • Sonance • Sonrise
Spectrum • Sumiko •Threshold
Vandersteen •VPI
PLUS MANY OTHERS
Most Audiophile Accessed«. Les a co à In
Custom I•••••. 00• •L.90 POODOMMI Equipment

Stock
Inventory

Audio Etc

•••
2626 Colonel Glen Highway
Dayton, Ohio 45324
(513) 429-4434
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MUST GO! NEW EQUIPMENT: MFA Magus A3 tube
preamp ($995), $800; MFA D75 tube amp ($1960),
$1450; Electron Kinetics Eagle 400 monoblock amps
($3395), $2600; B&K ST-140 monoblock amps
($996), $800; B&K PRO10 preamp ($598), $475;
Belles 150 amp ($650), $500. Used equipment all in
mint condition: Electron Kinetics Eagle 2Prime
($1395), $1000; Melos dual-chassis tubed CD player
($1595), $1100. All equipment must go! Call Richard,
(715) 341 -3806.
ARE YOU PLEASED with the sound of your CD
player? Modify your player and reward your ears with
amusical, involving performance. Call us for modifications and accessories that will transform your player
into aliquid, tonally accurate source. Products include
select D/A converters, digital filters, damping materials,
power-supply modifications, and more. Call (800)
648-6637 for details and catalog. Soloist Audio, 348
7kttle, S.A., TX 78209.
CONRAD-JOHNSON MV75A1 w/two matched sets
of four groove tubes, one set new, other approximately
40 hours, $900; KEF 104.2 w/Kube, excellent condition, $1200. Mikg (404)435-9071 or (216) 535-0281.
PROMPT, PERSONAL SERVICE by Alpine Audio:
Counterpoint, Classé, B&K, Beming, MFA, Creek,
Analogic, Musical Concepts, Well-Tempered, VP!,
Michell Gyrodec, SME, Eminent Technology, Epos,
Sound-Lab, Grado, Talisman, MIT, TARA, Kimber.
Demos/used: Classé DR-2, Counterpoint SA-12 3.1,
Fried Q3, A3, Beta, Bedini 25/25, Premier FT-3,
Mordant-Short 442. 882 E. Main St., Abingdon, VA
24210. (703)628-3177.
SOTA COSMOS, THRESHOLD, MARTIN-LOGAN,
Quicksilver, Sumiko, Klyne, MFA, SOTA Mimed,
Linaeum, SME, Superphon, Atma-Sphere, Spica, Forté,
Philips, lintel, and morc. Corner Audio, 1204 NW Gil-

For records, tapes and CDs.

san, Portland, OR 97209. (503)227-1943.

•

e
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The best record rack in America
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)
Per Madsen Design

(415) 928-4509

P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133
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THRESHOLD SA/3 AND S/300 AMPLIFIERS, both
new with transferable 10-year warranty, $2200 each,
(206)322-6846 or (206)325-6539.

Records/CDs
ANNOUNCING A MAJOR RECORD AUCTION—
winter 1990. Catalogue Raisonneé is the Connoisseur's
World-Wide Auction Catalog for rare audiophile LPs.
Invest in history this winter and possess these unrivaled offerings from Analog's Golden Age (RCA, Mercury, and all the great labels). Closing date: February
28,1990. Write or call for the free catalog and auction
details. Catalogue Raisonneé, 5503 17th Ave. NW
Suite 310, Seattle, WA 98107, USA. (206)781-8443.
AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-of-print
direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II and Import Pressings. Current sale almost over! Great selection of inprint records and CDs. Also: ATR, Chesky, East-Wind,
Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson, and many more.
Quantity discounts. Call for free catalog. Elusive Dist
5347N. Guierd Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46220. (317)
255-3446.
AUDIOPHILE RECORDS—RCA LSC Shaded Dogs,
Mercury SR 90,000. Send SASE to pie 160 Walnut St.,
Nutley, NJ 07110.
AUDIOPHILE ESTATE AUCTION. Over 200 direct-disc
titles, 25 Yrspeeds. Send SASE to Auction, PO. Box
141324, Dallas, TX 75214. (214)827-8159.
CLASSICAL LP SALE: Many deleted, still-sealed
imports. EMI SLS, ASD, Decca SET, SPA, London Phase
IV, CS6000, small quantity Lyritas Pacific Vinyl, 8306
Wilshire Blvd. #856, Beverly Hills, CA 90211. (213)
280-3584. Also available: new Japanese rock, jazz,
soundtracks, classical LPs (including King Records
Super Analog reissues).

AUDIO MART

IT
GETS
RESULTS
Phone in your ad
STEREOPHILE
CLASSIFIED
(505) 982-2366
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IMPORTANT CLASSICAL RECORD COLLECTION:
4000 records, mint condition, collected from 19491974. Many audiophiles, RCA ISC Shaded Dog, Mercury Living Presence, etc. Contact Classical Records,
PO. Box 8027, Santa Fe, NM 87504-8027

Waisted
MAGAZINES WANTED. "Ilivia collector needs to complete Hi-Fi News & Record Review collection with
March 1974, February 1975, February 1988, and July
1989 issues. Write to "Completist," clo Stereophilg
208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501.
WANTED: ELECTRO RESEARCH A75V1 amplifier
with stereo/mono switch. Write PO. Box 940, Cedar
Park, TX 78613, or call (512)474-2106.
WANTED: IRS SERIES III speakers. Serious buyer.
Larry, (516)482-6528.
WANTED: AUDIO RESEARCH D-79 or D-7913 power
amp. Will pay top Sfor clean units. Contact Frank,
(215)855-4181 after 5pm EST
WANTED: Absolutely mint-condition Audio Research
model SP8 Mk.1 version with WonderCaps. Revision
II version, August '82-December '83. Audio Research
D-9013 or D-40. Will pay top dollar for "museum"
condition Contact Frank at (215)855-4181 after 5pm
EST

CASH FOR USED POWER/PREAMP—ARC, Levinson,
Krell, Threshold, and Conrad-Johnson, in good condition. Pick up amps from your home or just ship
UPS/COD. Call CA, (209)298-7931, Sennig or Fax
(209)297-0359.
WANTED: Fidelity Research Model FR-64s in faultless condition and perfect working order (no bearing play). Will pay top dollar for "museum" condition. Must be a64s, not alater FX. Contact Frank at
(215)855-4181 after 5pm EST
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR QUALITY LP & CD collections! Classical, Audiophile (RCA, Mercury, London,
EMI, Lyrita, more), jazz, rock, many others. No collection too large! USA's greatest used/new/collector
shop stocks over 100,000 LPs. Princeton Record
Excbangg 20 South &lane St., Princeton, NJ 08542.
(609)921 -0881.
ALWAYS PAYING TOP Si for McIntosh. Marantz, JI3L
parts and systems; EV Patrician and Georgian. Fisher
amps and preamps, Krell, Levinson, and similar highend quality products. MFSL, Nautilus, and other popular %-SP-master records. Call (800)628-0266.
WANTED: SONY MRU90 remote control for an
ECM939LT microphone Write Phil at PO. Box 17212,
Toledo, OH 43615, or call (419)841-8573.
WANTED: Beveridge speaker transducer panels Call
lobn Robles, (800)876- 127"

r- Finally,

a transparent speaker that is
affordable. Highly Recommended' by Robert Harley. Send

VORTEX
TRANSPARENCY FACTOR

for a reprint of his review on the VORTEX SCREENS
from the July issue, Vol 12, No 7, of Stereophile
magazine and also receive a copy of our speaker
fact sheet/order form.

MOUMM/A\ Fkrfig\iLiE
4272 Baggett Drive Riverside CA 92505
714 785 7713

Your NEWSource For Audiophile, Import,
Independent &Major Labels. ALL LABELS.
FOR ORDERS OR FREE CATALOG, CALL:

1-800-833-5133
WE KNOW MUSIC!

SPEEDY DELIVERY

3203 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67218
FAX (316) 685-1133 INFO (316) 681-2025
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted.
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please %vrrte Nelson &
Associates, 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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THE FINAL WORD
The Grinch that Stole the Stereopbile LP
'And, on the eighth day, Jehovah decided to try

tries—the three-step process—before embark-

Larry Archibald's patience in every imaginable
way. After much thought, Jehovah decided to

ing on more radical ventures.

inspire Larry, by way ofJA the editor, to make

knowledge of this process. Not knowing the

an LP" ("Heh-heh-heh," thought Jehovah —

difference between an actual father and one to

"he'll never survive this!")

be used as astamper in the one-step process,

Our second problem was my insufficient

As you already know, Stereopbile success-

Irequested seven fathers from the plating facil-

fully got to the stage of finally-edited analog

ity. Ordinary fathers cannot be used as stam-

master tape, and JA ferried it to Tim de Paravi-

pers, so the records we've shipped are not onestep records: they're the standard three-step.

cini in England. After adelay of three weeks,
Tim's associates at The Exchange cut seven sets
of lacquers for us—seven so we could issue a

Next came miscommunication with Aligned
Audio, the pressing plant. Ilike heavy records,

limited edition of "one-step" records. As one

and had discussed making 190gm records with

lacquer is needed for each 800 to 1500 records,

the company president. (Ordinary records are

Ifigured this many sets would be necessary to

120-135gm; audiophile records run up to

meet expected demand of, say, 5000 LPs, plus

170gm.) I'd understood that we would be mak-

subsequent "three-step" records.

ing 190gm records—Aligned hadn't under-

The difference between one- and threestep? Alacquer is aheavy piece of plastic into

stood that, and would require an extra three
months to manufacture the molds to make

which grooves are cut by acutting lathe, pic-

190gm records. Because we'd promised the

tures of which you no doubt have seen. The

records for October, Idecided to go ahead and
produce their best 150gm records (heavier than

result is something that can be played, just like
arecord. The lacquer is then plated, atwo.
stage process involving sprayed silver, then
deposited nickel (the silver is peeled off the
nickel and discarded); the result is a"father,"
apiece of nickel about 0.015" thick with aflat
top and an underside which is the negative of
arecord: the "grooves" stick down. This father

most), and send everyone so affected a190gm
record, when available, at no charge.
More problems: because we'd requested a
"hot" record (high recorded groove excursion,
yielding both higher S/N and greater vividness), overcutting was found on many of the
metal parts. Aligned had not only to press the

is used to make a"mother," which now has

records, but to select which metal parts yielded

standard grooves—you can even play it, to see

highest quality; not asimple process. More

how it sounds (playing requires aspherical sty-

complications: because of how fussy we are,

lus, and can only be done acouple of times
without wear). From amanufacturing stand-

Aligned gave us achoice of—not three different vinyls—but three fluids used to treat the

point, though, the mother is durable, and can

stampers! All sounded different, with JA mak-

be used to make innumerable stampers, the

ing the decision as to which was more accurate.
Then there were the "standard" delays: one

part that fits in the press; the stamper is just like
the father, except thinner, and is worn out by

printing plant for the covers said they could do

the press. No problem, more can be made from

it, then couldn't (three weeks lost); another said

the mother.

they'd do it in two weeks, then did it in four;

The one-step process simply does away with
mothers and stampers, using instead athinner-

once the covers arrived, the pressing molds

than- normal father as astamper; when the resultant records begin to get noisy, the thin
father is discarded, thus inherently limiting the
production run.
That's where we made our first mistake.

broke (one week to repair); once the records
were pressed, the center labels produced spots
on the records because the ink wouldn't dry
(an extra week).
Jehovah made agood choice—CD, except
for its sound, looms ever more attractive. Ihope

"Crawl before you walk" is an ancient adage,

you got your LP in good condition, and Ihope

but we were only too happy to discard that wis-

you enjoy it while we discover how to make
190gm one-step LPs.
—Larry Archibald

dom. We should have tried what everybody
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•Introducing a unique sonic signature from
Acoustat: the new Spectra 11's. Remarkable sound
but then so is the price. For under $1000, the critics
are calling them "...a sonic and musical bargain."
•To experience this breakthrough in affordable
high end sound, call 1-800-366-1619 for your nearest Acoustat dealer.

SPECIRII

II

THE GRAND INTEGRA A-G10
Control/Power Amplifier
•Linear Switching Class AB amplifier-135 watts/channel RMS-420 watts/
channel dynamic (2 ohms) •Opto-Drive power supply for differential amplifier
stage •Source Direct signal routing for all inputs •Cast graphite and steel alloy
anti-vibration chassis •Shielded modular construction •Remote control for
volume and absolute phase •Built in digital processing circuitry-8x
oversampling digital filter—Dual linear 18 bit Opto-Drive D/A converters with
individual calibration to the 4th Significant Bit •Optical and coaxial digital
inputs •Pre-out/main-in jacks
Since the introduction of the M-150 amplifier, the name Grand Integra has been acknowledged by
the high end community as the benchmark of Japanese audio technology. We are pleased to
continue this tradition with the A-G10 and other limited-production components for your pursuit of
the elusive musical ideal.

Crane Integra
by ()Mato® 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446
In Canada: H. Roy Gray Ltd.. 14 Laidlaw Blvd.. Markham. Ontario L3P 1W7

